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1
CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

“Transformer la diversidad conocidas y reconocida en una ventaja pedagogica: ese me
parece el gran desafio para el futuro (Ferriero, in Moll and Gonzalez, 2004, p. 699).”
Ferreiro (1994) posits that the greatest challenge for teachers lies in converting
diversity in the classroom to pedagogical advantage, particularly in light o f the historical
negation o f difference by ignoring it or forcing compliance with a ‘norm .’ Accordingly,
as Darling-Hammond (2004) argues, there must first be a recognition that, “students
experience very different educational realities, [otherwise] policies [and practices] will
continue to be based on the presumption that it is students, not their schools or classroom
circumstances, that are the sources o f unequal educational attainment (p. 607).”
Much is demanded o f public school teachers in pre-kindergarten through 12th
grade (PK-12) classrooms across the United States, with little substantive support
supplied in return. Many enter the profession only to exit within the first three to five
years, primarily due to a lack o f appropriate training (Darling-Hammond, 2002). Early in
a career, an idealized vision o f personal growth and the ability to make an impact on the
lives and academic achievement o f our youth confronts the reality o f the socio-political
environment in which the educational system operates to limit the chances o f meeting
either goal. Some may simply become overwhelmed and pursue other career options
(Darling-Hammond, 2004).
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Teachers are among those whom Lipsky (1980) describe as ‘street-level
bureaucrats’ charged with the direct implementation of government policy. Policy is
often deliberately vague, with ambiguous and sometimes contradictory goal
statements. “Slippage” or difference between policy intent and actual outcomes is
inevitable. Lipsky (1980) noted that, “the very nature of their work prevents them
from coming close to the ideal conception of their jobs. Large classes and inadequate
resources combine with uncertainty of method and unpredictability of ‘client’
[student] response to defeat their aspirations (p. xii).”
Haberman (2003) contends that, “Knowing what and how to teach only
becomes relevant after the teacher has connected and established a positive
relationship with students (p. 26).” Frederickson (2005) and Maynard-Moody and
Musheno (2003) note that while many of these street-level bureaucrats are
instinctually able to use “identity-based normative judgments (p. 9)” about clients
[students] to implement policy in a more equitable fashion it is not always a natural
instinct.
According to Wheelock (1992) and Darling-Hammond (2004), “managing a
heterogeneous classroom requires preparation that relatively few teachers receive and
skills that relatively few of them acquire (p. 619).” Novice teachers, in particular,
experience a range of problems - with classroom management, motivating students,
dealing w ith individual needs and differences, and developing a repertoire o f

instructional strategies (Johnston and Ryan, 1983; Rottenberg and Berliner; Veenman,
1984) that veterans do not (Berliner, 1986; Grossman, 1990; Schulman, 1987). Often,
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because of their status, new teachers are assigned to students and classes that
seasoned veterans do not want to teach. This is unfortunate for both the novice and
his/her students. The students are often those who could benefit most from a seasoned
teacher’s expertise. The novice’s lack of experience is readily apparent and often
leads to a disheartening personal realization that s/he is not prepared to address the
needs of all of his/her students.
The words of a practitioner in the Milwaukee public school system summarize
some of the conflict engendered at a personal level by the competing forces in our
teachers’ professional world:
At the very core of teaching is the task of helping students make connections
between what they already understand and the new concepts, information, or
skills [we want them to learn]. Scientists of the human mind tell us we can
remember very few separate items at once, and all learning is a process of
somehow associating new information with old. So this is my job as a teacher:
to help students make connections. And to do that, I need to have a pretty
good picture of what their understandings are - or I need a way to probe these
understandings. At any moment, I have to decide whether to present
information or stand back and let a student discover it. I have to know when
and how to encourage, compel, accept, judge, nurture, admonish, humor,
provoke, and inspire 30 individuals. Now if I am teaching your son or
daughter, you undoubtedly hope that I understand your child well enough to
make those decisions - so often spontaneous ones - wisely. And if I really
understand your child, if I can see into his soul a bit, or if I can figure out how
his mind works when he’s wrestling with a particular concept or skill, or if I
can find a way to make him passionately interested in what I teach, I just
might be able to inspire him to real heights. But if I don’t understand, I can
damage your child. I can turn him off, or set him back, or crush his feelings, or
stifle his opportunities. If I as one teacher fail to reach, nurture, and inspire
your child, it’s probably not the end of the world; a child can recover from this
single experience. B ut if the entire educational system repeatedly m isjudge or
work ineffectively with certain children ... we have a problem of national
dimensions (Cynthia Ellwood, teacher, Milwaukee, WI, in NCTAF, 1995, pp.
246-247).
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In this vein, Cummins (1996) purports that, “if teachers are not learning much
from their students, it is probable that their students are not learning much from them
(Moll and Gonzalez, 2004, p. 33).” In PK-12 classrooms, “teachers have to work back
and forth between individual and group identities, while at the same moment take
principled stands on behalf of students who, because of some perceived difference or
sense of “otherness,” are left behind (Ladson-Billings, 2004, p. 63).”
The educational system is repeatedly misjudging and working ineffectively
with certain children and we do have a problem of national dimensions (Haberman,
2003). The practices of tracking, placement in special needs categories, holding
children back remain prevalent in dealing with underrepresented children. The
persistent achievement gaps on standardized assessments between underrepresented
children and their White peers as well as children living in poverty, with disabilities
and for whom English is not the primary language in the home and those who do not
live under those conditions, are clear evidence that this is so (Haberman, 2003).
There have been numerous attempts to reform the public education system the standards movement, launched in 1989, was intended to set benchmarks for
learning in the areas of language arts, mathematics, science, and social studies. The
latest legislative initiative is the reaffirmed No Child Left Behind A ct (NCLB) which
attempts to foster individual and institutional accountability for PK-12 students’
academic achievement.

Finding the goals of educational reform, if not the reforms themselves,
admirable, many teachers are unable to meet them for a variety of reasons, among
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these, an inability to respond appropriately to the increasing diversity in their
classrooms. Often, this inability results from lack of exposure to diversity of culture
and ability, the failure to address personal biases and institutional inequity, and/or
inappropriate or inadequate preparation for or constraint on implementation of
alternative pedagogies or curricula in the PK-12 classroom that would allow
underrepresented students to learn effectively and excel.
As Cochran-Smith, Davis and Fries (2004) assert, “Fundamental changes are
necessary to bridge the chasm between the school and life experiences of those with
and without social, cultural, racial, and economic advantages (p. 935).” This would
also apply to those with varying levels of physical and mental ability. Teacher
preparation must embrace diversity and adapt program design and curricula to infuse
the opportunity for development of appropriate practical strategies for PK-12
classrooms of the present and future. This includes coursework and experiences that
allow candidates to confront and address the issues of race, ethnicity, culture, religion,
sexual preference, physical and mental ability, and other measures of diversity as they
affect the teaching and learning experience (Howard, 2003).
Even in the absence of necessary structural changes in the public education
system, if teachers do not have the opportunity to develop appropriate skills to meet
the challenges of the increasingly diverse classroom, they will continue to exacerbate
the disparities (Darling-Ham mond, 2000a). Haberman (2003) contends that, “Too

many decades have already passed and too many youngsters have been driven out,
miseducated, or underdeveloped, awaiting the change agents who would have us
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believe they can transform urban schools and their debilitating impact on teaching and
learning (p. 31).”
Those educating our future teachers must be able to assist their students in
analyzing issues of race, ethnicity, culture, religion, sexual preference, physical and
mental impairment as they affect the learning experience (Howard, 2003). Howard
(2003) argues, as does Ladson-Billings (1994) that in order to improve the academic
achievement of all students, pedagogies must be relevant and meaningful within
students’ frame of reference, which is subject to social and cultural influence and
includes cultural knowledge, prior experiences, and level of integrated self-identity.
Both cite the process of critical reflection as a useful tool for creating culturally or
diversity relevant teaching to assist this process. Dewey (1933) deemed ‘reflective
action’ an active component of behavioral intervention or means of affecting change
in outcomes. Critical reflection entails an honest self-assessment and critique of
thoughts and behaviors. “The term critical reflection attempts to look at reflection
within the moral, political, and ethical contexts of teaching ... crucial to the concept
of culturally [or diversity] relevant pedagogy (Howard, 2003, p. 3).”
The long-term effects of teacher preparation are central to policy and funding
debates (Dean and Lauer, 2003). Compounded by a political environment of highstakes testing, increasing demands for institutional and individual accountability, and
inequitable distribution o f resources, disparity in opportunity and attainm ent among

diverse groups of students is the most pressing issue in teacher preparation (CochranSmith et al, 2004). Students of varying degrees of academic readiness, ability, and a
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variety of learning styles continue to populate PK-12 classrooms while academic
achievement and attainment gaps between White and Asian/Pacific Islander students
and their Black, Hispanic, and Native American peers persist. Large gaps are also
prevalent between the achievement of children living in poverty, with disabilities, and
for whom English is not the primary language used in the home and children who do
not live under these conditions. At the same time, a widening “demographic divide
(Gay and Howard, 2001)” characterized by socioeconomic, racial, cultural and other
differences between teachers and students and a correspondent dominance of a White,
Eurocentric normative in curricular and pedagogical design, coupled with insufficient
or inadequate training of pre-service teachers for diversity in the PK-12 classroom
portend an ominous educational backlash.

Statement of the Problem

In 1949, W.E.B. Dubois stated, “O f all the rights for which the world has
struggled and fought for 5,000 years, the right to learn is undoubtedly the most
fundamental (Foner, 1970, pp. 230-231).” Yet, inequity, so deeply embedded in the
United States public education system, severely inhibits the free exercise of this right
by many. Teachers struggle to teach, and students struggle to learn (DarlingHammond, 2000b).
The norm ative standard o f social equity in public adm inistration makes equity

in delivery of public goods and services such as PK-12 education in public schools,
the criterion forjudging the value of administrative policy. It requires fair and
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equitable distribution of services to eliminate any injury done to people by previous
programs or lack of programs. It attempts to ensure that if inequities do exist, they
benefit previously disadvantaged groups (Frederickson, 1977).
Education is a key to sustenance of the core democratic value of citizen
support for running a democracy. It provides a means for individuals to build skills
requisite to doing so. Democratic regime values are generally preserved by balancing
the individual right to pursue happiness and attain equal opportunities and political
justice with collective social goals, and limited, but responsive governmental support
(Stillman, 2004). However, there is evidence that rights are compromised for entire
segments of the population and that government support or intervention is insufficient
to redress the inequities.
As Nobel Prize-winning economist Amatrya Sen (1995) argued, “Everyone is
for equality; it’s just that what constitutes equality for one is not the same as for
another (Ladson-Billings, 2004, p. 56).” Foucault’s (1991) work on govemmentality
(the art of governing through control) influenced Bennett’s (1992) argument that the
process of social management, which he purports is an instrument of government, is
what creates culture. Using social management, diversity can be manipulated through
a “veneer of inclusion” to justify the status quo if there is a strong desire to create and
maintain a dominant culture (Ladson-Billings, 2004, p. 55).
W hile a heightened awareness of issues o f diversity in schooling has fostered

some initiatives to incorporate multiculturalism into curriculum, significant legislative
resistance against affirmative action, bilingual and other language education
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programs, and race-based admissions and scholarship policies in higher education are
countering advances. Further, Haberman (2003) argues that education continues to be
valued as a personal, rather than common or public good.
If as Sleeter (1995) contends, a philosophy of meritocracy continues to prevail
in public schooling, the view that failure for certain individuals or even groups is
‘normal’ is easily substantiated, particularly by those with little exposure to, or
understanding of the lived experience of “others.” In addition, if the belief that
racism, sexism, and other forms of marginalization and oppression are ‘old’ problems
that have been solved (Gay and Howard, 2001) is valid there is no need to develop
culturally responsive curricula and alternate pedagogical approaches. If high-stakes
standardized testing is a neutral and objective means of assessing academic
performance (Gordon, 2001), there is little reason to challenge the effectiveness of
traditional transmission models of teaching or deficit-based remediation models for
responding to the needs of diverse learners (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004).
If, however, there is a strong desire to disrupt subordinating meta-narratives
(Cary, 2001; Ewing, 2001; Grant and Wieczorek, 2000) and stem the “rising tide of
mediocrity (National Commission on Excellence in Education, 1983, p. 2),” steps
must be taken to restructure the systems that serve to reinforce them. Certainly, this is
a daunting task that will not be accomplished overnight (Sleeter and Delgado-Bemal,
2004).
Banks (1995) and Dilworth (1992), among others, have long decried that the
educational community needs to take action to alter inequities. Many have attempted
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to address their pleas, but only in piecemeal or disjointed fashion, and the result has
been less than effective. Numerous pieces of legislation, professional standards, and
other measures intended to foster improvements and reform have subsequently been
enacted. Coincident with 37 years of public administration’s endorsement of social
equity as a normative standard in service delivery, and thirty-five years of measuring
PK-12 student learning in the areas of language arts, mathematics, science, and social
studies - (fifteen years of using standardized testing measures) —significant gaps in
both academic achievement and attainment persist.
Projections are that Black, Asian American, and Hispanic children will
constitute the statistical majority of the student population in elementary and
secondary schools in the United States by 2035 (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004). In the
same period the pipeline for teachers will remain primarily White, female, and
middle-class (Howard, 2003). More significant and comprehensive reform of teacher
preparation than has been undertaken to date is imperative to stave “continuing
inequalities among racial and cultural groups in school achievement and completion
rates, poverty levels, and opportunities to learn from qualified teachers (CochranSmith et al, 2004, p. 931).”
John Dewey (1916) noted that
In order to have a large number of values in common, all members of a group
must have an equitable opportunity to take and receive from others. There
m ust be a large variety o f shared undertakings and experiences. Otherwise, the
influences which educate some into masters, educate others into slaves. And
the experience of each party loses in meaning, when the free interchange of
varying modes of life experiences is arrested (p. 84).
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It is common for children of color and poverty to be in schools in urban areas
that are decaying, with teachers that hold minimum or emergency credentials, using
antiquated texts, and whose access to technology, counseling, and social services is
severely limited by an inequitable distribution of funding and other resources
(Darling-Hammond, 2004, p. 610). There is a strong likelihood that both tracking (or
‘curriculum rationing’) and a ‘pedagogy of poverty’ prevail in this environment described by Haberman (1991) as “giving information, asking questions, giving
directions, making assignments, monitoring seatwork, reviewing assignments, giving
tests, reviewing tests, assigning homework, reviewing homework, settling disputes,
punishing non-compliance, marking papers, and giving grades (p. 291).” This
contrasts dramatically with critical pedagogy and culturally responsive teaching that
center the student as empowered ‘creators of knowledge’ (Sleeter and DelgadoBemal, 2004, Ladson-Billings, 1994).
Howard (2003) notes that, “an examination of school achievement along racial
lines underscores clear divisions about who is benefiting from school and who is not
(p. 2).” Over a thirty-five year testing and reporting period, there has been both an
achievement and attainment gap. Black and Native American students consistently lag
behind White and Asian/Pacific Islander students on standardized assessments of 4th,
8th, and 11th grade-level competence in the areas of reading comprehension,
mathematics, science, and social studies. W hile dropout rates have decreased over

time, there is definite gap by race. Rates for White students stand around 5%, Asians
at approximately 2%, Native Americans are at 15%. In addition, while Hispanic
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students demonstrate higher competencies on standardized assessments than their
Black peers, their dropout rate prior to graduation hovers around 30% as compared to
10% for Black students (National Center for Education Statistics, 2005).
Social class (or socio-economic status) has a correlational impact on the
learning process and educational opportunity. Educational attainment (years of
schooling) and consequently, attainment gaps (drop-out rates), as well as achievement
gaps, are heavily influenced by social class (Coleman, Campbell, Hobson,
McPartland, Mood, Weinfeld et al, 1966; Jencks, 1972; Natriello, McDill, and Pallas,
1990).
There is no single root cause for achievement and attainment gaps. It is naive
to attribute these gaps to the existence of too many White, middle-class, female
teachers in PK-12 classrooms (Walsh, 2006, p. 4). It is equally simplistic to use what
Hollinger (1995) refers to as the “ethno-racial pentagon” (European Americans,
African Americans, Latino/as, Asian Americans, and Native Americans) as the sole
basis for comparative analysis of gaps and derivation of solutions. Social class as a
single construct does not explain all gaps, but does combine with others to broaden
them. Oakes (1990), for example, noted that, “high-ability students at lowsocioeconomic status, high-minority composition schools may actually have fewer
opportunities than low-ability students who attend more advantaged schools (p. vii).”
The effects o f hum an difference and subordination o f one to another as well as intra

culture heterogeneity on the learning process are complex. These effects compound
within a system that allocates resources disproportionately and routinely views
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diversity as synonymous with adversity and deficiency. Inadequate or inappropriate
training of pre-service teacher candidates for diversity simply perpetuates inequitable
treatment and outcomes.
Perhaps an unintended consequence of the demographic divide is the lack of
pedagogical congruence with the racial, ethnic, class, and cultural profiles of the
current and projected student population that would allow them to learn, perform well
on academic assessments, and practically apply knowledge. Ignorance of the
intersectionality of race, gender, class, ability, sexual orientation, religion, and other
indicators of ‘difference’ compound the incongruity. This problem may exist, in part,
because the university curricula for teacher preparation frequently do not include
adequate or appropriate focus on the multi-facets of diversity. Consequently, pre
service candidates lack sufficient exposure to those pedagogical approaches that lend
to the teaching of underrepresented PK-12 students that correlate with such positive
learning outcomes. It is exacerbated perhaps by the ‘multicultural paradox’ that Moll
and Gonzalez (2004) contend is operating in both public education and teacher
preparation. While there is agreement that diversity is important and deserves
recognition, adherence to familiar practices in teaching that either do not acknowledge
difference or treat it as an abnormality is common.
At minimum, as contended earlier, even in the absence of necessary structural
changes in the public education system, if teachers do not have the opportunity to

develop appropriate skills to meet the challenges of the increasingly diverse
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classroom, they will continue to either exit the profession quickly or unwittingly
exacerbate disparities (Darling-Hammond, 2000a).
Sleeter (2007) argues that, “teacher education faces the challenge of preparing
teachers who will become better at challenging and transcending patterns of racism in
schools (p. 6).” Further, diversity training must be powerful enough to counteract the
“power of prior socialization and on-going life experiences of White people in a racist
society (p. 17).”

Background

“ ... Children are our future, teach them well and let them lead the way ...
(Masser and Creed, 1985).” Few can argue that children are the future, but the
manifestation of competing values, ideologies, and goals in public education can
significantly impede the opportunity for many capable individuals to lead the way.
Public education and teacher preparation occur within a broad socio-political
environment. An examination of the underlying assumptions, historical context,
values, ideologies, and goals of stakeholders leading to the current situation in public
education and teacher preparation, as well as the larger social, economic, and political
influences on both is critical in order to propose viable means of change or
improvement.
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Underlying assumptions - public education

The founders, through Publius, expressed the belief that the survival of a
thriving democracy depends on an educated citizenry. Thattai (2001) contends that the
primary purpose of public education is rooted in the Common School reformers’
belief that common (or public) schooling could create good citizens, unite society,
and prevent crime and poverty. The Common School reform movement, beginning in
the 1840s advocated the schooling of all children rather than just those
[predominantly white, male] children from wealthy families or those with strong
religious affiliations.
Thus, the public school system emerged with the best of stated intentions - to
allow all children an opportunity to learn to read and write, and to solve problems in
order that they become productive, informed citizens of a democracy. This aligns
what deMarrais and LeCompte (1999) describe as “transmission of mainstream
culture and preparation of citizens for technical demands of modem society (Knapp
and Woolverton, 2004, p. 659).” Actions, however, often speak louder than words.
Knapp and Woolverton (2004) purport that “in a pluralistic, democratic
society such as that of the United States, it is commonplace to recognize that there are
multiple and competing purposes for education (p. 658).” They noted several
prevalent perspectives. Generally, through policy and practice, one ideology will
predominate. It appears that in public education, both at its origin and now, it is what
they describe as a combination of functionalist and conflict perspectives. From the
functionalist perspective, schooling is “the sorter and selector of human talent, and in
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that role it is perceived as mainstream culture’s instrument of upward social and
economic mobility for the lower classes (p. 659).” Conflict theorists believe that this
sorting process maintains “unequal power relationships and value systems” rather
than fostering “shared popular culture, values, and skills (Knapp and Woolverton,
2004, p. 659).”

Historical context and goals - public education

Competing goals appear to have operated since the inception of public
education - one to preserve the status quo and the other to challenge it (Banks, 1990).
The dominant assumption is that the goal of education is to perpetuate a single,
unified culture through assimilation of all and deculturalization of immigrants in
particular (Spring, 2004). The challenge is an assumption that the goal of education is
to build a culture that embraces the value of diversity and that understands and uses
cultural and other ‘funds of knowledge’ (Moll and Gonzalez, 2004) to enhance itself.
These views represent a paradigmatic continuum with position influenced by
individual ontology and epistemological stance.
According to Thattai (2001), Thomas Jefferson originally proposed the
creation of what would become the public school system in the United States, which
began in the 19th century. Jefferson believed that education should be “under the
control o f the governm ent, free from religious biases, and available to all people

[regardless] of their status in society (p. 1).” By the end of the 19th century, free public
education at the elementary level was available to all children. Compulsory
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attendance laws had passed in all states by 1918. Public education at the secondary
level became available and compulsory to the age of 16 as the 20th century
progressed.
Given the Eurocentric racial/ethnic composition of the population in pre
industrial America and concentration of geographic boundaries, it is unlikely that
Jefferson and the Reformers could have foreseen the environmental conditions and
controversies that surround public education today. Even at the outset, however, their
exclusion of the children of slaves and Native Americans from public education
foreshadowed the inequity that has become ingrained.
The common school was, and is, anything but common. “While [19th century]
publicists glorified that unifying influence of common learning under the common
roof of the common school, Black Americans were rarely part of that design (Tyack,
1974, p. 110).” Beginning with Southern state laws making it illegal to teach a slave
to read, and well into the 20th century, African Americans, Blacks, Native Americans,
and Mexican Americans faced both de facto and de jure exclusion from public
schools (Kluger, 1976; Meier, Stewart, and England, 1989; Tyack, 1974).
Underground efforts to educate children of slaves and color existed prior to
the abolition of slavery and continued despite the law. Segregated, “colored only”
schools were established in 1806. The “separate but equal” doctrine established by the
Supreme C ourt in 1896 was a precursor to the passage o f state laws that eroded the

rights of freed slaves - in voting, access to public institutions and facilities, and
judicial rights (Spring, 2004). The Civil Rights movement of the 1950s and 1960s
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resulted in legislation restoring voting rights and calling for mandatory desegregation
of public schools. Desegregation of schools, it was contended, would give students of
color access to equitable learning experiences. Yet 50-plus years after Brown vs. the
Board o f Education we are no closer to meeting this goal and de facto segregation
continues (Villegas and Lucas, 1992).
The equal protection clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the Constitution,
ratified in 1868, grants the right of equal educational opportunity to all U.S. Citizens.
However, the Naturalization Act of 1790, excludes all ‘non-whites,’ Native
Americans and African slaves, in particular, from U.S. citizenship. In 1923, the
Supreme Court advanced an argument that “the intention of the founders was to
confer the privilege of citizenship upon the class of persons they knew as White
(Spring, 2004, p. 63).” The passage of the McCarran-Walter Act finally lifted the
imposition of racial restriction on citizenship in 1952 (Spring, 2004).
The Civilization Act of 1819 created tribal school systems, operated by White
missionaries in order that Native Americans would be “culturally transformed within
one generation (Spring, 2004, p. 18).” The intent was to replace the Native American
values of resource sharing, development of clans, women’s exercise of political
power, with founding values for individual wealth and property accumulation,
establishing a nuclear family structure, and reducing the influence of women. Native
Americans gained U.S. citizenship in 1924, but did not receive correspondent rights

until the 1960s and 1970s (Spring, 2004).
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The label ‘Hispanic/Latino’ encompasses many - primarily, Mexican
Americans, Puerto Rican Americans, Cuban Americans, and Dominican Americans.
‘Non-white’ by law, Puerto Ricans were not granted citizenship until the Jones Act of
1917, and Mexican Americans struggled until 1946 to be declared non-Indians and
until 1970 to be recognized as an identifiable group based on language, culture, and
religion (Spring, 2004).
Until 1943, children of Asian immigrants bom in the U.S. were automatically
citizens, even though their parents were not. Asian-Americans - referring to people,
whose countries of origin are Japan, China, Korea, India, Vietnam, Cambodia, Laos,
the Philippines, and Indonesia, experienced on-going discrimination similar to their
‘non-white’ counterparts. From 1941 - 1945, Japanese Americans, including those
native bom, were interred in concentration camps as ‘enemies of the State’ after the
Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, because “the Occidental eye [could not] rapidly
distinguish one Japanese resident from another ... and the racial affinities were not
severed by migration (Spring, 2004, p. 65).”
In 1943, Chinese individuals, under a quota system of 105 individuals per
year, gained the right to become naturalized citizens. Similar rights extended to
immigrants from India and the Philippines in 1946, with each country given a quota
of 100 per year. The Immigration Act of 1965 finally ended overt discrimination
against Asians. They were labeled the ‘model minority’ in the 1950s and 1960s in
contrast to African Americans and Blacks who were advancing a militant civil rights
movement (Spring, 2004).
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Adding to the mix, since the 1975 enactment of the Education for All
Handicapped Children Act (now, Individuals with Disabilities Education Act),
children with disabilities have the right to a “free, appropriate public education in the
least restrictive environment.” For some, with appropriate aids and supports, the least
restrictive environment is determined to be the regular classroom in the district that
s/he lives. Yet, as is true with children of color or cultural difference, general
classroom teachers often have little or no training in effectively accommodating and
teaching these children (Smith, Tyler, Skow, Stark, and Baca, 2003).

Values and ideologies driving public education

J. A. Banks (1990) stated the ideal vision best
Students must develop the knowledge, attitudes, and skills needed not only to
participate in, but also to transform and reconstruct society ... to become
literate and reflective citizens who can participate productively in the
workforce .. [who] care about other people in their communities and ... take
personal, social, and civic action to create a humane and just society (p. 211).
Policymakers, professional organizations, and practitioners have undertaken a
number of legislative, regulatory, and personal reforms to address on-going concerns
about the inequality of educational opportunity. Benchmarks for learning in major
academic areas have been set, both overall and grade-level curricular standards were
defined, program accreditation, teacher licensing, and/or certification requirements
have been established. Yet not m uch has im proved equity of access or outcom es in

public education.
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Standardized testing remains a performance assessment panacea despite the
fact that extensive research acknowledges its role in reinforcing social inequity in
educational opportunity and persistence of the academic achievement gaps (Gould,
1981; Kamin, 1974; Mercer, 1989; Oakes, 1985). Negative outcomes of testing for
placement and promotion, particularly for underrepresented students, include
tracking, or, as Darling-Hammond (2004) describes it ‘curriculum rationing,’
placement in special needs categories, and holding individuals in a lower grade level.
None of these practices improves academic achievement and contributes to an
increase in dropout rates.
Komhaber (2004) argues that test preparation that equips students to pass
high-stakes tests, but does not equip them to apply the knowledge to situations
beyond the test. Most scholars and practitioners agree that standardized assessments
do not provide a measurement of the ability to apply knowledge in a variety of
situations. Madaus (1994) asserts that even tests designed to facilitate performance
equity among diverse groups or an ability to function at the highest level in society do
not do so. According to Amrein and Berliner (2002), “Given the greater focus on
raising test scores in schools with higher concentrations of underrepresented students,
transfer of knowledge and generalized gains will be even less likely (Banks and
Banks, 2004, p. 102).”
Titus and Dolgos (2000) stated that, “if all children are to be served effectively

and fairly, the education community is obligated to address [the] critical problem of
low expectations for students who are culturally different from their teachers (p. 2).”
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The current treatment of underrepresented students in the public school system is both
disconcerting and counterproductive. The use of deficit-based remediation models of
education is prevalent. These models assume that classes of students have defects and
deficiencies to be “cured” or remediated. Under such assumptions, programs and
solutions such as tracking, and placement in “special needs” categories have been the
primary means used to address those defects and deficiencies.
Deficit-based remediation models are used to address noted deficiencies.
Practitioners often ignore pedagogical approaches that are keys to the practical
application of knowledge. These would include the integration of multiple voices and
opinions about content into the curriculum and the use of relevant texts and other
materials. It would require analysis of individual strengths and weaknesses and
adaptation of strategies to engage every child in the learning process. It would also
entail the use of authentic (or practical) assessment - for example, requiring student to
develop portfolios, perform hands-on scientific experiments, construct models, and
other alternate ways to demonstrate mastery of content knowledge.
Nieto (1999) contends that “the way students are thought about and treated by
society and consequently by the schools they attend and by teacher educators are [sic]
fundamental to creating academic success or failure” (p.167). Palmer (1998) notes
that, “we teach who we are” and if “we” are primarily White and middle-class, there
may be a perpetuation o f the W estern Eurocentric normative in curricular and

pedagogical development (Banks and Banks, 2004). In addition, “othering” will be
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prevalent, wherein any difference in culture, gender, or ability between teacher and
student will be treated as abnormal.
The literature suggests that policy makers, governing bodies, and curriculum
developers view the issues of multiculturalism and diversity from a perspective that
ignores the value of cultural relevance and equates diversity with disadvantage,
depravity, and deficiency to be accommodated (Ladson-Billings, 1994). Thus, one
finds a predominance of African American and Hispanic students placed in either
special or remedial education programs instead of mainstream classrooms (Artiles and
Trent, 1994; Fierros and Conroy, 2002; Mickelson, 2001; Oakes, 1985; Oakes,
Gamoran, and Page, 1992).
There is little empirical evidence to substantiate the benefits of the practice of
tracking - which entails differentiation of the type and amount of academic content.
In fact, scholars find that this practice does not substantially benefit high achievers
and places low achievers at a greater disadvantage (Hoffer, 1992; Kulik and Kulik,
1982; Oakes, 1985, 1986; Slavin, 1990). Yet, African American, Hispanic, and Native
American children have traditionally been underrepresented in academic and gifted
programs, and overrepresented in vocational education programs. As such, they
receive fewer courses in English, mathematics, and science (College Board, 1985).
It is not surprising that the results of such practices are negative, self-fulfilling
prophesies —teachers’ stereotyping perform ance and behavior, and reducing their

expectations for individuals and groups; lowering students’ aspirations, performance
and attainment.
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The future of public education

Expansion of border and global mobility, and projected birth-rate patterns,
will continue to change the demographic composition of the United States. Global
change in the economic and power bases, along with advances in technology will
continue to alter the skills sets that are necessary to be competitive in a dynamic,
global economy.
The following portion of President John F. Kennedy’s special message to
Congress in 1961 is still profound.
Our progress as a nation can be no swifter than our progress in education. Our
requirements for world leadership, our hopes for economic growth, and the
demands of citizenship itself in an era such as this all require the maximum
development over every young American’s capacity. The human mind is our
most fundamental resource.
Yet, structures that empower some and subordinate others continue (Dewey,
1916). Multiculturalism or any other educational reform movement, as McLaren
(1994) notes, “without a transformative political agenda can be just another form of
accommodation to the larger social order (p. 53).”
From the beginning, exclusionary practices have reinforced existing power
structures and an underlying ideology that while democracy is dependent upon
education of the citizenry, there should be a mechanism (public schooling) that
assimilates, selects, and sorts, human capital. To paraphrase J.A. Banks (1990), we
have to find a means of teaching our students not only to become literate, but also
must empower them to be reflective, civic minded, social activists.
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Changes in schools’ organizational structures, cultures, and resources are
necessary to ensure that no child is left behind in pursuit of educational opportunity.
Code (1991) and Harding (1991) noted that a ‘paradigm’ is a system of explanations
to guide action. It is, they stated, rooted in the experience, perception, and values of
those charged with governance. Kuhn (1970) contends that paradigm shifts, where
one replaces another, are rare in educational settings. He contends that conflicting
paradigms merely coexist until a valid challenge arises. Dissident views, in the policy
arena, Chomsky (2002) purported, are easily relegated to the periphery if they are not
credible within a “framework of possible thought. He argues that because the
framework is comprised of tacit doctrines a valid challenge requires dialogue using
the policy makers’ “framework of possible thought,” or the exertion of sufficient
pressure to change that framework. He contends that “the framework of possible
thought” is comprised of tacit doctrines that are generally not debatable - for
example, quality education for all and highly-qualified teachers in every classroom.
Thus, it will be difficult to affect a requisite shift in the near future.
However, in the interim, classroom teachers must be prepared to teach all
students in diverse (heterogeneous) classrooms to their full potential. It is not
sufficient to simply bridge a performance gap on standardized tests, attainment gaps
also have to be staved - by lowering drop-out rates. In order to do this any of the
current practices known to contribute to both educational achievem ent and attainm ent

inequality and loss - such as tracking or any other form of ‘curriculum rationing’,
hold backs, deficit-based remediation models, must be abandoned and replaced with
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strengths-based affirmation of the value and validity of difference (DarlingHammond, 2004).

Underlying assumptions - teacher preparation

Learning to teach occurs across a professional lifespan. It is a complex
endeavor affected by a number of influences including an individual’s personal
background and life experiences, and his/her formal and informal education
(Cochran-Smith et al, 2004; Darling-Hammond, 2006). Because the environment
surrounding operation of teacher preparation programs is comprised of a plethora of
conflicting and/or unclear standards, rules, and regulations - there does not appear to
be a single, magic bullet, but rather, an inconsistent shotgun approach.
As Darling-Hammond (2004) notes, “teacher preparation and licensing should
reflect the demands of teachers’ evolving roles (p. 625).” Yet Levine (2006) contends
that currently,
Teacher education is the Dodge City of the education world. Like the fabled
W ild W est town, it is unruly and chaotic. Anything goes and the chaos is
increasing as traditional programs vie with non-traditional programs,
undergraduate programs compete with graduate programs, increased
regulation juxtaposes against deregulation, universities struggle with new
teacher education providers, teachers are alternatively educated for a
profession or a craft (p. 110).
There is a variety of approaches to the design of teacher preparation programs.
Each type is m odeled under a different philosophy and each serves a different

constituency. All have components with potential for emulation. Traditional college
or university-based programs flow from the roots of the French ecole normale, with
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the intent to train teachers and establish ‘norms’ of practice (Encyclopedia Brittanica,
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article9056136/normal-school). Programs are generally
either baccalaureate or master’s level and designed to prepare candidates for entrylevel certification. Alternative route, non-traditional college or university-based
programs streamline the preparation of candidates who are already in the workforce
for careers in teaching.
Professional development schools (PDS) are collaborative partnerships
between PK-12 schools, districts, and universities that support the development of
teachers across the professional lifespan - from pre-service to seasoned master. PDS
partners engage actively in a restructuring process that develops a prototype or model
institution that supports social and academic learning for students and offers
opportunities for teachers to improve their teaching. (NCTAF, 1998)

Historical context - teacher preparation

Teacher preparation units or Schools of Education within many of the
existing, accredited colleges and universities have assumed the function of the normal
schools and teachers colleges that began in the United States in the 1830s. Normal
schools followed the French ecole normale model, starting a school whose purpose
was to train teacher and establish “norms” and standards for teaching. Ironically,
many o f the normal schools established in the U nited States laid the foundations for

the colleges and universities in which they reside (Encyclopedia Britannica,
http://www.britannica.com/eb/article9056136/normal-school).
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Goals of teacher preparation

The ultimate goal of teacher preparation, it would seem, is to produce
candidates that are resilient and successful in a variety of settings. Presuming that
professional development occurs over the career lifespan, different supports are
necessary at different junctures.
A pre-service program should provide a candidate with sufficient opportunity
to master content relevant to his/her chosen field, to review pertinent theories, and to
engage in field experiences that would expose him/her to a wide variety of students
and allow him/her to practice blending a variety of strategies and pedagogical
approaches with content to reach all students. This approach would employ CochranSmith and Lytle’s (1999) knowledge-in-practice assumption that knowledge of
teaching comes with experience, and manifests in increased opportunities for directed
reflection and inquiry on experiences in the classroom. This approach would also fall
somewhere between Liston and Zeichner’s (1991) social efficacy and
developmentalist ‘traditions of practice’ which emphasize both the candidate’s ability
to apply research-based ‘knowledge’ to the practice of teaching and also the
candidate’s ability to base classroom instruction on knowledge of individual student’s
strengths and weaknesses. It aligns with Darling-Hammond’s (2004) contention that
the increasingly diverse (or heterogeneous) PK-12 classrooms must be staffed by
individuals with “a refined diagnostic ability, a broad repertoire of teaching strategies,
and the ability to match strategies to ... [students] prior levels of knowledge (p. 619).”
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Yet, she notes, teacher preparation programs provide insufficient exposure to allow
development or mastery of these skills.
As Carpenter (2000) notes, “teacher education alone cannot change any of the
structural issues that lead to differential educational attainment, [but] a teacher
education curriculum that affirms diversity can [and should] give potential teachers
experience in questioning the structures, policies, and teaching strategies that most
hinder students of [diversity] (p. 2).” Just as for PK-12 education, however, a onesize-fits-all approach to teacher preparation will not facilitate requisite changes.
Preparation programs, regardless of ‘route’ (traditional or alternative) must have the
same goal and be coherent in approach (Sleeter, 2007; Villegas and Davis, 2007).
Cochran-Smith et al (2004) state that, “Efforts to make teacher education
multicultural and more attentive to diversity through governmental and non
governmental policies, curricular reform, recruitment and selection of students and
faculty, and institutional and organizational change constitute the major professional
response to this critical issue (p 931).” But, while many colleges and universities
across the country have revised teacher preparation programs, courses, fieldwork
experiences, and policies to focus on diversity and multicultural education, these
attempts appear to be either inadequate in addressing the ongoing problems,
unimplemented, or unsupported (Ladson-Billings, 1994; Zeichner and Hoeft, 1996).
Critics note that there have been “pockets o f dramatic change” and

development of “exemplary programs” (Haberman, 1998; Ladson-Billings, 1999).
Yet there has been “little fundamental change in educational policy (Gollnick, 1995)
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or in teacher preparation programs” (Irvine, 2001; Ladson-Billings, 1999). Many
contend that teacher preparation continues from a mono-cultural perspective that
emphasizes a universal knowledge base for teaching and learning that ignores the
impact of race, class, linguistic background, gender, and ability on the learning
process (Grant and Wieczorek, 2000; King and Castenell, 2001; Nieto, 2001;
Zeichner and Hoeft, 1996).
“Preparing [predominantly] White teachers is not simply a matter of equipping
presumably unbiased teachers with additional skills and strategies to use with diverse
populations. If it were that simple, patterns of racial bias and exclusion would not
continue to permeate schooling (Sleeter, 2007, p. 5).” Alternatively, “while the
cultural knowledge people of color bring to teaching gives them an advantage over
their White colleagues in teaching students of color, it would be simplistic to assume
that [they] can become culturally responsive educators on their own (p. 29).”
Programs giving superficial treatment to issues of multiculturalism and
diversity are unlikely to give candidates ample opportunity to reflect on, confront, or
change their personal biases and ideology or to explore the impact of differences on
the teaching and learning process in order to develop appropriate courses of action. In
addition, “disjointed preparation for diversity and equity, dependent upon the interests
of individual professors rather than a comprehensive conception of preparation for
excellent teaching in diverse contexts (Sleeter, 2007, p. 7),” will not counteract on

going forms of socialization.
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It is insufficient to offer single, non-integrated, or seminar type courses in
cultural diversity and/or exceptionality (Sleeter, 2007). Infusion of opportunities for
exposure to diversity and debriefing on attitudes and experiences throughout
coursework and field experience will afford a higher likelihood that these things will
occur. (Aaronsohn, Carter, and Howard, 1995; Cabello and Burstein, 1995; Deering
and Stanutz, 1995; Canella and Reif, 1995; Huber and Klein, 1993; Kessner, 2000;
Pattnaik, 1997; Pohan, 1996; Ross and Smith, 1992; Smith, Moallem, and Sherrill,
1997; Zulich, Bean, and Herrick, 1992)
Villegas and Davis (2007) further note, that a singular course in diversity
[most often] fosters an, “intense focus on the needs of White candidates. Thus it
leaves little or no space in the curriculum for students of color (who are already well
aware that racism and ethnocentrism are ingrained in our society) to develop the skills
they need to respond constructively to the inequities they will encounter as teachers
(p. 29).”

Values and ideologies driving teacher preparation

As Gay (2004) notes, “corporate or conservative multiculturalism has a veneer
of diversity without any commitment to social justice or structural change (p. 53).”
Jenks, Lee, and Kanpol (2001) purport that,
A conservative m ulticulturalism dom inates the political landscape [in the
United States] wherein ‘leaving no child untested’ is being mistaken for
‘leaving no child behind.’ Equal accountability to the same high-stakes tests is
being mistaken for equity of access to learning opportunity, and where heavy
pressure to assimilate all school children into mainstream values and
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knowledge perspectives is being mistaken for preparing all young people to
participate in a democracy (Banks and Banks, 2004, p. 965).
Pre-service teachers have a strong desire to teach all students effectively, yet
many have little or no personal experience with diversity and show an underlying lack
of understanding of the structural inequities that inhibit their ability to do so. They
anticipate teaching in diverse classrooms, yet too often have stereotypical views of
racial and cultural groups. Frequently, they believe that the achievement gap is a
natural consequence of race or socioeconomic circumstance. They often fail to
recognize that the gap may stem from either their own inadequate training in, or
institutional constraints on implementation of culturally relevant pedagogies and
alternative curricula (Avery and Walker, 1993; Barry and Lechner, 1995; Easter,
Schultz and Neyhart, 1999; Montecinos and Rios, 1999; Neuharth-Pritchett, Reiff,
and Pearson, 2001; Schultz, Neyhart, and Reck, 1996; and Tettegah, 1996).
While teacher education cannot change schools To alter a system that is deeply dysfunctional, we need teachers who regard
teaching as a political activity and embrace social change as part of the job.
Teachers who enter the profession not expecting to carry on business as usual
but prepared to join other educators and parents in major reforms (CochranSmith, 1995).

The future of teacher preparation

If learning to teach occurs across a professional lifespan, the purpose of pre
service training should be straightforward - laying a solid foundation upon which to
build. As Darling-Hammond notes (2004), not only should teacher preparation reflect
evolving demands, but also give sufficient opportunity for candidates to practice and
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hone skills in aligning pedagogy with content in order to build a repertoire that will
reach all students based on an understanding of individual ability, lived experience,
and prior knowledge.
A single, isolated course in cultural diversity or exceptionality is insufficient
to invoke transformation. In addition, the practice of “marginalizing knowledge”
(King, 2001) in the interest of a ‘common culture’ occurs when “curriculum
transformation simultaneously distorts historical and social reality (p. 274)” and must
not be sustained. “Othering,” failure to recognize personal biases and institutional
inequity, fear of confrontation, and lack of sufficient exposure to diverse populations,
will not allow adequate and appropriate opportunities for meaningful reflection or
dialogue sufficient to foster either personal or systemic change.
Sleeter (2007) contends that “well-planned, coherent [teacher preparation]
programs can make an impact that persists beyond pre-service preparation (p. 7).”
Coherence, she purports, is rooted in a common ideology of the purpose of education.
Coherence in program design manifests in well-planned, integrated course sequencing
and correspondent fieldwork that “build pre-service students’ pedagogical skill and
conceptual foundation (p. 8).”

Socio-political environment for public education and teacher preparation

D ramatic expansion o f the geographic boundaries o f the country since its

founding, coupled with the relative ease of border and global mobility, current and
projected birth patterns continue to change the demographic composition of the
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population dramatically. An influx of immigrants to the United States during the 20th
century from Asia and Mexico created heavy concentrations of Asian-Americans,
Mexican-Americans, and Hispanics for whom English is not a primary language, nor
are the American norms part of their primary culture. Economic base changes, powershifts, and advances in technology, have altered the skills sets that are necessary to be
competitive in a global economy. Thus, teachers are preparing students for several
major career changes throughout their lifetime. Children are being educated and
trained to fill jobs that have yet to be created or envisioned, in a rapidly changing
marketplace, using technology that does not yet exist.
Beginning with the publication of A Nation at Risk (National Commission on
Excellence, 1983), policy makers have called for elimination of the academic
achievement gaps and pushed to reform the educational system to provide quality
education for ALL elementary and secondary-level students at the highest of
standards. However, educational reform policies to date have been ineffective in
bridging the gaps and in fact, may be exacerbating them.
Graham, Lyman, and Trow (1995) noted a considerable erosion of public
confidence in public education and an “increasing clamor to apply quantitative
measures of academic outcomes to guarantee educational quality for consumers (p.
7).” This, they claim is reflected in the increasing federal role in education, including
the im position o f ideas about w hat counts as research about educational problem s by

the key government agencies that control the purse-strings.
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The standards movement, launched by the federal government in 1989, called
for “development of national standards [of competence] for all major [academic]
subjects (Stotsky, 2000).” The underlying intent was to increase academic rigor and
develop achievement tests that would assess student learning in the areas of English,
mathematics, science, history, and geography. The latest iteration is George W.
Bush’s No Child Left Behind initiative that requires that schools and school districts
show consistent, “adequate yearly progress” in improving students’ attainment on the
standardized tests in order to maintain federal funding.
A plethora of standards have consequently been developed by states,
accrediting bodies, professional organizations, schools and districts for application by
teacher preparation institutions, teacher educators, teachers, and PK-12 students
creating a complex web in which the needs of each individual student ultimately
become trapped. The findings of the Public Agenda’s latest research in Reality Check
2006: Is Support fo r Standards and Testing Fading?, suggest that five years into the
implementation of No Child Left Behind, and more than fifteen years into the
standards movement in public education, stakeholders deem current reform policies
“necessary, but not sufficient (p. 1).”
Competing political agendas, including government mandates, socio-political
and economic pressure, and the personal ideologies of influential stakeholders are
confounding factors. Federal policy requires a “highly qualified” teacher in every PK-

12 classroom. At minimum, the teacher must have at least a bachelor degree and
demonstrate competence in subject matter and teaching skill. The legislation leaves
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construction of what type of bachelor degree a teacher must attain and what
constitutes competence in subject matter and teaching skill to the states, and thus it is
neither objective nor standard.
State boards of education and licensing agencies have set guidelines for what
new teachers must know in order to obtain and retain certification. Accrediting bodies
have collaborated with state agencies and practitioners to set standards for
incorporation of existing standards for diversity training into teacher preparation
programs.
State implementation of PK-12 curricular reforms and other measures may
exacerbate the situation. As Delaware develops a statewide, uniform PK-12
curriculum, others, such as Michigan, Idaho, Kentucky, Minnesota, Ohio and
Pennsylvania are instituting more stringent high school graduation requirements in the
areas of mathematics, science, English, and foreign languages. Some, such as Florida,
are also standardizing curricula for middle school in order to strengthen the
mathematics, science, language arts, and social studies core prior to promotion to high
school.
This ‘layering of reforms’ as Artiles, Trent and Palmer (2004) describe it, “is
having an impact on practice, as many teachers are now required to spend an
increasing amount of time preparing for high-stakes tests. This change in the
allocation o f tim e often com es at the expense o f [finding innovative ways to teach]

subject matter, particularly in high-poverty schools that serve culturally diverse
students (p. 732).”
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Research and reform

An analytical review of successful approaches to teacher preparation for
addressing the increasing diversity in the classroom is necessary in order to identify
requisite structure, curricular and pedagogical design, assessments, institutional
capacity and environmental supports that facilitate the development and
implementation of programs that foster academic achievement gains in PK-12
classrooms. A relatively thin and contradictory research base along with competing
ideologies and political agendas muddy the waters surrounding teacher preparation
reform and make them treacherous.
According to Wilson, Floden, and Ferrini-Mundy (2001), “policy makers have
become intensely interested in whether there is a research base justifying various
policies in terms of bottom-line, value-added impact on teacher quality and student
achievement (Banks and Banks, 2004, p. 936).” They note in a synthesis of empirical
research on teacher preparation sponsored by the Office of Educational Research and
Improvement (OERI) that the research base for teacher preparation is thin. They
deemed many peer-reviewed articles and publications lacking in sufficient
methodological rigor and analysis, and descriptions of findings insufficient to assess
validity. However, none of the questions posed or addressed in their study dealt
directly with preparation for a diverse PK-12 classroom or for the particular problems
faced by urban schools (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004).
Cochran-Smith et al (2004) believe that, “ [the] missing research program in
multicultural teacher education is research that examines the links among teacher
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preparation for diversity and the teachers’ own learning, their professional practices,
and their PK-12 students’ learning (p. 966).” The connection, however, is elusive for
a variety of reasons - not the least of which is the limited availability of funding and
other resources necessary to conduct detailed, longitudinal analyses.
Internal institutional forces and external forces influence program
development and implementation. There are two distinct philosophies driving reform
of teacher preparation programs - the professionalism advocates and the
deregulationists. Each group provides scholarly substantiation of their position. Both
camps share the ultimate goal of placing qualified, effective teachers in high-need
classrooms. However, the methods and routes employed to prepare these teachers are
dramatically different. It is difficult to discount the claims of either side, because
long-term connections between pre-service candidates’ preparation for teaching and
PK-12 student outcomes have yet to be studied in sufficient detail.
Those advocating professionalization, view standards-based teacher
preparation and professional development, along with outcomes-based performance
assessments throughout the teacher’s professional lifespan as critical components to
enhance teacher quality. Professionalization is to occur, with modification, within the
traditional academic arena. Following the model of internship and residency for
connecting doctors’ knowledge of theory with practice - this movement advocates a
sim ilar approach to teacher preparation.

Proponents of privatization of education and market-based educational reform
view the requirements of traditional schools of education (the ‘ivory towers’),
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governmental, and non-govemmental regulatory agencies as barriers for many that
might otherwise enter the teaching profession (Whitty, Power, and Halpin, 1998;
Apple, 2001). This movement has lead to the growth of alternative routes to
certification for paraprofessionals, teacher aides, and mid-level career changers.
Ironically, many of the most successful alternative certification programs have been
developed, or influenced by the people in the ‘ivory towers.’

Teacher quality issues

The National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future (NCTAF, 1996)
outlined three relatively simple assumptions about effective school reform. They
purported that (1) what teachers know and can do is the most important influence on
what students learn; (2) recruiting, preparing, and retaining good teachers is the
central strategy for improving our schools; and (3) school reform cannot succeed
unless it focuses on creating the conditions in which teachers can teach, and teach
well.
There has long been heated debate among researchers about the impact of
school inputs on academic outcomes of students. Many contend that school inputs
have little or no effect when compared to socio-environmental factors. Recent studies
in this area, however, show that teacher quality measured by a combination of
personal traits, self-integration, education and experience, is a critical determ inant of

PK-12 student academic achievement. Darling-Hammond (2000) asserts that “[those]
interested in improving student achievement may be well-advised to attend, at least in
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part, to the preparation and qualifications of the teachers they hire and retain in the
profession (Austin and Weiser, 2002, p. 24).” Harris and Plank (2000), contend that
sustained investment in enhancing teacher quality is more cost effective than class
size reduction in raising student achievement.
Scholars have developed frameworks for the design o f teacher preparation
programs and various models for, and theories about, incorporation of multicultural
education, critical reflection, relevant curricula and pedagogies, and exceptionality
training. Various institutions across the country employ exemplary practices in
candidate recruitment, retention, and preparation for diversity.
Ideally, according to Cohen and Lotan (2004), “working with diversity is
inseparable from the necessity to present intellectually challenging and gradeappropriate content in such a way that [all] students experience academic success (p.
737).” Inquiry based training that employs critical self-reflection and a paradigmatic
shift from deficit-based remediation models of education to strengths-based,
culturally and contextually relevant pedagogical approaches are necessary in order to
affect change. Institutional and environmental supports must be in place to allow the
shift to occur.
The issue of retention and recruitment of candidates has been the subject of
much discourse. There are those advocating specific recruitment of candidates that
represent the diversity in the classroom, or who have the maturity to deal with the
existing conditions of the educational system, and those attempting to find ways to
train the majority of candidates one finds applying to colleges of education.
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The interplay of personal characteristics and professional development is
unique to an individual. Factors beyond the control of the teacher/teacher candidate
may limit actual practice. However, an individual’s professional development
proceeds along a continuum from pre-service to seasoned, with teacher preparation
programs as a key component of pre-service candidates’ experience. Thus, program
design and implementation could be a major influence on a candidate’s classroom
practice, retention in the profession, and the achievement of his/her PK-12 students.
Careful consideration of individual beliefs and attitudes about teaching,
learning and school among program developers, administrators and potential
students is important. Critics of current teacher preparation reforms claim that,
“most teacher preparation programs promote the status quo through a
curriculum where White is normative and diversity issues are addressed
shallowly (Banks and Banks, 2004, p. 256).
Subject matter knowledge, while important, may be less so than ability to
apply contextually situated pedagogies. Those who have studied successful practices
even on a limited basis posit that in order to improve the academic achievement of all
students, pedagogies must be relevant and meaningful within students’ frames of
reference, which are subject to social and cultural influences, including cultural
knowledge, prior experiences, and level of integrated self-identity (Howard, 2003;
Ladson-Billings, 1994, 1999).
Programs identified as exemplary by accrediting bodies, regulatory agencies,
and peers in the areas of recruitment and retention of minority and other highly
qualified teacher candidates and diversity training that leads to the academic
achievement gains for PK-12 students share several common characteristics. An
institutional commitment to the appropriate education of educators is critical.
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Program structure and delivery is important. This entails cohesive programs of study
that develop both subject matter mastery and pedagogical approach. Strong
collaborative partnerships between the preparation institution, local communities, and
PK-12 school districts foster requisite opportunities for meaningful field experiences.
Finally, extensive induction and mentoring of new teachers in the initial stages of
their careers helps retain qualified, committed teachers.
Sleeter (2007) suggests a ‘three-legged platform’ (p. 9) to prepare pre-service
candidates. The ‘three legs’ are cross-cultural community based learning, professional
coursework on culture and equity pedagogy, and extensive, integrated field
experiences. Planning is critical - the sequencing of coursework and field experience
must be coherent. Guided critical reflection on experiences should allow candidates’
to confront both personal and institutional biases.

Summary

Four overarching themes thread throughout this study, bonding the interests of
public administration, teacher preparation, and public education in finding viable
solutions to the problem of persistent gaps in academic achievement and attainment of
children in the public education system. These themes include equity, ethics,
leadership, and accountability.
The standard o f social equity set forth 37 years ago by leaders in the field o f

public administration requires equitable distribution of public goods and services
“regardless of economic resources or personal traits (Frederickson, 2005, p. 3).” This
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standard facilitates sustenance of core democratic values such as equality of
opportunity, freedom, and ownership of property (Rohr, 1978). In order to apply this
standard to public education, means and methods must appropriately address the
needs of all PK-12 students, regardless of ‘difference.’ Because, as Lipsky (1980)
noted, teachers serve as ‘street-level’ bureaucrats in implementing public policy, their
preparation is critical. The Jeffersonian normative of accountability to the people for
program outcomes may serve as a catalyst for recognizing and addressing the issues
of ethical responsibility to value diversity and foster equity in the teaching and
learning process.
It is readily apparent that if comprehensive reform of teacher preparation is not
a priority, the demographic divide may remain, and persistent academic achievement
and attainment gaps between groups of students may persist. In order to circumvent
the disastrous fallout that could result if adjustments are not made, it is imperative
that prospective teachers are given the proper tools and supports to facilitate the
learning and academic outcomes of all.
Simplistic, piecemeal solutions do not abate deep-rooted, complex problems.
As is true of PK-12 education, one size does not fit all for teacher preparation
programs. There are multiple meanings attached to diversity, and multiple approaches
to training pre-service teachers to address it. Paradigm shifts must occur in teacher
preparation in order to enhance the academic achievement and attainment of all
children.
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Effective design of teacher preparation programs requires a high level of
coherence between theoretical study, critical reflection, and practical application.
Acknowledgement of the validity and value of diversity must replace biases that
promote stereotyping and perpetuation of deficit-based remediation in order to create
strengths-based empowerment models.
Scholars have identified common elements of effective teaching, including
those most pertinent to cultural diversity and differences in physical and mental
ability. Culturally and contextually responsive approaches to curriculum development
and instruction have been advanced and tested. Critical and equity pedagogies have
begun to shift teaching away from teacher-centered ‘transmission’ models toward
learner-centered ‘empowerment models. Teacher preparation programs have begun to
embed field and clinical experiences throughout to allow greater exposure to the
‘realities’ of the PK-12 classroom and opportunities to blend theory with practice.
Neither a comprehensive model for integrating the elements requisite to the
appropriate training for diversity into the development and implementation of teacher
preparation programs, nor a correspondent tool to evaluate institutional performance
appears to exist. It is clear that program structures do not routinely include appropriate
training for diversity. For those recognized for exemplary practices that facilitate such
training it is not clear that performance evaluation in this area is regular and
consistent. M eans and methods to ensure the efficacy o f teacher preparation program s

in addressing the increasing diversity in PK-12 classrooms in the United States are
critical to growth, change, and improvement.
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The call for increased accountability for outcomes in PK-12 education and
teacher preparation harkens back to Thomas Jefferson’s normative proposal for a
model of government. W ith guidance from the philosophical writings of rationalists
Locke and Hume, Jefferson contended, “who governs best, governs least.” He felt that
the government should be limited, decentralized, and require nominal administration.
He also believed in tight control and a high level of accountability to the people.
Program evaluation is one means of gathering sufficient, relevant data that
allow informed decision-making. The principles of continuous quality improvement
(CQI) allow change to occur under a systematic process. CQI is a method of
structural, process, and outcomes evaluation that focus on the identification of root
causes of problems, viable interventions to reduce or eliminate the causes and solve
the problems. This process could be helpful to program developers and those who
must implement in negotiating the labyrinth of standards, political pressures, and
conflicting ideologies and agendas surrounding the preparation of teachers. Despite
the benefits of program evaluation (Murray, 2000), however, Thomas and Loadman
(2001) noted that evaluation of teacher preparation is often limited in scope and done
primarily to satisfy the requirements for program accreditation. Often, when
institutions collect and analyze data, they rarely use it for decision making about
program improvement. They called for teacher education programs to collect data and
develop scenarios describing characteristics and processes that are effective in teacher

preparation and teaching.
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Thus, the primary goal of this study was to develop and validate an outcomesbased program evaluation tool for teacher preparation programs focusing on
incorporating diversity standards for pre-service training. This entailed performing a
detailed review of existing models of exemplary program development and
implementation in order to identify key program components and consequential
standards. The new evaluation tool could serve as a critical component of effective
reform in teacher preparation for dealing with the increasing diversity in the PK-12
classroom.
The evaluation guide was validated through a review of the elementary
certification programs developed by the Baker College System in Michigan under the
mentorship of Madonna University. A secondary objective, thus, was to determine the
level of incorporation of factors and indicators of effective pre-service training for
increasing diversity in the PK-8 classroom. While in its fledgling stages, program
administrators will be seeking independent accreditation of all teacher preparation
programs in the near future. Because program participants and graduates are currently
being placed in some of the most socio-economically and culturally diverse schools in
the state at a time when the bar on high school graduation requirements and other
academic standards is being raised, it is imperative that their preparation be sufficient
to allow them to function effectively. In addition, because Michigan is projected to
remain a prim ary exporter o f teachers, particularly at the elementary levels, they must

be prepared to be both flexible and competitive.
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Significance of the Study

This research may yield educational, social, and cultural benefits for an
increasingly diverse population of students in PK-12 classrooms across the United
States. As classrooms around the world begin to see further stratification in socio
economic circumstance, physical ability, and other measures of diversity, these
benefits may extend globally. Because the study introduced a new model of
performance evaluation for the design and implementation of diversity preparation in
teacher education programs, it will certainly have implications for future research.
The results of the study may have farther-reaching theoretical implications for
those who wish to develop a deeper understanding of outcomes based models of
teacher preparation encompassing the complex objectives of implementing
multicultural curricula and pedagogical approaches to enhance the learning
experience for all PK-12 students and to promote the uniform application of the
standard of social equity. This would include policymakers, governing bodies,
program administrators, teacher educators, and counselors, those contemplating
teaching careers, and researchers.
The review of the programs offered by the Baker College System may have
both operational and structural implications for the Education and Human Service
Department, including administrators, faculty, counselors, and future students.
Specifically, it determined the levels of integration of identified components of
exemplary teacher preparation programs for diversity into the elementary teacher
preparation programs they offer. Thus, it will identified strengths as well as areas for
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improvement and may certainly have implications for the preparation of future
program graduates and for the academic achievement and attainment of their students.

Research Questions

In an era of increasing accountability for outcomes, the overarching question
addressed by this study is - How can teacher preparation departments proactively
evaluate the incorporated level of training for the increasing diversity in PK-12
classrooms in their programs?
In order to answer this question, the following additional questions were also
addressed:
1.

W hat are the diversity standards for national accreditation of teacher
preparation programs in the United States? Are these standards inclusive?

2.

How do exemplary teacher preparation institutions implement existing
diversity standards within their teacher preparation programs?

3.

W hat constraints to implementation of diversity standards are evident
among exemplary teacher preparation institutions?

4.

W hat supports are evident for implementation of diversity standards
among exemplary teacher preparation institutions?

5.

What is the best design for teacher preparation programs that incorporate
sufficient pre-service preparation for the increasing diversity in PK-12

classrooms?
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6.

How are institutions of higher education currently evaluating evidence of
diversity standards within their teacher preparation programs?

7.

In the course of validating the evaluative model, is there sufficient
evidence of the presence and implementation of requisite diversity
standards in the teacher preparation programs for elementary certification
offered by the Baker College System of Michigan?

Delimitations

The program evaluation was delimited to the teacher preparation programs for
elementary certification offered by the Baker College System. They are both
indicative of the structure and mission of the other programs offered, and align most
closely with the programs identified as employing exemplary practices in aspects of
diversity training.

Definitions and Terms

The following are definitions of terms that may be subject to different
interpretations as they are used contextually in the course of this study.
The achievement gap refers to disparities in the performance of groups of
students on standardized assessments of learning in the areas of language arts,
m athem atics, science, and social studies at various points in their academic pursuits.

These groupings currently include standard classifications of race, gender, socio
economic status, students with limited English proficiency, and students with
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disabilities. The racial groupings include non-Hispanic White, non-Hispanic Black,
Hispanic, Asian-Pacific Islander, Native American and have been recently expanded
to include bi- or multi-racial. Gender is denoted as either male or female. Socio
economic status is classified by a distinction between those eligible for free or
reduced-price lunch and those who are not. Those classified as students with
disabilities are those subject to an individualized learning plan whose least restrictive
environment is the mainstream classroom with or without requisite supports.
Adequate yearly progress is a condition of the No Child Left Behind Act
placed upon school districts that requires evidence of improvements in the academic
achievement of all students in the district, but particularly for those who experience
the largest achievement gaps in exchange for continued federal funding.
The attainment gap refers to the disparities in years of schooling or diplomas attained
among groups. As with the achievement gaps, These groupings currently include
standard classifications of race, gender, socio-economic status, students with limited
English proficiency, and students with disabilities. The racial groupings include nonHispanic White, non-Hispanic Black, Hispanic, Asian-Pacific Islander, Native
American and have been recently expanded to include bi- or multi-racial. Gender is
denoted as either male or female. Socio-economic status is classified by a distinction
between those eligible for free or reduced-price lunch and those who are not. Those
classified as students w ith disabilities are those subject to an individualized learning

plan whose least restrictive environment is the mainstream classroom with or without
requisite supports.
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Deculturalization, according to Spring (2004), is “the educational process of
destroying a people’s culture and replacing it with a new culture (p. 3).”
The demographic divide is a phrase coined by Howard and Gay (2000) to
describe the difference in lived experience and frames of reference between the
demographic characteristics of teachers in PK-12 classrooms and their students.
The term ‘'diversity'’ is itself subject to interpretation and may be a misleading.
Simply, diversity implies difference and thus variance from a ‘norm.’ These variances
are often constructed in binaries - male/female, Black/White, rich/poor, gay/straight which fail to account for the implication of any interaction among them - i.e., White,
rich, straight, female. A broader definition however, is intended herein, from the
critical race theorists’ interpretation of diversity - which accounts for the
intersectionality of these factors in a common thread of subordination or oppression.
Thus, diversity, in this study encompasses all the ways in which children can differ. It
requires approaches to teacher preparation that recognize, ‘the impact of perceptions
about differences in race, ethnicity, socio-economic status, gender, physical and
mental ability, sexual preference, language, and the intersectionality o f these
differences due to continued marginalization or subordination on the teaching and
learning processes.’
Exceptionality or exceptional learners, refers to children living with physical
or mental disability or impairment.

Intersectionality holds that oppression based on race/ethnicity, gender,
religion, sexuality, class, disability and other differences are not independent. Rather,
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these forms of oppression are interrelated as they manifest for each individual.
Multiculturalism is a philosophy or, “a set of beliefs and explanations that
recognize and value the importance of ethnic and cultural diversity in shaping
lifestyles; social experiences; personal identities; and educational opportunities of
individuals, groups, and nations ... and relationship to institutions ... and power
systems (Gay, 2004, p. 33).”
There are as Cochran-Smith (2003) notes “multiple meanings of multicultural
education.” The base is Banks and Banks (2001),
An idea, and educational reform movement, and a process whose major goal is
to change the structure of educational institutions so that male and female
students, exceptional students, and students who are members of diverse
racial, ethnic, language, and cultural groups will have an equal chance to
achieve academically in school (p. 1).
The term is used in this study more broadly as Garcia (1982), Grant (1978),
and L. Frazier (1977) explained it, “a framework, a way of thinking, a philosophical
viewpoint, a value orientation, and a set of criteria for making decisions that better
serve the educational needs of diverse student populations (Gay, 2004, p. 32).”
The terms “others” and “othering” are used throughout the study in the
context placed by feminists - those individuals or groups whose worldview and lived
experiences have been marginalized or subordinated.
The Praxis ® / Pre-Professional Skills Test (PPST) referenced throughout this
study is a standardized test o f basic skills in reading, writing, and mathematics

designed by the Educational Testing Service (ETS).
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The term underrepresented students is used as in the educational literature to
describe African American, Hispanic, Native American, and Asian/Pacific Islander
students.
Conclusion/Preview

This chapter introduced the study, along with an overview of the necessity for,
and value of it. The primary objective of the study was to build a predictive,
evaluation model and correspondent guide for programs to incorporate appropriate
training of pre-service candidates for diversity in PK-12 classrooms. This was reliant
on an analytical review of the literature and “wisdom of practice,” and a process of
statistical modeling in order to identify program design, supports, and constraints. The
evaluation model served as the basis for developing an evaluation guide and rubric.
Chapter II Review of the Literature summarizes the analysis of the pertinent
literature to establish the theoretical base and develop a conceptual framework for the
study. The review contextualized the study within the field of public administration.
The study employed an overarching heuristic of the tenets of critical race theory, a
philosophy adapted from multicultural research, and a ‘multiple meanings’
framework to gird is parameters. The review identified the current standards of
diversity established for teacher preparation by governing and regulatory bodies, and
suggested the factors that significantly influence the design of programs employing
exemplary practices for further examination. Constraints on and supports for
successfully implementing current diversity standards were noted. In addition, the
practices of evaluation currently in use were identified.
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The most common elements of effective teaching have been identified.
Various pedagogical approaches to deal with the increasing diversity in the PK-12
classroom have been advanced and tested. Program design must ultimately be
performed under a shared ideology regarding the purpose of education. Curriculum
must afford the opportunity to build a core knowledge base of subject matter and
theories relevant to teaching and learning. Field experiences must offer ample
opportunity for skill building in applying theory to practice. Program components
must be properly sequenced to both introduce and reinforce best practices. There is a
need to integrate opportunities for enhancing diversity awareness in order to confront
and reduce the personal and institutional biases, stereotypes, and prejudice that
perpetuate inequity in academic outcomes and attainment.
Chapter in Methods defines the methodology and procedures applied in all
stages of the study. Both quantitative and qualitative methods were used throughout.
The primary methods employed were open-ended survey, statistical modeling, content
analysis, and case study. Responses to open-ended surveys provided qualitative,
“wisdom-of-practice” answers to key questions that blended with the literature review
to identify factors and indicators to be tested in determining effective program design
and delivery. Once these factors and indicators were operationalized, content and case
study analyses of 126 programs were employed to build a database for statistical
modeling. The statistical m odeling process revealed the most statistically significant

factors and indicators of effective program design and delivery for diversity
preparation. This information, along with the inevitability of governmental and non
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governmental regulations and standards served as the foundation for the development
of an evaluation guide.
Chapter IV Results and Analysis provides detailed descriptions of the results
of applying the procedures and analyses of results. The statistically significant
influences on the successful design of teacher education programs that incorporate
preparation for increasingly diverse PK-12 classrooms were identified through
statistical modeling. They included the program developers’ ideology about the
purpose of teacher preparation and their construction of diversity as a problem or
challenge in the PK-12 classroom. Also critical is the ability of the department or
institution to form strategic, collaborative partnerships with PK-12 institutions and
supporting agencies. In the area of institutional capacity, the use of grant funding to
foster collaboration, implement technological advances, and perform longitudinal
study were influential. For candidates, the opportunity to connect theory with practice
in applying a variety of pedagogical approaches is important. In addition, selective
program admission criteria have bearing. Finally, the composition of the partner PK12 school with regard to children living in poverty, with disabilities, and for whom
English is not the primary language in the home are influential as is the partner
school’s status under the adequate yearly progress criteria of the No Child Left
Behind Act.
An evaluation guide was developed to incorporate these m ajor influences,

along with the recognition that governmental and non-govemmental standards and
requirements are a fact of life. There is a rubric to help evaluators identify key criteria
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and prioritize areas for improvement. In addition, there are references included to
assist in the adaptation of the guide to other programs such as early childhood
education, secondary certification, or alternative certification. There are also
references to resources for building a culture to support self-evaluation in an
environment of continuous quality improvement.
Chapter V Implications and Recommendations yields an overview of the key
findings of the study and the implications of those findings for future research,
policymaking, and practice. Woven throughout relevant to public administration,
teacher preparation, and public education were the common threads of equity, ethics,
leadership and accountability.
Studies are needed to determine the connection between pre-service
preparation of street-level bureaucrats for the classroom and their formation of the
“identity-based normative judgments” (Maynard-Moody and Musheno, 2003) in
meting out policy on a daily basis. Certainly, further study is needed to establish the
links between the preparation program and improvements in PK-12 student
achievement and attainment. Studies focused on the necessary processes and
structures for implementing systems of accountability and self-evaluation to improve
departmental and institutional performance should also be conducted.
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CHAPTER H

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
“The direction in which education starts a man will determine his future life (Plato,
The Republic).”
This quote from Plato in 360 B.C. rings true today. A child’s experiences in
the educational system and with individual teachers are the strongest influences on
his/her penchant for learning and ability to learn (Darling-Hammond, 2004). As
previously noted - while one bad experience may not cause irreparable harm, on
going, systemic subordination does (Ellwood, in NCTAF, 1995).
Teacher preparation programs are key components in a continuum of
education and experience that guide the practice of individual teachers. Sleeter (2007)
contends that “well-planned, coherent [teacher preparation] programs can make an
impact that persists beyond pre-service preparation (p. 7).” Thus, in an era of
increasing accountability for outcomes in both teacher preparation and pre
kindergarten through 12th (PK-12) grades, proactive approaches to incorporating
preparation for diversity that alleviate some of the effects of systemic subordination
are imperative.
Systematic self-evaluation of the impact of diversity training on pre-service
candidate preparation for pre-kindergarten through 12th grade classrooms (PK-12) can
assist in the design and development of more effective programs. Thus, this study
explored the design of teacher preparation programs for pre-service candidates in
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order to develop a predictive, evaluation guide to incorporate preparation for the
increasing diversity.
This review of the literature provided the philosophical and theoretical base
for the study as a whole. It contextualized the problem and the study within the field
of public administration, identifying the common themes of equity, ethics, leadership,
and accountability. The sub-questions formed the basis for review in the areas of
determining existing standards for incorporating diversity training in teacher
preparation and how they are currently implemented, along with supports for and
constraints on implementation. It identified the program designs of institutions
identified as employing exemplary practices in preparing pre-service teachers. In
addition, it assisted in identifying current methods of evaluating the effects of
diversity training. Finally, it provided guidance for the developing the methodology
employed throughout the study. Gaps in the research base were of particular concern,
and as noted, were included in developing the evaluation tool.
A working definition of diversity in the pre-kindergarten through 12th grade
(PK-12) classroom evolved and is used throughout the study. Because there are
numerous internal and external forces influencing program structure and delivery, it
was important to develop an understanding of the socio-political environment in
which teacher preparation is currently operating. To confirm or counteract the effects
o f the socio-political influences, a general philosophy and heuristic were chosen to

bound the study and a framework was selected to define its’ parameters. Program
components and practices that have been identified as exemplary in areas of effective
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pre-service training for diversity were identified and reviewed to determine patterns
of similarity and difference, as well as to identify factors that either support or
constraint the pre-service candidate’s ability to practice and apply what s/he has
learned in the classroom. Existing methods for evaluation of teacher preparation in
the area of diversity training were reviewed to assist in developing an evaluation tool
and correspondent rubric. Methods employed in similar studies were also identified
and reviewed for congruity with, and applicability to this study.

Contextualizing the Problem and Study within Public Administration

There is a common bond between public administration, teacher preparation,
and public education in meeting the needs of all PK-12 students to improve academic
achievement and attainment. They are bound by the notion of equity, the standards of
professional ethics, the need to prepare leaders who implement policy, and
accountability for outcomes.

Policy implementation

Public Administration studies the implementation of government policies. The
reaffirmation of the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965, entitled No
Child Left Behind, is the most current federal policy affecting PK-12 education, pre
service teacher preparation, and teacher certification. This policy affects the delivery

of public education through federal funding and requires accountability for outcomes
in PK-12 classrooms. In addition, it requires accountability for outcomes in teacher
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preparation as well. In this regard, analysis of core democratic values, the standard of
social equity in delivery of public goods and services, the issue of accountability, and
the role of street-level bureaucrats, such as teachers, and teacher educators, is in order.

Core democratic values

Richardson (1997) identified several key core regime values necessary to the
sustenance of a democracy held by the Founding Fathers and perpetuated or
interpreted in a variety of ways. In essence, sustenance entails balancing individual
rights with collective social goals and governmental capacity.
These values include the existence of a limited, yet responsive government
that provides goods and services not otherwise provided within the national economy.
This government structured by federalism and the separation of powers among the
various branches to prevent tyranny by one or many, is presumed to run best when
staffed with efficient, neutral, competent administrators. The presumption is that this
government will foster both the individual pursuit of happiness in an atmosphere of
equal opportunity and political justice, and the collective support of the citizenry in
maintaining a democracy.
Rohr (1978) stated that essential regime values represent “beliefs, passions,
and principles that have been held for several generations by the overwhelming
m ajority o f the Am erican people (p. 65).” These values relate to equality, freedom,

and ownership of property. For public administrators, he noted that emphasis should
be placed on sovereignty of the people and preservation of individual rights. He
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argued that sovereignty of the people and preservation of individual rights were, “the
values of that political entity that was brought into being by the ratification of the
Constitution (p. 59).” Ultimately, because he felt that the ethical norms of the
bureaucracy should be derived from the views of the regime as represented in public
law, he purported that the responsibility of the public bureaucracy was to uphold all of
these values because they are normative for those who take an oath to uphold the
regime.
Stillman (2004) generally concurs noting that the Founders developed the
Constitution and Bill of Rights to protect basic human rights. National values, in his
estimation, include: (1) belief in democracy; (2) belief in equality; (3) faith in
prosperity; and (4) faith in science and education.

The New Public Administration standard of social equity

In the course of the Minnowbrook I conference at Syracuse University in
1968, the New Public Administration movement began. Its proponents intended to
redirect attention from traditional concerns for efficiency, economy, effectiveness,
budgeting, and administrative ‘best practices’ toward an overarching concern for
social equity. The normative standard of social equity was deemed the “third pillar” of
public administration, along with efficiency and economy. This standard challenges
the value-neutral stance o f predecessor theories. It m oves from the field’s founding

belief that good administration of government (however defined) is good for
everyone. It makes equity in delivery of public goods and services the criterion for
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judging the value of administrative policy. It requires fair and equitable distribution of
services to eliminate any injury done to people by previous programs or lack of
programs. It attempts to ensure that if inequities do exist, they benefit previously
disadvantaged groups (Frederickson, 1977).
Shafritz and Russell (2005) define social equity as “an egalitarianism in action
- a principle that each citizen, regardless of economic resources or personal traits,
deserves and has a right to be given equal treatment in the political system (p. 436).”
Frederickson (2005) asserted that, “public administration has lead the way
with respect to social equity (p. 2).” While those with post-Minnowbrook fever
believed that other academic fields were also developing and embracing social equity,
others would not follow suit for a number of years. However, in light of rising socio
economic inequity, he called for collective attention to potential threats to democracy,
and for more proactive application of the standard of social equity in all aspects of
public administration.
Much as the field of multicultural education has noted the widening of the
demographic divide between teachers and students in PK-12 classrooms, public
administration acknowledges the widening socio-economic gap in the United States
as a whole. The American Society for Public Administration Task Force (2004),
noted that “disparities of income, wealth, and access to opportunity are growing more
sharply in the U nited States than in many other nations, and gaps between races and

ethnic groups persist. Progress toward realizing American ideals of democracy may
have stalled, and in some cases reversed (p. 651.).” Frederickson (2005) noted that,
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“economic inequality gives rise to other forms of democratic privation - unequal
voice in political affairs and government processes that are more responsive to the
privileged (p. 5).”
The disparate participation in political processes by the haves and have-nots
mean that the concerns of the have-nots, who participate less, are less likely to be
heard when agenda setting for policymaking occurs (ASPA Task Force, 2004). They
note
The Declaration of Independence promised that all American citizens would
enjoy equal political rights. Nearly every generation has returned to this
promise and struggled to elevate the performance of American democracy to
its high ideals. The promise of American democracy is threatened again. The
threat is less overt than the barriers of law or social custom conquered by
earlier generations. Today the risk is that rising economic inequality will
solidify longstanding disparities in political voice and influence, and perhaps
exacerbate such disparities. Our government is becoming less democratic,
responsive mainly to the privileged and not a powerful instrument to correct
disadvantages and look out for the minority. If disparities of participation and
influence become further entrenched - and if citizens give up on a democratic
government - unequal citizenship could take on a life of its own, weakening
American democracy for a long time to come (p. 662).

The Jeffersonian normative model of government

W ith ideology rooted in the philosophical writings of rationalists Locke and
Hume, Jefferson contended, “who governs best, governs least.” He felt that the
government should be limited, decentralized, and require nominal administration. He
also believed in tight control and a high level o f accountability to the people.

Accountability, according to Radin (2002), in the public sector entails multiple
pressures, actors, and processes. Program administrators must meet the demands and
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expectations for accountability of the political system on three dimensions - policy,
politics, and process. Policy dimensions are important because the contours of
program design and traditions of policy cultures define accountability relationships.
Political expectations flow from a complex set of relationships of shared power but
fragmented authority. Political expectations arise from the executive branch of
federal, state or local governments, Congress and its committees and subcommittees,
state legislatures, city councils, and special interests, among others. These
expectations reflect power relationships and often, competing ideology among key
players. This can make accountability exceedingly complex. The process expectations
arise in program and policy implementation relative to internal operations and
external forces.

Leadership issues - street-level bureaucrats

Lipsky (1980) identified teachers as one of several public service sector
workers that act as ‘street-level bureaucrats.’ These included police officers, social
workers, judges, and public defense attorneys who implement public policy most
directly. These individuals operate in environments of limited resources, continuous
negotiations to meet targets, uncertainty about method, and unpredictability of client
response.
Frederickson (2005) noted that ‘street-level bureaucrats’ mete out their

interpretation of fairness, equity, and justice on a daily basis. He contends that in
order to work their way through the limitations noted by Lipsky (1980), “street-level
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bureaucrats apply a form of public service delivery and distribution based on what
Maynard-Moody and Musheno (2003) describe as ‘client worthiness’ (p. 9).” This
client worthiness is determined through listening to and analyzing stories and
backgrounds in order to give clients [students] individual identities. Identity based
worthiness, much like the practice of tracking, is a product of normative judgment
and determines which rules, procedures, and policies are applied and how. Because of
this, as Maynard-Moody and Musheno (2003) stated, “street-level workers will bend
the rules, give second chances, and greatly extend themselves and policy benefits to
those deemed worthy, [while] those considered unworthy receive the least possible
service (p. 151).”
Vinzant and Crothers (1998) proposed a model of street-level leadership based
upon the amount of discretion that individuals could apply to processes and/or
outcomes. They contend that accountability and evaluation criteria come from the
public, the community, constitutional, statutory, supervisory, professional, and
personal, standards and values. They contend that when the individual has little
discretion over either process or outcomes, s/he applies prescribed administrative
procedures. Further, when there is discretion over the process but not the outcomes,
the individual can engage in situational leadership. W hen there is discretion over
outcome but not the process, the individual can engage in transformational leadership.
Finally, when there is discretion over both process and outcomes, the individual can

engage in transformational and situational leadership.
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As noted, Vinzant and Crothers (1998) connect their analysis with situational
and transformational leadership theories. Both situational and transformational
leadership approaches are mid-range leadership theories that become more
participatory in nature and process oriented because there is recognition that variables
other than personal traits, skills, and style affect the ability to lead. These theories
begin to recognize the impact of the internal environment or situation, matching the
leader’s style with followers’ competence and commitment, variances in followers’
motivation, and the interaction between the leader and followers (Northouse, 2003).
The situational approach, advanced by Hersey and Blanchard (1999) required
that the leader match his/her leadership style with the levels of competence and
commitment of followers or subordinates. Transformational leadership is described
by Northouse (2003) as a process whereby an individual engages with others and
creates a connection that raises the level of motivation and morality in both leader and
followers (Bennis and Nanus, 1985; Tichy and DeVanna, 1986, 1990). “Generally,
transformational leaders set out to empower followers and nurture them in change.
The leader becomes a strong role model, creates a vision, acts as change agent and
social architect who initiates and implements new directions (Northouse, 2003, pp.
182-183).”
This contrasts with Bass’ (1990) distinction of pseudo-transformational
leadership that dovetails Johnson’s (2001) philosophy that “leaders have the pow er to

illuminate the lives of followers or to ‘cast shadows’ and cover them in darkness (p.
9).”
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Effective street-level leadership, according to Vinzant and Crothers (1998) is a
function of recruitment and selection, legitimacy and professionalism, and transparent
systems of accountability.

Defining Diversity

Explaining differentiation and differences in educational opportunities and
outcomes between groups and individuals is heavily dependent on the analyst’s
ontological framework (Knapp and Woolverton, 2004). In their view,
The explanations offered combine one or more of (1) the composition and
expectations of communities served by schools; (2) the capabilities and
background of the teaching force; (3) the nature of the students and their
response to schooling; and (5) the explicit intentions of powerful interests
inside and outside the school system (p. 676).
Multiple meanings attached to diversity have fostered multiple approaches to
teacher preparation and to teaching. This section assists in establishing a working
definition of the term “diversity” in the context of PK-12 education. There are many
theoretical constructions of the term, ranging from narrow to broad. The term
‘diversity’ is subject to interpretation and its use is often misleading. Simply, diversity
implies difference and thus variance from a ‘norm.’ The definition of the norm is
subjective, dependent upon the epistemic paradigm of the definer. As Minow (1990)
noted, “difference is a comparative notion - different from whom (p. 730)?”
These variances are often constructed in binaries —male/fem ale, Black/W hite,

rich/poor, gay/straight - which fail to account for the implication of any interaction
among them - i.e., White, rich, straight, female. The American Heritage and
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Merriam-Webster dictionaries provide the following definition of the noun ‘diversity’
- “The fact or quality of being diverse; different; a point or respect in which things
differ (American Heritage,
http://education.vahoo.com/reference/dictionarv/entrv/diversity).”
In that vein, multiculturalists define diversity as a difference in cultural/ethnic
and linguistic “minority” groups or a difference in race. Feminist perspectives on
diversity range from a focus on gender inequity to the marginalization and oppression
of classes of people based on race, ethnicity, class, and gender (Dietz, 1999; Harstock,
1998; Hill-Collins, 2000; hooks, 1984; Reinhartz, 1992). The Research Division of

the Council for Exceptional Children (2003), defines diversity as “all groups and
individuals perceived as different from some defined ‘mainstream’ (i.e., White, ablebodied males when compared to everyone else - cultural/ethnic minorities, women,
gays and lesbians, people with disabilities, religious groups, etc.) (p. 1).” The
governing body of the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
(NCATE, 2002) described diversity as “differences among groups and individuals
based on race, ethnicity, socio-economic status, gender, exceptionalities, language,
religion, sexual orientation, and geographic location (p. 53).” Public administration’s
definition encompasses difference in “race, gender, ethnicity, sexual preference,
certain mental and physical conditions, language, and variations in economic
circumstance (Frederickson, 2005, p. 4).” Frederickson (2005) suggests that the terms

“multiculturalism” and “diversity” have become synonymous with public
administration’s core value of social equity. Critical race theorists view diversity as
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the intersectionality of all other perspectives in terms of shared subordination or
oppression.
Within the context of educational research, Grant, Elsbree, and Fondrie (2004)
outline two predominant paradigms for treatment of diversity - assimilation and
pluralism. Both use race, class, gender, ethnicity, ability, sexuality, language, and
religion as constructs for diversity. However, those operating in the assimilation
paradigm most often study a single social construct (i.e., race, gender, or class)
without considering other factors or the intersection of multiple constructs. Those
operating in the pluralism paradigm include multiple perspectives and voices and
consider the effects of construct intersectionality in data analysis.
Because a teacher will encounter all noted differences in the PK-12 classroom,
a broader definition under a pluralist paradigm, that encompasses both the various
singular ways in which children differ and the particular factors and intersections that
are bonded by subordination or oppression is perhaps most pertinent to this study.
Thus, diversity preparation must recognize and address, ‘the impact of
perceptions about differences in race, ethnicity, socio-economic status, gender,
physical and mental ability, sexual preference, language, and the intersectionality of
these differences due to continued marginalization or subordination on the teaching
and learning processes.’
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Multicultural Education as a Philosophy and Reform Movement

Armed with this contextual definition of diversity and its’ implications for
teacher preparation, combining an adapted multicultural philosophy with critical race
theory affords a way to analyze the impacts of subordination of diverse groups and
individuals on the teaching and learning processes. Gay (2004) describes multicultural
education as a philosophy or, “a set of beliefs and explanations that recognize and
value the importance of ethnic and cultural diversity in shaping lifestyles; social
experiences; personal identities; and educational opportunities of individuals, groups,
and nations ... and relationship to institutions ... and power systems (p. 33).” This
philosophy, expanded to encompass all of the ways in which children can be different,
and combined with a critical race theory acknowledgement of the intersectionality of
the factors of difference provided a foundation for this study.

Critical [Race] Theory as a Heuristic

Critical theory rejects positivism and value-freedom in science, and dogma in
Marxism - advocating open ended continuously self-critical processes that will
eventually lead to social reform (Habermas, 1968).
Critical race theory (CRT), a derivative, seeks to disrupt dominant Eurocentric
epistemologies governing curricular development and effective pedagogical
approaches - such as meritocracy, objectivity, and neutrality. Its proponents are
beginning to look at the intersectionality of racism, classism, and other ‘ismic’ forms
of marginalization on the learning process. They are calling for pedagogies and
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curriculum that attempt to shift the deficit-based, mono-cultural paradigm to a
strengths-based, multicultural one (Ladson-Billings, 2004).
Challenging traditional conceptualizations of diversity and social hierarchy,
CRT incorporates the scholarship of feminists, post-modernists, continental social and
political philosophers, cultural nationalism, and other social movements (LadsonBillings, 2004). It is founded on a number of premises - primarily that ‘’isms’ arising
from dominance and marginalization or oppression are normal, not aberrant (Delgado,
1995). A second premise is that society “constructs social reality in ways that promote
its own self-interest (or that of dominant groups) (Delgado, 1995, p. xiv.).” The third
premise is that of ‘interest convergence’ (Bell, 1980) - whereby society’s dominants
allow or encourage advancement by subordinates only when it is in their own selfinterest.
Solorazano (1998) notes that CRT in education develops “theoretical,
conceptual, methodological, and pedagogical strategy that accounts for the role of
race and racism in U.S. education and works toward elimination of racism as part of a
larger goal of eliminating other forms of subordination (Sleeter and Delgado-Bemal,
2004, p. 245).”

Curriculum

W hereas the curriculum of critical theory contains various voices and

perspectives that seek to disrupt the status quo, Apple (1993) posited that school
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curriculum is designed to maintain the current social order. Schwartz (1992) argued
that
Master scripting silences multiple voices and perspectives, primarily
legitimizing dominant, White, upper class, male voices as the ‘standard’
knowledge students need to know. All other accounts and perspectives are
omitted from the master script unless they can be disempowered through
misrepresentation. Thus, content that does not reflect the dominant voice must
be brought under control, mastered, and then reshaped before it can become
part of the master script (p. 341).

Instruction

Haberman (1991) describes a prevalence of ‘pedagogy of poverty’ which is
characterized by, “giving information, asking questions, giving directions, making
assignments, monitoring seatwork, reviewing assignments, giving tests, reviewing
tests, assigning homework, reviewing homework, settling disputes, punishing noncompliance, marking papers, and giving grades (p. 291).” In essence, ‘pedagogy of
poverty’ follows a teacher-centric, transmission model of instruction, which does not
allow for student empowerment in the learning process.
In contrast, critical pedagogy, in alignment with the tenets of critical theory,
according to Sleeter and Delgado-Bemal (2004), conceptualizes “students as creators
of knowledge and ... [connects] student-generated knowledge with student
empowerment (p. 243).”
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Assessment

Standardized testing serves to legitimize perceived deficiencies of children of
color, children living in poverty, children for whom English is not the first language.
This is so primarily because these students are most likely in classrooms with limited
resources, poor-quality curriculum, the ‘pedagogy of poverty’, and poorly prepared
teachers (Ladson-Billings, 2004).
Critical theory assessment entails the use of alternate means of validating
mastery of knowledge and skill in order to legitimize the strengths that children have
built through culture and lived experience and to validate critical pedagogy.

Current Standards for Diversity Preparation

Zeichner (1993) set forth sixteen elements of effective pre-service training for
diversity. Several regulatory agencies have identified standards for evaluating
diversity training of pre-service teachers. These include national program accrediting
bodies, the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) and
the Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC). In addition, the Interstate New
Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC), Professional Teaching
Standards Board (PTSB), and state boards of education and accrediting agencies have
weighed in. Specific to elementary education, the Association for Childhood
Education International (ACEI) and Council for Exceptional Children (CEC) have set
specific standards as well. Finally, with regard to the Teachers of English to Speakers
of Other Languages (TESOL) have also established quality standards.
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Table 2.1 provides a comparative synthesis of existing standards for diversity
training among NCATE, TEAC, INTASC, PTSB, the state of Michigan, ACEI, CEC
and TESOL with Zeichner’s (1993) key elements of effective teacher education for
diversity.

Table 2.1 Comparative synthesis

Zeichner
Elements (1993)

Standards and Indicators

The teacher preparation
program should facilitate:
Admissions screening based
on cultural sensitivity and
commitment to the education
o f all students

Development o f a clear sense
o f personal cultural and ethnic
identity

N
C
A
T
E

T
E
A
C

I p
N T
T S
A B
S

S
T
A
T
E

A
C
E
I

C
E
C

T
E
S

o
I,

c
(1) Commitment to student
learning
(2 ) Diversity - Recruitment and
retention o f a diverse pool of
candidates
(3) Practices and behaviors of
developing career teachers
(1) Diversity - Design,
implementation, and evaluation
of curriculum and experiences
(2 ) Standards of capacity for
program quality - cross-cutting
theme o f multicultural
perspectives
(3) Reflective practice:
professional growth
(4 ) Cultural competence
(5) Reflection and evaluation
(6 ) Practices and behaviors of
developing career teachers
(7) Culture

X

x

X
X

X

X

X
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Table 2.1 - Continued

Zeichner
Elements (1993)

Standards and
Indicators

The teacher preparation
program should facilitate:
An understanding o f the dynamics
o f prejudice and racism and how
to deal with these issues in the
classroom

A review o f history o f various
ethno-cultural groups and
contributions o f multiple voices
Dissemination o f information
about characteristics and learning
styles o f various groups and
individuals and the limitations of
this information

(1) Diversity - Design,

N T
C E
A A
T C
E

p
T
S
B

s
c

S
T
A
T
E

A
C
E
I

C
E
C

T
E
S

o
L

X

implementation, and
evaluation of curriculum and
experiences
(2) Standards o f capacity for
program quality - cross
cutting theme of
multicultural perspectives
(3) Reflective practice:
professional growth
(4) Cultural competence
(5) Reflection and
evaluation
(6) Content standards Professional and ethical
practice
(1) Cultural competence
(2) Reflection and
evaluation
(3) Culture
(1) Candidate knowledge,
skills, and dispositions
(2) Multicultural themes and
perspectives
(3) Content knowledge,
pedagogical skills, and
dispositions for teaching and
learning
(4) Development, learning,
and motivation
(5) Content standards Foundations
(6) Content standards Development and

I
N
T
A

X

X

X
X

X

X
Y .
A

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

c h a ra c te ristic s o f le a rn e rs

(7) Content standards Individual learning
differences
(8) Language
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Table 2.1 - Continued
Zeichner
Elements (1993)

Standards and Indicators

The teacher preparation
program should facilitate:
Review and evaluation of
research on socio-cultural
knowledge o f the
relationships among culture,
language, and learning

Adoption o f various
procedures through which
candidates can gain
information about the
communities represented in
their classrooms
The appropriate interface of
pedagogy with students’
prior experiences, learning
styles, and social influences

N
C
A
T
E

T
E
A
C

I
N
T
A
S

P S
T
S
B

T
A
T
E

A
C
E
I

C
E
C

T
E
S

o
L

c
(1) Diversity - Design,
implementation, and evaluation of
curriculum and experiences
(2) Standards of capacity for
program quality - cross-cutting
theme o f multicultural
perspectives
(3) Reflective practice:
professional growth
(4) Cultural competence
(5) Curriculum - English
language arts, science,
mathematics, social studies, the
arts, health and physical
education, connections across the
curriculum
(6) Content standards Foundations
(7) Content standards - Language
(8) Language and culture
(1) Cultural competence
(2) Collaboration with families
(3) Collaboration with colleagues
and community
(4) Content standards collaboration
(5) Culture
(1) Candidate knowledge, skills,
and dispositions
(2) Student development
(3) Content pedagogy
(4) Knowledge o f pedagogy
(5) Curriculum - integrating and
applying knowledge for
instruction
Curriculum - development of
critical thinking, problem solving,
performance sk ills
Content standards - Learning
environments and social
interaction
(8) Planning, implementing, and
managing instruction

X

X

X
X
X

X

X
X

X

x
X
X
X
X

x
X
X

X

(6)
(7)
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Table 2.1 - Continued

Zeichner
Elements (1993)

Standards and Indicators

The teacher preparation
program should facilitate:
Adaptation of instructional
strategies and assessments to
accommodate the cultural
capital of individual students

Modeling of successful
practices

Field experiences with
children and adults o f various
ethno-cultural groups and
guided reflection on those
experiences
(Exceptionality)
(Language acquisition)

(1) Candidate knowledge, skills,
and dispositions
(2) Evidence of student learning,
multiple instructional strategies,
planning, assessment,
monitoring
(3) Content knowledge,
pedagogical skills, and
dispositions for teaching and
learning
(4) Curriculum - adaptation to
diverse students
(5) Curriculum - active
engagement in learning
(6) Assessment for instruction
(7) Content standards Instructional strategies
(8) Content standards Assessment
(9) Planning, implementing, and
managing instruction
(1) Faculty qualifications,
performance, and development
(2) Standards o f capacity for
program quality
(3) Support and promotion of
appointment of faculty that
possess the knowledge, skills and
dispositions for teaching and
learning
(1) Field experiences and clinical
practice
(2) Clinical practice in settings
that support development of
knowledge, skills, and
dispositions appropriate for grade
level and subject area preparation
(3) Content standards - Learning
environments and social
interactions
(4) Content standards Instructional planning
(5) Planning, implementing, and
managing instruction

N
C
A
T
E

T
E
A
C

I
N
T
A
S

p
T
S
B

c

S
T
A
T
E

A
C
E
I

C
E
C

T
E
S
O
L

X
X

X

X
X
X
X

X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X
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Table 2.1 - Continued

Zeichner
Elements (1993)

Standards and Indicators

The teacher preparation
program should facilitate:
Student teaching experiences
in schools serving ethnic- and
language-minority students

Intellectual challenge and
emotional/social support

N T
C E
A A
T C
E

I
N
T
A
S

P
T
S
B

S
T
A
T
E

A

C

T

C E E
E C S

o

I

L

c
(1) Diversity
(2) Standards of capacity for
program quality/Cross-cutting
theme o f multicultural
perspectives
(3) Diverse learners
(4) Cultural competence
(5) Content standards Learning environments and
social interactions
(6) Content standards Instructional planning
(7) Planning, implementing, and
managing instruction
(1) Diversity - Design,
implementation, and evaluation
o f curriculum and experiences
(2) Standards o f capacity for
program quality - cross-cutting
theme o f multicultural
perspectives
(3) Reflective practice:
professional growth
(4) Cultural competence

X
X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

(1) Institutional evaluation and
assessment
(2) Valid assessment of student
learning
(3) Institutional learning
(1) Unit governance and
resources
(2) Standards o f capacity for
program quality
(3) Candidate resources and
supports

X

X
X
X
X

X

X
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Table 2.1 - Continued
Zeichner
Elements (1993)

Standards and Indicators

The teacher preparation
program should facilitate:

N T
C E
A A
T C
E

(1) Communication and
technology
(2) Use o f technology to support
teaching and learning
(3) Communication to foster
collaboration
(1) Legal and regulatory
environment
(2) Content standard Professional and ethical
practices
NCATE = National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
TEAC = Teacher Education Accreditation Council
INTASC = Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium
PTSB = Professional Teaching Standards Board
ACEI = Association for Childhood Education International
CEC = Council for Exceptional Children
TESOL = Teachers of English to Speakers o f Other Languages

I
N
T
A

p
T
S
B

s
c

S
T
A
T
E

A
C
E
I

C
E
C

T
E
S

o
L

X

X

X
X

X

The only Zeichner (1993) element that has substantive coverage by all bodies
is the appropriate interface of pedagogy with students’ prior experiences, learning
styles, and social influences. The vast majority of the bodies, albeit to different
extents, recognize several of the other elements. In particular, those addressing; (1)
candidates’ development of personal and cultural identity; (2) the importance of
guided critical examination of attitudes toward “others”; (3) the need to confront
personal and institutional biases; (4) development of requisite knowledge of child
development and learning styles; and (5) the importance of well-planned field and
clinical experiences.
The standards themselves are as follow.
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NCATE Standards

The National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE, 2000)
established standards for accreditation of teacher preparation programs under a
conceptual framework that “provides direction for programs, courses, teacher
candidate performance, scholarship, service and institutional accountability (p. 2).”
The teacher preparation institution’s conceptual framework must provide:
•

The vision and mission of the teacher preparation institution

•

The institutional philosophy, purposes, and goals for teacher preparation

•

The requisite knowledge bases, including theories, research, practical
wisdom, and policy for teacher preparation

•

The alignment of candidate proficiency with institutional, professional,
and state standards for teacher preparation

•

The assessment of candidate performance

The basic standards deal with the areas of: (1) requisite candidate knowledge,
skills, and dispositions; (2) institutional evaluation and assessment; (3) field
experiences and clinical practice; (4) diversity; (5) faculty qualifications,
performance, and development; and (6) institutional governance and resources. The
most pertinent to this study among them are
•

Knowledge, skills, and dispositions
o

Content knowledge

o

Pedagogical knowledge and skills
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o

The interaction of pedagogical knowledge and skill with content
knowledge

o

The ability of candidates to assess student learning and adapt
instruction accordingly

o
•

Development of dispositions to fulfill professional obligations

Institutional evaluation and assessment
o

The use of data in improving institutional performance

o

The role of collaboration between the institution and school
partners

•

Field experiences and clinical practice
o

The design, implementation, and evaluation of curriculum, field
experiences and clinical practice

o

Collaboration between the teacher preparation unit and school
partners

•

Diversity
o

The design, implementation, and evaluation of teacher preparation
curriculum and experiences

o

Candidates’ development and demonstration of knowledge and
dispositions to help all students learn

o

Candidates’ experiences working with diverse faculty, colleagues
and students in PK-12 schools

•

Faculty qualifications, performance, and development
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o

The employment of qualified faculty who model best professional
practices in teaching, scholarship, and service

o

Evaluation of faculty performance

o

Professional development opportunities

o

Collaboration between unit faculty, faculty of partner schools, and
community agency representatives

•

Institutional governance and resources
o

Institutional leadership, commitment, and authority that foster
appropriate teacher preparation

o

Budget, personnel, facilities, and technological resources

Thus, ideally with regard to diversity training
•

The program provides candidates the opportunity to engage in clinical
practice within settings that support the development of knowledge, skills,
and dispositions appropriate for the grade level and subject area of their
preparation.

•

The program provides candidates the opportunity to learn about, interact
with and practice with, individuals of diverse racial, cultural, and socio
economic backgrounds and gender.

•

The program provides candidates the opportunity to interact with and
involve parents and community representatives in activities that support
teaching and learning.
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•

The institution develops policies that support recruitment and retention of
a diverse pool of teacher candidates.

•

The institution develops policies that support recruitment and appointment
of a diverse faculty, administrators, and support staff
(http://www.ncate.org/public/unitStandardsRubrics.asp?ch=4).

There are established performance targets and criteria for review and
evaluation of institutional compliance with each standard. Performance ratings are
either unacceptable, acceptable, or target, with target performance being optimal.

TEAC’s standards

The Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC) is another national
accrediting body. The institution seeking accreditation must perform a self-study and
submit an Inquiry Brief (or detailed, substantiated report) of program structure and
assertions about how TEAC principles are met. An independent team evaluates the
validity of the claims and assertions.
TEAC outlines the accreditation goal of incorporating multicultural
perspectives and understanding under Quality Principle I: evidence of student learning
as follows: “Included in the liberal arts is the knowledge of other cultural
perspectives, practices, and traditions. TEAC requires evidence that candidates for the
degree understand the implications of confirmed scholarship on gender, race,
individual differences, and ethnic and cultural perspectives for educational practice.
For all persons, but especially for prospective teachers, the program must yield an
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accurate and sound understanding of the educational significance of race, gender,
individual differences, and ethnic and cultural perspectives
(http ://w ww.teac .or g/accreditation/goals/multicultural.asp).”
TEAC’s philosophy for accreditation is governed by four principles:
•

Improvement is a continuous process - each step defining the next and
moving the process forward

•

The accreditation process should be inquiry driven

•

The accreditation process includes evidence from independent sources
(audits) that examine the program follows processes that produce
quality results and student learning meets high expectations

•

The accreditation process should not be burdensome or expensive

The quality principles and underlying indicators are noted as follow:
•

•

•

Evidence of student learning
o

Subject matter knowledge

o

Pedagogical knowledge

o

Caring and teaching skill

Valid assessment of student learning
o

Rationale for linkages

o

'Evidence of valid assessments

Institutional learning
o

Program decisions and planning based on evidence

o

Influential quality control system (independent verification)
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•

Standards of capacity for program quality
o

Curriculum

o

Faculty

o

Facilities, equipment, and supplies

o

Fiscal and administrative

o

Student support services

o

Recruiting and admissions practices

o

Student feedback

INTASC’s standards

INTASC’s (1992) standards “reflect the requisite knowledge, skills, and
attitudes necessary for teachers starting their careers (p. 3).” The standards and
relevant key indicators are:
•

Content pedagogy - sufficient understanding of the central concepts, tools of
inquiry, and structures of the discipline to allow candidates to create
meaningful learning experiences for all students
o

Uses explanations and representations linking curriculum to prior
learning

o

Evaluates resources and supporting materials for appropriateness

o

Engages students in interpreting ideas from a variety of perspectives

o

Uses interdisciplinary approaches to teaching and learning

o

Uses methods of inquiry that are central to the discipline
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•

Student development - sufficient understanding of child development and
learning theory to allow candidates to provide learning environments that
support children’s intellectual, social, and personal development
o

Evaluates student performance to design appropriate instruction for
social, cognitive, and emotional development

o

Provides opportunities for students to assume responsibility for and be
actively engaged in learning

o

Encourages student reflection on prior knowledge and its connection to
new information

o
•

Accesses student thinking

Diverse learners - sufficient understanding of how students differ in
approaches to learning to allow candidates to adapt instructional strategies to
the students needs
o

Designs instruction appropriate to students’ stages of development,
learning styles, strengths, and needs

o

Selects approaches that provide opportunities for difference
performance modes

o

Accesses appropriate services and resources to meet the needs of
exceptional students when needed

o

Adjusts instruction to accommodate differences in needs of students

o

Uses knowledge of different cultural contexts within the community to
connect with the students through alternate interaction and assignments
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o
•

Creates a learning community that respects individual differences

Multiple instructional strategies - sufficient understanding to allow candidates
to use a variety of instructional strategies that encourage student development
of critical thinking, problem solving, and performance skills
o

Selects and uses a variety of teaching and learning strategies to
encourage students to think critical and solve problems

o

Encourages students to assume responsibility for identifying and using
learning resources

o

Assumes different roles (instructor, facilitator, coach, audience) to
accommodate content, purpose, and learning needs

•

Motivation and management - sufficient understanding of individual and
group motivation and behavior to allow candidates to create a learning
environment that encourages positive social interaction, active engagement in
learning, and self motivation
o

Provides clear explanations of procedures and expectations that ensure
that students assume responsibility for themselves and others, work
independently and collaboratively, and engage in purposeful learning
activities

o

Engages students in relating lessons to personal interests, allowing
them choices in learning, and leading them to ask questions and solve
problems
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o

Organizes, allocates and manages time, space, and activities in a way
that is conducive to learning

o

Plans, organizes, prepares students for, and monitors independent and
group work that allows full and varied participation by all

o

Analyzes the environment and interactions and makes adjustments to
enhance social interaction, student motivation/engagement, and
productivity

•

Communication and technology - sufficient understanding of verbal, non
verbal, and media communication techniques to allow candidates to facilitate
active inquiry, collaboration, and supportive interaction in the classroom
o

Models effective communication strategies to convey ideas and
information and when asking questions

o

Provides support for students oral, written, and media-based
communication

o

Demonstrates that communication may be gender- and culturesensitive

o
•

Uses a variety of media tools to enrich learning opportunities

Planning - sufficient knowledge of subject matter, students, the community,
and curriculum standards to allow candidates to plan instruction
o

Plans lessons and activities to address variation in learning styles and
performance modes, multiple development levels, diversity, problem
solving and exploration
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o

Develops plans that are appropriate for curricular goals and based on
effective instructional strategies

o

Adjusts plans to respond to unanticipated sources of input and/or
students’ needs

o
•

Develops short- and long-range plans

Assessment - sufficient knowledge of formal and informal assessment
strategies to allow candidates to evaluate intellectual, social and physical
development of the students
o

Selects, constructs, and uses assessment strategies appropriate to
learning outcomes

o

Uses a variety of formal and informal strategies to inform choices
about student progress and to adjust instruction

o

Uses assessment strategies to involve learners in self-assessment

o

Evaluates the effects of class activities on individuals and groups

o

Maintains records of student work and performance and communicates
progress knowledgeably and responsibly

o

Solicits information about students’ experiences, learning behavior,
needs, and progress from students, families, and their own colleagues

•

Reflective practice: professional growth - continual evaluation of the effects
of choices and actions on others and actively seeking opportunities for
professional development
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o

Uses classroom observation, information about students and research
as sources for evaluating the outcomes of teaching and learning as a
basis for experimenting with, reflecting on, and revising practice

o

Uses professional literature, colleagues, and other resources to support
self-development as a learner and a teacher

o

Consults with professional colleagues within the school and other
professional arenas as support for reflection, problem-solving, and new
ideas, actively sharing experiences, seeking and giving feedback

•

School and community involvement - development of relationships with
colleagues, PK-12 families, and support agencies to support student learning
and well-being
o

Participates in collegial activities to make the school a proactive
learning environment

o

Links with counselors, other teachers, professionals in community
agencies, and others to support students’ learning and well-being

o

Seeks to establish cooperative partnerships with families to support
student learning

o

Advocates for students (INTASC, 1992)

PTSB’s propositions

The Professional Teaching Standards Board was established in 1987. Their
charge was to provide policy statements on accomplished teaching. Five core
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propositions were developed as a framework for determining the requisite knowledge,
skills, dispositions, and beliefs for National Board Certified Teachers. The
propositions are as follow:
•

Teachers are committed to students and learning
o They make knowledge accessible to all students
o They believe all students can learn
o They treat students equitably, recognizing individual differences
o They understand how students develop and learn
o The respect the differences students bring to the classroom
o They are concerned with students’ self-identity, motivation, and the
effects of learning on social interaction
o They are concerned with the development o f character and civic
responsibility

•

Teachers know the subjects they teach and how to teach those subjects
o They have mastered subject matter and have a deep understanding of
its history, structure, and real-world applications
o They have skill and experience in teaching their subject matter, and
familiarity with the skills gaps and preconceptions that students may
bring
o They are able to use a variety of strategies to teach for understanding

•

Teachers are responsible for managing and monitoring student learning
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o

They deliver effective instruction, moving fluently through a range of
techniques, keeping students motivated, engaged and focused

o

They know how to engage students to ensure a disciplined learning
environment, and how to organize instruction to meet instructional
goals

o

They now know to assess the progress of individual students as well as
the class as a whole

o

They use multiple methods for measuring student growth and
understanding, and can clearly explain student progress to parents and
guardians

•

Teachers think systematically about their practice and learn from experience
o

They critically examine their practice on a regular basis in order to
improve

o

They model the value of education - reading, questioning, creating,
and are willing to try new things as their knowledge expands

o

They are familiar with learning theories and instructional strategies and
stay current on issues related to education

•

Teachers are members of learning communities
o

They collaborate with others to improve student learning

o

They are leaders and actively know how to build partnerships with
community groups
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o

They work with other professionals on instructional policy, curriculum
development, and staff development

o

They can evaluate school progress and the allocation of resources to
meet state and local education objectives

o

They know how to work collaboratively with PK-12 students’ families
to engage them productively in the work of the school
(http://www.nbpts.org/the standards/the five core propositio?)

Michigan standards

The state of Michigan (MDE, 2001), in particular, supports the framework and
standards of NCATE and the others, and has developed a correspondent program
evaluation guide that identifies the following quality indicators:
•

Preparation of candidates who possess content knowledge, pedagogical
skills, and dispositions for teaching and learning

•

Opportunities for clinical practices in settings that support the
development of knowledge, skills, and dispositions appropriate for the
grade level and subject area of preparation

•

Opportunities to learn about, interact and practice with, individuals of
diverse racial, cultural, socio-economic backgrounds and gender

•

Appointment of faculty that possess the knowledge, skills, and
dispositions for teaching and learning
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•

Preparation of candidates to interact with and involve parents and
community representatives to support teaching and learning

•

Preparation of candidates to use technology that supports teaching and
learning

•

Compliance with statutory, regulatory, and policy requirements for teacher
certification (MDE, 2001)

ACEI’s standards

The standards set by the Association for Childhood Education International
(ACEI) for recognition of exemplary teacher preparation programs in elementary
education encompass candidates
•

Aptitude for motivating students based on an understanding and use of major
concepts, principles, theories, and research related to child development

•

Use of critical self-reflection to improve practice

•

Ability to construct learning opportunities that support developmentally
appropriate acquisition of knowledge

•

Ability to demonstrate subject matter mastery and pedagogical integration

•

Adaptation to diverse learners

•

Ability to facilitate development of students’ critical thinking, problem
solving, and performance skills

•

Use of assessments and adaptive methods to plan, evaluate and strengthen
instruction
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•

Communication to foster collaboration - with PK-12 students, families, and
community agencies
(http://www.ncate.org/public/nationalRecognitionReportForms.asp?ch=4)

CEC standards

The Center for Exceptional Children (CEC) has set curricular and field
experience standards to recognize exemplary teacher preparation programs in special
education as follow:
•

Foundations of the discipline - theories and principles, laws and policies,
historical and diverse perspectives

•

Development and characteristics of learners

•

Recognition of individual learning differences

•

Instructional strategies

•

Learning environments and social interaction

•

Language

•

Instructional planning and assessment

•

Professional and ethical practice

•

Collaboration to facilitate learning

•

Opportunities for extended field experience and clinical practice
(http://www.ncate.org/public/nationalRecognitionReportForms.asp?ch=4)
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TESOL standards

The Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) has also
set standards for evaluation of candidates’ knowledge, performance, understanding of
culture, and professionalism as follow:
•

Foundations of the discipline - theories, principles, and research related to the
nature and acquisition of language
o

Describing language as a system and helping ESOL students acquire
and use English for social and academic purposes

o

Understanding language acquisition and development to facilitate
acquisition of a new language

•

Understanding of major concepts, principles, theories, and research related to
the nature and role of culture in language acquisition

•

Planning, implementing, and managing instruction, and effectively using
available resources

•

Assessment of student learning

•

Professionalism - including
o

Knowledge of history, research, and current practice in English as a
second language (ESL) teaching

o

Building strategic partnerships and alliances to maximize advocacy for
ESL students
(h ttp ://w w w .n c a te.o rg /p u b lic /n atio n a lR e co g n itio n R ep o rtF o rm s.a sp ?ch= 4)
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Exemplary Practices in Incorporating Diversity Training Standards
Into Teacher Preparation Programs

Quality teacher preparation overview

The National Commission on Teaching and America’s Future (NCTAF, 2003)
summarized six dimensions of quality teacher preparation. These include:
•

careful recruitment and selection of teacher candidates

•

strong academic preparation for teaching, including deep knowledge of subject
matter, and a firm understanding of how children learn

•

extensive clinical practice to allow development of effective teaching skills,
including the ability to effectively teach content appropriate to grade level and
diversity of students

•

support for entry-level teachers in the form of residencies and mentored
induction

•

embedding of modem learning technologies in academic preparation, clinical
practice, induction, and on-going professional development; and

•

assessment of program effectiveness.
As noted in Table 2.2, thirty-two (32) institutions were recognized for

exemplary practice in a variety of areas related to teacher preparation at the National
Conference on Teacher Quality in 2000. The areas included: (1) teacher preparation;
(2) application of contextual teaching and learning; (3) recmitment and retention of a
diverse candidate pool; and (4) teacher induction and support for new teachers.
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In addition, Zeichner (2000), using his elements of effective teacher
preparation for diversity, identified several programs that incorporate them all.
Alvemo College in Wisconsin, East Carolina University in South Carolina, Fordham
University in New York, and Samford University in Alabama were the first and only
national award winners in the area of quality teacher preparation.

Table 2.2 Exemplary programs and practices

Teacher
Preparation

Teacher
Preparation
For Diversity and the
TNE project

Contextual
Teaching

Recruitment
&

&

&

Retention

Mentoring

Armstrong Atlantic
State University in
Georgia
Pathways ®
Innovations in
American
Government Award
winner
Kent State University
in Ohio
Recruiting from
Community Colleges

The University
o f California Santa Cruz
New Teachers
Program

Induction

Learning and
Program
award
winners

W ayne State
University in
Michigan
Preparation for
urban settings

Pacific Oaks College
and Children’s School
in California
Preparation for diversity

The
University of
Georgia

Bank Street
College in
New York
Learner-centric
preparation

W ichita State
University in Kansas
Preparation for diversity

The
University of
W ashington Seattle

The University
o f Cincinnati
in Ohio
Professional
school
partnerships
The University
of Colorado Denver
Schooluniversity
collaboration

Indiana Northwest
University
Preparation for
diversity/immersion in a
community not one’s
own
California State
University Sacramento
Preparation for diversity

Colorado
State
University

The
University of
Louisville in
Kentucky

Old Dominion
University in Virginia
Recruiting
paraprofessionals,
substitute teachers,
and teacher aides
Norfolk State
University in Virginia
Recruiting
paraprofessionals,
substitute teachers,
and teacher aides

The University
o f Illinois Chicago
M INT mentoring and
induction for
new teachers
The University
o f Nevada Las Vegas
Urban teachers
partnership
The University
o f Minnesota
Teachers
Residency
Program
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Table 2.2 - Continued

The University of
Wisconsin Milwaukee
School-university
collaboration

Texas A&M
University
Preparation for
diversity

The University
o f New Mexico

Maryville
University in
Missouri
Restructuring and
assessment
George W ashington
University in DC
Focus on literacy
and technology
across the
curriculum
The University of
Northern Iowa
Using technology

Florida A&M
University
TNE

Western Oregon
University

Stanford
University in
California
TNE and STEP®

George
W ashington
University in
DC

Boston College in
Massachusetts
TNE

Ohio State
University

California State
University at
Northridge
TNE

Alvemo College
in Wisconsin
Award winner

George Mason
University in
Virginia
TNE

East Carolina
University in
South Carolina
Award winner

Michigan State
University
TNE

Fordham
University in
New York
Award winner

Montclair State
University in New
Jersey
Center for
Pedagogy
The University of
Southern Maine
Extended
preparation and
professional
development
schools
The University of
Texas - El Paso
Collaborative
partnerships internal and external
The University of
Wyoming
Integration of
technology across
the curriculum
North Carolina
State University
Model clinical
teaching program

Winthrop University/
Center for
Recruitment,
Retention and in
South Carolina
“Grow your own”
youth recruitment
The University of
Southern California
Latino and language
minority program
(LLMP)
Miami-Dade
University
Articulation

Ohio State
University
PAR - peer
assistance
and review

University of
Virginia
TNE
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Teacher Preparation

In order to disrupt an ‘ideological web’ (Weiner, 2000) that promotes
meritocracy and assimilation in public education (Grant and Wieczorek, 2000;
Sleeter, 1995), some call for “powerful and transformative learning experiences ... for
both teacher educators and prospective teachers (Jenks et al, 2001; Sleeter, 1995; and
Yeo, 1997).”
The programs identified in this category have formed strong collaborative
partnerships, share ideologies that support “transformative learning experiences
(Jenks et al, 2001; Sleeter, 1995; Yeo, 1997),” and incorporate substantive fieldwork
and opportunities for reflection, to carry the knowledge base beyond subject matter
mastery (Grant, 1997; Hollins, King, and Hayman, 1994; Irvine, 1997; King, Hollins,
andHayman, 1997; Pritchy-Smith, 1998).
Pohan (1996) contends that
Historically, colleges of education have developed programs based on the
notion that competence is mainly a function of knowledge and skills.
Programs driven by this theory have failed to recognize the important and
powerful role teacher beliefs and attitudes play in eliminating educational
discrepancies and developing democratic and culturally responsive schools (p.
65).
Few dispute the need for teachers to have a broad and deep knowledge of the
subject areas they teach. Many scholars, however, are researching the attitudes and
beliefs necessary to teach diverse populations effectively and that carry the traditional

knowledge base beyond subject matter mastery (Grant, 1997; Hollins, King, and
Hayman, 1994; Irvine, 1997; King, Hollins, and Hayman, 1997; Pritchy-Smith, 1998).
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Much of the work suggests that preparation should be contextualized (Au, 2002; Fox
and Gay, 1995; Haberman, 1996; Oakes, Franke, Quartz, and Rogers, 2002).
In addition to recruitment and selection, preparation is currently a function of
several factors - ideology, knowledge, learning, and wisdom of practice - operating in
a broad socio-political environment (Cochran-Smith, 2003).
Programs specifically designed to prepare teachers for diversity in the
classroom tend to be supported by: (1) collaboration, both internal to the preparation
institute and with cooperating schools; (2) extended field opportunities; and (3) cohort
reflective exchanges about field experiences (Cabello, Eckmeir, and Bahieri, 1995;
Cabello and Eckmeir, 1995).

Contextual Teaching and Learning

The underlying premise of contextual teaching and learning is rooted in
Dewey’s (1916) progressivism - which advocated curriculum and pedagogy tied to
individual experience and interest —and to research findings that show that students
learn best when they are actively engaged and there is a connection with what they
already know (Ladson-Billings, 1994; NCTAF, 2000). Strategies, accordingly
•

Emphasize problem-solving

•

Recognize the need for teaching and learning to occur in a variety of contexts
such as home, community, and work sites

•

Teach students to monitor and direct their own learning so they become self
regulated learners
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•

Anchor teaching in students diverse life-contexts

•

Encourage students to learn from each other; and

•

Employ authentic assessments (NCTAF, 2000)
The programs recognized in this category support the practice of culturally

responsive teaching and employ critical and/or equity pedagogical approaches.
The most commonly researched forms of contextual teaching and learning
employ culturally responsive or critical/equity pedagogies. Culturally responsive
teaching (1) empowers traditionally marginalized students to become intellectual
leaders in the classroom; (2) transforms the classroom into a learning community
rather than a group of isolated individuals; (3) validates lived experience and
integrates it into the curriculum; (4) conceptualizes literacy broadly; (5) unites teacher
and students in challenging the ‘status quo’. To develop intellectual leaders, LadsonBillings (1994) contends that focus must be on “students whose educational,
economic, social, political, and economic futures are most tenuous (p. 117).” To
promote learning communities, she asserts that focus is on eliminating isolation and
fostering inclusion as well as making connections between theory and life experience.
To legitimize student’s life experiences, “they [must] allow experiences to become
part of the ‘official’ curriculum (p. 117).” A broad conception of literacy would thus
incorporate both reading and oral interpretation of events and circumstances.
Critical pedagogy theorists who have studied applications of critical (‘equity’)
pedagogy note that the starting point is the students’ lived experience. In analyzing
problems, class materials (i.e., texts and supplemental materials) are viewed as tools
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rather than content. The majority of applications studied have been at the post
secondary level (Ada, 1988; Curtis and Rasool, 1997; Mayo, 1999; Shor, 1980, 1992;
Simon, 1992; Sleeter, 1995; Solorazano, 1990), but some have focused on PK-12
(Bigelow, 1990; Goldstein, 1995; Peterson, 1991).
Sleeter and Delgado-Bemal (2004) noted that teacher preparation in
multiculturalism and diversity often takes the form of offering solutions to problems
connected to race and ethnicity without digging very deeply into the nature of the
problem.
Thus, they contended that there are four main reasons to incorporate the study
of critical pedagogy into pre-service preparation for diversity: it provides (1)
conceptual tools for critical reflexivity; (2) a means of analyzing class, power, and
globalization; (3) a means of analyzing empowering pedagogical practices; and (4) a
means of analyzing language and literacy.
Equity pedagogy, according to J.A. Banks (2004),
Exists when teachers modify their teaching in ways that facilitate the academic
achievement of students from diverse racial, cultural, and social-class groups.
[It] would include the use of a variety of teaching styles that are consistent
with [the] wide range of learning styles within various cultural and ethnic
groups (p. 5).

Recruitment and retention of a diverse candidate pool

The programs identified in this category, em ploy a variety o f successful

strategies in recruiting, training, and retaining candidates from underrepresented
populations.
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There is little question of the value of diversification of the teaching force. It
certainly gives children of color the opportunity to work with racially, culturally and
linguistically similar role models (Chinn and Wong, 1992; Sianjina, Cage, and Allen,
1996) while providing different perspectives to their White peers (Eubanks and
Weaver, 1999; Villegas and Lucas, 2002). There is support for recruitment of nontraditional candidates, more likely to succeed in urban areas, because of maturity and
experience (Clewell and Villegas, 2001; Haberman, 1996; Schumann, 1992). Other
programs specifically target underrepresented youth and nurture them throughout
middle-and high school (Riley, 1998; Sianjina et al, 1996).
A major “Catch-22” constraint on the recruitment of diverse pre-service
teacher candidates is the limitation of the pool based on the continuation of the
achievement and attainment gaps at the PK-12 levels for underrepresented students
(Villegas and Davis, 2007).
Closely tied to the recruitment and selection of teacher candidates is the
propensity of minority candidates to choose the teaching profession as a career goal.
Specific studies have been conducted to determine why minority candidates did or did
not choose to enter the teaching profession. Gordon (2001) noted that low pay, low
respect, lack of encouragement and resistance from family and support system,
language issues, cultural differences, racism, discrimination and diversity were
common deterrents for Asian American students. Similarly, she found that African
Americans were hesitant due to low return on investment (monetary and educational),
lack of encouragement and support, negative personal experiences with school, little
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support in higher education, and greater opportunities in other careers. Latino/as were
primarily concerned about language differences and discrimination, while Native
Americans cited poor academic preparation, low high school graduation rates, and
racism as key factors in their decision. Su (1996) essentially concurred, noting that
White students, unlike their peers of color, did not meet with lack of encouragement
or support for their choice, had had positive school experiences themselves, and did
not view low professional status as a deterrent to their choice.

Support for New Teachers

The programs identified in this category recognize the value of mentoring and
support of novices in fostering both retention and continued development of
competent teachers.
Because new teachers often have difficulty in making the transition from a
teacher preparation program to the realities of the classroom, induction programs are
designed to provide specific guidance and support throughout the first few years of
their careers. Induction entails monitored mentoring of the practice of novice teachers
in the first two to three years of their post-graduation employment (NCTAF, 1998).

Teachers for a New Era Project

The Teachers for a New Era Project is a current reform initiative for teacher

preparation. The Carnegie Corporation, and the Annenberg, and Ford Foundations
fund the project. The project is organized by three design principles: (1) decision-
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making is based on evidence; (2) active engagement of faculty from arts and sciences
in program design is needed; and (3) excellent teaching is a clinical skill.
The principle of decision-making based on evidence means that attention
should be paid to outcomes at all levels, including PK-12 learning gains accomplished
under program graduates. Faculty of the arts and science (or general education) should
be fully engaged in the process of teacher preparation, particularly with regard to
subject matter mastery and building a solid liberal arts base. Close cooperation
between the teacher preparation unit and partner schools will facilitate the opportunity
for meaningful clinical experiences and induction of novice teachers in their first two
years of employment.
The project will “require radical change in allocation of resources, academic
organization, criteria for evaluating participating faculty, internal accountability
measures, and relationships with practicing schools. At the conclusion of the project,
each of the selected institutions should be regarded by the nation as administering one
of the best programs possible for the standard primary route to employment as a
beginning professional teacher (http://www.teachersforanewera.org/).”
As a result the institutions engaged in the project will be conducting much
needed longitudinal research in order that connections can be made between pre
service training and improvement in the academic achievement and attainment of PK12 students.
Participants in the project were selected primarily under the following criteria:
•

“The quality of the teacher education currently in place at the institution
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•

The capacity of the institution to serve as an exemplar or model for other
institutions

•

The impact of the institution on the enterprise of teacher education

•

The local or regional public policy environment that most directly affects the
institution

•

The capacity of the institution to engage in leadership activities to persuade
other institutions to adopt successful features of the design principles

•

The quality of the faculty and administration of the institution
(http://www.teachersforanewera.org/).”
Government Programs and Incentives for Improving Teacher Quality
In the course of reauthorization of the Higher Education Act in 1998,

legislators provided for specific grant funding of institutions in order to foster the
development of partnerships between schools of education, schools of arts and
sciences, local school districts, and other major stakeholders. The intent is to
encourage collaborative development of teacher preparation experiences that
ultimately improve teacher quality and K-12 student achievement (U.S. Department
of Education, 2004).
An interim evaluation of existing Title II Partnership Projects by the U.S.
Department of Education (2004) discusses a variety of positive outcomes in the areas
of: (1) teacher preparation program reform; (2) professional development for partner
schools and districts; (3) quality of clinical experiences of pre-service teachers; and
(4) affecting student performance on state achievement assessments.
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With regard to teacher preparation reform, the partnerships have fostered
increased faculty collaboration among schools of education and schools of arts and
sciences in course and program development. The collaborative interaction between
teacher preparation institutions and faculty and school district personnel is enhanced.
Integration of technology in teaching and learning across the curriculum is facilitated.
Internal processes for monitoring teacher candidate performances and program
outcomes are being implemented.
In terms of professional development, the grants have allowed for
implementation of induction programs to mentor new teachers.
Seventy-two percent of the Title El partnerships have chosen to implement a
professional development school (PDS) model in order to improve the quality of the
clinical experiences of the pre-service teachers. In this model, faculty from both the
teacher preparation institution and the school district design the student teaching
experience. This tends to result in “a closer match of expectations regarding what new
teachers know and can do (p. 9).”
Partnerships with school districts in “high-need” areas (generally urban
schools with heavy concentrations of minority and socio-economically disadvantaged
students) receive priority. Thus, pre-service teachers are better prepared to deal with
diverse populations, to use a variety of instructional strategies to engage all students,
to refrain from reliance on testing as a sole means o f assessm ent o f student learning,

to communicate with parents.
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Frameworks for Designing Teacher Preparation Programs
to Incorporate Diversity Training

Zeichner and Hoeft (1996) noted that teacher education programs take
philosophical stances with regard to four issues related to multiculturalism and
diversity: ( 1) infusion or segregation of related items in the curriculum; (2 ) providing
culture-general or culture-specific study and experience; (3) studying about or
interacting within cultures; and (4) whether or not a teacher preparation program
models its own philosophy.
There are “a number of frameworks available for general examination of
teacher education, including Liston and Zeichner’s (1991) ‘traditions of practice,’ and
Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s (1999) ‘relationships of knowledge and practice’
(Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p.947).”
Liston and Zeichner (1991) postulate four ‘traditions of practice’ dominant in
teacher preparation: (1) academic; (2) social efficacy; (3) developmentalist; and (4) a
social reconstructionist. The academic tradition provides opportunities for subject
matter mastery and development of a pre-service candidates’ ability to facilitate PK12 students’ understanding. The social efficacy tradition facilitates the candidate’s
ability to apply a research-based ‘knowledge base’ to the practice of teaching. The
developmentalist tradition develops the candidates’ ability to base classroom
instruction on direct know ledge o f students’ individual strengths and weaknesses. The

social reconstructionist tradition fosters opportunities for candidates to contextually
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analyze the human condition in schooling and society in order to promote educational
equity and social justice (National Academy of Sciences, 2000, p. 201).
Cochran-Smith and Lytle’s (1999) conceptualizations of knowledge and
teacher learning that are driving reform initiatives in teacher preparation include: ( 1)
knowledge-for-practice; (2) knowledge-in-practice; and (3) knowledge-of-practice.
The knowledge-for-practice assumption, that “teachers are knowledge users, not
generators (p.257)” manifests as a requirement that candidates learn and apply new
content, strategy, or skills while in the PK-12 classroom. The knowledge-in-practice
assumption, that knowledge of teaching comes with experience, and manifests in
increased opportunities for directed reflection and inquiry on experiences in the
classroom. Often, this will entail a combination of self-study, group discussion, and
mentoring. The knowledge-of-practice assumption, that “making their classrooms and
schools sites for inquiry, connecting their work in schools to larger issues, and taking
a critical perspective on the theory and research of others (p. 273)” manifests in action
research projects.
Feiman-Nemser (1990) discusses what she terms ‘structural alternatives’ - the
responses to political and economic forces driving reforms in teacher preparation.
These include “adding a fifth year, increasing the amount of field experiences,
limiting the number of credit hours in education, creating alternative routes to
teaching by providing on-the-job training for liberal arts graduates (p. 1).” In addition,

she notes that the term “reflective practitioner” is the latest in a line of conceptual
orientations toward teacher preparation that yield “different views of teaching and
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learning to teach and suggest different orientations to the preparation of teachers (p.
l).”She posits that these alternatives and conceptualizations have fewer roots in “clear
thinking about what teachers need to know or how they can be helped to learn that”
than ties to “policy mandates and questions of supply and demand (p. 1).”

The ‘Multiple Meanings’ Framework

Cochran-Smith (2003), noting the need for “rich conceptual frameworks to
help clarify differing underlying assumptions, sort out discrepancies between theory
and practice, and analyze the ways they are entangled with competing political
agendas (p. 8 ),” expanded upon previous conceptions and typologies of multicultural
education to develop a framework for analyzing the design of teacher preparation
within its’ ‘multiple meanings.’ She purports that the design and delivery of teacher
preparation programs are a result of how developers respond to eight salient questions
that surround multiculturalism within an external environment of potential constraints
and supports. These questions encompass views of diversity, ideology about
education, knowledge acquisition and application processes, teacher learning,
practice, student outcomes, and the recruitment and selection of teacher candidates
and faculty. The final question regards the level of coherence in these views. In
addition, external forces that shape answers to the eight questions are also considered,
including: (1) institutional capacity; (2) relationships with local com m unities; (3)

governmental and non-governmental regulations; and (4) the larger societal context
within which the institution operates.
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The framework itself was intended to “be useful in examining all sorts of
research, practices, and policies that in some way are related to or have an impact on
the preparation of teachers for a diverse society. This was, regardless of
epistemological or methodological paradigms and regardless of whether these policies
and practices would be considered “liberal,” “conservative,” or otherwise (CochranSmith, 2003, p. 9).” Particularly, as in this study, it can be used to review any existing
or proposed teacher education program. Under an expansion of the philosophy of
multiculturalism and an heuristic of critical race theory, this broadened framework
was used to analyze the related literature to identify factors affecting successful
incorporation of diversity training in teacher preparation program design. This
analysis proved helpful in identifying the categories where studies have been
performed that yield insight on factors (variables) that support or constrain
development and implementation of programs that are successful in incorporating
substantial measures to foster necessary training for the increasing diversity in PK-12
classrooms.
Within the framework, both critical theory, and critical pedagogical models
emerge as potential approaches that could bond with multicultural and antiracist
education to disrupt perpetuation of meta-narratives in education that act to sustain
academic inequities.
A conceptual model for program design is suggested as follows: The level of

integration of diversity training (or appropriate standards of diversity) in teacher
preparation programs is a function of several variables. These independent or
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explanatory variables would include: ( 1) the developers’ and im plem ented’ definition
or construction of diversity; (2) ideology about the purpose of education; (3) program
structure and delivery; (4) curricular design; (5) candidate performance assessment;
and (6 ) candidate recruitment and selection. In addition, internal and external
environmental influences included indicators of: ( 1) institutional capacity; ( 2 )
relationships with communities and families; and (3) governmental and non
governmental regulations; and (4) the overall socio-political climate.
Figure 2.1 Conceptual Model

y = Xi + x2 + x3 + x4 + x5 + x6+ x7 + x8+x9 +Xi0, where:
y = level of integration of appropriate standards of diversity training
X] = definition or construction of diversity
x2 = ideology surrounding the purpose of education in general, and teacher
preparation in particular
x3= program structure and delivery, including field experiences
x4 = curricular design, including subject matter concentration and exposure to a
variety of pedagogical approaches, and candidate performance assessment
x5 = candidate performance assessment
x6 = candidate recruitment and selection
x7 = institutional capacity; including organizational culture and structure, congruity
of program with mission, “buy-in” and support of upper administration for
appropriate training
xg = relationships with local communities; partnerships with and outreach to K-12
schools
x9= governmental and non-governmental regulations
x10 = socio-political climate

The Diversity Question (xi)

According to Cochran-Smith (2003), the diversity question centers on how the
construction of difference as a problem for teacher education leads to proposed
solutions. In other words, “How [is] the increasingly diverse student population in
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American schools understood as a challenge or “problem” for teaching and teacher
education, and what are the desirable “solutions” to this problem (p. 10)?”
This question becomes particularly salient, given the existing and projected
demographic differences between pre-service teacher candidates and the mix of
students in PK-12 classrooms. The lived experience of teachers who are primarily
White European Americans of the middle-class who speak only English is markedly
different from that of students of color who live in poverty and/or for whom English
is a second language to be learned (Gay, 1993; Irvine, 1997). It is often difficult for
these teachers to serve as role models or cultural agents who can assist these students
in bridging the home-school differences (Gay, 1993; Goodwin, 2000; Villegas and
Lucas, 2002). Further, without appropriate guidance and exposure, it is almost
impossible for these teachers to construct curriculum and apply pedagogy that is
relevant to these students and allows congruent educational experience (Irvine, 2001;
Ladson-Billings, 1995; Sleeter, 2007). Villegas and Davis (2007) note further that,
candidates of color, while having the advantage of lived experience that is similar to
that of their students also need guidance on curricular construction and pedagogical
congruence.
The literature suggests that the “problem” surrounding diversity in teacher
preparation has traditionally been constructed from “a deficit perspective about the
education o f m inority students, particularly, according to Ladson-Billings (1994) with

regard to African-Americans.” She denotes a ‘perversity of diversity’ wherein she
purports that “White is normative and diversity is equated with depravity,
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disadvantage, and deficiency (p. 216).” W einer (2000) substantiates this construction,
noting that the terms ‘urban’ and ‘at risk’ are interchangeable, and highlight an
inherent bias.
Villegas and Lucas (2002) note that prospective teachers tend to be
“privileged” members of society for whom construction of diversity as a deficit is not
difficult. Findings indicate that White middle-class teachers are more likely to
construct diversity as adversity - deficits to be overcome, and quite often will have
low expectations for or fears about “others” - students that are different from
themselves (Gay and Howard, 2000; Irvine, 1990; Valenzuela, 2002; Weiner, 1993;
Yeo, 1997).
Sleeter (2007) notes that, “because they bring virtually no conceptual
framework for understanding inequalities other than the dominant deficit framework,
White pre-service teachers generally assume lower expectations for the achievement
of students of color than for White students, without seeing this as a manifestation of
racism (p. 3).” Often, they assume that the underachievement of African American
children is due to parental/familial undervaluation of education (Avery and Walker,
1993; Irvine and York, 1993). Martin and Williams-Dixon (1994) found that “White
pre-service teachers are generally ignorant of communities of color, fearing them, and
fearing discussions of race and racism (Sleeter, 2007, p. 3).” McIntyre (1997) and
Valli (1995) noted that this fear is often m asked in the defense of ‘color-blindness,’ or

deliberate denunciation of difference - “I don’t see color, I just see children (Sleeter,
2007, p. 3).” The fear of confrontation and saying the wrong thing deters meaningful
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conversations about racism (O’Brien, 2004). This fear fosters resistance to examining
ingrained beliefs (Smith, Mollem, and Sherrill, 1997).
Yeo (1997) contends that “multicultural teacher education does little more
than perpetuate the status quo, since it ‘has been shaped and contorted by both
ethnicity and deficiency theoretical understandings ... [and] the result has been a
shallow and instrumental applicability of multicultural knowledge’ (pp. 164-165).”
Villegas and Lucas (2002) generally concur, noting that, “the consistent gap between
racial/ethnic minority and poor students and their White, middle-class peers ... is
indicative of the inability of the educational system to effectively teach students of
color as schools have been traditionally structured (p. 9).”
Studies of the diversity question have employed both quantitative and
qualitative methods. Early findings noted that both teacher preparation program
faculty and students were predominantly White and middle class, and that field
experiences (observations and student teaching) were in schools that were
predominantly similar in demographic composition (Fuller, 1992). Kitano, Lewis,
Lynch, and Graves (1996) conducted a study with faculty members of a college of
education to determine their impressions about what teachers in diverse classrooms
needed to know, finding a significant amount of variability in the respondents’
knowledge of, information about, and depth of understanding of multiculturalism and
diversity. M any studies o f candidates show that students o f color planned to teach in

diverse communities and were committed to teaching for social equity, whereas their
White peers often had no such commitment or plans (Agee, 1998; Burant, 1999;
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Guyton, Saxton, and Wesche, 1995; Hood and Parker, 1994; Komfeld, 1999;
Meachem, 2000; Parker and Hood, 1995). In addition, findings note that students of
color tended to perceive that courses focusing on relevant issues of culture and
diversity were relegated to electives and that methods courses were lacking in
information on effective strategies for addressing the impact of differences in culture
on the learning experience. These students did not always feel that they had an
opportunity to give voice to their own lived experience or to act to dispel stereotypes
of language and intellect.
Grant, Elsbree, and Fondree (2004) allude to an epistemological bias in
educational research where the researcher’s focus is narrowed to one or two social
constructs and to a persistent use of a deficit model to study students and classrooms
(p. 199). They note, “Educational research becomes problematic when it does not
include race, class, gender, ethnicity, ability, sexuality, language, and religion, and/or
when these constructs are not rigorously examined (p. 187).” Further, the deficit
model tends merely to “seek ways to better fit the participants into the existing
educational system, rather than displaying how power and privilege operate [to] limit
their educational potential (p. 200 ).”
Much of the multicultural research tends to limit itself to exploring the impact
of race, class and/or gender rather than looking at the effects of intersection and
interaction between these and other factors o f difference (Grant, Sleeter, and

Anderson, 1986; hooks, 1990; Sleeter, 1992). W ilson (1987) notes that “studies of
learning styles and their cultural characteristics - that do not examine class as an
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important variable are not likely to result in findings that are helpful and generalizable
(p. 22).” Knapp and Woolverton (2004) further argue that, “the continued omission of
social class from discussions among educators and in teacher preparation programs
risks continuation of class-based differential teaching, to the detriment of children,
school systems, and ultimately our nation (p. 657).”
Educational outcomes are highly correlated with social class or socio
economic status. Educational attainment (years of schooling, and consequently drop
out rates) and achievement (performance levels) are heavily influenced by one’s
social class (Coleman, Campbell, Hobson, McPartland, Mood, Weinfeld et al, 1966;
Jencks, 1972; Natriello, McDill, and Pallas, 1990).
According to Knapp and Woolverton (2004), social class influences
expectations and aspirations of teachers, students, families, and communities, the
physical working and learning conditions, and perpetuates the dominant power
structure. They contend that, depending upon socio-economic status, “individually
and collectively, community members express and press their demands more or less
effectively (p. 676).” Teachers are likely to take assignments in the social class
structure that they feel most comfortable with, and when they do not, an inability to
connect with their students leads to differential academic outcomes. Certainly the
inequitable distribution of and access to resources - money, condition of the facilities,
equipm ent and technology —creates inequitable outcom es as well. ‘Curriculum

rationing,’ as Darling-Hammond (2000) referred to the practices of academic tracking
and holding individuals back is most often disproportionately applied to underserved
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children and “acts as a marker of appropriateness for particular niches in the social
and occupational hierarchy, where appropriateness is judged by those with greater
power in society (Knapp and Woolverton, 2004, p. 677).”
Solorzano and Yosso (2001) purport that critical race theorists “challenge the
separate discourses on race, class, and gender and focus on the intersectionality of
factors in [the commonality of] subordination (p. 246).” They define
Critical race theory in teacher education as a framework that can be used to
theorize and examine the ways in which race and racism impact on the
structures, processes, and discourses within the teacher education context.
This framework challenges the dominant ideology, which supports deficit
notions about students of color (p. 3).
Knapp and Woolverton (2004) argue that, “critical perspectives leave the most
room for individual and group construction of the meaning of social-class position;
acknowledging power differentials explicitly; explaining resistance patterns well; and
clearly demonstrating how class consciousness might be passed on (p. 677).”

The Ideology Question (x?)

Cochran-Smith (2003) purports that the ideology question centers on the
“ideas, ideals, values, and assumptions about the purposes of schooling, the social and
economic history of the nation, and the role of education in a democratic society
(Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 947).” In other words, “What images of American
society ... and notions o f social justice are assum ed in policies, practices, and

research (Cochran-Smith, 2003, p. 11)?” Answers to this question tend to manifest in
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program design and implementation as ‘structural alternatives’ (Feimen-Nemser,
1990).
Apple (1979) defines ideology as “the formation of the consciousness of the
individuals in a society, particularly their consciousness about how the society works
(p. 2).” Analysis provides an understanding of who is producing ideology, why some
ideology is more prevalent, and ultimately whose interests are served. The answers to
this question move along a continuum from views of the purpose of education as
meritocratic, assimilationist, and exclusionary to views of education and liberating
and empowering, pluralistic and inclusive.
Knapp and Woolverton (2004) purport that “in a pluralistic, democratic
society such as that of the United States, it is commonplace to recognize that there are
multiple and competing purposes for education (p. 658).” They delineate three
predominant perspectives - functionalists, conflict, and interpretive/critical.
Functionalists, they state, view schooling as “the sorter and selector of human
talent, and in that role it is perceived as mainstream culture’s instrument of upward
social and economic mobility for the lower classes (p. 659).” This aligns with
deMarrais and LeCompte’s (1999) delineation of the vital function of schooling as
“transmission of mainstream culture and preparation of citizens for technical demands
of modem society (p. 659).” Conflict perspectives, rooted in Marxist theory, also
presents a view o f schools as transm itters, but transm itters of “unequal power

relationships and value systems of the elite rather than shared popular culture, values,
and skills (p. 659).” Interpretive/critical perspectives are centered on a view of
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individuals as active participants in the social construction of reality (deMarrais and
LeCompte, 1999). Interpretive theory focuses on construction of meaning in social
interaction and critical theory expands the construction to explore responses to
questions of power, particularly with regard to social, economic, and political
inequality (Knapp and Woolverton, 2004, p. 660).
Some purport that teacher preparation perpetuates the demographic divide and
academic achievement gaps by maintaining the “neutralized universals in the
reasoning of actors working in education today (Grant and Wieczorek, 2000, p. 925).”
Cary (2001) posits that teacher preparation is “part of the normalizing practices that
maintain the status quo despite their best intentions of social change (p. 405).”
Cochran-Smith (2003) concurs, noting that “the answer to the ideology question that
underlies policy, practice, or research ... is unstated, with the continuation of the
status quo more or less presumed either by design or default (p. 12 ).”
W einer (2000) writes of a “seamless ideological web (p. 381)” in teacher
preparation that is based on the assumption that the purpose of schooling is to foster
assimilation. Grant and Wieczorek, 2000 agree, while Sleeter (1995) notes a
prevailing philosophy of schooling as meritocratic which substantiates a view that
“failure for certain individuals or groups is ‘normal’ (Goodwin, 2001).” Gay and
Howard (2000) contend that there appears to be an overarching view that racism,
sexism, and other ‘o ld ’ forms o f m arginalization are problem s that are solved, and

Gordon (2001) notes that, despite the persistent gaps, many view high stakes testing
as neutral and objective assessment of academic achievement.
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There are few studies noted that deal directly with sociological or institutional
ideology. There has been a great deal of emphasis upon race and racism in the
literature. Many cite a need for interrogation of “Whiteness, privilege, and power,
especially in relation to knowledge and knowledge construction (Cary, 2001; Ewing,
2001; Grant and Wieczorek, 2000).” Others highlight the “need for teacher educators
to deal directly with issues of race and racism (Gay and Howard, 2000; LadsonBillings, 1995),” while recognizing that ‘contemporary racism’ is fostered by “failure
to talk about it (Goodwin, 2001).”
Many of the studies in these areas have been qualitative action research
projects with direct engagement on the part of teacher educators. Examining how pre
service teachers make sense of various forms of marginalization or oppression
(racism, sexism, classism, in particular) through observation and debriefing of
students and content analysis of their writings, three such studies point out that many
candidates do not view these issues as societally and systemically institutionalized.
(Cochran-Smith, 1995; Cooney and Akintude, 1999; Graham and Young, 2000).
Other prominent ideological themes include the need for antiracist teacher
preparation (Kailin, 1999; Tatum, 2001), curricular reform (Fennimore, 2001), and a
stringent examination of teachers’ expectations for their students based on race
(Goodwin, 2001).
Sleeter (2007) notes three forms o f on-going socialization that inhibit

disruption of debilitating beliefs and attitudes. First, lived experiences of White pre
service candidates tend to occur in homogeneous settings. Second, the PK-12
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experiences of these candidates offer a very different base conception of schooling
than is often held by their peers of color. Finally, the “banking” or transmission model
of teaching coupled with standardized testing that is commonly found in PK-12
settings, reinforces the notion that performance differences among students are
attributable to differences in ability.

The Knowledge Question (x?. x^, X4)

The knowledge question, according to Cochran-Smith (2003) deals with
“knowledge, interpretive frameworks, beliefs, and attitudes that are considered
necessary to teach diverse populations effectively (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p.
947).” Answers to this question reflect Zeichner and Hoeft’s (1996) philosophical
stances and incorporate the conceptualizations of knowledge set forth by CochranSmith and Lytle (1999). The responses move from a very narrow and restrictive view
of knowledge construction to the concept of transformation.
J.A. Banks (2004) states that “in every historical period, competing paradigms
and forms of knowledge coexist; some reinforce the status quo and others challenge it
(p. 237).” According to C.A.M. Banks (1996) albeit, perhaps subconsciously,
knowledge is related to power in that its construction is often by those who wish to
protect a particular interest. She notes that when scholars and others begin to
challenge institutionalized m eta-narratives, it is possible to construct transform ative

knowledge. Transformative knowledge is not neutral, but rather it is contextual to
social, economic, and political climate in which it is constructed (Clark, 1965; Code,
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1991; Collins, 2000; Harding, 1991; Ladner, 1973; Mannheim, 1936; Myrdal, 1969).
Ultimately, however, J. Banks (2004) purports that “knowledge is viewed as most
influential when it reinforces the beliefs, ideologies, and assumptions of the people
who exercise the most political and economic power within a society (p. 231).” Thus,
for transformative knowledge to facilitate change, there must be corresponding
political and social action.
Haberman (1996) notes that, “factors such as urban poverty, race, or
membership in a particular cultural group demand new forms of teacher preparation
and practice (p. 749).” Fox and Gay (1995) generally concur, stating that there is no
such thing as general knowledge because knowledge is “inseparable from social and
historical context (p. 66 ).” When ‘cultural funds of knowledge’ (Moll, Amanti, Neff,
and Gonzalez, 1992) are ignored as sources, there is a limitation on what can
ultimately be known (Grant and Wieczorek, 2000; Haberman, 1996; Sleeter, 2001).
Many note that personal lived experience of candidates and the characteristics
of a preparation program interact to shape individual beliefs and practices (Canella
and Reif, 1995; Kesner, 2000; Pohan, 1996; Smith, Moallem, and Sherrill, 1997;
Zulich, Bean, and Herrick, 1992). However, there is little evidence that program
experiences have consistent or significant effect on changing pre-service teachers’
knowledge, beliefs, or attitudes about diversity (Aaronsohn, Carter and Howard,
1995; Cabello and Burstein, 1995; D eering and Stanutz, 1995; H uber and Klein,

1993; Pattnaik, 1997; Ross and Smith, 1992). If changes occur during the course of a
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program, it is most often the result of the interaction of the candidate’s background
and the teacher educator’s aptitude in supervision and facilitation (Pattnaik, 1997).
Several quantitative studies, employing paper and pencil surveys and
descriptive statistical analysis, showed that while pre-service candidates anticipated
teaching in diverse classrooms and had a strong desire to teach all students
effectively, many had little or no personal experience with diversity (Taylor and
Sobel, 2001). Other studies, employing both quantitative and qualitative methods
found that while pre-service teachers anticipate teaching in diverse classrooms, many
held stereotypical views of racial and cultural groups, and had limited understanding
of multiculturalism, diversity, and democracy (Neuharth-Pritchett, Reiff, and Pearson,
2001; Ross and Yeager, 1999). Frequently, pre-service candidates believe that the
achievement gap is a natural consequence of race or socioeconomic circumstance.
They often fail to recognize that the gap may stem from either their own inadequate
training in, or institutional constraints on implementation of culturally relevant
pedagogies and alternative curricula (Avery and Walker, 1993; Barry and Lechner,
1995; Easter, Schultz and Neyhart, 1999; Montecinos and Rios, 1999; NeuharthPritchett et al 2001; Schultz, Neyhart, and Reck, 1996; and Tettegah, 1996).
Cochran-Smith et al (2004) note that embedded in the knowledge question is
the construction of assumptions about what teachers need to know about culture itself.
M any argue that know ledge o f culture is critical. H ollins (1999) notes that, “culture is

the medium for cognitive learning by all human beings, not just ethnic and low
income children (p. 71).” Thus, she advocates a paradigm shift for teacher preparation
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to encompass development of “understanding the meaning of culture in school
learning (p. 71).”
Others stress the importance of facilitating a deeper understanding of the
impact of culture on learning, the ways in which the school itself functions as a
culture, and the role of culture in the processes of socialization, interaction, and
communication (Cochran-Smith, 1997; Garibaldi, 1992; Hollins, 1999; Villegas and
Lucas, 2002). Some call for the development of “critical cultural consciousness”
(Gay, 1993; Goodwin, 2000; Grant, 1991) or “socio-cultural consciousness” (Villegas
and Lucas, 2002) in order that teachers can then integrate a relevant curriculum and
apply appropriate pedagogical approaches.
However, Cochran-Smith (2003) notes that recent state-level policies for
teacher certification testing and approval of teacher preparation programs undermine
the notion that an understanding of culture is necessary. Colorado, for example, has
removed the word “diversity” from guidelines for program approval, while
Massachusetts has omitted testing candidates’ understanding of educational
foundations, pedagogy, culture, and learning theories (Cochran-Smith, 2002).

The Teacher Learning Question (x?. x?, x4)

The teacher learning question, according to Cochran-Smith (2003) deals with
assum ptions about how, when and w here pre-service teacher candidates learn to teach

and encompasses pedagogies and strategies that facilitate learning (Cochran-Smith et
al, 2004). It asks, “How do teachers learn to teach diverse populations, and what, in
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particular, are the pedagogies of teacher preparation that make this learning possible
(Cochran-Smith, 2003, p. 13)?”
Answers to this question also dovetail the ‘structural alternatives’ chosen
under Feiman-Nemser’s (1991) model and ‘traditions of practice’ delineated by
Liston and Zeichner (1991). Learning generally occurs both formally and informally
over a lifetime (Cortes, 2004).
Because of the belief that learning to teach occurs over the entire professional
lifespan, much of the literature centers on inquiry-based teacher education research.
Cochran-Smith et al (2004) note that “the teacher learning question is addressed in
two closely related ways in the conceptual literature: how in general teachers learn to
teach for diversity, and what in particular are the pedagogies of teacher preparation
that make this learning possible (p. 951).”.

How teachers learn to teach

Mezirow (1991) posits that an individual will construct ‘meaning systems’
based on his/her personal experiences. This suggests that individuals use these
experiences to develop sets of beliefs, theories, and assumptions as filters to process
incoming information. Breault (1995) and Hollins (1995) argue that self-knowledge
about teaching and learning is critical to developing successful teachers. Thus,
Cochran-Sm ith and Lytle (1992), note that the training and “transm ission” m odels of

teacher preparation that are prevalent are ineffective when compared to inquiry-based
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models that guide students in reflection and facilitate a penchant for life-long
learning.
Learning occurs, Cortes (2004), among others, writes “not only in schools, but
also outside of schools through the “societal curriculum” - the outside influences of
peers, families, communities, churches, media, and others (Banks, 1998; Berry, 1980;
Leifer, Gordon, and Graves, 1974; Leiss, Kline, and Jhally, 1986; Spring, 1992).
Beliefs form, attitudes and patterns of behavior develop as individuals learn through
this compound system.
Findings about whether or not programmatic exposure to multicultural
education and cultural diversity had impact upon candidates’ view of diversity,
curriculum choices, awareness, and the relationship between language and learning
are mixed. Lawrence and Bunche (1996) note that courses in multicultural education
“serve as catalysts for development of students’ racial identities,’ b u t ... more than
one course is needed (p. 531).” Reed (1993) generally concurred, finding that while
pre-service teacher candidates may perceive themselves better prepared to work in a
diverse setting after completing a course in multiculturalism or cultural diversity, their
attitudes about students of color remained unchanged.
Several quantitative studies utilized surveys and questionnaires to focus on
how candidates’ learned about multicultural education. Some found that changes had
occurred (M orales, 2000; Peterson, Cross, Johnson, and Howell, 2000; Torok and

Aguilar, 2000; Tran, Young, and DiLella, 1994; Warring, Keim, and Rau, 1998),
while others noted little change in candidates’ attitude or development of deeper
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understanding (Greenman and Kimmel, 1995; Guillaume, Zuniga-Hill, and Yee,
1995; Reed, 1993; Rudney, Marxen, and Risku, 1999).
A few qualitative studies using interviews, content analysis, and observation,
noted that using multicultural materials in various areas had some impact on
candidates’ views of diversity and schooling (Bullock, 1997; Donovan, Rovegno, and
Dolly, 2000; McCall, 1995).

Pedagogical approaches

Numerous studies focus on the exploration of pedagogical choices that foster
and deepen candidates’ understanding of the impact of diversity, culture, and
language on the learning process. Cochran-Smith et al (2004) noted four general
pedagogical practices currently employed, including: ( 1) reflective inquiry into one’s
own experience; (2 ) reading about and analyzing the experiences and practice of
others; (3) studying multicultural education and cultural diversity; and (4) using
technology-based games and communications. In addition, some studies examined
programs as a whole.
Studies exploring the use of a variety of qualitative, reflective pedagogies
generally concluded that various pedagogies yield promise for facilitating pre-service
candidates’ understanding of teaching and learning in the context of diversity in the
classroom and connecting personal experiences with academics and practice. Several

practices were identified and studied. These included study of candidates’
autobiographical writing (Clarke and Medina, 2000; Curtis, 1998; Florio-Ruane,
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1994); journaling and inquiry (Garmon, 1998; Gomez, 1996), and reflective portfolio
development over time (Pleasants, Johnson, and Trent, 1998). Further, case study
analyses (Boyce, 1996; Greenleaf, Hull, and Reilly, 1994), and research on classroom
instruction and curriculum development (Cochran-Smith, 1995; Cochran-Smith and
Lytle, 1992) were performed. Finally, several studies observed and analyzed
candidates’ critical analyses of biographies and non-fiction about inequities of
schooling (Holm, 1995; McFalls and Cobb-Roberts, 2001; Roberts, Jensen, and
Haddjiyianni, 1997).
Computer-assisted communication, games, and simulations may yield a means
of facilitating broader cultural understanding. Appelbaum and Enomoto (1995),
Harrington and Hathaway (1995), and Semak and Wolfe (1998) examined the use of
computer conferencing and e-mail in fostering meaningful dialogue about
multicultural issues. W hile they found that discussions were generally more open due
to the ability of participants to remain anonymous, little headway was made in
“breaking cultural myths of teaching and the ideology of professionalism embraced by
pre-service teachers (Applebaum and Enomoto, 1995, p. 49).”
Programs specifically designed to prepare teachers for diversity in the
classroom tend to be supported by: ( 1) collaboration, both internal to the preparation
institute and with cooperating schools; (2) extended field opportunities; and (3) cohort
reflective exchanges about field experiences. Systemic cultural differences between

the preparation institution and the schools were common constraints (Cabello,
Eckmier, and Baghieri, 1995; Cabello and Eckmier, 1995).
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The Practice Question ( xi, xo, x^, xa)

The “competencies and pedagogical skills teachers are assumed to need to
teach diverse populations effectively,... and ways of working with families and
communities (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 947)” constitute Cochran-Smith’s (2003)
practice question. It queries, “What are the competencies and pedagogical skills
teachers need to teach diverse populations effectively (Cochran-Smith, 2003, p. 13)?”
The practice of teaching requires a delicate balance among epistemological
stance, understanding how individuals learn, analyzing the effects of various life
experiences on the learning process, mastering the content or subject matter to be
taught, and adapting pedagogy and assessment to the diversity of the composition of
the classroom.

Epistemological stance

Fuller (1994) studied 26 mono-cultural teachers in multicultural schools who
had recently graduated from a teacher preparation program with a “social
reconstructionist” focus. Using a combination of surveys, interviews and classroom
observations, he concluded that despite the participants’ self-proclamations of benefit
from the teacher preparation program, teaching strategies employed were neither
“culturally informed” nor relevant (Banks and Banks, 2004, p. 959).
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Understanding how individuals learn

As is true for teachers learning - PK-12 student learning is dependent upon
both societal and educational curriculum. Most teacher preparation programs provide
exposure to theories of child and adolescent development and learning.

Mastery of content

Wilson, Floden, and Ferrini-Mundy (2003) performed a meta-analysis of the
literature on subject matter preparation. They noted that the majority of studies are
concentrated in the field of mathematics. However, they concluded that there is
moderate support for a “common-sense” belief that teachers need strong subject
matter knowledge. They noted that the research base is inconclusive in substantiating
the contention that teachers need an undergraduate major in the subject or subjects
that they teach. They stated that number of courses taken is not necessarily the best
indicator of subject matter mastery. This may, however, depend heavily on the subject
matter and grade level taught.
At the elementary level, Rowen, Correnti, and Miller (2002) found no
significant correlation between the academic achievement of PK -8 students and their
teacher’s subject major or advanced coursework in either English or mathematics.
Yet, Hawkins, Stancavage, and Dossey (1998) found that subject major or advanced
coursework in mathematics was correlated with 8 th graders academic achievement in
mathematics, but not with 4th graders. Monk (1994) noted an impact of the subject
major in mathematics on the outcomes for students in advanced mathematics courses
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but not for those in remedial courses. Druva and Anderson (1983) found that teacher
preparation in science was correlated with improvements in student learning as the
level of science course increased.
The same is true for the correlation between teachers graduate level
coursework or degree in the subject matter taught and the academic outcomes of their
students. Three studies found that student achievement was generally higher for
students whose teacher had either an undergraduate or graduate degree in the subject
matter (Chaney, Goldhaber and Brewer, 1997, 2000). The fourth study found a
statistically significant negative correlation between graduate study in subject matter
and the achievement of elementary students (Miller, 2002).

Pedagogical approaches

In their meta-analysis of research on teacher preparation, Wilson, Floden, and
Ferrini-Mundy (2003) noted that there is limited support for the contention that
pedagogical preparation is significant.
Cuban (2007) notes two polarizing ideologies driving pedagogical practice teacher centric transmission models and learner centric interactive models.
Transmission models are characterized by lecture from teacher to students, and
include tight control over interactions among students, and heavy-handed discipline.
Learner- centric, interactive models in contrast, allow learners to participate in, if not

take charge of the learning process.
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Critical pedagogy, with roots in the work of Paulo Friere and the Frankfurt
School, is defined by Giroux (1983) as “an entry point in the contradictory nature of
schooling, a chance to force it toward creating conditions for a new public sphere (p.
116).” It requires a different paradigm than that currently followed by most PK-12
institutions (Sleeter and Delgado-Bemal, 2004, p. 244).
According to Sleeter and Delgado-Bemal (2004), the Frankfurt School was
founded in Germany prior to W orld W ar n, and sought to examine connections
between M arx’ analysis of class structure and theories used to understand how
oppressive class relationships are produced, reproduced and maintained. Many
associated with the Frankfurt School fled to the United States to escape Nazism, and
espoused a critical theory intended to critique and change society. Paulo Friere’s
theory of dialogical communication rejects authoritarian imposition of knowledge and
embraces the notion that everyone’s beliefs are equal. Dialogue implies interaction
and engagement. Friere (1970) viewed teacher centric transmission models as a
‘banking’ form of pedagogy in which “students are the depositories and the teacher is
the depositor (p. 53).” This model, in his estimation served as an instrument of control
over the masses. To counter this effect, he proposed an alternate model wherein the
teacher acts as a facilitator who assists students in problem-solving based on
experience and historical location (Sleeter and Delgado-Bemal, 2004, p. 243). Thus,
critical pedagogy seeks to provide teacher educators and pre-service candidates with

tools for reflection and analysis that will challenge existing institutional and power
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structures that constrain equity in PK-12 classrooms (Sleeter and Delgado-Bemal,
2004, p. 241).

The ‘three-legged’ platform

Sleeter (2007) suggests a ‘three-legged platform’ (p. 9) to prepare pre-service
candidates. The ‘three legs’ are cross-cultural community based learning, professional
coursework on culture and equity pedagogy, and extensive, integrated field
experiences. Planning is critical - teacher educators should guide candidates in
critical reflection on their coursework and experiences. Candidates should be allowed
opportunities to confront both personal and institutional biases that foster stereotyping
and perpetuate the practices of tracking and holding students back.
Cross-cultural community based learning Sleeter (2007) purports, “involves
learning about a community that is culturally different from one’s own by spending
time there, equipped with learning strategies such as active listening and guidance in
what to observe (p. 9).” Coursework should incorporate “a sociological examination
of institutional racism, historically as well as currently, an anthropological
examination of culture, and a personal examination of self-identity, history, and
experience (p. 15).” Field experiences must be planned to include “guided inquiry and
planned, extended reflection [that] prompts questioning of assumptions (p. 23).”
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Culturally responsive teaching

Culturally responsive teaching is a key thread in the fabric of teacher
preparation for diversity (Gay, 2000; Irvine, 2001; Irvine and Armento, 2001; LadsonBillings, 1994, 1995; Villegas, 1991). Culturally responsive teaching is considered
“power pedagogy,” according to Gay (2000) while Zeichner (1993) deems it a “key
element” of effective teaching for diversity, and Villegas and Lucas (2002) describe it
as an “orienting strand” for coherent teacher preparation. Ladson-Billings (1994)
notes that culturally relevant pedagogy differs dramatically from traditional
assimilationist methods of teaching, allowing individuals to develop meaningful
relationships with students, families and communities. Culturally responsive teachers
believe that all students can learn, maintain high expectations for each student, and
convey those beliefs to students and families accordingly.
Cochran-Smith et al (2004) note a lack of empirical study or data-based
inquiry into the actual practice of pre-service teacher candidates when they work in
the field. Most studies in this area employ qualitative methods of field observation
and ethnography, interview, content analysis of candidates’ reflective journals,
lessons plans, and assessments by supervising teachers. Results are somewhat
sketchy.
The extent to which pre-service teacher candidates engage in multicultural and
anti-racist pedagogy was found to be dependent upon personal background, including
race, gender, social class, and prior experiences with diversity (Smith, 2000), levels of
racial identity (Lawrence, 1997), and exposure to experienced role models (Rodriguez
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and Sjostrom, 1995). The existence and required use of predetermined curriculum
hindered Mexican American pre-service candidates’ ability to draw upon their own
cultural knowledge in the classroom (Tellez, 1999).

Assessment

Authentic, or performance-based assessment, where children engage in the
completion of ‘real-world’ tasks, including oral presentations, portfolios, models,
videotapes, and scientific inquiry experiments, rather than multiple-choice or essay
tests when coupled with informed teaching has been found to reduce performance
gaps associated with socio-economic status (Lee and Smith, 1995; Lee, Smith, and
Croninger, 1995; Newmann and Wehlage, 1995).
Moll and Gonzalez (2004) contend that
no classroom innovation will last unless teachers are able to overcome the
intellectual limits of the encapsulation of schooling ... a major limitation of
most classroom innovations is that they do not require (or motivate) teachers
or students to go beyond the classroom walls to make instruction work.
Consequently, sooner or later the classroom comes under the control of a
restrictive status quo (p. 711).

The Outcomes Question (xO

Cochran-Smith (2003) notes that the outcomes question asks what the
consequences or outcomes of teacher preparation are, and how, by whom, and for
what purposes are they demonstrated and measured (Cochran-Smith et al, p. 947).
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Imig (2000) and Wise (1999) note a shift from emphasizing curriculum- or
program-oriented standards to emphasizing performance-based standards and long
term impacts on academic achievement of PK-12 students.
Few dispute the need for high expectations and high levels of achievement for
PK-12 students as a desired outcome of teacher preparation. However, rigorous
longitudinal studies that actually connect pre-service teacher candidates’ preparation
program experiences with PK-12 student achievement have yet to be conducted.
A common ideal outcome of teacher preparation is the empowerment of
“teacher as change agent,” prepared to interrupt current practices, and to teach for
social justice (Cochran-Smith, 1991, 1995, 1998). This outcome envisions an
individual who is able to examine competing notions of the ‘public good’ (Smylie,
Bay, and Tozer, 1999) and to constmct pedagogy in order to raise questions about the
systemic ways schooling fosters failure of many students from diverse backgrounds
(Cochran-Smith, 1991; Ladson-Billings, 1995; Oakes and Lipton, 1999).

The Recruitment and Selection Question (xs)

The recruitment and selection question, Cochran-Smith (2003) states, deals
with “perspectives [under] which candidates should be recruited and selected for the
teaching force (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 947).” In other words, “W hat candidates
should be recruited and selected for the teaching force (Cochran-Smith, 2003, p.

14)?”
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Broadly, there are two theoretical arguments, one highlighting the value of
seeking diverse candidates for the teaching force, and the other highlighting the value
of seeking candidates with the commitment, maturity, and lived experience deemed
necessary for success in high-need areas.
Clewell and Villegas (2001) conducted extensive study of the Ford
Foundation’s Minority Education Demonstration Project and the Educational Testing
Service Teaching Program Council development of models to feed the minority
teacher candidate pipeline. Several key strategies were noted: (1) beginning
recruitment at the middle and high school levels; (2) formal articulation and transfer
agreements between community colleges and schools of education; (3) provision of
financial support to candidates; (4) recruiting from paraprofessional and teacher aide
ranks; (5) recruiting minority college graduates desiring career change; and (6)
developing challenging and innovative curricula. Gonzalez (1997) noted that the
“human element” was critical - personal caring and interaction, peer recruitment,
positive early school experiences, monitoring and academic support services.
Obstacles to successful recruitment and retention efforts included difficulty in finding
minority candidates, lack of appropriate cooperating teachers, and, in the case of
career changers, the length of time required to complete a program (Bennett, Cole,
and Thompson, 2000; Brennan and Bliss, 1998; Dillard, 1994).
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The Coherence Question f a - x^)

Accordingly, Cochran-Smith (2003) purports that all of the preceding
questions are encompassed in “the degree to which [they] are connected to and
coherent across one another and how [diversity] issues are positioned in relation to
other issues (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 947).”
Sleeter (2007) argues for “well-planned, coherent [teacher preparation]
programs that can make an impact that persists beyond pre-service preparation (p. 7).”
Coherence, she purports, is rooted in a common ideology of the purpose of education.
Coherence in program design manifests in well-planned, integrated course sequencing
and correspondent fieldwork that “build pre-service students’ pedagogical skill and
conceptual foundation (p. 8).”
Issues of diversity must be considered central to the development of a teacher
preparation program, an integral part of all course and fieldwork and a major part of
candidate evaluation and assessment, rather than relegated to specific, often single,
courses or workshops (Nieto, 2000; Nieto and Rolen, 1997). Sleeter (2007) concurs,
arguing “if we are serious about preparing White teachers who are able to close the
racial achievement gaps, we need to prepare them to teach better and more equitably
than the average White teacher does currently ... this cannot be done with one course,
one field experience, or one student teaching experience (p. 6).” Villegas and Lucas
(2002) note, “In the absence of a broad vision for preparing culturally responsive
teachers, [one or two courses, often optional, on multiculturalism and/or diversity]
can be contradicted by the rest of the curriculum, marginalizing those individual
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efforts to address diversity issues (p. xiii).” When “the rest of the program fails to
build on the course, White pre-service teachers who find its content threatening often
dismiss it, tuning their anger toward the course instructor (often an untenured faculty
member of color) (p. 17).”
Unfortunately, the research base in this area is extremely thin. Based on an
ethnographic study of 30 students, Davis (1995) concluded that single, isolated
courses served to reinforce meritocracy and negative conceptions of diversity. Tatto
(1996) used surveys of faculty and students along with linear modeling to determine
that constructivist teacher education programs and programs infusing multiculturalism
and diversity throughout were more effective than traditional transmission models.
Darling-Hammond (2004) argues that managing a diverse classroom requires
a skill set that few pre-service teacher candidates possess. She notes that “diagnostic
ability, a broad repertoire of teaching strategies, and the ability to match strategies to
varied learning styles and prior levels of knowledge are critical, but rarely facilitated
in pre-service teacher education programs (p. 61966).”

Institutional Capacity (x7)

Institutional capacity, according to Cochran-Smith (2003), deals with the
“organization of institutions and institutional constraints and supports for teacher
education that is multicultural, as well as its relationship to larger institutional

missions and goals (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 948).” This includes policies,
procedures, and practices related to teacher preparation - as well as institutional
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culture, faculty development, and reward systems. Essentially, organizational culture
drives results.
Ideally, Sleeter (2007) purports, teacher preparation for increasing diversity
must be developed and implemented under a “shared philosophy and norms ... that
guide curriculum development, and provide students with context-relevant
opportunities to learn (p. 8).”
Gollnick (1992) noted that because “equality and cultural diversity are not
central to their missions,” institutions, “have not taken seriously its [multicultural
education’s] incorporation into programs and practices (p. 237).” Duesterberg (1998)
claims that pre-service teacher education should, but often do not, help candidates
identify how bureaucracy limits relationships between home and school.
Studies in this area focus on three main topics: institutional climate,
institutional strategies that support or constraint teacher preparation for diversity, and
the effects of higher education faculty engagement in professional development
related to diversity (Pang, Anderson, and Martuza, 1997).

Institutional climate

Villegas and Lucas (2002) purport that significant organizational and
institutional reform is necessary to foster appropriate changes in teacher preparation,
specifically

Institutions ...would do well to acknowledge that colleges and universities,
like elementary and secondary schools, were not traditionally designed to
promote the value of diversity or to serve a racially/ethnically diverse student
population. Such an admission spares the institution the waste of valuable
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time and resources rationalizing policies and practices that contradict the goal
of diversity (p. 51).

Institutional supports

W ith regard to institutional support of teachers’ preparation for diversity in the
classroom Price and Valli (1998) noted that institutional leadership, recruitment and
retention efforts, and curriculum transformation that support diversity were critical.
Melnick and Zeichner (1997,1998), identified active recruitment of faculty of color,
professional development for teacher educators, and partnerships with diverse
populations as having positive impact on teacher preparation.

Institutional constraints

Talbert-Johnson and Tillman (1999) noted institutional problems related to
race and advocated increased focus on issues of equity, changing policies of
recruitment, mentoring, and support of faculty of color. There is thus a need to
examine teacher preparation programs in the context of institutional policies about
race and affirmative action (Elijah, 2001; Villegas et al, 1995), and in relation to
institutional mission and agendas (O ’Loughlin, 2001; Zeichner and Hoeft, 1996).

Relationships with Local Communities (xs)

Cochran-Smith (2003) describes relationships with local communities as,
“Interactions and relationships between a teacher preparation program and local
families, neighborhoods, schools, communities, community agencies, and cities,
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towns and regions, including perspectives about the value of community contributions
(Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 948).”
Findings of studies conducted by pre-service teachers during their program
practicum or fieldwork components suggest that experiences in diverse communities
have an impact on the students’ views of culture, the value of cultural knowledge and
the ability to better conceptualize the concepts they are learning.
W ith regard to professional development, family life and early cross-cultural
or cultural immersion experiences, mentors, and analyses of critical incidents or one’s
own work were found to assist faculty in developing a commitment to multicultural
education and teaching for social justice (Merryfield, 2000; Paccione, 2000).
However, student resistance, students’ desire for universal solutions to educational
problems, and lack of institutional support contribute to failure of efforts to foster
such a commitment for faculty and candidates alike (Gallavan, 2000).
Studies show that family involvement may be more important than family
structure, socioeconomic status, race, parental level of education, or family size in
helping students succeed academically (Becker and Epstein, 1982; Clark, 1983;
Comer, 1980; 1988; Davies, 1992; Epstein, 1986, 1990; Hoover-Dempsey, Battaito,
Walker, Reed, DeJong, and Jones, 2001; S. Lee, 1994; Scott-Jones, 1986, 1987;
Simon, 2000; Van Voorhis, 2000). In addition, when schools develop programs that
require partnership and involvement, families tend to appreciate the assistance and

become more involved, leading to improvements in students’ achievement, attitudes,
and behavior (Davies, 1990; Dombusch and Ritter, 1988; Epstein, 1991; Epstein and
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Dauber, 1991; Lopez, Scribner, and Mahitivanichcha, 2001; Sanders, 1999; Swap,
1993).
‘Funds-of-knowledge’ studies, according to Moll and Gonzalez (2004) require
that pre-service candidates visit their students’ households in order to determine the
knowledge and experiences of children, their families and social networks for use in
addressing individual student’s needs.
Communities as a whole have resources that combine with and extend beyond
family and school to help improve student learning (Boyd and Crowson, 1993; Heath
and McLaughlin, 1987). In addition, partnerships between schools and businesses,
universities, governmental agencies, health care organizations, faith-based
organizations, senior citizen, cultural and other groups can foster improvements
(Adger, 2001; Dryfoos, 1994; Epstein, 1995; Sanders, 1998, 2001) particularly if they
are characterized by frequent communication and negotiation (Sanders and Harvey,
2000). Communities also host individuals that can share particular talents, knowledge
and expertise in non-academic areas to build students’ confidence and other
competencies (Benson, 1997; Dryfoos, 1998; Epstein and Sanders, 2000; Gonzalez.
Moll, Floyd-Tenery, Rivera, Rendon, Gonzalez, et al, 1995; Moll, Amanti, Neff, and
Gonzalez, 1992).

Governmental and Non-govemmental Regulations ( x q )

Cochran-Smith (2003) notes that governmental and non-govemmental
regulations entail the “requirements for teacher preparation [as] stipulated by the
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agencies that govern and evaluate programs and approaches [to teacher preparation],
either involuntarily and voluntarily (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 948).”

The No Child Left Behind Act of 2001

The recent reaffirmation of the No Child Left Behind Act of 2001
reauthorized the Elementary and Secondary Education Act of 1965. It increases
school, district, and state accountability for academic outcomes, offers alternatives to
parents of children attending low-performing schools, and gives states more flexibility
in use of federal funding.
All states are required to implement an accountability system that includes
determining grade-level appropriate standards of performance in reading and
mathematics, annual assessment in grades 3-8, and strategic plans to allow all
students to reach prescribed proficiency within a 12-year period. Schools and districts
report performance on state-developed tests by race, socio-economic status, ability,
and English proficiency. If a school or district does not meet proficiency targets, they
are progressively identified for improvement, corrective action, and restructuring.
Schools or districts that consistently meet or exceed proficiency targets are eligible for
academic achievement awards.
Parents of children attending schools identified for improvement, corrective
action, or restructuring, may send their children to higher perform ing schools,

including charter schools, using Title I funding for transportation. Students remaining
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in consistently low-performing schools will receive federal funding for supplemental
educational services such as tutoring.
States and local educational agencies (LEAs) may transfer up to 50% of their
federal funding to four major initiatives intended to foster teacher quality,
technological advances, programmatic innovations, and safe, drug-free school
environments (U.S. Department of Education, 2006).
The No Child Left Behind mandate requires that each PK-12 classroom be
staffed by a “highly qualified” teacher, and defines a “highly qualified” teacher as
having attained a bachelor degree and demonstrating competence in subject matter
and teaching skill. The legislation leaves construction of what type of bachelor degree
a teacher must attain, and what constitutes competence in subject matter, and teaching
skill, to the states. Generally, competence is demonstrated through candidates’
performance on a standardized examination, either the Praxis® or a state-developed
instrument.
Evans, Torrey, and Newton (1997), in surveying all 50 states’ and the District
of Columbia’s Departments of Education, noted that only half of the states required
any form of multicultural education coursework as part of the teacher certification or
credentialing process. Further, they found little evidence that multicultural themes
were infused throughout preparation programs.
The term state used in Table 2.2 refers to all o f the 50 states, the D istrict of

Columbia and outlying territories such as Puerto Rico, Guam, and the Virgin Islands.
A review of the various requirements quickly highlights a lack of consistency.
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Table 2.3 State requirements for initial teaching certification or licensure - elementary
State

Subject
Area
BA or
BS

Pedagogy
Courses

Credit
Hour
Reqs

GPA

Assess

Recent
Credit

Other
prescribed
coursework

Practicum
or student
teaching

ALL
n=
54

Y=

V=

Y=

Y=

Y=

Y=

Y=

Y=

37/69%

45/83%

25/46%

29/54%

49/91%

20/37%

34/63%

52/96%

N=

N=

N=

N=

N=

N=

N=

N=

17/31%

9/17%

29/54%

25/46%

5/9%

34/63%

20/37%

2/4%

AL
AK
AZ
AR
CA
CO
CT
DE
DC
FL
GA
GU
HI
ID
IL
IN
IA
KS
KY
LA
ME
MD
MA
MI
MN
MS
MO
MT
NE
NV
NH
NJ
NM
NY
NC
ND
OH
OK

Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y

Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y

N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y

Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
N
N
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
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Table 2.3 - Continued

State

Subject
Area
BA or
BS

Pedagogy
Courses

Credit
Hour
Reqs

GPA

Assess

Recent
Credit

Other
prescribed
coursework

Practicum
or student
teaching

ALL
n=
54

Y=

Y=

Y=

Y=

Y=

Y=

Y=

37/69%

45/83%

25/46%

29/54%

49/91%

20/37%

34/63%

N=

N=

N=

N=

N=

N=

N=

17/31%

9/17%

29/54%

25/46%

5/9%

34/63%

20/37%

Y=
52/96%
N=
2/4%

OR
PA
PR
RI
SC
SD
TN
TX
UT
VT
VI
VA
WA
WV
WI
WY

N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

N
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
N

N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

Y
N
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
N
N
N
N
N
N

N
Y
N
Y
N
Y
Y
Y
Y
N
Y
N
N
Y
Y
Y

Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y
Y

One notes that sixty-nine percent (69%) of the states specify a subject area for
the Bachelor degree, particularly with regard to secondary (9-12) certification or
licensure. Eighty-three percent (83%) require coursework in pedagogy or methods.
Forty-six percent (46%) specify requisite credit hours. Fifty-four percent (54%) either
set or require the institutions to establish a minimum GPA for program admission,
while ninety-one percent (91%) either set or require the institutions to establish
assessm ent (i.e., test) for program adm ission. Sixty-three percent (63%) do not require

that candidates’ coursework be recent. Ninety-six percent (96%) require either
practicum or student teaching experience. Sixty-three percent (63%) require ‘other
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prescribed coursework.’ This other prescribed coursework varies greatly to include
requirements for hours or courses in multiculturalism, diversity, and/or exceptionality
and methods, particularly reading and language arts.

Sociopolitical environment for teacher preparation (xio)

Teacher preparation occurs within a broad sociopolitical, historical, and
economic context. Thus, both internal institutional forces and external influences
drive program development and implementation.
In order to build a predictive, evaluation guide for diversity training, it is
critical to develop an understanding of the environment.

The achievement and attainment gaps

According to the National Center for Education Statistics (2005) latest report
on the Condition of Education in Brief, the following is of particular interest. All
findings support the contention that interventions and disruption of meta-narratives
governing public education are necessary to accommodate both the mono-cultural
composition of available teachers and the needs of an increasingly diverse student
population.
With regard to enrollment, “public elementary and secondary enrollment is
projected to increase to 50 m illion by 2014 (p. 2)” ; and “the percentage of

racial/ethnic minority students enrolled in the nation’s public schools increased from
1972 to 2003, primarily due to growth in Hispanic enrollments (p. 4).”
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Consistent with reporting on prior assessments, with regard to achievement in
reading performance in grades 4 and 8, “the level of poverty in the sch o o l... as
negatively associated with student achievement in 2003 (p. 6)” ; and “White and
Asian/Pacific Islander students achieved higher scores than American Indian, Black,
and Hispanic students (p. 6).” Also consistent with prior assessments, with regard to
achievement in mathematics performance in grades 4 and 8, “the level of poverty in
the sch o o l... was negatively associated with student achievement in 2003 (p. 7).”
While “average scores were higher in 2003 than for all previous assessments ...
White and Asian/Pacific Islander students achieved higher scores than American
Indian, Black, and Hispanic students (p. 7).” In addition, “U.S. 15-year-olds
performed below the international average of 29 industrial countries in both
mathematics literacy and problem-solving in 2003 (p. 8).”
With regard to attrition, “since 1972, status dropout rates for Whites, Blacks,
and Hispanics ages 16-24 have declined; however, rates for Hispanics have remained
higher than those for other racial/ethnic groups (p. 10).” Advanced placement
opportunities are limited, “students in rural schools or schools with a 12th grade
enrollment of less than 150 students have the least opportunity to take advanced
courses in mathematics, English, science, or a foreign language (p. 13).” W ith regard
to accommodations for special needs, “about half of all disabled students in 2003-04
spent 80 percent or m ore o f their day in a regular classroom, w ith B lack students

spending less time there than non-Black students (p. 14).”
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The best and worst of times

Gordon (2001) notes that while there is an atmosphere of heightened attention
to issues of diversity which has fostered initiatives to incorporate multiculturalism
into curriculum, it is countered by a legislative backlash against affirmative action,
bilingual and other language education programs, and race-based admissions and
scholarship practices in higher education (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004).
Moll and Gonzalez (2004) noted three recent policy developments that the
PK-12 school system that negate the value of diversity as a resource. The first was the
implementation of high-stakes testing as a reform strategy - tests are being developed
and mandated in every state with little or no evidence that they narrow achievement or
attainment gaps (Heubert and Hauser, 1999). Teaching and formative assessment are
being compromised in the interest of test preparation (Popham, 2000). Restrictive,
regimented phonics reading programs that are being imposed by law and widely
implemented in urban school districts, curtail the use of alternative instructional
approaches (Allington and Haley, 1999; Smith, 1999). California and Arizona have
enacted legislation to banish bilingual education, and other states with large Latino
student populations are considering similar action (Gandara, 2002; Garcia, 2000).

Legal and regulatory environment

The legal and regulatory environment is complex and multi-layered - federal
laws are calling for no child to be left behind in learning, and a ‘highly qualified’
teacher in every classroom. National and state accrediting bodies, reform movements,
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and professional organizations are setting standards for teacher preparation for
certification or licensure. Academic performance standards for students in PK-12
classrooms are being set by states and through school district policy setting. In
addition, teacher educators, pre-service teachers, and school district personnel must
remain cognizant of the legal environment in which PK-12 public education operates.
There are several sources of law - constitutions, statutes, administrative
regulations, and common law. The broad categories of law affecting PK-12 education
include: (1) legal processes; (2) curriculum, instruction, and assessment; (3) discipline
and student rights; (4) equity; (5) church-state relations; (6) personnel and
employment; and (7) educator and institutional liability (Alexander and Alexander,
2005).
There are fundamental legal principles that along with laws and process
govern educational policy and decision-making. Various laws influence what is taught
and assessed, when, to/of whom, by whom, and how. The U.S. Constitution provides
the basis for balance between school authority for discipline and individual student
rights. Several Civil Rights laws are influential in ensuring that discrimination and
segregation of historically marginalized or subordinated students are treated fairly, if
not always equitably. Liability to students and/or their parents for educators or
institution most often arises through commission of torts such as intentional
interference or negligence (A lexander and Alexander, 2005).
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Reform agendas

M ile’s Law ... “where you stand depends upon where you sit,” is currently
operating in teacher education. Allison (1971) purports that preference in decision
making determined by an individual’s epistemic stance, background, and
organizational position. There are two distinct epistemic communities weighing in those calling for professionalization and those calling for deregulation or
privatization. The debate between them is shaping reform efforts. While the ultimate
goal of staffing high-need classrooms with qualified teachers is not different - the
underlying motivation of the groups and the approaches to teacher preparation are
divergent. The first community is comprised primarily of teacher educators, or “street
level bureaucrats” whom Lipsky (1980) notes must translate policy to practice and the
second is comprised primarily of economists operating under market-based theories
and models of rational choice. Proponents of the professionalism movement seek to
reform academic programs and the deregulation movement proponents seek to
dismantle or privatize them.
Cochran-Smith et al (2004), note that “the agenda to professionalize teaching
and teacher education, which is linked to the PK-12 curriculum standards movement
... is a broad-based effort to develop a consistent approach to teacher education
nationwide based on high standards for initial preparation, licensing, and certification
of teachers (p. 935).” Further, the “well-publicized movement to deregulate teacher
preparation by dismantling teacher education institutions and breaking up the
monopoly that the profession has ‘too long’ enjoyed (p. 935),” is in direct opposition.
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Advocates of professionalization view standards-based teacher preparation
and professional development, along with outcomes-based performance assessments
throughout the teacher’s professional lifespan as critical components to enhance
teacher quality. Proponents of privatization of education and market-based
educational reform view the requirements of traditional schools of education,
governmental, and non-govemmental regulatory agencies as barriers for many that
might otherwise enter the teaching profession (Whitty, Power, and Halpin, 1998;
Apple, 2001).

The research base for teacher preparation

In their synthesis of the literature on teacher preparation for cultural diversity,
Zeichner and Hoeft (1996) found notable gaps. There was little study of the
connections between classroom practice and preparation program structures or
components. A decade later, Kate Walsh (2006), president of the National Council on
Teacher Quality, noted, “very little empirical evidence to support the methods used to
prepare the nation’s teachers (p. 1).” She referred to an extensive review of studies in
the field by the American Educational Research Association (AERA) Panel on
Research and Teacher Education of the impact of formal teacher education on teacher
practice.
Further, Walsh (2006) argued that rather than advancing the professions’
potential for significant impact in the war against the academic achievement gap
between White students and their peers of color, AERA reviewers spent a significant
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amount of time “absolving [them] self of responsibility for preparing teachers to take
on correlated pedagogical and learning challenges (p. 4).” She noted that while the
teacher education community appears to have embraced the notion of cultural
challenges posed by poverty and race, there was no mention of the potential impact of
effective curricular infusion or pedagogical approaches. In short, she felt that critical
issues were broad-brushed with “[speculation that] the achievement gap may be
caused (partially) by too many White teachers in the classroom (p. 4).”
At the behest of the Office of Educational Research and Improvement,
Wilson, Floden, and Ferrini-Mundy (2002) performed a meta-analysis of research in
the area of teacher preparation, revolving around five questions related to the
preparation of teachers. The questions dealt with: (1) necessary subject matter
preparation; (2) appropriate pedagogical preparation; (3) adequate clinical training
and field experiences; (4) successful policies and strategies for improving and
sustaining pre-service teacher education quality; and (5) components and
characteristics of high-quality “alternative” teacher certification programs. Their
overall conclusion was that the research base for current practice is thin. They found
many articles and publications, even when peer reviewed, lacking in methodological
rigor and analysis, and that descriptions of findings were not detailed enough to assess
validity. Cochran-Smith et al (2004) point out however, that “not one of the five
questions deals with preparation for diverse populations or the problem s faced by

urban schools (p. 932).”
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The “missing research program in multicultural teacher education,” according
to Cochran-Smith et al (2004), “is research that examines the links among teacher
preparation for diversity and the teachers’ own learning, their professional practices,
and their PK-12 students’ learning (p. 966).” These links are elusive for a variety of
reasons, not the least of which is lack of funding for long-term endeavors.
“Basic changes in teacher education are necessary but have not occurred
despite more than a quarter-century of attention (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 945).”
Weiner (2000) attempts to explain the interplay of economic and social conditions
and ideology upon funding and prioritization of the research agenda much like
Kingdon (1995) explains policy windows - opening briefly, with priorities
converging, to make agenda setting opportunistic. Adoption of educational policies is
often as Cohen, March, and Olsen (1972) noted, done using a ‘garbage can model’ of
decision-making. Under this model, policy makers match existing solutions with
problems as they arise and make their way to the political agenda.
Few dispute the need for research connecting teacher preparation strategies
with academic performance of PK-12 students. However, to date, marginalization of,
and lack of funding for, necessary longitudinal study will continue to undermine
meaningful research and reform in teacher preparation. There is however, an open
window, and the Carnegie Foundation has provided funding to several scholars and
institutions to engage in the Teachers for a New Era Project —a longitudinal study of

the impact of teacher preparation on academic outcomes of students in PK-12
classrooms.
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Delivery of Teacher Preparation Programs that
Incorporate Diversity Training Standards

There is a variety of program models for teacher preparation. They included
various degree programs offered through colleges and universities, alternative
certification programs, and professional development school models.

Traditional, College or University-based Programs
Traditional, college or university-based programs generally either require
completion of a Bachelor or M aster’s degree. They can also include extended or 5th
year programs that combine Bachelor level study with a 5th year internship prior to
certification.

Standards-based Teacher Education Project (STEP®)

Participants of STEP® took to heart the recommendation of the National
Commission on Teaching and America’s Future (NCTAF, 1996) to reinvent teacher
preparation and professional development. This program aligned standards for
students and teachers, extended internships, and created higher-quality clinical
experiences. The program created and funded induction and mentoring programs for
new teachers and provided stable, high-quality sources of professional development.
Professional Development Schools
NCATE (2006) describes professional development schools as “innovative
institutions formed through partnerships between professional education programs
and K-12 schools with a four-fold mission: (1) preparation of new teachers; (2)
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faculty development; (3) inquiry and research directed toward improvement of
practice; and (4) enhancement of K-12 student learning
(http://www.ncate.org/public/pdswhat.asp?ch= 133).” Professional development
schools provide pre-service teachers with supervised internships at sites where they
can experience state-of-the-art practice that links with coursework.

Holmes/UNUE Partnerships

The initial founding of the Holmes Partnerships was a direct result of the
publication of A Nation at Risk. The partnerships are consortiums comprised of
colleges and universities, PK-12 school districts, teacher associations, local, and
national organizations invested in school reform of teaching and learning. The goals
of the partnerships are: (1) high quality teacher preparation; (2) simultaneous renewal
of PK-12 and higher education institutions; (3) building equity and cultural
competence, and appreciating diversity; (4) conducting scholarly research; (5)
providing meaningful professional development for college/university and PK-12
faculty; and (6) policy analysis to these ends
(http://www.holmespartnership.org/history.html).

Alternative Certification Programs

A lternative certification programs often reside in colleges and universities but

provide expedited training for individuals with Bachelor degrees and those who are
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currently in related professions such as paraprofessionals, teacher aides, and substitute
teachers.

DeWitt W allace-Reader’s Digest Pathways® Program

The shortage of well-prepared teachers in urban and rural settings prompted
the development of the Pathways® program in 1989. The primary program goal was
to increase the number of prepared and certified teachers working in high-need public
schools - particularly those from underrepresented populations. The program entailed
four targeted populations or ‘strands’: (1) pre-college; (2) undergraduate; (3)
paraprofessional and non-certified teachers; and (4) Peace Corps fellows.
The pre-college strand targeted middle- and high school students. Potential
African American candidates completed an 8th grade field experience along with a
teacher preparation course in their senior year of high school. The undergraduate
strand provided selected field experiences to undergraduates in order to spark interest
in teaching in urban schools. The paraprofessional and non-certified teacher strand
offered scholarships and other financial support to entice individuals already
associated with the profession to further develop their skills and attain certification or
licensure. These candidates were required to pay the scholarships back by agreeing to
teach in urban settings for a period of time. The final strand, coordinated by the Peace
Corps Fellow/USA Program targeted returning Peace Corps volunteers.
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Evaluating Diversity Preparation

AQIP and continuous quality improvement

The Academic Quality Improvement Program (AQIP) is an alternative means
for institutions accredited by the Higher Learning Commission to demonstrate
compliance with accrediting standards and expectations. It requires that the institution
infuse continuous improvement throughout. Institutions must examine key processes,
determine areas for improvement and identify means of focusing energy and resources
on improving them. There are nine areas for review:
•

Helping students learn

•

Understanding students’ and other stakeholders’ needs

•

Valuing people

•

Leading and communicating

•

Supporting institutional operations

•

Measuring effectiveness

•

Planning continuous improvement

•

Building collaborative partnerships

•

Accomplishing other distinctive objectives
The seeds of continuous improvement were planted by W. Edwards Deming,

first in the United States to improve production during W orld W ar II and later in
Japan to improve the quality of products and services. The Japanese have, perhaps,
been the most successful in harvesting them. The “Toyota Way” is a system designed
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to provide tools for people to continually improve both their work and the outcomes
or end products of their companies or institutions (Liker, 2004). It entails building a
culture that supports empowerment of people and fosters continuous improvement. Its
fourteen core principles are classified under four broad categories: (1) embracing a
long-term philosophy; (2) finding the right process for the right results; (3) adding
value to the organization by developing people; and (4) learning through solving root
problems. The principles themselves are as follow
•

Long-term philosophy - base decisions on a long-term vision, even at the
expense of short-term profit

•

Right process, right results
o

Create a process flow that will bring problems to the surface early on

o

Avoid overproduction

o

Level out the workload (heijunka - work like the tortoise, not the hare)

o

Get quality right the first time - build a culture that stops to fix
problems when noted

o

Standardize processes and tasks to empower individuals and foster
continuous improvement

o

Use visual controls so that problems are not hidden

o

Use reliable thoroughly tested technology to optimally serve both
people and processes

•

Developing people
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o

Grow leaders that understand the work, live the philosophy and teach it
to others

o

Develop exceptional teams who follow the philosophy

o

Respect your network of suppliers and partners and challenge and help
them to improve

•

Institutional learning
o

Go and see for yourself in order to thoroughly understand a situation
(genchi genbutsu)

o

Make decisions slowly and by consensus, thoroughly considering all
options, then implement decisions rapidly (nemawashi)

o

Become a learning organization through relentless reflection (hansei)
and continuous improvement {kaizen)

Kaizen, or continuous quality improvement allows change to occur under a
systematic process. It entails structural, process, and outcomes evaluation that focus
on the identification of root causes of problems, viable interventions to reduce or
eliminate the causes and solve the problems (Liker, 2004).

Program evaluation

The American Council on Education (1999) called for institutions of higher
education to “m andate a cam pus-w ide review o f the quality o f their teacher education

programs (Dean and Lauer, 2003, p. 9).” However, despite the benefits of program
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evaluation (Murray, 2000), evaluation efforts rarely go beyond those necessary to
meet accreditation requirements (Thomas and Loadman, 2001).
As a result of federal mandates to increase the quality of teaching in PK-12
classrooms, four teacher preparation programs received recognition for excellence in
2000. These institutions were Alvemo College in Milwaukee, Wisconsin, Samford
University in Alabama, East Carolina University in North Carolina and Fordham
University in New York. A study by the Mid-continental Research for Education and
Learning (Dean and Lauer, 2003) of the evaluation systems and processes of these
programs produced several key findings. They noted necessary structure and
processes used by effective systematic evaluation. The structure included clear
articulation of program goals and objectives and development of curriculum that is
coherent and aligned with those goals. In addition, designated individuals or offices
carry out the functions supporting the evaluation process, and PK-12 partners are a
valuable source of data. Finally, formal meetings are scheduled to review and use data
in decision-making for program improvement.
W ithin this structure, the processes used were: (1) use of data to make
programmatic changes; (2) collaboration and communication play key roles in
program design; (3) faculty performance evaluation and hiring decisions support the
evaluation system; (4) a continuous quality improvement approach.
Q uality assurance systems can provide evidence to program developers and

administrators of effective teacher preparation, and whether program graduates have
in fact, “acquired the knowledge, dispositions, and skill that their academic degree
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indicates (Murray, 2000, p. 47).” Traditionally, according to Peterson (1980), teacher
preparation evaluation was often a function of single data-sources such as graduate
and employer opinion surveys, and employment rates.
“Systematic evaluation of teacher preparation involves both inquiry and
judgment (Dean and Lauer, 2003, p. 2).” It entails collecting relevant information
about and a variety of assessments of both student and program performance and
reviewing the information to determine both areas of strength and areas for
improvement (Worthen and Sanders, 1987). Systematic evaluation can provide
answers to Cochran-Smith’s (2003) outcomes question. Acknowledging that data
collection and/or interpretation may be problematic, she identified three measurable
outcomes of teacher preparation programs: (1) aggregate candidate pass rates on
certification examinations; (2) documentation of professional performance by pre
service candidates; and (3) long-term, general impacts, tied to the academic
performance of PK-12 students.
Ayers (1981) set an underlying philosophy for and commitment to, teacher
preparation program evaluation forth:
•

Faculty, administration, and governing bodies of teacher preparation
institutions must be committed to conducting the program evaluation.

•

The evaluation program must
o

be viewed as part of the teacher preparation program and not as an
isolated project

o

be specific, yet reflect the total teacher education effort
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o

reflect the goals and objectives of the specific teacher preparation
programs

o

be continuous and longitudinal in nature

o

provide for and reflect knowledge of the state-of-the-art in educational
research and evaluation as it relates to teacher preparation

o

reflect thorough planning prior to implementation and be done
cooperatively with PK-12 school personnel to determine the
appropriate data sources, data collection methods, points of collection,
collection instruments, and appropriate training

o

reflect the most efficient use of resources for data processing, storage,
retrieval, and analysis

o

provide for an effective communication system for input into the
evaluation process and feedback of evaluation information

o

provide for a workable system of evaluation data utilization in program
decision-making

o

have a component to assess the effectiveness of the evaluation process
(Dean and Lauer, 2003, p. 7)

Methods of Evaluating Teacher Preparation Programs for
Incorporation of Diversity Training Standards

Existing tools for program evaluation of teacher preparation programs in
Elementary certification were reviewed to determine format. Particular to PK-8
education, these include assessment rubrics associated with the National Council for
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Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) and Teacher Education Accreditation
Council’s (TEAC) review guidelines for program accreditation, the Interstate New
Teachers Assessment and Support Consortium’s (INTASC) standards and key
indicators, and the Professional Teaching Standards Board’s (PTSB) core
propositions. In addition, it includes, the program review guide issued by the
Michigan Department of Education (MDE), along with the standards and indicators
for national recognition set by the Association of Childhood Education International
(ACEI) and the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC), and the Teachers of English
to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL).
While terminology varies from tool to tool, in general there are either two or
three levels of evaluation used. The two-level model indicates criteria under which
the standard is either Met or Not Met. The three-level model ranges from
unacceptable/unsatisfactory to target/ideal performance. When the three-level model
is used, the lowest level of performance is assessed as exhibiting no indicators in
place. The median level is assessed as exhibiting most indicators in place and
identifying those that are in need of improvement. The target level is assessed as not
only exhibiting all indicators, but that performance in many areas exceeds
expectations.
The Use of Mixed Methods

Mixed methods research is becoming increasingly acceptable in educational
research (Viadero, 2005). Creswell (2003) noted that it entails employment of both
quantitative and qualitative procedures in the exploration of research questions. It can
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follow either a sequential, concurrent, or transformational design. A sequential design
uses quantitative methods and qualitative procedures one after the other. The
sequence is determined by the researcher’s needs - either theory testing followed by
detail analysis of individual cases or theory exploration followed by testing. Thus,
quantitative methods may be used first to test theory followed by qualitative to
explore individual situations in greater detail. Likewise, qualitative procedures may
be applied first to explore the basis for theory development, followed by quantitative
to allow for inference of results from a sample to a population. A concurrent design
uses quantitative and qualitative procedures simultaneously and integrates all of the
information obtained into the end product. A transformational design entails the use
of either some quantitative analysis within a predominantly qualitative study or some
qualitative procedures within a predominantly quantitative study (Creswell, 2003).

Quantitative Methodology Employed in the Study

Structural equation modeling

Garson (1998) noted that structural equation modeling (SEM) is similar to
multiple regression, but accounts for interactions, non-linearity, correlated
explanatory variables, measurement error, correlated error terms, multiple latent
explanatory variables each measured by multiple indicators, and latent dependents
also each with multiple indicators. SEM is a confirmatory rather than exploratory
procedure.
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The process entails both validating a measurement model and fitting the
structural model. The validation is usually done through confirmatory factor analysis
and the latter is done through path analysis with latent variables. The model is
originally specified on the basis of theory (or review of the literature). Each variable
in the model is considered latent and characterized by multiple indicators. Based on a
large representative sample (n > 100 ), factor analysis can establish the indicators that
measure the correspondent latent factors.
Indicator variables can be observed or quantified, whereas latent variables are
measured only through indicators. Indicator variables cannot be arbitrarily combined
to form latent variables. For example, it is an anomaly to combine gender, race, and
socio-economic status in to a latent called “background.”
The measurement model (referred to as the null model) is used to contrast the
structural model. The measurement model is the confirmatory factor analysis model
where there is unmeasured covariance between each possible pair of latent variables,
straight paths from latents to indicators and from error or disturbance terms to their
respective variables, but no direct effects connecting the latent variables
(http://www2.chass.ncse.edu/garson/pa765/structur.htm).

Approaches

G arson (1998) purports that there are three generally accepted approaches to

structural equation modeling: (1) confirmatory; (2) alternative models; and (3) model
development. Under the confirmatory approach, a model is tested using goodness-of-
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fit tests to determine if the pattern of variances and covariances in the data is
consistent with the specified model. Under the alternative models approach, two or
more models are tested to determine which has the best fit. Under the model
development approach, a model is tested and found to be deficient, and changes are
made based on modification indices.
There are a number of assumptions in SEM. These include large sample size,
indicator variables with multivariate normal distributions, valid specification of the
model, and continuous indicator variables (even though ordinal variables are widely
used in practice (http://www2.chass.ncse.edu/garson/pa765/structur.htm).

Log-linear analysis

Log-linear analysis with latent variables is a sub-interval analog to SEM. This
analysis combines log-linear modeling with latent class analysis. Because many of the
variables were quantifications of qualitative data, they were not all interval in nature.
In addition, some “factor” variables did not have three underlying indicators as
required for standard structural equation modeling. This method makes the requisite
adjustments to overcome the limitations of SEM in handling violations of its
underlying assumptions - with specific regard to the assumption that all variables are
assumed interval in nature and that three indicators are identified for each “factor.”
Garson (1998) notes that, “log-linear models were developed to analyze the

conditional relationship of two or more categorical variables. Log-linear, logit, and
probit models focus on the association of categorical or grouped data, looking at all
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levels of possible interaction effects
(http://www2.chass.ncsu.edu/garson/pa765/logit.htm).” Latent class analysis is a
multivariate technique wherein latent constructs are created from indicator variables,
as is done in structural equation modeling, and are then used to construct clusters,
factors, or to predict dependents in regression mode.

Factor Analysis

Factor analysis entails correlational analyses to examine the interrelationships
among variables (Carr, 1992; Gorsuch, 1983). Reymont and Joreskog (1993) provided
a comprehensive definition:
Factor analysis is a generic term that we use to describe a number of methods
designed to analyze interrelationships within a set of variables or objects. It
[results in] the construction of a few hypothetical variables (or objects), called
factors, that are supposed to contain the essential information in a larger set of
observed variables or objects. Thus, [factor analysis] reduces the overall
complexity of the data by taking advantage of inherent interdependencies [so]
a small number of factors will usually account for approximately the same
amount of information as does the much larger set of original observations (p.
71).
Factor analysis, according to Nunnally (1978), is “intimately involved with
questions of validity (p. 112).” It answers the construct validity question of “does the
data measure what it is supposed to measure?”
Generally, there are two forms of factor analysis - exploratory and
confirmatory. Exploratory analysis is used as a theory-generating procedure (Stevens,

1996) while confirmatory analysis is used for theory-testing.
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Exploratory factor analysis has been subject to much criticism. Muliak (1987)
for example, contended that “there is no rationally optimal way to extract knowledge
from experience without making certain prior assumptions (p. 265).” Further, he
argued that, because exploratory techniques do not provide a means of determining
that something is wrong with assumptions they may suggest hypotheses, but not
knowledge. Both Nunnally (1978) and Muliak (1987) noted interpretive problems
associated with exploratory factor analysis due to the lack of a base on prior
knowledge. Mulniak (1987)argued that “one’s own direct experience with a
phenomenon often [will] suffice to suggest hypotheses (p. 269).”
In contrast, confirmatory factor analysis allows the researcher to begin with
hypotheses grounded in the literature and personal experience to specify a correlation
between indicator variables and factors. Stevens (1996) noted that this gives a strong
theoretical and/or empirical foundation. Confirmatory analysis offers a viable method
for evaluating construct validity.
The first step in confirmatory factor analysis entails creation of a correlation or
variance/covariance matrix. Competing models are proposed based on theory or data
that are hypothesized to fit the data. The models are determined through a process of
“fixing” or “freeing” specified parameters such as factor coefficients, correlations
coefficients, and the variance/covariance of the error of measurement. These
param eters are set according to the theoretical expectation of the researcher. Gillaspy

(1996) defines the process as follows,
Fixing a parameter refers to setting the parameter at a specific value based on
expectations. Thus, in fixing a parameter the researcher does not allow that
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parameter to be estimated in the analysis. Freeing a parameter refers to
allowing the parameter to be estimated during the analysis by fitting the model
to the data according to some theory about the data. The competing models or
hypotheses about the structure of the data are then tested against one another
(p. 7).
Fit statistics test how well the competing models fit the data. Muliak (1987)
stated, “a goodness-of-fit test evaluates the model in terms of the fixed parameters
used to specify the model, and acceptance or rejection of the model in terms of the
overidentifying conditions in the model (p. 275).” Some examples of fit statistics
include, the chi square/degrees of freedom ratio, the Bentler comparative fix index
(CFT) (Bentler, 1990), the parsimony ratio, and the goodness-of-fit index (GFI)
(Joreskog and Sorbom, 1989).

Chi square/degrees of freedom ratio

The chi square tests the hypothesis that the model is consistent with the
pattern of covariance among the observed variables. The smaller the chi square
statistic, the higher the likelihood of good fit. It is sensitive to sample size and should
not be considered the only test of fit (Stevens, 1996).

The parsimony ratio

The parsimony ratio considers the number of parameters estimated in the
model. The few er the num ber o f param eters necessary to specify the model, the m ore

parsimonious the model is. Parsimony is an overriding goal of science because it is
argued that parsimonious solutions are more likely to be true and are typically more
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generalizable. Multiplying the parsimony ratio by a fit statistic yields an index of
overall efficiency in explaining covariance among variables (Gillaspy, 1996).

The goodness-of-fit index (GFI)

The goodness-of-fit index (GFI) “is a measure of the relative amount of
variance and covariance jointly accounted for by the model (Joreskog and Sorbom,
1986, p. I. 41).” It is analogous to the R squared in multiple regression - the closer the
GFI to 1.000, the better the fit of the model.
There is a caution in interpreting confirmatory factor analysis - more than one
model can be determined to fit the data (Biddle and Marlin, 1987; Thompson and
Borrello, 1989). Thus “fit should be evaluated from the perspective of multiple fit
statistics (Campbell, Gillaspy, and Thompson, 1995, p. 6 ).”

Logistic regression

Logistic regression, according to Garson (1998) is used when the dependent
variable is dichotomous (binary) and the independent or explanatory variables are of
any type. It can be used to predict a dependent variable on the basis of continuous
and/or categorical independents and to determine the percentage of variance in the
dependent variable that is explained by the independents. It rank orders the
im portance of the independents, assesses interaction effects, and provides a means of

understanding the impact of covariate control variables.
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Logistic regression uses maximum likelihood estimation (MLE) to estimate
the probability of a certain outcome. It calculates changes in the log odds of the
dependent variable, not changes in the dependent variable itself as ordinary least
squares regression (OLS) does. Therefore, the relationship between the independent
or explanatory variables and the dependent variable can only be expressed in terms of
likelihood rather than direct causality.
There are similarities that logistic regression shares with OLS. The
coefficients are analogous and the pseudo R2 statistic summarizes the strength of the
model much like R2 in OLS. There are also differences, in that logistic regression
does not assume linearity in relationships of dependent to independents, it does not
require normally distributed variables, and does not assume homoscedasticity as does
OLS.

Tests of significance

Tests applied in logistic regression include likelihood ratio and goodness-offit. The likelihood ratio test (or log-likelihood test) looks at the significance of the
difference between the likelihood ratio of the model and the likelihood ratio of a
reduced model. There are three forms the likelihood ratio test takes; (1) a test of the
overall model; (2) tests of individual model parameters; and (3) tests for model
refinement.

In the test of the overall model, the reduced model is the null model of
dependent with a constant only. The fit of the model is deemed significant at a level
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of .05 or greater, which means that the researcher’s model is significantly different
from the null. In other words, a model chi square provides a measurement of the
improvement of model fit that the independent or explanatory variables make when
compared to the null. When the model chi square (or probability) is <= .05, the null
hypothesis that knowledge of the independents makes no difference in predicting the
dependent variable can be rejected.
In the test of individual model parameters, the researcher can determine if
particular independent or explanatory variables are more important. The likelihood
ratio test can drop one variable from the model to create a nested reduced model.
The test for model refinement the difference between any model and a nested
model is tested. If the computed chi square is equal to or greater than the critical value
of chi square (determined from a chi square table), then the models can be considered
significantly different. Thus, the chi square difference can be used to determine which
variables to drop and which variables to add to the model.

Tests of goodness-of-fit

Essentially, if the chi square test of goodness-of-fit is not significant, then the
model is adequately fit.

Interpreting logits

Logistic regression coefficients correspond to the beta coefficients used in
OLS. Both are used to predict equations and generate predicted values, which are
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called logistic scores in logistic regression. Logits are output for dichotomies
(binaries), categorical, or continuous variables. The interpretation of each type varies.
For dichotomous, or binary variables, if the coefficient is positive, then the
dichotomous variable essentially moves from 0 to 1, and the log odds of the
dependent variable also increase. Thus, if the odds ratio for having a high school
degree is 4.3, and the dependent variable represents status of employment (0 = none;
1 = employed), that the odds of a person with a high school degree is employed are

4.3 times greater than those of a person without a high school degree being employed.
For categorical variables, the interpretation is done in terms of the reference
categories that are left out. The logit for a categorical variable refers to the change in
log odds when the dummy = 1, compared to the reference category = 1 (being
present). In other words, if the odds ratio is 4.3 for religion = 2 (Catholic), where the
reference category is religion and includes ‘agnostics’ (l=agnostic) and the dependent
variable is l=attends religious movies and 0 =doesn’t attend religious movies, then the
odds that a Catholic attends religious movies is 4.3 times the odds that an agnostic
does. Continuous covariate logits are transformed to an odds ratio and may be
interpreted as a percentage increase in odds.

Qualitative Methodology Employed in the Study

Surveys gather data on the “incidence, frequency, and distribution o f certain

characteristics in a population (Leedy and Ormrod, 2005, p. 108).” Surveys can be
implemented on a cross-sectional or longitudinal basis. Cross-sectional surveys are
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sent at one point in time while longitudinal surveys ask the same questions at multiple
times. Longitudinal studies are often either trend, cohort or panel based. Trend based
surveys employ a cross-sectional design, asking the same questions of different
participants. Cohort based surveys are trend based surveys that track the responses of
participants in similar circumstance over a period of time. Finally, panel based
surveys asks the questions of the same people over time, regardless of any
characteristics they may share (Creswell, 2003).
Case study is a qualitative method employed to gather data relative to “a
single individual, program, or event, for the purpose of learning more about an
unknown or poorly understood situation (Leedy and Ormrod, 2005, p. 108).” Content
analysis, according to Esterberg (2002) entails a “systematic analysis of texts (p.
171).” Leedy and Ormrod (2005) contend that this analysis is used “for the purpose of
identifying patterns, themes, or biases within that material (p. 108).”
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CHAPTER m

METHODS
“The pure and simple truth is rarely pure, and never simple.” (Oscar Wilde, 18541900)

Methodology

The choice of methodology is dependent upon a variety of factors, including
the nature of the desired outcomes of the study and the researchers’ paradigm (or
‘worldview’). While quantitative methods allow inference of results from a sample to
a population, as noted by Locke, Spirduso, and Silverman (2000), I believe as
Moustakas (2004) and Nieswadomy (1993) posit, that in order to fully understand a
phenomenon, it is necessary to corroborate the intersection of attitudes, values,
beliefs, and behaviors that is achieved best using qualitative methods.
Phenomenological research explores processes, activities, and events. It often entails a
smaller-scale study of the ‘lived experience’ of those most involved to capture their
‘voices’ (Moustakas, 2004).
The primary goal of this study was to build and validate a predictive,
evaluative model for the integration of appropriate standards for diversity training into
teacher preparation programs. Several underlying objectives were identified. These
included determination of the broadest and most contextually appropriate definition of
diversity and identifying appropriate standards and effective program design for
teacher preparation to address the impact of diversity on teaching and learning. In
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validating the evaluation tool, the design of existing elementary certification programs
to incorporate diversity standards offered through the Baker College System in
Michigan was also reviewed. In order to meet the goals and objectives of this study, a
blend of quantitative and qualitative methods was utilized for the purpose of crossvalidation of findings.

Research Design

Triangulation entails data collection from multiple sources in anticipation that
the data will “converge to support a particular hypothesis or theory” (Leedy and
Ormrod, 2005, p. 99). Generally, in order to make appropriate connections that
explain the “who,” “what,” “when,” “where,” “why,” and “how” of a phenomenon,
the use of both quantitative and qualitative data is necessary. Thus, a concurrent
triangulation approach was used to confirm or cross-validate findings.
Leedy and Ormrod (2005) note that in ex post facto research, “one looks at
conditions that have already occurred and collects data to investigate possible
relationships between these conditions and subsequent characteristics or behaviors (p.
108).” It is used to identify causal factors - a researcher can “investigate the extent to
which specific independent variables affect a dependent variable of interest without
experimentation (p. 232).”
Surveys gather data on the “incidence, frequency, and distribution o f certain

characteristics in a population (Leedy and Ormrod, 2005, p. 108).” Case study is a
qualitative method employed to gather data relative to “a single individual, program,
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or event, for the purpose of learning more about an unknown or poorly understood
situation (Leedy and Ormrod, 2005, p. 108).” Content analysis, according to Esterberg
(2002) entails a “systematic analysis of texts (p. 171).” Leedy and Ormrod (2005)
contend that this analysis is used “for the purpose of identifying patterns, themes, or
biases within that material (p. 108).”
This study employed a quantitative, ex post facto design, using open-ended
survey instruments and supplemental qualitative methods of case study and content
analysis to identify cause-and-effect relationships between identified independent or
explanatory variables and the dependent variable of effective program design for
teacher preparation programs for requisite diversity preparation.

Data Collection Sources and Procedures

Table 3.1 provides a summary of sources and methods for data collection. The
data collection steps that were followed included, dissemination of open-ended
surveys, collection of documentation for existing standards, and determination of
proxy measures for statistical modeling. Purposive and random sampling identified
programs for review and a correspondent database of pertinent proxy measurements
using Padilla’s (1991) Concept Matrix was compiled in STATA9 ® software.
Documentation of existing guides and rubrics for program evaluation were collected.
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Table 3.1 Data collection and analysis planning grid

Research
Question

Data
Sources

Data
Collection
Method

Analytical
Tool

1. Identification of
diversity standards
- existing

(1) National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher
Education (NCATE) - diversity
standards and rubrics for
assessment;
(2) Teacher Education
Accreditation Council (TEAC)
- diversity standards and
rubrics for assessment;
(3) State Boards o f Education teacher certification standards
dealing with diversity;
(4) Key professional
organizations - Interstate New
Teacher Assessment and
Support Consortium
(INTASC); Professional
Teaching Standards Board
(PTSB); Association for
Childhood Education
International (ACEI); Council
for Exceptional Children (CEC;
and Teachers of English to
Speakers o f Other Languages
(TESOL)
(5) Key contact Persons as
identified

Obtain documentation from
websites or other media

Content
Analysis

2. Implementation
o f diversity
standards in
teacher
preparation
programs.

(1) NCATE and TEAC
websites - accreditation status;
(2) Institutional websites or
catalogs - program
descriptions, delivery methods,
and curricular design
(3) Review o f practices of
institutions identified as
exemplary

Open-ended Survey (see
Appendix E for Guide)
requested via e-mail to the
population o f approximately 250
individuals with extensive
scholarly and practical program
development and
implementation experience
Obtain documentation from
website or other media
Obtain documentation of
practices and program
delivery/components,
curriculum from institution
websites or other media
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Table 3.1 - Continued

2. Continued

(4) Key contact persons
as identified

3. Constraints on
implementation of
diversity standards

(1) Program
documentation
(2) Key contact persons
as identified

4. Supports for
implementation of
diversity standards

(1) Program
documentation
(2) Key contact persons
as identified

5. Performance
evaluation methods
for appropriate
integration of
diversity standards in
teacher preparation
programs

(1) NCATE and TEAC
websites; and State
Boards o f Education;
ACEI, CEC, and
TESOL - rubrics for
assessment of
compliance with existing
diversity standards

Build and test
evaluative model to
identify effective
program design

(1) Information gathered
from 1-4 that identifies
pertinent variables
(factors) along with
proxies for these factors
(2) U.S. Department of
Education, for Integrated
Postsecondary
Education Data System
(IPEDS) data demographics,
enrollment, degree
completion

Open-ended Survey (see
Appendix E for Guide)
requested via e-mail to the
population o f approximately
250 individuals
Obtain document from
website or other media
Open-ended Survey (see
Appendix E for Guide)
requested via e-mail to the
population o f approximately
250 individuals with
extensive scholarly and
practical program
development and
implementation experience
Obtain document from
website or other media
Open-ended Survey (see
Appendix E for Guide)
requested via e-mail to the
population o f approximately
250 individuals with
extensive scholarly and
practical program
development and
implementation experience
Obtain documents from
websites or other media

Obtain proxy data from
institutional websites,
NCATE and TEAC database
Obtain pertinent institutional
demographics from National
Center for Education
Statistics website

Content
Analysis/Case
Study

Content Analysis
Case Study

Content Analysis
Case Study

Content Analysis

Log-linear
modeling with
latent class
analysis using
STATA9 ®
software
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Table 3.1 - Continued

5. Continued

(3) Standard and
Poor’s School Matters
database - school
district data

Obtain pertinent demographics
for partner school districts

Develop rubric for
performance evaluation
6. Validation of
evaluation tool and
performance review of
the elementary and
secondary teacher
preparation programs of
the Baker College system.

(1) Use existing
rubrics as base
(1) System Director of
Institutional Research
- demographic factors
System Director of
Education - other
factors
(2) Administrative
website for systemic
syllabi guides; course
descriptions and
desired outcomes
(3) Program graduates
(4) Supervising
principals or faculty of
schools in which
graduates are currently
employed

Obtain current documentation
from websites or other media
Obtain pertinent demographic
information, program
descriptions, course outcomes,
information about
collaborative partnerships,
course syllabi and other
relevant documentation

Content
Analysis

Content
Analysis

90-Day Graduate Employment
Survey data from Institution
Survey (see Appendix K for
Survey Instrument)

Content
Analysis
Statistical
analysis using
STA T A 9®
software

Apply criteria from derived
performance evaluation rubric
developed as a result of
building the new model

Program
Evaluation Goals and
Outcomesbased

Data Analysis Processes

Depending upon the questions a researcher seeks to answer, Esterberg (2002),
noted that content analysis is applied at either a manifest or latent level. Manifest
content analysis represents “the simplest level, [where] researchers stick to relatively
straight-forward content - words [or phrases] that appear in the text directly, or
pictures and objects that can be counted (p. 172).” Latent content analysis represents
interpretation of underlying meanings in the text. In addition, coding is critical.
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Coding, according to Coffey and Atkinson (1996), “entails three basic procedures: (1)
noticing relevant phenomena; (2) collecting examples of those phenomena; and (3)
analyzing those phenomena to find commonalities, differences, patterns, and
structures that will reveal meaning (p. 29).” Open coding is performed line-by-line to
identify key themes and categories. Focused coding seeks out instances of these key
themes.
A review of the pertinent literature yielded a working definition of diversity in
the context of education in the current and projected PK-12 classroom utilized in the
study. In addition, use of manifest content analysis with open and focused coding in a
review of documentation available on the websites of the National Council for
Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE), the Teacher Education Accreditation
Council (TEAC), and various professional organizations, and State Boards of
Education identified existing standards for diversity training. Manifest and latent
content analysis with both open and focused coding of responses to requests for
completion of open-ended surveys by key contacts clarified the definition and/or
identified additional standards incorporated into the evaluation model.
To determine how exemplary teacher preparation institutions currently
implement the diversity standards within their teacher preparation programs,
application of manifest content analysis with both open and focused coding to
docum entation obtained from the websites o f NCATE, TEAC, and the institutions

themselves yielded insight into current practices. Application of latent content
analysis with open and focused coding yielded insight into the potential for
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improvements in implementation of diversity standards or new standards to be
included.
An analysis of components of teacher preparation programs for initial
elementary certification at 126 institutions in the United States was used to identify
the levels of correlation between hypothesized independent (or explanatory variables)
and dependent variable in designing and implementing appropriate diversity training
for teacher preparation. These institutions represent approximately 10% of the 1263
teacher preparation programs currently operating in the United States. Those
programs that are not accredited by either NCATE or TEAC are subject to a review of
compliance with standards by their respective states, which is generally an adaptation
of those required for accreditation.
The sample was both purposive and random. A total of fifty (50) institutions
were chosen on the basis of identification in the literature as employing exemplary
practices in teacher preparation or participating in the Teachers for a New Era project.
The Teachers for a New Era project is being funded by the Carnegie Foundation to
begin to allow the necessary longitudinal analysis of the connections between
preparation programs and PK-12 student achievement and the funds were awarded
based on the reputation of the institutions and researchers in advancing quality teacher
preparation. The additional institutions were selected from the database of
approxim ately 670 N CATE or TEAC accredited institutions using random sampling

techniques. Each of the 670 accredited programs was assigned an identifying number
and a random number table was used to identify 76 additional programs for review.
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In addition to corroborating necessary program components and structures for
effective teacher preparation in the area of diversity, cross-case analysis of data
gathered from responses to open-ended surveys by key contacts at the exemplary
institutions identified necessary supports for and potential constraints on
implementation of diversity standards.
These open-ended surveys were disseminated, collected, and analyzed in
accordance with the guidance provided by Dillman (2007) for the use and analysis of
Internet surveys. Potential participants received advance notification, a consent form
and the survey itself, and, in the case of non-responders, a follow-up reminder. Coded
surveys and identifying information (face sheets and e-mail replies) were separated to
preserve participant anonymity to the greatest extent possible, the surveys were coded
and identifying information was kept separately. Responses were subject to both open
and focused coding to identify key themes and trends. Statistical testing, including
descriptive statistics measuring central tendency and dispersion was generated using
STATA9® software, reviewed and analyzed. A review of inferential statistics derived
from correlation analysis either substantiated or refuted the hypothesized relationships
among the variables.
Padilla’s (1991) concept modeling methodology was used to organize the case
study analysis. This modeling assumes that a phenomenon or event is explained by
identifying the underlying assum ptions in the data and organizing them into a

coherent whole. Matrices were created for each main concept reviewed and CochranSmith’s (2003) framework for program development as adapted by a review of the
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pertinent literature facilitated identification of areas of congruence and divergence.
Tables 3.4a and 3.4b are examples of the types of matrices that were utilized,
integrating components of the conceptual model (Figure 3.1) as suggested by the
literature. The results appear in Appendix G.

Table 3.2a Concept matrix - program components

Institution

Program
Model

Program
Admissions

Coursework

Field
Experiences

Other
Significant
Items

Awards

Delivery
(trad_non)
Categorical
Nontraditional (1)
Traditional
(2)
PDS (3)

Selectivity
(admit),
Categorical
None (0)
Moderately (1)
Highly (2)

Subject/content
area (subj_cont),
Categorical
Subject matter
OR liberal arts
base (1)
Extensive subject
matter (2)
Extensive liberal
arts (3)
Subject matter
AND liberal arts
(4)

Level of
integration of
fieldwork,
Categorical
None (0)
Standard
semester student
teaching
experience (1)
Extended,
observation,
practicum,
student teaching
in multicultural
settings with
diverse learners
throughout (2)
Immersion (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity
No focus (0)
Cultural OR
exceptional (1)
Comprehensive (2)

No (0)
Yes (1)

Exemplary
practices
Induction
and
mentoring
(1)
Recruitment
and retention
(2)
Contextual
teaching and
learning (3)
Teacher
preparation
(4)
Teacher
preparation
for PK-12
diversity (5)

Degree
requirement
(degree),
Categorical
Bachelor (1)
5th year (2)
Master (3)

GPA
requirement,
None (0)
Yes (1)
Standardized
testing,
None (0)
Yes,
institutionally
or state
defined (1)
Yes, Praxis I
PPST (2)

Ideology combination of
focus on diversity,
program structure
and design,
recruitment and
selection, and
performance
assessment
Assessment
None (0)
Traditional (1)
Portfolio
development (2)
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Table 3.2b Concept matrix - analysis of internal and external factors

Program

Institutional Capacity

Relationships
with Local
Communities

Control

Collaborative
partnerships
with PK-12
institutions

Public (1)
Private (2)

Mission/conceptual
framework
congruence
No (0)
Yes (1)

Recruitment and
retention of qualified,
diverse faculty
None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

Collaboration among
departments
None (0)
Limited (1)
M oderate (2)
Extensive (3)

Use of grant funding
to enhance
partnerships,
technological
innovation, and
longitudinal study
N one (0)
One (1)
Multiple (2)

Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates

None (0)
Some, primarily
for placement of
student teachers
(1)
Collaborative,
allowing
placements for
observation,
practicum, and
student teaching
(2)
Professional
development
school
collaborations

(3)
Faculty and
candidate
interaction with
communities,
families, and
support
agencies
None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

Governmental
and NonGovernmental
Regulations
Program
accreditation
State only (1)
National only
(2)
Both state and
national (0)

Program
admission
requirements GPA
None (0)
Institutional
discretion (1)
Specified 2.2 or
above (2)
Specified 2.5 or
above (3)
Specified 3.0 or
above (4)

Standardized
test
None (0)
Institutional
discretion (1)
Specified, state
(2)
Specified Praxis
I PPST (3)

Socio-political climate

Partner/placement
school characteristics -

Status under NCLB
adequate yearly
progress
Met, not targeted for
improvements (0)
Not met, not targeted for
improvements (1)
Not met, targeted for
improvements (2)
Year in targeted
improvement status
1 - 3 ( 1 -3 )
Corrective action (4)
Restructuring (5)

Demographics,
concentrations of
underrepresented
populations
Percentages

Demographics,
concentrations of
children living in
poverty, with
disabilities, and for
whom English is not
the primary language
in the home
Percentages

< 20% minority faculty
and < 3 5 % minority
students (0)
> 20% minority faculty
and > 3 5 % minority
students (1)
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Table 3.2b - Continued

Program

Institutional
Capacity

Relationships
with Local
Communities

Governmental and NonGovernmental Regulations

Socio
political
climate

Coursework specifications elementary certification,
requirements for coursework in
multiculturalism, diversity, and/or
exceptionality
None (0)
Yes, no prescription (1)
Yes, prescribed courses (2)
Yes, prescribed hours (3)

Coursework specifications elementary certification,
requirements for coursework in
reading methods
None (0)
Yes, no prescription (1)
Yes, prescribed courses (2)
Yes, prescribed hours

Set curricular standards for PK-6
None (0)
Yes (1)

Conceptual Model of Program Design and Implementation

Based upon a review of the pertinent literature, it was hypothesized that the
level of integration of diversity training (or appropriate standards of diversity) in
teacher preparation programs is a function of several variables. These independent or
explanatory variables included: ( 1) the developers’ and im plem ented’ definition or
construction of diversity as a challenge or “problem”; (2 ) ideology about the purpose
of education; (3) program structure and delivery; (4) curricular design; (5) candidate
performance assessment; and (6 ) candidate recruitment and selection. In addition,
internal and external environmental influences included indicators of: ( 1) institutional
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capacity; (2) relationships with communities and families; and (3) governmental and
non-governmental regulations; and (4) the overall socio-political climate.

Figure 3.1 Conceptual Model

y = xj + X2 + X3 + X4 + X5 + X6 + X7 + X8 +X9 +X10, where:
y = level of integration of appropriate standards of diversity training
X! = definition or construction of diversity
x2 = ideology surrounding the purpose of education in general, and teacher
preparation in particular
X3= program structure and delivery, including field experiences
x4 = curricular design, including subject matter concentration and exposure to a
variety of pedagogical approaches, and candidate performance assessment
x5 = candidate performance assessment
X6 = candidate recmitment and selection
x7 = institutional capacity; including organizational culture and structure, congruity
of program with mission, “buy-in” and support of upper administration for
appropriate training
x8 = relationships with local communities; partnerships with and outreach to K-12
schools
x9= governmental and non-govemmental regulations
x 10 = socio-political climate
Using Astin’s (1991) Input-Environment-Outcome (I-E-O) model, inputs
would be the factors that influence the development of teacher preparation programs;
the environment would include both the internal institution of higher education and
the external social, political, and regulatory environment; and outcome would be the
teacher preparation program itself.
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Figure 3 .2 1-E-0 Model

Environment
Institutional capacity - culture,
climate and mission

Relationship with local
community
Governmental and non
governmental regulations
Socio-political climate

Inputs

Outcomes

Construction or definition

of diversity
Ideology
Program structure and
delivery
Curricular design
Candidate recruitment
and selection

Teacher preparation
programs that encompass
appropriate standards for
diversity training

The ideology of the purpose of education and the construction of diversity are
likely to heavily influence program structure and delivery, curricular design, candidate
recruitment and performance assessment. Institutional culture along with relationships
with local communities and support agencies and the nature of partnerships with PK12 schools are also likely to determine structure and delivery. Governmental and non
governmental regulations are ‘facts of life’ in the external environment as is the socio
political climate and may vary.
In order to compile a detailed evaluation guide with correspondent rubrics, a
combination of structural equation modeling and confirmatory factor analysis, along
with case study content analysis of survey responses was performed to determine the
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most significant influences on the successful design of teacher preparation programs
for diversity training.
A review of the conceptual frameworks, program structure, and environments
of 126 existing programs provided data for the statistical modeling. Content analysis
of responses to open-ended surveys completed by a purposive sample of key
individuals at the institutions identified as employing exemplary practices in
recruiting and training pre-service candidates for diversity or participating in the
Teachers for a New Era Project provided answers to Cochran-Smith’s (2003)
coherence question.

Operationalization of variables

Cochran-Smith’s (2003) ‘multiple meanings’ framework guided the program
review. She purports that program development is based upon responses to eight
salient questions about issues of diversity, tempered by both internal and external
environmental factors. The full variable dictionary appears in Table 3.1.

The dependent variable (v, or ‘success 1’)

A binary proxy measurement (0 = unacceptable; 1 = success) for the
dependent variable (y, or ‘success 1’), was derived as a combination of the program’s
accreditation status in combination with any recognition of exemplary practices the
institution employs. In addition, Title II of the reauthorized Higher Education Act
requires institutions to report institutional teacher certification examination pass rates
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on an annual basis (tii_rate). The most recent rates were taken into account in
determining program success (success 1). The derivative was determined as those >
mean = 1, success or target and those < mean = 0 , unacceptable.
Because, documentation of compliance with existing standards for diversity
training is part of accreditation, this designation approximates the level of
incorporation of existing standards for diversity training. Those institutions that have
been identified as employing exemplary practices in the area of diversity training,
maintain full program accreditation with no conditions or indication of probationary
status, and having pass rates greater than 80% were identified with a 4 (exemplary).
Institutions maintaining full program accreditation with no conditions or indication of
probationary status, and having pass rates greater than 80% were identified with a 3
(target). Provisional accreditation is afforded as an interim status to those institutions
that meet all criteria for initial accreditation but have not undergone a site visit - these
institutions were identified with a 2 (acceptable). Institutions with conditional
accreditation or with pass rates less than 80% were also identified with a 2
(acceptable) unless the conditions are identified as consistent and egregious.
Institutions on probation or with persistent conditions and pass rates less than 80%
were identified with a 1 (unacceptable).

Independent (explanatory) variables

Proxy measures for independent (explanatory) factors were derived as
combinations of underlying indicator variables that would approximate answers to the
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eight questions in the ‘multiple meanings’ framework, and broadly describe
institutional capacity, relationships with local communities, influence of and
compliance with laws and regulations, and understanding the influence of the socio
political environment in which the program is operating.

x^ Definition or construction of diversity (the ‘diversity question’) The
diversity question, according to Cochran-Smith (2003), centers on how program
developers construct the “problem” of increasing diversity in PK-12 classrooms. In
other words, “How [is] the increasingly diverse student population in American
schools understood as a challenge or “problem” for teaching and teacher education,
and what are the desirable “solutions” to this problem (p. 10)?”
In response to the diversity question, the proxy for the definition or
construction of diversity (diversity) held by program developers was derived through
analysis of the institution’s conceptual framework and program focus. Those
institutions that did not appear to require any coursework or other experience that
deals with multiculturalism, exceptionality, or diversity into their teacher preparation
programs were identified as 0 (none). Those institutions that appeared to focus either
on cultural diversity OR exceptionality (special needs) were identified with a 1
(cultural OR exceptional focus). Those institutions that appeared to incorporate all
forms of diversity into teacher preparation coursework were identified at 2
(comprehensive). It should be noted, however, that this status does not imply that the
focus is adequate or sufficient.
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x? Ideology (the ‘ideology question’). Cochran-Smith (2003) purports that the
ideology question centers on the “ideas, ideals, values, and assumptions about the
purposes of schooling, the social and economic history of the nation, and the role of
education in a democratic society (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 947).” In other
words, “What images of American society ... and notions of social justice are
assumed in policies, practices, and research (p. 11).”
There was no separate derivation of a proxy for the response to the ideology
question (ideo), since it is a combination of factors. Certainly, the construction or
definition of diversity (diversity), the way in which the program is structured and
delivered (pgm_str), recruitment and retention policies and practices (mr),
collaborative efforts and partnerships (collab), relationships with local communities
and families (comm.), and other indicators are reflective of ideology.

Xj Program structure and delivery (the ‘ideology, knowledge, teacher learning,
and practice’ questions). The knowledge question, according to Cochran-Smith (2003)
deals with “knowledge, interpretive frameworks, beliefs, and attitudes that are
considered necessary to teach diverse populations effectively (Cochran-Smith et al,
2004, p. 947).” The teacher learning question, deals with assumptions about how,
when and where pre-service teacher candidates learn to teach and encompasses
pedagogies and strategies that facilitate learning. (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004). The
“competencies and pedagogical skills teachers are assumed to need to teach diverse
populations effectively, ... and ways of working with families and communities
(Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 947)” constitute the practice question.
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The response to the knowledge, teacher learning, and practice questions are
manifested in program structure and delivery

(X 3),

and curricular design

(X 4).

The

literature suggests that extended opportunities for candidates’ interaction with diverse
PK-12 students, faculty, and colleagues along with directed critical reflection on field
experiences are important. In addition, coursework and reflection on the implications
of cultural diversity and exceptionality on the teaching and learning process beyond a
perfunctory seminar have also been found significant. Some researchers have
contended that 5th year or M aster’s level preparation is necessary.
Program structure and delivery (pgm_str), including field, clinical, or
practicum experiences was operationalized by a number of underlying indicator
variables. A review of each institution’s documentation of elementary certification
preparation programs determined classification as traditional, non-traditional, or
specialty (trad_non). Those that were identified as non-traditional, non-college or
university-based were identified with a 1 (specialty, non-traditional, non-college or
university-based). Those identified as non-traditional, college or university-based
(i.e., alternative certification programs) were identified with a 2 (non-traditional,
college or university-based). Those identified as traditional, non-college or universitybased were identified with a 3 (traditional, college or university-based). Finally, those
identified as professional development schools were identified with a 4 (specialty,
professional developm ent schools).

To classify the field experiences (field) offered during the course of the
program, those institutions that required only the standard one semester of student
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teacher were identified with a 1 (standard semester). Those institutions that required
extended exposure or immersion in multicultural settings with diverse learners,
through observation, and practicum were identified with a 2 (extended).
In the course of review of program requirements, the level of degree (degree)
required or offered for Elementary certification was noted. Those institutions that
offered a Bachelor degree were identified with a 1 (Bachelor). Those institutions
whose programs involved a 5th year of student teaching or coursework were identified
with a 2 (5th year). Those institutions that offered only a Master of Science or Master
of Arts in Teaching were identified with a 3 (Master’s).

Xd Curricular design (the ‘ideology, knowledge, teacher learning, and practice’
questions). Curricular design for teacher preparation is a function of a number of
indicators, including: (1) content/subject matter requirements (subj_cont); (2)
foundational coursework (edu_cont); (3) coursework dealing with multiculturalism,
diversity, and exceptionality (mde); and (4) exposure to content-specific pedagogical
approaches (cspa).
Requirements for specific subject/content area knowledge, foundational and
methods courses were reviewed to operationalize these indicators. Those institutions
that did not have a particular set of requirements for subject/content area knowledge
(subj_cont) were identified with a 0 (none). Those that required either some subject
matter core OR a liberal arts base were identified with a 1. Those that required an
extensive subject matter core were identified with a 2. Finally, those that required an
extensive liberal arts base were identified with a 3.
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Institutions that required a basic level of exposure to foundational courses
(edu_cont —educational, developmental, and the impact of family and community on
the learning process) were identified with a 1. Those that required an intermediate
level of coursework in these areas were identified with a 2 and those requiring an
advanced or extensive level of exposure were identified with a 3.
The number and content o f required courses in multiculturalism, diversity, and
exceptionality (mde) were reviewed. Institutions that did not specify requirements in
these areas or were lacking in exposure to basic concepts were identified with a 0
(none). Institutions that offered sporadic coursework in these areas were identified
with a 1. Institutions that required courses in all areas were identified with a 2 and
those institutions offering extensive exposure in all areas either through extended
coursework or a combination of coursework with practical application of concepts
were identified with a 3.
The level of exposure to content-specific pedagogical approaches was
reviewed (cspa). Institutions that appeared to lack coursework or opportunities for
exposure were identified with a 0. Institutions that afforded some exposure were
identified with a 1. Institutions that afforded extensive exposure through a
combination of coursework and practicum were identified with a 2.
x<; Candidate recruitment and selection (the ‘recruitment and selection’
question). The recru itm en t a n d se le c tio n q u e stio n , Cochran-Sm ith (2003) states, deals

with “perspectives on which candidates should be recruited and selected for the
teaching force (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 947).” Broadly, there are two theoretical
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arguments, one highlighting the value of seeking diverse candidates for the teaching
force, and the other highlighting the value of seeking candidates with the
commitment, maturity, and lived experience deemed necessary for success in highneed areas.
Recruitment efforts for program candidates were reviewed (mr2). Institutions
that did not appear to focus on recruitment and retention of individuals with diverse
backgrounds and ethnicity were identified with a 0. Institutions that appeared to focus
some efforts on recruitment and retention of a diverse candidate pool were identified
as 1, and those concentrating extensively on recruitment and retention of a diverse
candidate pool were identified as 2.
The institutions’ program admissions policies (admit) were reviewed to
determine level of selectivity. Those institutions that did not establish either moderate
or stringent admissions criteria for program candidates were identified with a 0
(open). Those institutions that employed a moderately selective admissions process
for program candidates were identified with a 1 (moderately selective). Institutions
with highly selective admissions criteria were identified with a 2.
GPA (gpa) and testing requirements (patreq) for program admission were also
reviewed. Those institutions not specifying a GPA requirement were identified as 0,
and those with a requirement were identified as 1. Those institutions requiring no
testing for program adm ission were identified as 0. Those requiring either

institutionally prescribed or stated defined testing were identified as 1. Those
requiring the Praxis I ® PSST with prescribed cutoff scores were identified as 2.
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Xft Candidate performance assessment (the ‘outcomes’ questions). CochranSmith (2003) notes that the outcomes question asks what the consequences or
outcomes of teacher preparation are, and how, by whom, and for what purposes are
they demonstrated and measured (Cochran-Smith et al, p. 947).
The performance of program candidates appears to be assessed in a variety of
ways. However, the main differentiated indicator currently employed are authentic
assessment tools such as portfolio completion throughout the course of the
educational experience (autha). The most recent aggregate institutional pass rates of
candidates on certification or licensure examinations were used as an indicator of
program success.
Institutions that did not appear to require any type of authentic assessment
were identified with a 0. Those requiring some type of authentic assessment (a
reflective journal, for example) were identified with a 1. Those requiring extensive
authentic assessment (both reflective journals and portfolios were identified with a 2.

The coherence question (x^ - x*). Accordingly, Cochran-Smith (2003)
purports that all of the preceding questions are encompassed in “the degree to which
[they] are connected to and coherent across one another and how [diversity] issues are
positioned in relation to other issues (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 947).”
A variety o f sources were used to com pile a database o f approxim ately 750

key contacts for institutions and programs, including institutional, program, and
research project websites. In order to review coherence, a purposive sample of these
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individuals, having extensive experiences or scholarly research in the development
and implementation of successful or effective teacher preparation programs and
affiliated with programs included in statistical modeling received invitations to
participate in the study through completion of an open-ended survey by e-mail. A
total of 252 individuals associated with programs employing exemplary practices in
the areas of recruitment and retention of qualified candidates, preparing candidates for
diversity and urban settings, and preparing candidates to positively influence PK-12
student learning was identified from this database. (A copy of the Invitation, Openended Survey, and Face Sheet are included at Appendix D, E, and F, respectively).
Survey responses were subject to open coding to determine key themes, then
subjected to more focused coding to determine congruence with the results of
statistical modeling.

x7 Institutional capacity. Institutional capacity, according to Cochran-Smith
(2003), deals with the “organization of institutions and institutional constraints and
supports for teacher education that is multicultural, as well as its relationship to larger
institutional missions and goals (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 948).” This includes
policies, procedures, and practices related to teacher preparation - as well as
institutional culture, faculty development, and reward systems.
Institutional capacity (inst_cap) was proxied in this study by a number of
indicators. To reflect the literature, these indicators were intended to be reflective of
the congruence of the institutional mission with commitment to preparing teachers for
diversity. Recruitment and retention of diverse faculty and partnerships with
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organizations having diverse populations (i.e., PK-12 partners or community
agencies) have been found to provide strong support (Melnick and Zeichner, 1998;
Price and Valli, 1998). The use of government funding in the areas of partnerships
and collaborations, integration of technology, or longitudinal research efforts, and
level of collaboration between the School of Education and other Colleges and
Departments in the development and implementation of teacher preparation programs.
Faculty recruitment and retention efforts were also reviewed (m rl).
Institutions that did not appear to focus on recruitment and retention of individuals
with diverse backgrounds and ethnicity were identified with a 0. Institutions that
appeared to focus some efforts on recruitment and retention of a diverse faculty pool
were identified as 1, and those concentrating extensively on recmitment and retention
of a diverse faculty pool were identified as 2.
Institutions having no collaborative partnerships (part) with area
schools/districts were identified as 0. Those noted as having some collaboration (for
example, limited field placement of students in the school/district) were identified as
1. Those noted as having formed collaborative partnerships with area K-6
schools/districts were identified as 2. Those operating professional development
schools with the collaboration and cooperation of local K-6 schools/districts were
identified as 3.
The institutions use o f governm ent funding to facilitate efforts in building

partnerships and collaborative endeavors, integrating technology, or researching the
longitudinal effects of the program on both graduates and PK-12 student achievement
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was identified as (gng_grant) - 0 no grant, no study; 1 = one or multiple grants, study
in process or completed.
This designation was derived from a review of the recipients of the various
types of available grants. Institutions receiving federal grants for initiatives in
partnerships and collaborations with K-6 schools/districts and for incorporating
technology for teaching and learning across the curriculum were identified. Those
institutions that have not applied for or been granted a Title II grant to implement or
enhance partnerships or collaborations with local schools/districts were identified
with 0. Institutions that had existing partnerships and collaborations without grant
funding were identified with 1. Those with grant funding that have enhanced or have
been identified as exemplary were identified with a 2.
In a similar vein, those institutions that have not applied for or been granted a
P3 grant for incorporation of appropriate technology across the curriculum in teaching
and learning were identified with 0. Institutions that had implemented initiatives to
integrate technology across the curriculum without the benefit of a P3 grant were
identified with a 1, and those with grant funding that have been identified as
exemplary were identified with a 3. Institutions receiving a combination of federal
and private grants for initiatives that entail longitudinal analyses of the effects of
teacher preparation programs on K-12 student learning were also reviewed. Those
receiving no grant funding nor currently undertaking any type o f study were identified

with 0. Those who completed a prior study with no funding were identified with a 1.
Those who have received funds in the past, and engaged in a prior initiative or study
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which has concluded were identified with a 2. Those who have a study in process, but
have not received funding were identified with a 3. Those currently receiving funding
with a study in process were identified with a 4.
Levels of collaboration among departments within the institution were
categorized as either - 0, non-existent or nominal; 1, limited; 2, moderate; or 3,
extensive. Additional indicators were the control of institution (pub_pvt) which was
identified as either public (1) or private (2), and status as Historically Black College
or University (HBCU) was identified as either no (0) or yes (1).

xr Community relations. Cochran-Smith (2003) describes relationships with
local communities as, “Interactions and relationships between a teacher preparation
program and local families, neighborhoods, schools, communities, community
agencies, and cities, towns and regions, including perspectives about the value of
community contributions (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 948).”
Community relations were measured by level of interaction between the
teacher preparation institution and local K-6 schools/districts, families of students,
and community agencies (comm). Institutions having no interaction with or providing
no opportunities to candidates for interaction with community agencies and parents of
students (comm) were identified as 0. Those noted as having some interaction or
allowing students opportunities for interaction were identified as 1. Those offering
extensive immersion experiences or opportunities for extended exposure to
communities and parents were identified as 2.
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xq Governmental and non-governmental regulatory environment. CochranSmith (2003) notes that governmental and non-governmental regulations entail the
“requirements for teacher preparation [as] stipulated by the agencies that govern and
evaluate programs and approaches [to teacher preparation], either involuntarily and
voluntarily (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 948).”
Teacher preparation is subject to a variety of regulatory influences, including:
(1) program accreditation; (2) state requirements for program admission; (3) state
requirements for initial certification; and (4) state and local PK-6 curricular standards
and requirements.
In states where program accreditation or sanctioning (gng_acc) was required
by both state and national (NCATE) bodies were identified as 0, those regulated
predominantly by the state were identified as 1, and those regulated predominantly by
national (NCATE or TEAC) were identified as 2.
W ith regard to admissions requirements set by the various states - programs in
states where no specific requirements were set in the areas of entrance exams
(gng_spat) or GPA (gng_gpal) were identified with 0s in both categories. Those
whose states left entrance exams and GPA requirements to the discretion of the
institution were identified with Is in both categories. Those whose states used a statedefined entrance examination with prescribed cutoff scores were identified with a 2 in
the testing category. Those w hose states required the use o f the Praxis I PPST exam

with prescribed cutoff scores were identified with a 3 in the testing category.
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Institutions whose states set a specific GPA requirement were identified as follow: (2)
2.2 or above; (3) 2.5 or above; and (4) 3.0 or above in the GPA category.
Institutions in states where there was no specific requirement for coursework
(gng_scwkl) dealing with diversity or students with special needs (exceptionality)
were identified with a 0. Institutions in states requiring coursework dealing with
diversity or students with special needs, but for which no prescribed coursework is
designated were identified with a 1. Where a specific semester hour requirement was
set by a state, this was identified with a 2, and where coursework was prescribed, this
was identified with a 3. The same scaling holds for institutions in which required
coursework in reading (gng_scwk2) was set for Elementary certification - 1 for yes,
with no prescription; 2 for yes, with a semester hour requirement; and 3 for yes, with
a specific, prescribed course or courses.
The majority of states have set PK-6 curricular standards (gng_k6curr), thus,
this variable denotes the level of attention paid to these standards by program
developers. Those institutions that appear to integrate the standards into the teacher
preparation program were coded as 1, while those that did not appear to do so were
coded as 0.

xio Socio-political environment. Teacher preparation occurs within a broad
sociopolitical, historical, and economic context. Thus, program development and
implementation is driven not only by internal institutional forces, but also by external
forces.
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The socio-political environment of the institutions was measured by a
combination of demographic, and student performance indicators. These included the
gender, race and ethnic composition of faculty and program candidates and PK-8
student population in partner schools and the percentage of students classified as
economically disadvantaged, having physical and mental impairments but
participating in the regular classroom for the majority of the school day, and those for
whom English was not the primary language in the home. It also included the status of
the partner PK-8 institutions in meeting the adequate yearly progress requirements
(AYP) of the No Child Left Behind Act.
Adequate yearly progress (aypl) was delineated as either not met (0); or met
(1). If adequate yearly progress has not been met (ayp2), the “targeted for
improvement” status of the school/district is noted as 1 = 1st year; or 2 = 2nd year; 3 =
3rd year; 4 = 4th year, corrective action, or 5 = 5th year restructuring.
Demographic data, or composition of institutional faculty, students, and
partner or nearest school district was reviewed, as expressed in percentages for the
following: (1) male/female; (2) White, non-Hispanic; (3) Black/African American,
non-Hispanic; (4) Hispanic; (5) Asian/Pacific Islander; (6) Native American; (7) Bior Multi-racial; (8) economically disadvantaged; (9) limited English proficient; and
(10) students with disabilities. Variables were derived (comp28 - 32) to represent the
overall com position o f m inority or traditionally underserved groups (Black, Hispanic,

and Native American) as well as those who are classified as economically
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disadvantaged, living with disabilities, or for whom English is not the primary
language.

Table 3.3 Variable dictionary

Name
successl
(y)

Type/Data Source

Description

Ordinal/discrete
Dichotomous

Dependent variable representing the
level o f integration o f appropriate
standards o f diversity
Variable where 0 = unacceptable; 1 =
success or target
Derived from status, tii_rate, and
exemplary practice
Indicator of successl represented by
current program accreditation status
Variable where 0 = none; 1 =
probationary; 2 = state only; 3 =
conditional; 4 = provisional; 5 = full

Data source(s): NCATE and TEAC
accreditation reports; identification of
exemplars

status

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): NCATE and TEAC

tii_rate

accreditation reports; identification of
exemplars
Ratio/continuous

Data source(s): Title II reports to the U.S.
Secretary of Education

diversity
(Xl)

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs; responses to
e-mail surveys

ideo

Data source(s): Analysis o f model and impact

(x2)

o f the factors o f diversity, program structure,
curricular design, performance assessment, and
candidate recruitment and selection

pgm_str
(x3)

Indicator o f successl represented by
Title II Teacher Quality most recently
reported certification examination pass
rates for the institution
Variable where 0 = <80%; and 1 = > or
= 80%
Independent variable representing the
program developers’ construction of
diversity
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = cultural
OR exceptional focus; 2 =
comprehensive
Independent variable representing the
program developers’ ideology
Variable not separately specified, but a
combination o f factors identified
through proxy o f diversity, program
structure, curricular design, performance
assessment, and candidate recruitment
and selection
Independent variable (factor)
representing the structure of the teacher
preparation program
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Table 3.3 - Continued

Name
trad_non

Type/Data Source

Description

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Indicator of pgm str representing traditional or
non-traditional program delivery
Variable where 1 = non-traditional, non-college or
university-based; 2 = non-traditional, college or
university-based; 3 = traditional, college or
university-base; 4 = Professional development
school
Indicator o f pgm str representing fieldwork
component
Variable where 0 - none; 1 = some, standard
semester; 2 = extended, in multicultural setting
and w/diverse learners; 3 = required immersion
experience in community and culture

Data source(s): Institutional
websites, catalogs

field

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs

degree

and advising guides; syllabi where
available; independent case studies
of best practices
Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs
cda
(X4 )
subj_cont

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs
and advising guides

edu_cont

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs
and advising guides

mde

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs
and advising guides

Indicator of pgm str representing level o f degree
required for elementary certification
Variable where 1 = Bachelor degree; 2 = 5* year
program; 3 = Master’s degree
Independent variable (factor) representing the
curricular design for the teacher preparation
program
Indicator o f cda representing subject/content area
knowledge for Elementary Certification programs
(methods courses)
Variable where 0 = no extensive subject matter
core; 1 = some subject matter core required or
liberal arts base; 2 = extensive subject matter
core; 3 = extensive liberal arts base
Indicator o f cda representing level o f required
educational foundations coursework for
Elementary Certification programs
Variable where 1 = basic level of exposure to ed
foundations, child development, philosophy of ed,
and community/parent involvement; 2 =
intermediate level o f exposure; 3 = advanced level
o f exposure
Indicator o f cda representing exposure to courses
in multiculturalism, diversity, and exceptionality
Variable where 0 = lack o f courses in
multiculturalism, diversity and/or exceptionality;
1 = a course in multiculturalism, diversity or
e x c e p tio n a lity ; 2 = re q u ire d c o u rs e s in

multiculturalism, diversity and exceptionality; 3 =
extended coursework or combination of
coursework/practicum in all areas
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Table 3.3 - Continued

Name
cspa

Type/Data Source

Description

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Indicator of cda representing exposure to contentspecific pedagogical approaches
Variable where 0 = no exposure to content-specific
pedagogical approaches; 1 = some exposure; 2 =
extensive exposure
Independent variable (factor) representing
assessment o f program candidates
Indicator o f cda representing level o f ‘authentic’
assessment o f teaching ability
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = some; 2 = extensive
(i.e., Digital Diagnostic Portfolio; Teacher’s W ork
Sample Portfolio)

Data source(s): Program catalogs and
advising guides

cpa
(x5)
autha

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs and
advising guides; members o f the
Renaissance Partnership; independent
studies o f best practices

snr
(x*>
rarl

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Integrated
Postsecondary Educational Data
system (IPEDs)

admit

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs
gpa

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Independent variable (factor) representing
candidate recruitment and selection practices
Indicator o f snr representing recruitment and
retention practices for program candidates
Variable where 0 = no focus on
recruitment/retention of individuals with diverse
backgrounds and ethnicity; 1 = some efforts in the
area o f recruitment of individuals of diverse
backgrounds and ethnicity; 2 = extensive efforts in
the area o f recruitment and retention o f individuals
of diverse backgrounds and ethnicity
Indicator of snr representing program admissions
policies
W here 0 = open admissions; 1 = moderately
selective; 2 = highly selective
Also affected by other admissions requirements.
Indicator o f snr representing program admissions
policies - GPA requirement
Variable where 0 = no; 1 = yes

Data source(s): Program catalogs
patreq

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs
other

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program catalogs

Indicator of snr representing program admissions
policies - testing requirements
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = institutionally
prescribed or state defined; 2 = Praxis IP P S T with
prescribed cutoff scores
Indicator of snr representing other admissions
requirements, such as letters of recommendation,
p re v io u s e x p e rie n ce with se rv ice le a rn in g o r
community service, written essay, and/or interview
(increased the level of selectivity by one)
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = one additional
requirement; 2 = more than one additional
requirement
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Table 3.3 - Continued

Name
inst_cap

Type/Data Source

(x7)

pub_pvt

hbcu

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous
Data source(s): Program website,
IPEDs
Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Description
Independent variable (factor) representing the
institutional capacity o f the college or university in
which the teacher preparation program is based
Indicator of inst_cap representing institutional
control and funding
Variable where 1 = public; 2 = private

Indicator o f inst_cap representing status as a
historically Black college or university,
Variable where 0 = no; 1 = yes

Data source(s): Program website,
rnr2

IPEDs
Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): IPEDs

congruence

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Data source(s): Review of

part

department’s Conceptual
Framework and institutional
Mission
Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program

gnggrant

websites and independent studies
identifying best practices
Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous
Data source(s): US Department of
Education

Indicator of inst_cap representing recruitment and
retention practices for program faculty and staff
Variable where 0 = no focus on
recruitment/retention o f individuals with diverse
backgrounds and ethnicity; 1 = some efforts in the
area of recruitment of individuals of diverse
backgrounds and ethnicity; 2 = extensive efforts in
the area o f recruitment and retention of individuals
o f diverse backgrounds and ethnicity
Indicator o f inst_cap representing the congruence
between institutional mission and the departmental
conceptual framework.
Variable where 0 - none; 1 - congruent

Indicator of inst_cap representing partnerships and
links between campuses and K-12 institutions
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = some; 2 =
collaborative partnerships, and 3 = professional
development schools
Indicator o f inst_cap representing the receipt of
available federal grants to facilitate implementation
or enhancement o f Title II partnerships or
collaborations, incorporate technology, or perform
longitudinal research to analyze the effect of
teacher preparation on PK-12 student learning
Variable where = 0 no grant, no study; 1 = one
grant, study in process or completed; 2 = multiple
grants, study in process or completed
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Table 3.3 - Continued

Name
gng
tiiP

Type/Data Source

Description

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Indicator o f inst_cap representing receipt of
federal grant to implement or enhance Title II
partnerships or collaborations
Variable where 0 = no grant, no partnerships;
1 = no grant, partnership; 2 = grant,
exemplary partnerships
Indicator of inst_cap representing receipt of
federal P3 grants and implementing a
program to incorporate technology into
teaching and learning
Variable where 0 = no grant, no program; 1 =
no grant, but technology integration; 2 =
grant and exemplary program
Indicator of inst_cap representing receipt of
federal grant to perform longitudinal analyses
o f the effects of teacher preparation programs
on K-12 student learning
Variable where 0 = no grant, no study; 1 - no
grant, study completed; 2 = no grant, study in
process; 3 = grant, study completed; 4 =
grant, study in process
Indicator o f inst_cap representing the level of
collaborative efforts between teacher
preparation program administrators/faculty
and other departments
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = limited; 2 =
moderate; 3 = extensive
Independent variable (factor) representing
relationships with local communities
Indicator o f local representing opportunity
for interaction with communities, parents,
and support agencies
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = some; 2 =
extensive

Data source(s): US Department of
Education

gng
pt3

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): US Department of
Education; independent studies of best
practices

gng
tiiTQ

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Documentation of Teachers
for a New Era Project, Renaissance
Partnership; independent studies of best
practices

collab

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Independent studies
identifying best practices; Website
designation o f program faculty

local
(x8)
comm

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Program websites and
independent studies identifying best
practices

gng
reg
(x9)
gng
acc

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Independent variable (factor) representing
governmental and non-governmental
regulatory environment
Indicator o f governmental and non
governmental regulatory environment for
requirements for program sanctioning or

Data source(s): c o m p ila tio n o f state an d

a c c re d ita tio n

national regulatory data

Variable where 0 = both state and
NCATE/TEAC; 1 = state; 2 =
NCATE/TEAC
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Table 3.3 - Continued

Name
gng gpal

Type/Data Source

Description

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Indicator of governmental and non-governmental
regulatory environment representing GPA
requirements set by the state for program
admissions
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = institutional
discretion; 2 = 2.2 or above; 3 = 2.5 or above; 4
= 3.0 or above
Indicator o f governmental and non-governmental
regulatory environment representing testing
requirements set by the state for program
admissions
Variable where 0 = none set; 1 —institutional
discretion; 2 = state defined with prescribed
cutoff scores; and 3 = Praxis IP P S T with
prescribed cutoff scores

Data source(s): Documentation of
state standards for initial
certification

gng spat

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Documentation of
state standards for initial
certification

gng scwkl

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Documentation of
state standards for initial
certification

gng scwk2

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Data source(s): Documentation of
state standards for initial
certification

gng k6curr

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Data source(s): state curricular
standards

demographl
(xio)

Indicator o f governmental and non-governmental
regulatory requirements set by the state for
required coursework by those seeking
Elementary certification, dealing with diversity
and/or students with special needs
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = yes, with no
prescription; 2 = yes, prescribed semester hours;
and 3 = yes, prescribed courses
Indicator o f governmental and non-governmental
regulatory requirements set by the state for
required coursework by those seeking
Elementary certification, dealing with Reading
methods
Variable where 0 = none; 1 = yes, with no
prescription; 2 = yes, prescribed semester hours;
and 3 = yes, prescribed courses
Indicator o f governmental and non-governmental
regulatory requirements set by the state for PK-6
curriculum
Variable where 0 = none set; 1 = set for all
major areas (mathematics, language arts, social
studies, science)
Independent variable (factor) representing
demographics o f the teacher preparation
institution and programs
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Table 3.3 - Continued

Name
comp31

Type/Data Source

Description

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Indicator of demographl for the institutional
setting representing the composition/concentration
of minority faculty and candidates - derived from
comp28 and comp29
Variable where 0 = less than 20% minority faculty
AND less than 35% minority program candidates;
1 - greater than 20% minority faculty AND more
than 35% minority program candidates
Indicators o f dem ographl for the institutional
setting representing the composition/concentration
o f minority faculty and candidates
comp28 percentage of minority faculty derived
from comp3-8
comp29 percentage o f minority program
candidates derived from com pl 1-16

Data source(s): IPEDs data;
institutional websites

comp28 - 29

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Data source(s): IPEDs data;
institutional websites

compl - 8

Ratio/continuous

Data source(s): IPEDs

comp9 - 1 6

Ratio/continuous

Data source(s): IPEDs

demograph2
(xio)
ayp

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Data source(s): combination of
aypl

aypl and ayp2
Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Indicators of dem ographl for program faculty
composition
(1) % male; (2) female
% by race/ethnicity (3) = white; (4) =
Black/African American; (5) = Hispanic; (6)
Asian/Pacific Islander; (7) = Native American; (8)
Other/Multi or Bi-Racial
Indicators of dem ographl for program participants
composition
(9) % male, (10) female
% by race/ethnicity (11) = white; (12) =
Black/African American; (13) = Hispanic; (14) =
Asian/Pacific Islander; (15) = Native American;
(16) = Other/Multi or Bi-Racial
Independent variable (factor) representing
demographics o f partner or nearest PK-6
institutions
Indicator o f demograph2 for partner or nearest PK6 institutions
Variable where 0 = met, not targeted for
improvement; 1 = not met, targeted for
improvement
Indicator o f demograph2 for partner or nearest PK6 institutions
Variable where 0 = did not meet; 1 = met

Data source(s): District reports;
Standard and Poor’s School
M atters database
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Table 3.3 - Continued

Name
ayp2

Type/Data Source

Description

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/polychotomous

Indicator of demograph2 for partner or nearest
PK-6 institutions
Variable where 0 = not targeted for improvement;
1 = 1st year; 2 = 2nd year; 3 - 3rd year; 4 = 4th year,
corrective action; 5 = 5* year, restructuring

Data source(s): District reports;

comp29

comp32

Standard and Poor’s School Matters
database
Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Ordinal/discrete
Categorical/dichotomous

Data source(s): District reports;

compl7
-2 7

Standard and Poor’s School Matters
database
Ratio/continuous

Data source(s): District reports;
Standard and Poor’s School Matters
database; NEAP reports

Indicator of demograph2 for partner or nearest
PK-6 institutions level o f concentration of
traditionally underserved students (Black,
Hispanic, and Native American) derived from
comp 17-24
Indicator of demograph2 for partner or nearest
PK-6 institutions level of concentration o f children
classified as living in poverty, with disabilities,
and/or for whom English is not the primary
language derived from review o f the Special Needs
Index
Indicators of demograph2 for partner or nearest K6 institutions
(17) % male, (18) female
% by race/ethnicity (19) = white; (20) =
Black/African American; (21) = Hispanic; (22) =
Asian/Pacific Islander; (23) = Native American;
(24) = Other/Multi or Bi-Racial
(25) = % economically disadvantaged; (26) = %
limited English proficiency; (27) = % on IEP or
disability

Evaluative Model

A sub-interval analog to structural equation modeling (SEM), called log-linear
analysis with latent variables using STATA9® software was utilized to build and “fit”
an evaluative model for design and implementation of appropriate standards of
diversity in teacher preparation programs. This analysis combines log-linear modeling
with latent class analysis. Because many of the variables were quantifications of
qualitative data, they were not all interval in nature. In addition, some “factor”
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variables did not have three underlying indicators as required for standard structural
equation modeling. The chosen method makes the requisite adjustments to overcome
the limitations of SEM in handling violations of its underlying assumptions - with
specific regard to the assumption that all variables are assumed interval in nature and
that three indicators are identified for each “factor (Garson, 1998,
http://www2.chass.ncsu.edu/garson/pa765/sem.htm).”
Garson (1998) noted that, “log-linear models were developed to analyze the
conditional relationship of two or more categorical variables. Log-linear, logit, and
probit models focus on the association of categorical or grouped data, looking at all
levels of possible interaction effects (Garson, 1998,
http://www2.chass.ncsu.edu/garson/pa765/logit.htm).” Latent class analysis is a
multivariate technique wherein latent constructs are created from indicator variables,
as is done in structural equation modeling, and are then used to construct clusters,
factors, or to predict dependents in regression mode (Garson, 1998,
http://www2.chass.ncsu.edu/garson/pa765/logit.htm).”
Once built, a goals and outcomes-based program evaluation tool and rubric
correspondent to the factors in the model were developed to test the level of
integration of diversity standards into the teacher preparation programs offered by the
Baker College System in Michigan in elementary certification.
Existing rubrics for program evaluation were subjected to m anifest content

analysis with focused coding to reveal current methods of assessment and serve as a
guide for the development of a rubric to be used with the evaluative model developed
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in the course of this study. The resultant program evaluation tool was utilized both to
assess the performance of the Baker College System in Michigan in the design and
implementation of appropriate diversity standards in their teacher preparation
programs for elementary certification and to validate the tool.

Evaluation

Common steps in program evaluation as identified by Brainard (1996) were
followed, including: (1) determining the purpose of the evaluation; (2) identifying
sources of information; (3) developing or selecting evaluation instruments; (4)
establishing a schedule; (5) collecting and analyzing data; (6) reporting and
disseminating the results; and (7) identifying areas for follow-up.
According to McNamara (2006), “goals-based evaluations are [used in]
evaluating the extent to which programs are meeting predetermined goals or
objectives (p. 1).” Similarly, outcomes-based evaluations determine the extent to
which intended benefits inure to program participants. The program evaluation tool
encompasses the assessment of both goals and outcomes to date.
Tables 3.4a, 3.4b, and 3.4c are the logic model, performance evaluation plan
grid, and rubric that were used. The purpose of the logic model is to force the
evaluator(s) to identify inputs, processes, and outcomes that lead to desired target
outcomes. This serves as a base for com pletion o f the performance evaluation grid

and evaluative rubric. The components to be evaluated, primary indicators
(standards), sources of data, methods of data collection and timelines are identified in
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the performance evaluation plan grid. The standards are transferred to the evaluative
rubric and criteria are established to determine various performance levels. Completed
grids are found in Table 4.6a through 4.7c in Chapter 4 Results and Analysis.

Table 3.4a Logic model

Inputs

Processes

Outputs

Short-term
Target
Outcomes

Intermediate
Target
Outcomes

Long-term
Target
Outcomes

Certification of
graduates
Retention of
qualified, certified inservice teachers
Improvements in K-12
student academic
achievement and
attainment

Table 3.4b Performance evaluation plan grid

Outcome or Goal Indicator(s) Source of Method of Timeline
Data
Data
For Data
Collection Collection

Table 3.4c Evaluative rubric

Outcome or goal Criteria Unsatisfactory Satisfactory Target

The grids were validated as to sources of data, methods of data collection and
criteria through an evaluation of the elementary certification programs offered
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through the Baker College System in Michigan. This evaluation can be found in
Appendix H.

Maintaining Confidentiality

Confidentiality was safeguarded through implementation of measures
designed to maintain survey respondents’ anonymity to the greatest extent possible.
Surveys and other instruments were coded, rather than containing personal
information that would identify individual participants. Potential participants were
discouraged from including information that might personally identify them. All
documents and other materials will be kept in a locked filing cabinet under the control
of the Principal Investigator for a period of three years subsequent to the conclusion
of the study and destroyed in accordance with retention policies and procedures
established by Western Michigan University.
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CHAPTER IV

RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
“Not everything important can be measured; and not everything that is measurable is
important.” (Albert Einstein, 1879 - 1955)

Researcher Bias and Reflexivity

A scholar’s previous experience and personal convictions affect their research
(Delgado, 1980; Gould, 1981). Perhaps more eloquently explained by Albert Einstein,
himself, no more than an “average” student:
To the discoverer ... the constructions of his/[her] imagination appear so
necessary and so natural that [s]/he is apt to treat them not as the creations of
his/[her] thoughts, but as given realities. The stereotypical categories that we
[researchers] use are rarely without some point of tangency with reality, but
their interpretation is colored by the ideology that motivates us (Grant,
Elsbree, and Fondrie, 2004, p. 63).
Thus, I preface this analysis with reflexivity or ‘full disclosure’ so that readers
may reflect on potential biases and respond accordingly. I believe that ‘the world’ is
socially constructed. I would consider myself a feminist with a firm belief in the
tenets of standpoint theory that asserts that those closest to an issue or event (i.e.,
subject to oppression or marginalization) have knowledge of its impacts that those far
removed do not and cannot have. I am a modem philosophical humanist in that my
“outlook is centered on hum an need and interest (Edwords, 1989, p. 1).” Further, I

would place myself within the critical theorist camp as described by Creswell (2003)
- “concerned with empowering individuals to transcend constraints placed on them by
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race, class, or gender (p. 10).” However, I am also pragmatic in the sense that I feel
that need to engage in research that has social, historical, political and cultural context
and indeed, that “what” and :”how” the research is conducted is based upon its
intended outcomes or consequences (Creswell, 2003, p. 12).
Certainly, my perceptions of the educational system have taken shape through
an accumulation of personal and professional experiences. I was not a first-generation
college student, as both of my parents held Associate level degrees or higher. I
attended a private, parochial school and a large, public high school in an upper
middle-class community. As a white, Catholic female of upper middle-class
socioeconomic background, holding both Bachelor of Business Administration and
Master of Public Administration degrees along with several professional licenses and
certifications, I am currently in pursuit of a PhD.
In addition to a variety of experiences in the practice of both public and
private accounting, I have 10 years of teaching and progressive administrative
experience within a four-year, open enrollment, College setting. I have served the last
five years as both the Associate Dean of the School of Business Administration at the
campus level and previously as the Program Director for Accounting and Finance
programs at the system level, which governs the conduct of the programs on all
campuses and satellites of Baker College. I have developed and guided the
developm ent o f curriculum and individual courses w ithin the A ccounting and Finance

programs. I am currently the systemic representative of the Accounting and Finance
department as we pursue independent national accreditation of all Business degree
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programs. I have taught all of the accounting and finance core courses, political
science and economics courses, and mathematical methods courses in probability.
Thus, I have enjoyed much privilege and implied power.
However, because of personal choices and mitigating circumstances along the
way, I have also lived from check-to-check, spent time in ‘free clinics’ without
adequate staff or supplies because I could not afford health insurance but needed
health care, and have shared a vehicle or relied on public transportation to get from
home to work and back. I have been subject to sexual harassment and gender
discrimination. I excelled at mathematics, writing, problem solving, and logic and
have gone as far in my own education as I have because it was implied that either I
couldn’t or perhaps, shouldn’t. Thus, privilege has been tempered, at times, by
humility, and my view of the effects of power is less than rose-colored.
I have been teaching for almost 11 years at the post-secondary level. In an
open-admissions environment, I am acutely aware of the differences in academic
readiness. I firmly do believe that all children and adults can learn. I was determined
when I started that I would not teach in the same mode as that I endured at the
undergraduate level. I recognized early that there was no one-size-fits all approach
and have learned much by trial and error. Working for six years in a degreecompletion project with students from Taiwan and mainland China for whom English
is a second language challenged me to rethink much that I was doing in the regular

classroom. These students were not required to pass a TOEFL (test of English as a
foreign language) test prior to admission to their program and, although a translator
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was placed in the classroom, the levels of understanding varied greatly from group to
group and between individuals. Their shared culture made them construct a very
different teaching and learning environment than anything that I had been exposed to.
They held a reverence for teachers, an enthusiasm for learning, a drive to succeed, a
penchant for helping one another that was refreshing and contagious. Yet, there was a
communication barrier to be broken in order for each of them to meet course and
program objectives. I made myself open to learning from each of them individually
and all of them collectively. I adapted my methods to include discussion,
demonstration, collaborative problem solving, and case study comparisons of
Taiwanese business practices and accounting procedures with those of American
counterparts. W ithout knowing what it was, I began to infuse cultural content into the
curriculum and practice culturally relevant teaching. Once I began and got positive
results, I carried this style to each class and every student. While I am far from
proficient, I have no doubt that it works.

Study Goals and Objectives

Key studies have linked the quality of teachers to PK-12 student learning
(Sanders and Rivers, 1996; Jordan, Mendro, and Weerasinghe, 1997). However, many
policymakers continue to believe that there are few, if any, worthwhile teacher
education program s (Dean and Lauer, 2003).

Increasing demands for accountability in teacher preparation and the
persistence of achievement and attainment gaps among groups of PK-12 students
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require responses by teacher education units and the higher education institutions in
which they reside (Dean and Lauer, 2003). The American Council on Education
(1999) called for institutions of higher education to “mandate a campus-wide review
of the quality of their teacher education programs (Dean and Lauer, 2003, p. 9).“
Despite, the benefits of program evaluation (Murray, 2000), however, efforts rarely go
beyond those necessary to meet accreditation requirements (Thomas and Loadman,

2001).
Diez (1998) described several teacher preparation programs, meeting various
degrees of success that undertook reform by
Clarifying the outcomes of their programs, developing performance
assessment processes to develop and document the development of student
learning outcomes, developing strategies to involve faculty across the
institution and in PK-12 schools in the reform effort, and designing an
evaluation plan to guide continuous improvement efforts (pp. 2-3).
Murray (2000) noted that quality assurance systems can provide evidence of
effective teacher preparation, and about whether program graduates have “acquired
the knowledge, skills, and dispositions that their academic degree indicates (p. 47).”
While, as Peterson (1980) notes, teacher preparation program evaluation is
often a function of single data sources such as graduate and employer opinion
surveys, and employment rates, a process of systematic evaluation under continuous
quality improvement can assist in determination of areas of strength and areas for
im provem ent (W orthen and Sanders, 1987). Often, as Thom as and Loadm an (2001)

note evaluation is done merely to satisfy accreditation requirements, rather than to
make program improvements.
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In 2003, Dean and Lauer performed a cross-case analysis of the evaluation
processes of NCTAF program award winners “about how teacher education
institutions collect, analyze, and use data to monitor and improve the effectiveness of
their programs (p. 9).” Key findings included determination of the necessary structure
and processes used in effective systematic evaluation. In accord with Sleeter (2007),
the reviewers noted that the structure included clear articulation of program goals and
objectives and development of curriculum that is coherent and aligned with those
goals. In addition, designated individuals or offices carried out the functions
supporting the evaluation process, and PK-12 partners were valuable sources of data.
Finally, formal meetings were scheduled to review and use data in decision-making
for program improvement. Within this structure, the processes most commonly used
were: (1) use of data to make programmatic changes; (2) collaboration and
communication on program design; (3) faculty performance evaluation and hiring
decisions to support the evaluation system; and (4) a continuous quality improvement
approach. (Dean and Lauer, 2003)
Program or process evaluation should be a key component of any teacher
preparation program. In addition, a review of the literature and “wisdom of practice”
responses by survey participants suggested that many factors influence program
quality and effectiveness. Cochran-Smith (2003) designed a framework for
evaluating program design for diversity training that encom passes not only the

findings of Dean and Lauer (2003) and others, but includes consideration of both
internal and external factors in necessary systemic reform and meaningful evaluation.
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The primary goal of this study was to develop a more comprehensive, yet
flexible, evaluation guide to be used by teacher preparation program developers in
program evaluation. In order to do this, the underlying objectives were to determine:
(1) existing and necessary standards for diversity preparation; (2) how these standards
are currently incorporated by successful programs; (3) supports for and constraints
upon incorporation of the standards; (4) effect program design(s); and (5) how
evaluation is currently undertaken.
Once the evaluation guide was developed, it was necessary to determine
sources of data, and appropriate means of data collection and analysis. An existing
program in Elementary certification offered by the Baker College System in Michigan
was used to validate the components in the resultant evaluation guide and to
determine data sources and means of data collection and analysis. This program was
chosen because it is in the process of preparing for independent accreditation and its’
Director and many other data sources were accessible to review. Thus, an incidental
consequence of the study was a baseline evaluation and determination of whether or
not there was sufficient evidence of the presence and implementation of requisite
diversity training standards.

Summary of Analytical Procedures Used

In order to identify the m ost relevant factors or indicators o f influence in

effective teacher preparation design for diversity training, several analytical
procedures were employed. These procedures included a review of the literature, a
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survey o f the “wisdom o f practice” o f those involved with exemplary program design,
case study o f those employing exemplary practices and others, and statistical modeling to
substantiate or refute the literature and “wisdom o f practice.”
Given all o f the above, the following analysis was performed under the heuristic
o f critical race theory, and an adapted philosophy o f multiculturalism, using CochranSmith’s (2003) ‘multiple meanings” framework.

Analytical Synthesis

Table 4.1 synthesizes the results o f statistical modeling, the responses o f survey
participants, and the literature in answering the questions o f the ‘multiple meanings
framework and identifying key environmental considerations in order to form a basis for
developing a comprehensive evaluation tool and correspondent rubrics.
The question column references the framework, the model column identifies the
most statistically significant components o f the predictive model, the survey column
summarizes the key themes noted by survey respondents, and the literature column
summarizes the pertinent literature.
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Table 4.1 Comparative analysis of model and survey results

Question

Model

1. The diversity
question
How is the
increasingly diverse
PK-12 student
population viewed
as a “problem” or
challenge for
teacher
preparation?
What are the
desirable solutions?

Construction of
diversity (diversity) is
statistically
significant in
influencing the
success of teacher
preparation for
diversity (Table
4.2(a)).

2. The ideology
question
“What images of
American society
... and notions of
social justice are
assumed in
policies, practices,
and research
(Cochran-Smith,
2003,p . 11)?”
3. The knowledge
question
“What knowledge,
interpretive
frameworks,
beliefs, and
attitudes are
necessary to teach
diverse populations
effectively
(Cochran-Smith,
2003, p . 12)?”

The answer to the
ideology question is
reflected in answers
to all other questions.

Reflected in their
program design and
delivery,
curriculum design,
candidate
recruitment and
performance
assessment

Exposure to a broad
base in liberal arts
and a variety of
perspectives on
subject matter
(subj_cont) is
statistically
significant in
influencing the
success of teacher
preparation for
diversity.

What candidates
should know
Opportunities for
critical self
reflection and
confrontation of
personal and
institutional biases
—both faculty and
candidates

Survey
“Wisdom of
practice”
Includes difference
in race/ethnicity,
socio-economic
status, gender,
ability, and
language (Table
4.2(a))

Literature

Range of perspectives - from narrow, bipolar
view of differences to
broad, intersecting
differences commonly
bonded by the force of
marginalization or
subordination
Acting against deficitbased models of
remediation for
underserved students
Contextually
responsive, strengthsbased teaching and
learning
A paradigmatic
continuum Education as
meritocratic,
assimilationist, and
exclusionary
Education as liberating
and empowering,
pluralistic, and
inclusive
From restrictive
construction of
knowledge to
transformative
Subject matter along
with cultural ‘funds of
knowledge’
Critical reflection and
confrontation of biases
Competencies and
standards
NCTAF - strong
academic preparation
and firm understanding
of how children learn
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Table 4.1 - Continued

Question

Model

Survey
“Wisdom of
practice”
Need for
extended,
MEANINGFUL
practicum, and
field experiences

4. The teacher learning
question
“How do teachers
learn to teach diverse
populations, and what,
in particular, are the
pedagogies of teacher
preparation (i.e.,
coursework
assignments, readings,
field experiences) that
make that learning
possible (CochranSmith, 2003, p. 13)?”

Field experiences within
collaborative
partnerships (part) in
areas where candidates
are exposed to a variety
of difference (comp32
and ayp) - particularly
with regard to socio
economic status, ability,
and language are
statistically significant in
influencing the success
of teacher preparation for
diversity.

5. The practice
question
“What are the
competencies and
pedagogical skills
teacher need to teach
diverse populations
effectively (CochranSmith, 2003, p. 13)?”
6 . The recruitment and
selection question
“What candidates
should be recruited
and selected for the
teaching force
(Cochran-Smith, 2003,
p. 14)?”

Opportunities to integrate
a variety of pedagogical
approaches (cspa) are
statistically significant in
influencing the success
of teacher preparation for
diversity.

What candidates
should be able to
do
Alignment of
theory and
practice

A combination of
admissions requirements
(gpa, gng_spat) and
recruitment strategies to
diversify (mr2 ) the
candidate pool are
statistically significant in
influencing the success
of teacher preparation for
diversity.

Consideration of
the needs of PK12 students and
pre-service
candidates

Literature

Learning occurs
both formally and
informally over a
lifetime
Moving from
traditional
‘transmission
models’ to
inquiry-based
models
N C T A Fextensive clinical
practice to allow
development of
effective teaching
skills and
strategies
Competencies and
standards
Cultural or
contextual
relevance

Strong arguments
for diversification
of the teaching
force to represent
the composition
of the PK-12
classrooms
Backlash against
affirmative action
and race-based
admissions and
scholarships in
higher education
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Table 4.1 - Continued

Question

Model

7. The outcomes
question
“What should the
consequences or
outcomes of teacher
preparation be, and how,
by whom, and for what
purposes should these
outcomes be assessed
(Cochran-Smith, 2003,
p. 14)?”

Candidate
performance is
currently measured in
a variety of ways,
primarily through
passing a standardized
certification exam
Institutions may
analyze portfolios and
evaluations of field
experiences

8 . The coherence
question
“To what degree are the
answers to the other
questions connected to
and coherent with one
another and how are
diversity issues
positioned in relation to
other issues (CochranSmith, 2003, p. 15)?”

The construction of
diversity and its
position in relation to
other issues is
statistically significant
in determining
successful
incorporation of
standards for diversity
training

Survey
“Wisdom of
practice”
Consideration of
the needs of PK12 students and
pre-service
candidates

Alignment of
pedagogical
practice with
content mastery
Need to
overcome
personal and
institutional
biases,
prejudices, and
stereotyping

Literature

“Highly-qualified”
High expectations,
high standards,
high levels of
achievement of all
PK-12 students
N C T A Fassessment of
program
effectiveness
Currently lacking
the direct
connection
between
preparation and
PK-12 student
achievement and
attainment
Diversity issues
must be central
rather than
peripheral
Recognition needs
to be infused
throughout course
and fieldwork
rather than
contained in
seminars or single
courses
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Table 4.1 - Continued

Question

9. Institutional
capacity
The culture of the
institutions or
organizations that
sponsor teacher
preparation that
either works to
support preparation
for diversity or to
constrain it
(Cochran -Smith,
2003)

Model

Formation of strong,
collaborative partnerships
(part) and use of available
government funding for
initiatives in partnership
and technological
advances, and fostering
necessary longitudinal
research (gng_grant) are
statistically significant in
influencing the success of
teacher preparation for
diversity.

Survey
“Wisdom of
practice”
Candidates’
exposure to
committed
mentors and role
models
Collaboration
between
departments and
among
cooperating PK12 institutions
and agencies
Funding of
institutional and
candidate
endeavors

Literature

Institutional culture
drives results
(Villegas and Lucas,
2002)
Shared philosophy
and norms that guide
curriculum
development, and
provide students with
context-relevant
opportunities to learn
(Sleeter, 2007)
Supports for adequate
preparation for
diversity institutional
leadership,
recruitment and
retention efforts, and
curriculum
transformation to
support diversity
(Price and Valli,
1998)
Active recruitment of
faculty of color,
professional
development
opportunities, and
collaborative
partnerships with
diverse populations
(Melnick and
Zeichner, 1997, 1998)
Constraints - lack of
congruity between
institutional mission
and policies about
race, and affirmative
action and purpose of
teacher preparation
unit (Gollnick, 1992
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Table 4.1 - Continued

Question

Model

10. Family and
community involvement
“Interactions between
the teacher preparation
institution/program and
local families,
communities, and
support agencies
(Cochran-Smith, 2003,
P- 18)”

11. The legal and
regulatory environment
“Requirements for
teacher preparation
stipulated by agencies
that govern and evaluate
programs, voluntarily or
involuntarily (CochranSmith, 2003, p. 18)”

Governmental
and non
governmental
regulations are
a “fact of life”
The PK-12
institutions
operate in a
highly litigious
environment

Survey
“Wisdom of
practice”
Recognition of
employer, PK-12
students and
community needs

Cognizance of
the legal and
regulatory
environment in
which PK-12
education
operates
Understanding
and
incorporation of
state PK-12
curricular
standards

Literature

Family involvement may
be more important than
family structure, socio
economic status, race,
parental level of education,
or family size in helping
students succeed
academically (Becker and
Epstein, 1982; Clark,
1983; Comer, 1980, 1988;
Davis, 1992; Epstein,
1986, 1990; HooverDempsey, Battaito,
Walker, Reed, DeJong,
and Jones, 2001; Lee,
1994; Scott-Jones, 1986,
1987; Simon, 2000; Van
Voorhis, 2000)
Communities have
resources that combine
with and extend beyond
family and school to help
improve student learning
(Boyd and Crowson, ;
Heath and McLaughlin,
1987)
NCATE, TEAC, MDE,
ACEI, CEC, TESOL
Alexander and Alexander,
2005
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Table 4.1 - Continued

Question

Model

12. The socio
political
environment
The larger social,
economic, and
political context
in which all is
embedded
(Cochran-Smith,
2003)

Opportunities for interaction
with a variety of individuals of
different backgrounds and
experiences, formation of
partnerships, along with the
partner school’s ayp status and
composition of students living in
poverty, with disabilities, and
for whom English is not the
primary language in the home
are statistical significant in
determining successful
incorporation of standards for
diversity training

Survey
“Wisdom of
practice”
Ample
opportunity for
interaction with
diverse
populations faculty/staff, PK12 students,
families,
community

Literature

Backlash against
affirmative
action and racebased
admissions and
scholarships in
higher education

This review suggests a number of things. First, there is a high level of
consensus among the model, the “wisdom of practice,” and the literature on program
design and delivery. This is particularly true in the areas of partnership development,
subject matter mastery, pedagogical competence and practice, and opportunities for
extended field experiences. The response to the diversity question recognizes the need
to address the impact of differences on the learning process and is influential in
determining successful program design and delivery. As Wilson, Floden, and FerriniMundi (2003) noted, there is little substantive evidence that stringent program
entrance requirements or selective screening of candidates adds to the success of the
programs. Because a variety of assessments are used by the majority of the
institutions studied, there is also no conclusive proof that one method of evaluating
candidate performance is preferable to another. Overall, there is support for Sleeter
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(2007) and Cochran-Smith’s (2003) contention that coherence in planning is critical
to success.

Results and Analysis of Analytical Procedures

In order to build a predictive model for incorporation of diversity training into
pre-service teacher preparation, the structure of a sample of existing programs was
reviewed to determine the most influential factors. The sample was selected using a
combination of purposive and random sampling techniques. A total of forty (40)
programs were identified in the literature as employing exemplary practices in several
areas of teacher preparation for diversity (NCTAF, 2000; Zeichner, 2000). These
practices included recruitment and retention of diverse faculty and program
candidates, diversity training, contextual teaching and learning, and providing novice
teachers with induction and mentoring support in the first two years of teaching. In
addition, ten (10) institutions that are participating in the longitudinal study of the
impact of teacher preparation for diversity on PK-12 student achievement and
attainment were also identified (TNE, 2007,
http://www.teachersforanewera.org/index.cfm?fuseaction=home.institutions). These
fifty (50) programs (found in Table 2.2) were purposively selected for review. The
remainder of the sample of 126 (or seventy-six programs) was selected at random
from the population o f institutions currently accredited by either the N ational Council

for Accreditation of Teacher Education programs (NCATE) or the Teacher Education
Accreditation Council (TEAC) using a random number table. Potential factors and
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indicator (explanatory) variables were identified and proxy measures derived based on
a review of the literature and “wisdom of practice” as determined from content
analysis of survey responses.

Analysis of Responses to Open-Ended Surveys

In order to substantiate, refute, or expound on the literature in determining
factors of significant influence in design of exemplary teacher preparation programs, a
total of 252 open-ended surveys were e-mailed to individuals identified as expert
under a variety of criteria. The survey was targeted primarily to those with extensive
publications in the areas of multicultural education, teacher quality, or teacher
preparation for diversity AND affiliation with a program identified as employing
exemplary practices in training teacher for diversity in the PK-12 classroom. These
individuals are actively employed in a variety of capacities by 50 institutions across
the country.
The total response rate was 112 (44%), with 106 individuals (42%)
completing the survey, and six (6) individuals (2%) declining participation. Fortythree (43) of fifty (50) institutions (86%) identified as employing exemplary practices
in teacher preparation and/or participating in the Teachers for a New Era Project were
represented.
The responses supported an evolving definition o f diversity in the PK-12

classroom, highlighted important program planning and implementation
considerations for teacher preparation, noted prevalent supports for and constraints
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upon the novice teacher’s ability to use what they learn in their first years of teaching.
In addition, many noted the critical need for data- and research-based decision
making, and the importance of an outcomes-based accountability system in program
development and implementation, as well as the general lack of induction support
provided by the institution for program graduates.
Demographically, respondents were 69% female and 31% male. In addition,
they were 70% White, 13% Black/African American, 12% Hispanic, 2% Asian, and
3% Bi- or Multi-racial/cultural. They are employed in a variety of capacities within
teacher preparation, including professorial, administrative, and consulting. The
average number of years spent by these individuals in a PK-12 setting was 9 years and
in a post-secondary institution was 16 years.
Participants were asked to delineate the most important considerations for
designing teacher preparation programs that incorporate training for diversity. Several
key themes emerged that corresponded with the literature. They deemed it necessary
to consider the needs of potential candidates, PK-12 students, employers, and
surrounding communities (Becker and Epstein, 1982; Clark, 1983; Comer, 1980,
1988; Davies, 1992; Epstein, 1986, 1987). An outcomes-based vision of the ideal
“end product” - a confident, qualified novice teacher, able to reach out to all students
- is important (Cochran-Smith, 1991, 1995, 1998; Imig, 2000; Ladson-Billings, 1995;
Oakes and Lipton, 1999; Smylie, Bay, and Tozer, 1999; W ise, 1999).

Table 4.2a depicts the breakdown by gender and ethnicity as disclosed, of
responses by key theme that were noted by a majority of respondents (>50%).
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Important considerations in program design, in rank order, thus included: (1) the
needs of PK-12 students and pre-service candidates (70%); (2) what a candidate
should know and be able to do (63%); (3) the influence of regulations (59%); (4) the
needs of potential employers and surrounding communities (56%); and (5)
incorporation of state curriculum standards for PK-12 education (54%).

Table 4.2a Factors cited as program design considerations

1
Student needs
- PK-12 and
pre-service
candidates

Factors

Total
o
II
s
s
II

Male
Female
ll
a
White
n = 74
Black
n = 14
Hispanic
n = 13
Asian
n=2
Bi/multiracial
or cultural
n=3

3
Regulations

74/106
70%

2
“End product”
- what a
candidate
should know
and be able to
do
67/106
63%

63/106
59%

59/106
56%

57/106
54%

23/33
70%
52/73
71%
50/74
68%
9/14
64%
13/13
100%
1/2
50%
2/3
75%

20/33
61%
47/73
64%
54/74
73%
9/14
64%
11/13
85%
1/2
50%
2/3
75%

19/33
57%
43/73
59%
45/74
61%
3/14
21%
10/13
77%
2/2
100%
1/3
34%

16/33
48%
43/73
59%
39/74
53%
5/14
36%
11/13
85%
2/2
100%
2/3
75%

17/33
52%
41/73
56%
43/74
58%
2/14
14%
10/13
77%
2/2
100%
1/3
34%

4
Employer
and
community
needs

5
State
curriculum
standards for
PK-12

There must be consideration of government regulations and state PK-12
curriculum standards (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004). As posited by Sleeter (2007),
coherent integration of theory and practice and logical sequencing of courses is
necessary to allow both content and pedagogical mastery that minimize
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marginalization o f underrepresented students. To a lesser extent, potential candidates’
background and lived experience may be a factor for consideration. This refutes the
literature somewhat, as many note that the personal lived experience o f candidates and
the characteristics o f a preparation program interact to shape individual beliefs and
practices (Canella and Reif, 1995; Kesner, 2000; Pohan, 1996; Smith, Moallem, and
Sherrill, 1997; Zulich, Bean, and Herrick, 1992). One might have expected this to be
mentioned more often.
The conceptual model o f factors o f influence on the incorporation o f diversity
training into teacher preparation programs was suggested by Cochran-Smith’s (2003)
framework for analysis o f program design. She purports that design and delivery o f
teacher preparation programs are a result o f how developers respond to eight salient
questions about diversity and to the internal and external environments in which
programs operate. Sleeter (2007) concurs as she further suggests that success is a function
o f coherence. Thus, in conjunction with survey respondents’ perceptions, it was initially
hypothesized that program design was a function o f several factors and/or indicators that
respond to the questions and environment as follow.
Figure 4.1 Conceptual Model

Program design (y, or successl) = /o f coherence among, construction of diversity (xO + ideology about the
purpose of education (x2) + program structure and delivery, including field experiences (x3) + program
curricular design (X4) + candidate performance assessment (x5) + candidate recruitment and selection (x6) +
institutional capacity (x7) + relationships with local communities (x8) + governmental and non
governmental regulations (x9) + socio-political climate (xi0).
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Based upon a review of the literature within the Cochran-Smith (2003)
framework, proxy measurements were derived for the dependent variable (program
‘success’) and for each factor, some comprised of several indicators. The binary proxy
for program success (y, success 1) was based on an average (mean) of the indicators
for accreditation status (NCATE, 2007; TEAC, 2007), exemplary practice (NCTAF,
2000; Zeichner, 2000), and aggregate pass rates (U.S. Department of Education,
2006) on required state examinations for certification. Accreditation status was
categorical and ranged from 0 (none) - 5 (full). Exemplary practice was identified as
0 = not identified in the literature or 1 = identified in the literature. The National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) has set a review standard
for the institutional aggregate pass rate of 80% or above, and this criteria was used to
code pass rates - 0 = < 80%; 1 = >= 80%. If the total of the underlying indicators
equaled or exceeded the average (mean) of 4, the program was coded a “success” or 1.
If the total of the underlying indicators was less than the average (mean) of 4, the
program was coded “unacceptable” or 0.
It is interesting to note that in addition to the 50 institutions identified in the
literature as employing exemplary practices, a total of 57 (or seven other) of the 126
institutions actually were identified as “successes.” Table 2.2, Exemplary programs
and practices depicted in Chapter 2 summarized the institutions identified in the
literature for exem plary practices. The additional institutions identified in analysis

included the University of Michigan at Ann Arbor; Towson University in Maryland;
Saginaw Valley State University in Michigan; Indiana State University; George Fox
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University in Oregon; Coppin State University in Maryland; and Bowling Green State
University in Ohio.
To determine the responses to the question of how diversity is constructed as a
“problem” or “challenge” in the design of teacher preparation (Cochran-Smith, 2003),
the conceptual frameworks of the various departments and responses of survey
participants were reviewed. The literature suggested that the construction of diversity
in most programs “perpetuates a status quo, shaped and contorted by ethnicity and
deficient theoretical understandings (Yeo, 1997. pp. 164-165).” The status quo,
according to Ladson-Billings (1994) and Villegas and Lucas (2002), allows pre
service candidates to be indoctrinated or reinforced in their view of diversity as a
deficiency to be remedied or accommodated. Sleeter (2007) noted that most White
pre-service candidates “bring virtually no conceptual framework for understanding
inequalities other than the deficit one (p. 3).”

Defining diversity

In order to better understand problem construction and its manifestation in
exemplary program design, survey participants were asked to define diversity in the
context of the PK-12 classroom and teacher preparation. While respondents were
nearly unanimous in constructing diversity in the current PK-12 classroom to
encom pass race, ethnicity, socio-econom ic status and gender, it is interesting to note

that gender was often mentioned as an afterthought. Exceptionality (or difference in
physical and mental ability) was mentioned less often as was language and linguistic
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difference. Yet these students also experience substantial achievement gaps compared
to students who do not differ in these characteristics (U.S. Department of Education,
2005). The overall construction generally substantiates a narrower definition of
diversity or epistemic bias (Grant, Elsbree, and Fondree, 2004) that might begin to
explain its’ inverse correlation with successful program design and delivery (Table
4.4(a)). Other factors mentioned included religion, learning styles; values and mores;
and home environment and psychopathologies.
As noted by a majority (>50%) of respondents, broken down by gender and
ethnicity as disclosed, the definition or construction of diversity by survey
respondents as depicted in Table 4.2b encompasses differences attributable to: (1)
race/ethnicity; gender; socio-economic status (99%); (2) physical and mental ability
(79%); (3) sexual orientation (70%); (4) language and linguistics (56%).

Table 4.2b Definition or construction of diversity

Defining
diversity
Total
II

Vc
©
t-H

e

II

9

Male
n = 33
Female
White
n = 74
Black
n = 14
Hispanic
n = 13
Asian
n=2
Bi/multiracial
or cultural
n=3

1
Race, Ethnicity,
SES, and Gender
105/106
99%
32/33
97%
73/73
100%
71/74
96%
14/14
100%
13/13
100%
2/2
100%
3/3
100%

2
Physical and
Mental Ability
84/106
79%
20/33
61%
63/73
86%
56/74
76%
11/14
79%
10/13
77%
2/2
100%
3/3
100%

3
Sexual
Orientation
74/106
70%
19/33
57%
55/73
75%
50/74
68%
10/14
71%
7/13
53%
2/2
100%
3/3
100%

4
Language and
linguistics
59/106
56%
14/33
42%
46/73
63%
41/74
56%
8/14
57%
6/13
46%
1/2
50%
2/3
75%
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Many respondents (83%, per Table 4.2e) cited a need for programs to allow
opportunities for both faculty and candidates to confront both personal and
institutional biases and prejudices toward difference and diversity. Thus, it was
hypothesized that successful programs were somehow beginning to challenge the
status quo as suggested by critical race theorists (Solorzano and Yosso, 2002) by
recognizing diversity as ‘the impact on the teaching and learning processes of
perceptions about differences in race, ethnicity, socio-economic status, gender,
physical and mental ability, sexual preference, and language.’
This review suggested that, as Sleeter (2007) alludes, the program developers’
construction of diversity would be represented by program focus. This varied from 0
= no focus on multiculturalism, diversity, or exceptionality; 1 = focus either on
multiculturalism and diversity OR exceptionality; to 2 = comprehensive focus on
multiculturalism, diversity, and exceptionality.
Ideology as defined by Apple (1979) as, “the formation of consciousness of
the individuals in a society, particularly their consciousness about how the society
works (p. 2).” The answers to the question of ideology move along a continuum from
viewing education as meritocratic, assimilationist, and exclusionary to viewing it as
liberating and empowering, pluralistic, and inclusive. Thus, responses to the ideology
question were considered to be manifested as the proxies of a combination of factors
—conceptualization o f diversity, program structure, curricular design, perform ance

assessment, candidate recruitment and selection, and institutional capacity. This was
represented as a combined ‘score’ of these individual factors for the institution.
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The knowledge question centers on determining the “interpretive frameworks,
beliefs, and attitudes that are considered necessary to teach diverse populations
effectively (Cochran-Smith, 2004, p. 947).” The responses move from a very narrow
and restrictive view of dominant or mainstream knowledge construction to the
concept of transformative knowledge that includes the voices of dissent (J.A. Banks,
2004). Thus, it was hypothesized that program structure and curricular design embody
the developers’ response to this question.

Program planning and implementation

Survey participants were asked to indicate the most important considerations
for program planning and implementation. In agreement with Sleeter (2007) and
others, there was general consensus on the need for extended, well-planned practicum
and field experiences that allowed for interaction with diverse populations. The
opportunity for both faculty and candidates to engage in self- and interactive
reflection on field experiences and to engage in peer problem-solving was also
deemed important. While the responses fell along a continuum that ranged from
recognition that reflection and cooperative problem-solving could enhance practice to
realization of the need for reflection to allow confrontation of biases and
understanding of institutionalized policies and practices that perpetuate constraints on
the candidates’ ability to teach for social justice. This suggests that rather than merely

espousing the term “reflective practitioner” as a conceptual orientation (Feiman-
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Nemser, 1990), many respondents actually believe in the power of using critical
reflection to both confront biases and guide practice.
Table 4.2(c) depicts the breakdown by gender and ethnicity as disclosed, of
responses by key theme noted by a majority (> 50%) of respondents. In rank order,
these included: (1) extended opportunities for quality field experiences (88%); (2)
opportunities for both faculty and candidates to engage in self- and interactive
reflection on experiences in the field and peer problem-solving (62%); (3) alignment
of pedagogical approaches with content mastery: (4) and authentic assessment of
candidates performance (i.e., faculty observation and candidate portfolio development
- 59%).

Table 4.2c Program components

Program
Components

Total
n = 106
Male
n = 33
Female
II
Cl

White
n = 74
Black
n = 14
Hispanic
N = 13
Asian
n=2
Bi/multiracial
or cultural
n=3

1
Extended,
meaningful
practicum and
field experiences
93/106
88%
24/33
73%
68/73
93%
63/74
85%
12/14
86%
13/13
100%
2/2
100%
3/3
100%

2
Reflection and
interactive
problem
solving
66/106
62%
14/33
42%
50/73
68%
45/74
61%
8/14
56%
13/13
100%
1/2
50%
1/3
34%

3
Alignment of
pedagogical
practice with
content mastery
63/106
59%
20/33
61%
42/73
58%
47/74
64%
9/14
64%
11/13
85%
1/2
50%
1/3
34%

4
Authentic
assessment of
candidate
performance
53/106
50%
14/33
43%
39/73
53%
39/74
53%
2/14
14%
10/13
77%
1/2
50%
2/3
75%
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The need for coherent sequencing of program components to allow alignment
of content mastery with pedagogy was noted again. The use of a variety of
assessments to evaluate candidate performance was also cited.
Responses to the questions of teacher learning and practice were hypothesed
to be reflected in program structure and curricular design as well. Learning occurs
both formally and informally (Cortes, 2004). Mezirow (1991) purports that
individuals construct ‘meaning systems’ based on experience. Thus, well-planned
field experiences were presumed to be critical. Practice requires a delicate balance
among epistemology, an understanding of how children develop and learn, an ability
to analyze the effects of various life experiences on the learning process, mastering
content or subject matter to be taught, and adapting pedagogy and assessment to the
diversity of the composition of the classroom (Cochran-Smith, 2003).
Program structure was proxied by the underlying indicators of program
delivery (Darling-Hammond, 2004; Levine, 2006), field or clinical components, and
degree type or program length. Program delivery ranged from 1 = non-traditional,
non-college or university based (alternative routes); 2 = non-traditional, college- or
university-based (alternative routes); 3 = traditional, college- or university-based; to 4
= professional development school models. The field component was noted as either
none = 0; 1 = standard semester of student teaching; 2 = extended, with observation,
practicum , and student teaching in settings w ith diverse learners; and 3 = requirem ent

for immersion experiences in the community or culture as Sleeter (2007) suggests.
The level of degree, a ‘structural alternative,’ according to Feiman-Nemser (1990)
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ranged from 0 = alternative route; 1 = Bachelor degree; 2 = 5th year; to 3 = M aster’s
degree.
Additionally, underlying the factor curricular design, indicators included
requirements for subject matter and educational foundation core coursework, the level
of infusion of multicultural, diversity or exceptionality courses or themes, and the
opportunities for candidates to put theory to practice by applying content-specific
pedagogical approaches in classroom settings. Subject matter as defined by state and
national accrediting bodies and professional organizations ranged from 0 = no
extensive subject matter core requirement to 3 = extensive liberal arts base.
Educational foundations, as established by professional organizations, including child
development, philosophy of education, and the value of community and family
involvement in support of academic achievement and attainment ranged from 1 =
basic to 3 = advanced. The level of infusion of multicultural, diversity, and/or
exceptionality themes and coursework ranged from 0 = none or perfunctory, seminar
type courses to 3 = extended coursework or coherent combination of coursework and
practicum in all areas (Sleeter, 2007; Villegas and Davis, 2007). Opportunities for
application of content-specific pedagogical approaches followed a continuum from 0
= no opportunities to 2 = ample opportunities for extensive exposure.
There is little dispute that diversification of the teaching force gives children
o f color the opportunity to work with racially, culturally, and linguistically sim ilar role

models (Chinn and Wong, 1992; Sianjina, Cage, and Allen, 1996) while providing a
different perspective to their White peers (Eubanks and Weaver, 1999; Villegas and
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Lucas, 2002). There are two general approaches to recruitment and retention of
diverse candidates. One entails recruiting older candidates already in the work force
in a variety of related capacities - paraprofessionals, teacher aides, and substitute
teachers (Clewell and Villegas, 2001; Haberman, 2003; Schumann, 1992). The
contention is that they are more likely to do well in urban or diverse settings based on
their maturity level and experience. The other entails beginning recruitment efforts as
early as middle school and giving exposure to service learning and the teaching
profession throughout high school (Riley, 1998; Sianjana et al, 1996). It was also
noted that a ‘Catch-22’ situation occurs in the pipeline due to the academic
achievement and attainment gaps experienced by underrepresented populations. To
determine responses to the recruitment and selection question, the departments’
recruitment practices were proxied by the underlying indicators of institutional
focus/policy, level of selectivity, and program admissions criteria.
The institutions’ focus/policy followed from 0 = no focus on recruiting
individuals of diverse backgrounds and abilities; to 2 = extensive efforts in the area of
recruitment and retention of individuals of diverse backgrounds. The selectivity of
institutions and programs was measured from 0 = open to 2 = highly selective.
Selectivity was a function of admissions requirements such as GPA, standardized test
scores, written essays, letters of recommendation, previous service learning
experiences w ith children, and/or interviews. GPA requirem ents were either 0 = none

set or 1 = either set or based on all applicants’ overall performance. Standardized
testing entailed having no requirement, coded 0; or requiring either institutionally
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developed measurements, coded with 1 or nationally developed tests such as Praxis
I® PSST or GRE, coded with 2. If written essays, letters of recommendation, previous
service learning experience with children, and/or interviews were required, the level
of selectivity was increased by one classification.
Responses to the outcomes question reflect the relative importance placed on
producing candidates that perform as intended (Imig, 2000; Wise, 1999). To respond
to the outcomes question, in addition to determining the institutional aggregate pass
rates of candidates on certification examinations, the types of assessment used to
evaluated candidates’ performance were reviewed. Types of assessment ranged from 0
= none; 1 = traditional, paper/pen testing; to 2 = combination of traditional and
authentic such as portfolio development.
The response to the coherence question rests in “the degree to which [all of the
other questions] are connected to and coherent across one another and how [diversity]
issues are positioned in relation to other issues (Cochran-Smith et al, 2004, p. 947).”
Sleeter (2007) describes coherence in this regard as “well-planned ... programs that
can make an impact that persists beyond pre-service preparation (p. 7).” There is thus,
she purports a common ideology and a program design that integrates course
sequencing and correspondent fieldwork to both “build pre-service candidates’
pedagogical skill and conceptual foundations (p. 8).” Issues of diversity must be
considered central to program developm ent, integrated throughout course- and field

work and a major part of candidate evaluation and assessment (Nieto, 2000; Nieto and
Rolen, 1997; Sleeter, 2007; Villegas and Lucas, 2002). Thus, responses to this
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question are embedded, much as for ideology in conceptualization of diversity,
program structure, curricular design, performance assessment, candidate recruitment
and selection, and institutional capacity.
To describe the internal and external environment as classified by CochranSmith (2003), factors of institutional capacity, relationships with surrounding
communities, governmental and non-governmental regulations, and the socio-political
environment were proxied.
Price and Valli (1998) noted that institutional leadership, recruitment and
retention efforts, and efforts in curricular transformation in support of diversity were
critical. In addition, Melnick and Zeichner (1997,1998) identified active recruitment
of faculty of color, professional development of teacher educators, and partnerships
with diverse populations as having positive impact on teacher preparation. Common
constraints were identified as a lack of congruity between institutional mission,
policies on affirmative action, and departmental conceptualization of diversity (Elijah,
2001; O ’Loughlin, 2001; Talbert-Johnson and Tillman, 1999; Villegas et al, 1995;
Zeichner and Hoeft, 1996).

Supports and constraints

Survey participants were asked to note what, in his/her estimation, represented
the m ost influential supports for and constraints on a candidate’s ability to apply what

they learn.
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Table 4.2d depicts the breakdown by gender and ethnicity as disclosed, of
responses by key theme that were noted by a majority of respondents (>50%) Major
supports included, in rank order: (1) ample and quality opportunities for interaction
with diverse faculty, staff, colleagues, and PK-12 students, families, and communities
(87%); (2) exposure to committed mentors and role models (79%); (3) opportunities
for collaboration among institutional departments and/or between cooperating
institutions and agencies (71%); (4) adequate funding sources for both institutional
and candidate endeavors (55%).

Table 4.2d Supports for candidate application of learning

Supports

Total
n = 106
Male
n = 33
Female
n = 73
White
n = 74
Black
n = 14
Hispanic
N = 13
Asian
n=2
Bi/multiracial
or cultural
n=3

1
Opportunities for
exposure to diverse
populations - faculty,
staff, colleagues, and PK12 students
92/106
87%
27/33
82%
63/73
86%
64/74
86%
12/14
86%
13/13
100%
1/2
50%
3/3
100%

2
Mentors and role
models; Qualified
and committed
faculty

3
Internal and
external
collaboration

4
Adequate
funding

84/106
79%
23/33
70%
59/73
81%
60/74
81%
9/14
64%
13/13
100%
1/2
50%
2/3
75%

75/106
71%
21/33
64%
55/73
75%
53/74
72%
9/14
64%
11/13
85%
2/2
100%
2/3
75%

58/106
55%
16/33
48%
41/73
56%
39/74
53%
8/14
57%
10/13
77%
1/2
50%
2/3
75%
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These factors tend to substantiate the findings of Cabello, Eckmeir, and
Baghieri (1995) that programs designed specifically to prepare teachers for diversity
in the classroom tend to be supported by: (1) collaboration, both internal and external;
(2) extended field opportunities; and (3) cohort reflective exchanges about field
experiences. Other items mentioned included: institutional, administrative, and
faculty commitment to quality teaching and learning for all, and the existence of
social support systems for candidates.
As a whole, these factors tend to substantiate the literature that identifies
institutional leadership, recruitment and retention of diverse faculty, and partnerships
or extended exposure to and collaboration with diverse populations as having positive
impact on teacher preparation (Melnick and Zeichner, 1997,1998; Price and Valli,
1998).
One respondent noted that while it is important to provide novice teachers
with induction support in their first two to three years of teaching, programs that have
been designed and implemented create a “Catch-22” by taking resources away from
supervision and mentoring of pre-service candidates. A particular statewide induction
program offering payment and other incentives to teachers who assist in the induction
program makes them more apt to participate in that critical endeavor, rendering them
unavailable to supervise and mentor pre-service candidates.
Table 4.2e depicts the breakdow n by gender and ethnicity as disclosed, of

responses by key theme that were noted by a majority of respondents (>50%). Primary
constraints on candidates’ ability to use what they learn in PK-12 classrooms include,
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in rank order: (1) personal and institutional biases, prejudice, and stereotyping (83%);
and (2) incoherent alignment of content mastery with pedagogical approach (61%).
The literature suggests that institutional policies about race and affirmative
action often create conflict between institutional agendas and appropriate teacher
preparation for diversity (Elijah, 2001; O ’ Loughlin, 2001; Talbert-Johnson and
Tillman, 1999; and Zeichner and Hoeft, 1996). The recognition of the need for
candidates to overcome personal and institutional biases, prejudices, and stereotyping
by respondents would tend to substantiate that constraint.

Table 4.2e Constraints on candidates’ application of learning

Constraints

S3
II

Total
n = 106
Male
n = 33
Female
White
n = 74
Black
n = 14
Hispanic
N = 13
Asian
n=2
Bi/multiracial or
cultural
n=3

1
Need to overcome personal and
institutional biases, prejudices and
stereotyping
88/106
83%
27/33
825
59/73
81%
56/74
76%
13/14
93%
11/13
85%
1/2
50%
2/3
75%

2
Incoherent alignment of content
and pedagogical approaches
Theory versus practice
65/106
61%
21/33
64%
46/73
63%
47/74
64%
9/14
64%
10/13
77%
0/2
0%
2/3
75%

In addition, Cabello, Eckmeir, and Baghieri (1995) noted that systemic
cultural differences between that preparation institution and partner schools were
common constraints. This is somewhat substantiated by respondents in their
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identification of the inability of candidates to align subject matter mastery with
contextually appropriate pedagogical approaches as a constraint.
Respondents also mentioned that standardized testing for teacher certification
often forces a focus on the theoretical rather than the practical and that candidates are
often not made aware of the realities of the legal environment in which PK-12
institutions operate.
Institutional capacity thus was comprised of the underlying indicators of
institutional control, congruence between institutional mission and departmental
conceptual frameworks, policies for recruiting and retaining departmental faculty,
demographic composition of faculty and candidates, inter-departmental collaboration
in program development, and use of available grant funding to foster collaboration
and integration of technological innovation, and longitudinal study.
Institutional control was either public = 1 or private = 2, and either historically
Black college or university (HBCU) = 1 or not = 0. The level of congruence between
institutional mission and departmental conceptual framework was coded as either 0 =
none, or 1 = congruent. Policies regarding recruitment and retention of qualified,
diverse faculty ranged from 0 = none; 1 = some; to 2 = extensive. Those identified as
2 = extensive were most likely to be operating in professional development school
environments that provided greater opportunities for meaningful professional
development. The dem ographic com position o f faculty and candidates varied

substantially, and substantiated the contention of many that there is a disproportionate
amount of minority faculty relative to minority students/candidates. The minority
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faculty composition ranged from a low of 11% to a high of 40%, while the minority
candidate composition ranged from a low of 10% to a high of 95%. The average
(mean) minority faculty composition was 20% and the average (mean)
student/candidate population was 35%. The composition was noted as high minority =
1, when faculty composition was greater than or equal to 20% and student
composition was greater than or equal to 35% or low minority = 0, when faculty
composition was less than 20% and student composition was less than 35%. The level
of collaboration among departments in program development ranged from 0 = none; 1
= limited; 2 = moderate; to 3 = extensive. The use of grant funding for endeavors in
fostering collaborative partnerships, technological innovation, or longitudinal study
ranged from 0 = none, 1 = 1 grant; to 2 = multiple grants.
Studies have recognized the value of cultivating relationships within the
community and with PK-12 students’ families in support of teaching and learning.
Family involvement may be more important than family structure, socio-economic
status, race, parental level of education, or family size in helping students succeed
academically (Becker and Epstein, 1982; Clark, 1983; Comer, 1980, 1988; Davies,
1992; Epstein, 1986, 1990; Hoover-Dempsey, Battaito, Walker, Reed, DeJong, and
Jones, 2001). Communities as a whole have resources that combine with and extend
beyond family and school to help improve student learning (Boyd and Crowson,
1995; H eath and M cLaughlin, 1987). Partnerships characterized by frequent

communication and negotiation can foster improvements (Adger, 2001; Dryfoos,
1994; Epstein, 1995; Sanders and Harvey, 2000).
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Relationships with communities were proxied by the existence of
collaborative partnerships with PK-12 institutions, and faculty and candidate
opportunities to interact with families and support agencies, and within communities.
The existence of collaborative partnerships ranged from 0 = none; 1 = some, but
primarily for placement of student teachers; 2 = collaborative, allowing placements
for observations, practicum, and student teaching; to 3 = professional development
school model collaborations. Faculty and candidate opportunities to interact with
families and support agencies, and within communities were coded from 0 = none; 1
= some; 2 = extensive.
Governmental and non-governmental regulations are described by CochranSmith et al (2004) as the “requirements for teacher preparation [as] stipulated by the
agencies that govern and evaluate programs and approaches [to teacher preparation]
either involuntarily or voluntarily (p. 948).” Thus, this factor included proxies for
program accreditation requirements, program admissions requirements, degree and/or
credit hour requirements, specification of required coursework, requirements for
practicum or student teaching experiences, and set curricular standards for PK-12
education. Program accreditation or approval can be required at the state level only,
coded as 1; at the national level only, coded as 2; or jointly by the state and a national
body, coded as 3.
Table 2.3 in Chapter 2 presents the state requirements for initial elementary
teaching certification or licensure (U.S. Department of Education, 2007). Sixty-nine
percent (69%) of the states require that candidates attain at least a Bachelor degree.
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This was coded as either 0 = no; or 1 = yes. Eighty-three percent (83%) of the states
require courses in pedagogy. This was coded as either 0 = no; or 1 = yes. The majority
of the states (54%) do not have credit hour requirements, and this was coded either 0
= no; or 1 = yes.
A majority of states have set program admissions requirements to include GPA
(54%), and a standardized test or assessment (91%). The range of requirements for
GPA includes 0 = none; 1 = discretionary to institution; 2 = 2.2 or above; 3 = 2.5 or
above; to 4 = 3.0 or above. The requirements for standardized testing includes 0 =
none; 1 = discretionary to the institution; 2 = specified by the state; to 3 = Praxis I
PPST. While only 50% of the states require coursework in multiculturalism, diversity
and/or exceptionality, the coursework specifications for multiculturalism, diversity
and/or exceptionality range from 0 = none; 1 = required, but no prescription; 2 =
prescribed number of hours. The other coursework specifications for elementary
certification primarily include requirements for coursework in reading methods and
range from 0 = none; 1 = required, but no prescription; 2 = prescribed course(s); to 3
= prescribed hours. The vast majority of the states (96%) require practicum or student
teaching, thus, this is coded as either 0 = no; or 1 = yes.
The general socio-political environment is intertwined with many of the
aforementioned factors. However, with specific regard to achievement and attainment
gaps, the considerations and proxies in this area included the institutions’ partner

schools’ status under the No Child Left Behind Act’s adequate yearly progress
requirement, demographic compositions of underrepresented populations and
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concentrations of children living in poverty, with disabilities, and for whom English is
not the primary language in the home.
The status of the partner PK-12 school under NCLB’s adequate yearly
progress was designated as either met = 0; not met, but not targeted for improvement
= 1; not, met, targeted for improvement to 3rd year = 2; year(s) in improvement,
corrective action required = 3; and restructuring = 4. The demographic compositions
of underrepresented students and students who were classified as living in poverty,
with disabilities, or for whom English was not the primary language in the home were
expressed in percentages.
Once the most relevant considerations, factors, and proxy indicators were
determined, case study analysis was performed on the selected programs, using the
concept matrices suggested by Padilla (1991) in Tables 4.3(a) through 4.3(d) to
organize the review. The same data was collected for each of the 126 institutions and
the completed matrices appear in Appendices G and H.

Statistical Modeling

A database of all programs was developed containing all variables, and was
loaded to STATA9® software and a process of structural equation modeling under
the model building approach was used to develop the “best fitted,” parsimonious
model. This model building approach starts with the null model and adds paths (or

indicators) one at a time, retaining those which yield a significant chi difference. A
significant chi difference indicates that the increasing complexity of the model is
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better than a simpler one. Goodness-of-fit tests were employed to determine the
consistency of the pattern of variance and covariance in the data. Based on a large
(n>100) sample, confirmatory factor analysis as depicted in Table 4.3 was used to
establish the indicators that seemed to measure the most influential variables. The
resultant model, subjected to logistic regression, is depicted in Table 4.4(a) (Garson,
1998, http://www2.chass.ncsu.edu/garson/pa765/structur.htm).
Table 4.3a is the result of logistic regression (logit) on the principal
components identified in the structural equation modeling and factor analysis.

Table 4.3a Logistic regression - the model
. logit success 1 diversity cspa gng grant part avp gpa comp32 subi contgng spat
note: gpa !- 1 predicts success perfectly
Logistic regression__________Number o f obs =

126

___________________________ LR chi2(81

=

103.48

____________________________Prob > chi2

=

0.0000

Log likelihood = -21.72923_______________________Pseudo R2
success1
diversity

1

Coef.

Std. Err.

z

P>|z|

=

0.7042

195% Conf. Intervall

1-3.1958880

1.2113920

-2.64

0.008

-5.5701740

- 0.8216024

cspa

1 4.5467130

1.2218200

3.72

0.000

2.1519890

6.9414370

gng grant

1 0.9929864

0.4600245

2.16

0.031

0.0913550

1.8946180

part

1 4.7307180

1.3369300

3.54

0.000

2.1103830

7.3510520

avp

1-2.1615990

1.0394510

-2.08

0.038

-4.1988850

-0.1243132

comp32

1 2.6723830

1.0852770

2.46

0.014

0.5453770

4.7993890

subi cont

1 1.3311670

0.5610156

2.37

0.018

0.2315963

2.4307370

gng spat

1-0.8707973

0.4558210

-1.91

0.050

-1.7641900

0.0225954

1-16.437164

4.5911010

-3.58

0.000

-25.4355600 - 7.4387690

cons
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The pseudo R2 is loosely analogous to the R2 correlation coefficient used in
ordinary least squares regression. As a goodness of fit measurement, it gauges how
well estimates capture variability in the data. The closer to 1.000 the value, the higher
the predictive value of the model. In this case, the model predicts approximately 70%
of the variation in the success in program design to incorporate diversity training for
pre-service candidates into teacher preparation programs. All of the indicators
(explanatory variables) were statistically significant at the 95% confidence level with
P>|z| of .05 or less. P>|z| is the p-value which indicates whether coefficients are
statistically significant. Statistical significance is measured as a p-value <.05.
The probability of chi2 = 0.0000 (which is a p-value <= .05) indicates that the
null hypothesis which states that knowing independent or explanatory variables
makes no difference in predicting the dependent variable (success) can be rejected. In
other words, the model as specified with statistically significant explanatory variables
is a better predication of the dependent variable that a null model.
Logistic regression looks at relationships between the independent and
dependent variables rather than at causation. It shows the effects on the logarithm of
the odds of the dependent variable. Positive coefficients increase the chances of
observing a higher success rate (success 1) and negative coefficients decrease the
chances.
The “success” of program s (success 1) reviewed was coded as a binary (0 =

unacceptable; 1 = success or target) based on a combination of the institutions’
accreditation status with regard to incorporation of existing diversity status (none,
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target or exemplary) and the most recent pass rates of its candidates on certification
examinations. Binary, categorical, and ordinal proxy measures were used for indicator
(explanatory) variables as noted in Table 3.1.
Analysis of this model suggest that programs providing exemplary training of
pre-service teachers for increasing diversity (success 1) construct or define diversity as
the ways in which children can differ with regard to race, ethnicity, gender, culture,
language, and ability (diversity). Exposure to opportunities to learn and practice
content-specific pedagogical approaches in the PK-6 classroom (cspa, categorical)
setting is critical. In addition to strategic partnerships (part) with cooperating PK-6
schools, qualification for and use of Title II grants (gng_grant, categorical) in the
areas of collaborative partnership enhancement, integration of technology, and
longitudinal studies of quality are important. Stipulation of a GPA requirement (gpa,
ordinal) by the institution for program admission is highly correlated with program
success. The demographic composition of the PK-6 schools in which the pre-service
candidates observe and practice are influential - particularly those that have higher
concentrations of children in poverty, with disabilities, or for whom English is not the
primary language (comp32, ordinal). In addition, the status of the cooperating school
district in response to the No Child Left Behind Act’s (NCLB) adequate yearly
progress (ayp, binary) requirements is also important. A solid foundation in liberal
arts or general education subjects (subj_cont, categorical) is influential for pre-service

training for elementary school or pre-kindergarten through 6th grade (PK-6) settings.
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Finally, state requirements that program candidates pass either national (Praxis I
PPST ®) or state tests prior to admission (gng_spat, categorical), is also significant.
Variations in the construction of diversity, status of the cooperating school
district’s adequate yearly progress, and requirements for testing prior to program
admission decrease the odds of program success. Thus, as additional differences
factor into the definition of diversity or the level of required improvement or
corrective action under NCLB increase, the odds of program success decrease. As the
level of corrective action required in the partner PK-6 school district increases, the
odds of program success decrease. This is also true for increases in the level of
governmental requirements for testing in program admission decisions. A review of
Table 4.1b suggests however, that, because the relationship is inverse (or negative), as
issues of testing prior to admission to programs are either non-existent or left to the
discretion of the institution, the odds of program success decrease. It might be implied
that, while some programs are more effective in training pre-service teachers for
diversity, none is as effective as it might be.
A candidate’s solid foundation in the liberal arts and opportunities to observe
and apply content-specific pedagogy in a classroom setting increase the odds of
program success. In addition, institutional use of available government grants to foster
collaborations and partnerships or use of technology, and participation in cooperative
partnerships also increase the odds o f program success. M ost interesting, perhaps is

that increases in the percentage of children in the cooperating PK-6 schools who
either live in poverty, with disabilities and/or for whom English is not the primary
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language also increase the odds of program success - likely due to the increased
opportunities candidates have to work with them.
As depicted in Table 4.4b the base indicator variables for modeling were those
with rotated loading factors that exceeded the factors of all others, or (cspa, factor 1);
(part, factor2); (comp33, factor3); and (subj_cont, factor4).Other factors were added
one at a time to determine both impact on the predictive power of the model and
statistical significance.

Table 4.3b Confirmatory factor analysis

Factor analysis/correlation
Method: principal factors
Rotation: orthogonal varimax (Horst off)

Factor |

Factorl
Factor2
Factor3
Factor4

Variance

|
|
|
1

0.75559
0.30736
0.21465
0.10843

Number of obs =
Retained factors =
Number of params =

Difference

Proportion

0.44823
0.09271
0.10621

1.0048
0.4087
0.2854
0.1442

LR test: independent vs. saturated: chi2(28) = 50.64

126
4
26

Cumulative

1.0048
1.4135
1.6989
1.8431
Prob>chi2 = 0.0055

Rotated factor loadings (pattern matrix) and unique variances
Variable | Factorl

Factor2

Factor3

diversity | - 0.0375
0.3312 - 0.0261
cspa | 0.5915 - 0.0189 0.0045
pan |

gng_grant
ayp
comp32
subj_cont
gng_spat

|
|
|
|
|

0 .4 6 3 0

0 .0 5 0 3

Factor4
0.1002
0.0293

| Uniqueness
0.8782
0.6489

0 .1 5 2 7

- 0 .0 3 5 7

0 .7 5 8 5

0.1525
0.0562 -0.1436
0.0833
0.3368
0.2408
0.1921
0.0550 0.3294
-0 .3 3 1 0
0.0524 - 0.0455
0.1158 -0.2691
0.0380

0.2110
- 0.0061
- 0.0484
0.2024
0.0917

0.9084
0.8217
0.8492
0.8447
0.9043
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Table 4.3b —Continued

Factor rotation matrix
| Factorl Factor2 Factor3 Factor4
Factorl
Factor2
Factor3
Factor4

| 0.9604
1-0.1386
| 0.2289
| -0.0776

0.0351
0.9129
0.3212
-0.2493

0.2664
0.3835
-0.7043
0.5347

-0.0736
0.0146
0.5903
0.8037

When added to the base, the resultant model in Table 4.4a had the highest
predictive value and included only the statistically significant variables, thus it was
the most parsimonious. Model components thus included proxy measurements of
internal and external influences. They included: (1) institutional construction of
diversity (diversity); (2) use of government grants to fund enhancement of
partnership, technological innovation, and/or longitudinal research (gng_grant); (3)
the status of partner PK-6 schools under NCLB’s adequate yearly progress (ayp); and
(4) the imposition of regulatory requirements for standardized testing o f program
candidates prior to program admission. Addition of these indicators increased the
predictive power of the base model (from .5512 to .7042). However, the individual
addition of many other indicators in the modeling process increased the model’s
predictive power, but these indicators were not statistically significant.
Program delivery tended either to be either traditional or within a professional
development school, thus adding the indicator (trad_non) increased the predictive
power of the model (.0051 to .7093), but the factor itself was not statistically
significant (P>|z| = .358, not < .05). A majority of the programs offered both the
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standard student teaching experience along with opportunities for observation and
practicum throughout coursework, thus adding (field) also increased the predictive
power of the model (.0072 to .7104), but (field) itself was not statistically significant
(P>|z| = .353, not < .05). The majority of programs reviewed awarded Bachelor of
Science degrees for elementary certification rather than Master of Arts degrees or 5th
year certifications and therefore there was not a statistically significant variance (P>|z|
= .272, not <.05) when the indicator (degree) was added to the model, although it
increased the predictive power of the model (.0076 to .7128). Educational foundation
course requirements did not vary considerably from program to program, thus
(edu_cont) added nominally to the predictive value of the model (.0037 to .7079), but
was not statistically significant (P>|z| = .470, not <.05). The majority of programs had
required coursework in multiculturalism and diversity, thus, (mde) added to the
predictive power of the model (.0048 to .7090), but also was not statistically
significant (P>|z| = .408, not <.05). The use of candidate portfolios (autha), developed
throughout the program, as a means of authentic assessment was not only found nonstatistically significant (P>|z| = .957, not <.05), it did not add anything to the
predictive value of the model. Status as to public or private control, along with that of
historically Black college or university or not had no statistical significance. The
designation of historically Black college or university did add slightly to the
predictive pow er o f the m odel (.0038 to .7080). R ecruitm ent and retention practices

for faculty and candidates were not statistically significant (P>|z| = .698, not <.05),
and added only slightly to the predictive power of the model (.0011 to .7053).
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Variables serving as proxies for admissions policies (admit) and patreq (institutional
requirement for candidates passing either state or national test prior to admission)
were highly correlated with gpa and gng_spat which were found statistically
significant, thus they were redundant. Collaborative efforts between administrators
and faculty of the teacher preparation unit and those of other departments within the
institution (collab) while increasing the predictive power of the model slightly (.0032
to .7074) but were not found statistically significant (P>|z| = .498, not <.05).
Opportunities for interaction with communities, parents, and support agencies
surrounding the cooperating PK-6 institution (comm) were highly correlated with the
existence of strong partnerships (part) which was already found statistically
significant, thus were likely redundant and added little to the predictive power of the
model. National program accreditation (gng_rega) increased the predictive power of
the model only nominally (.0035 to .7079), and was not statistically significant (P>|z|
= .479, not <.05) - however, it should be noted that the majority of the programs were
fully accredited either by NCATE or TEAC, the national accrediting bodies. Despite
adding to the predictive power of the model (.0112 to .7154), state requirements for
coursework in diversity, and/or exceptionality (gng_scwkl) were not statistically
significant (P>|z| = .217, not <.05). Neither were state requirements for specified
coursework in reading and language arts (gng_scwk2; .258), although, this too added
to the predictive value o f the model (.0094 to .7134). All states have set curricular

standards for PK-6, thus this indicator was neither statistically significant nor did it
add to the predictive power of the model. The demographic composition (comp31) of
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the institution’s faculty (comp28) and program candidates (comp29) were not
statistically significant (P>|z| = .342, not <.05) and (P>|z| = .302, not <.05)
respectively, but added to the predictive power of the model (.0068 to .7110) and
(.0078 to .7120). Higher concentrations of traditionally underrepresented students
(Black, Hispanic, and Native Americans) in cooperating PK-6 schools (comp30) were
not statistically significant (P>|z| = .689, not <.05), and added only nominally to the
predictive power of the model (.0012 to .7054). Higher concentrations of students
living in poverty (econ_dis), and with disabilities (iep) were not statistically
significant (P>|z| = .795 and P>|z| =.909, not <.05, respectively) and did not add to the
predictive power of the model. However, higher concentrations of students for whom
English was not the primary language in the home (lep), while statistically
insignificant (P>|z| = .191, not <.05), added .0126 to the predictive power of the
model (.7168).

Summary Analyses of Programs and Environments

Tables 4.4a through 4.4e present comparative analyses between ‘exemplars’
and others of the proxy variables used in statistical modeling. The following points of
interest are noted. Comparatively, as seen in Table 4.4a, which contrasts the
statistically significant components of the model for successful incorporation of
standards for diversity training, the ‘exem plars’ infused opportunities for candidates

to practice alignment of pedagogy with content throughout the program (36%) more
often than the others (2%). The ‘exemplars’ were more likely to have multiple grants
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(24%) and to be participating in TNE (20%) than the others (11%, and 0%,
respectively). All of the programs have formed partnerships with PK-6 institutions ranging from placement of candidates for student teaching experiences to
collaborative PDS sites. The ‘exemplars’ were more likely to be in fully collaborative
partnerships (72%) than the others (54%). The ‘exemplars’ were also more likely to
be working with schools at some level of targeted improvement (70%) than the others
(0%). On average, the partner PK-6 schools were in the second year of targeted
improvement, varying from 1st to 5th year. Implementation of improvements is
discretionary to the district until the 4th year, when specified corrective action
becomes necessary. In the 5th year, the districts are required to begin a restructuring.
One of the ‘exemplars’ was engaged in the process of restructuring with their partner
district. While these differences may explain why these indicators were found
statistically significant, there was little variation noted between ‘exemplars’ and
others in the construction of diversity, composition of children living in poverty, with
disabilities, or for whom English was not the primary language in the home, and state
requirements for pre-admissions testing.
As noted in Table 4.4b the ‘exemplars’ were more likely (46%) to offer 5th
year or master’s level programs rather than bachelor level programs than the others
(14%). The level of exposure in ‘exemplary’ programs to educational foundations and
child developm ent theory and practice was m ore likely (44%) to be m ore advanced

than that offered by the others (21%). Required coursework in multiculturalism,
cultural diversity, or exceptionality varied widely among the institutions - from
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perfunctory seminars to infusion throughout practicum and field experiences. Of the
institutions whose programs infuse diversity and exceptionality themes throughout
coursework and field experiences (41%), the ‘exemplars’ were far more likely (62%)
to do this than the others (28%). W hile relatively comparable in allowing infusion of
opportunities for observation and practicum throughout course and fieldwork (88%,
including immersion, and 84%, respectively), the ‘exemplars’ offered the full
immersion, while the others did not.
As noted in Table 4.4c the ‘exemplars’ were more likely (30%) to have
policies for recruitment and retention of minority faculty and candidates than the
others (11%). The ‘exemplars’ were also more likely (42%) to be highly selective in
program admissions than the others (29%). Many (75%) institutions have some
interaction with the surrounding community, with some (25%) cultivating extensive
relationships. The ‘exemplars’ were more likely (27%) than the others (16%) to have
done so.
Finally, as noted in Table 4.4e ‘exemplars’ were more likely (57.3%, on
average) to have heavier concentrations of underrepresented students than others
(47.7%, on average). The average percentage of Black students (36.3%) in PK-6
partner schools was greater for ‘exemplars’ than for others (28.3%). The average
percentage of Hispanic students (20.2%) in PK-6 partner schools for ‘exemplars’ was
also greater than for others (10%). The special needs index is a m easurem ent used to

indicate concentrations of students living in poverty, with disabilities, and for whom
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English is not the primary language in the home. It was slightly higher (37.9) for
‘exemplars’ than others (33.1).
Table 4.4a depicts a breakdown of the model components found statistically
significant in influencing the success of pre-service teacher preparation for diversity
with a comparison between ‘exemplary’ programs and those chosen at random
(others).

Table 4.4a Analysis of model components

Factor

Description

diversity

Construction o f diversity

subj_cont

Inclusive, high rnr
Either multicultural
OR exceptional, high
or low rnr
Liberal arts base
Either

Total
n = 126

Exemplars
n = 50

Others
n = 76

94/126 =

37/50= 74%
13/50= 26%

57/76 =

75%
32/126 =

75%
19/76 =

25%

25%
37/50 = 74%
13/50= 26%

69 /7 6 = 91%
7/76 = 9%

66/126 =

23/50 =

43/76 =

52%

46%

106/126 =

84%
20/126 =

16%
cspa

gng_grant

Intermediate
Basic
Infused

Technology
None
Multiple
Partnerships and
collaborations
TNE

40/126 =

9/50 =

57%
31/76 =

32%

18%

20/126 =

18/50 =

16%

36%

2%

63/126 =

25/50 =

38/76 =

50%
33/126= 26%
20/126 =
16%
20/126 =
16%

50%
6/50 =

12%

41%
2/76 =

50%
2 7 /7 6 = 36%
8/76 =

12/50 =

11%

24%

11/76 =

9/50 =

14%

18%
10/126 =
8%

0/76 =
10/50 =

0%

20%
part

Collaborative
PK-6 field
Student teaching
placement only

41/76 =

77/126 =

36/50 =

61%

72%

54%

44/126 =

14/50 =

30/76 =

35%

28%

39%

5/126 =

4%

5/76 =
7%
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Table 4.4a - Continued

Factor

D escription
Met, not targeted
Not met, targeted

ayp

Total
n = 126

Exem plars
n = 50

O thers
n = 76

91/126 =

15/50 =

76/76 =

30%

100%

72%
35/126 =

28%
comp32

High concentration of
SN
Low concentration of SN

71/126 =

Institutional discretion
None set
Praxis IPSST
State defined

63/126 =

57%
55/126 =

43%
gngjspat

50%
35/126 =

28%
16/126 =

12%
12/126 =

10%

35/50 =

0/76 =

70%

0%

29/50 =

42/76 =

58%

56%

21/50 =

34/76 =

42%

44%

26/50 =

37/76 =

52%

49%

12/50 =

23/76 =

24%
5/50 =

30%
11/76 =

10%

14%

7/50 =

5/76 =

14%

7%

The construction of diversity by program developers, administrators and
faculty was found to be inclusive of multiculturalism and exceptionality in 75% of the
sample, with the remaining 25% focusing either on multiculturalism or exceptionality.
A majority of the programs (84%) require a broad liberal arts based for those in
elementary certification programs. The level of opportunity to practice integration of
content and pedagogical approaches contextually ranged from basic (within the
student teaching experience) to advanced (near immersion at PDS sites) - 84% of the
institutions offered at least the basic level. Comparatively, the ‘exemplars’ infused
opportunities throughout the program (36%) more often than the others (2%). Half of
the programs had received some form of government grant under Title II of the
reaffirmed Higher Education Act. The ‘exemplars’ were more likely to have multiple
grants (24%) and be participating in TNE (20%) than the others (11%, and 0%,
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respectively). All of the programs have formed partnerships with PK-6 institutions ranging from placement of candidates for student teaching experiences to
collaborative PDS sites. The ‘exemplars’ were more likely to have formed highly
collaborative partnerships (72%) than the others (54%). Many institutions (72%) were
partnered with schools that met the conditions of adequate yearly progress and were
not targeted for improvement in any of the key areas. However, the ‘exemplars’ were
more likely to be working with schools at some level of improvement (70%) than the
others (0%). A majority (57%) of the programs were partnered with PK-12 schools
that had high concentrations of children living in poverty, with disabilities, and for
whom English was not the primary language in the home. Half of the institutions
operated in states with a requirement for testing applicants prior to program
admission. Of those, 12% required the Praxis I ® PPST and 10% required a state
designed tool.
Table 4.4b depicts a breakdown of the program structures between
‘exemplary’ programs and those chosen at random (others). A majority (57%) of these
programs operate in a professional development school model, with 64% of the
‘exemplars’ choosing that structure. For elementary certification, most (73%) of the
programs were offered at the bachelor degree level. However, ‘exemplars’ were more
likely (46%) to offer 5th year or master’s level programs than the others (14%).
Primarily because the focus was on elementary certification, the bulk (84%) o f the

programs required a solid foundation in liberal arts rather than specific subject matter.
All of the programs offered an educational foundations and child development core or
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block sequence of courses - the level of exposure to theory and application was
primarily basic (70%). However, the level of exposure in ‘exemplary’ programs was
more likely (44%) to be higher than that offered by the others (21%). Requirements
for coursework in multiculturalism, cultural diversity, and exceptionality were
generally nominal - one course or seminar. Some programs (41%) did infuse diversity
and exceptionality themes throughout coursework and field experiences. The
‘exemplars’ were far more likely (62%) to do this than the others (28%). Field
experiences varied from placement for the traditional one-semester student teaching
experiences (10%) to full immersion throughout the program at a PDS site (4%). The
vast majority (82%) of programs offer observation, practicum, and student teaching
experiences throughout the program. W hile relatively comparable in allowing
infusion of observation, and practicum course and fieldwork (88%, including
immersion, and 84%, respectively), the ‘exemplars’ offered the full immersion, while
the others did not. The level of opportunity to practice integration of content and
pedagogical approaches contextually ranged from basic (within the student teaching
experience) to advanced (full immersion at PDS sites) - 84% of the institutions
offered at least the basic level. Comparatively, the ‘exemplars’ infused opportunities
throughout the program (36%) more often than the others (2%). The majority (60%)
of programs used traditional assessments to evaluate candidate performance with little
differentiation between ‘exem plars’ and others.
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Table 4.4b Analysis of program structure

Factor

Description

Total

n = 126
Program
Model
(trad_non)

PDS
Traditional

Degree
(degree)

Bachelor
Masters
5th year

72/126 =

57%
54/126 =
43%
92/126 =

73%
24/126 =

Exemplars
n = 50
32/50= 64%
18/50= 36%

Liberal arts base
Either

Ed
Foundations
& Child
Development
(edu_cont)
MDE
(mde)

Basic
Intermediate

n = 76
40/76 =

52%
36/76 =

48%
27/50= 54%
18/50= 36%
5/50= 10%

65/76 =

86%
6/76 =

19%

7%

10/126 =

5/76 =

8%
Major
Subject
(subj_cont)

Others

106/126 =

84%

7%
37/50= 74%
13/50= 26%

69/76= 91%
7/76 = 9%

28/50= 56%
22/50= 44%

60/76 =

20/126 =

16%

Both
Infused
Either/or

88/126 =

70%

16/76 =

30%

21%

60/126 =

13/50 =

48%

26%

62%

52/126 =

31/50 =

21/76 =

62%

28%

41%
Field
Experiences
(field)

Pedagogical
Practice
(cspa)

Infused
Standard
Immersion

Intermediate
Basic
Advanced

Traditional
Authentic

47/76 =

14/126 =

6/50 =

8/76 =

11%

12%

11%

103/126 =

39/50 =

64/76 =

82%

78%

18/126 =

6/50 =

10%

12%

5/126 =

5/50 =

84%
12/76 =

21%

4%

10%

66/126 =
52%
40/126 =
32%
20/126 =

23/50 =
46%
9/50 =

43/76 =

18%

41%

18/50 =
36%
29/50 =

2/76 =
2%
46/76 =

16%
Assessment
(autha)

79%

38/126 =

75/126 =

57%
31/76 =

60%

58%

61%

51/126 =

21/50 =

30/76 =

40%

42%

39%

Table 4.4c depicts a breakdown of the proxy measures of institutional capacity
between ‘exemplary’ programs and those chosen at random (others). The construction
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of diversity by program developers, administrators and faculty was found to be
inclusive of multiculturalism and exceptionality in 75% of the sample, with the
remaining 25% focusing either on multiculturalism or exceptionality. In addition,
those identified as inclusive also tended to have policies to support recruitment and
retention of faculty and program candidates from underserved populations. The
‘exemplars’ were more likely (30%) to have policies for recmitment and retention of
minority faculty and candidates than the others (11%). The vast majority (80%) of the
institutions were publicly controlled, non-HBCU (93%, non-historically Black
College or University). The average minority composition was 20% for faculty, and
35% for program candidates. A majority (79%) of the institutions had low
concentrations of minority faculty and candidates. However, ‘exemplars’ were more
likely (28%) than the others (16%) to have higher concentrations of minority faculty
and candidates. Program admissions criteria were either moderately (67%) or highly
(33%) selective. The ‘exemplars’ were more likely (42%) to be highly selective than
the others (29%). Most (98%) programs had a minimum GPA requirement and (91%)
required either the Praxis I ® PPST (50%) or state designed examination (41%) for
program admission. Because of the liberal arts requirements, interaction between arts
and science and education departments was relatively high (98%). It should be noted,
however, that this proxy may not appropriately indicate the level of collaboration
between the departm ents. M any (75%) institutions have some interaction w ith the

surrounding community, with some (25%) cultivating extensive relationships. The
‘exemplars’ were more likely (27%) than the others (16%) to have done so.
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Table 4.4c Analysis of institutional capacity

Factor
Diversity
(diversity)

Control
(pub_pvt)

Description

Total
n = 126

Exemplars
n = 50

Others
n = 76

94/126 =

37/50 =

57/76 =

75%

74%

Construction of diversity

Inclusive, high rnr
Either multicultural
OR exceptional, high
or low rnr
Public
Private

32/126 =

Non-HBCU
HBCU

Recruitment
Retention
(rnr)

Low
High

75%
19/76 =

25%

26%

25%

101/126 =

37/50 =

64/76 = 84%
12/76= 16%

74%

80%
25/126 =

Special
Status
(hbcu)

13/50 =

13/50 =

20%

26%

117/126 =

47/50 =

93%

94%

9/1 2 6 =

7%

70 /7 6 = 92%
6/76 = 8%

3/50 =

6%
103/126 =

35/50 =

82%

70%

23/126 =

15/50 =

18%

30%

68 /7 6 = 89%
8 /7 6 = 11%

Minority
Faculty
(comp28)
Minority
Candidates
(comp29)
Minority
Concentration
(comp30)

Average

20%

20%

19%

Average

35%

38%

34%

100/126 =

36/50 =

79%

72%

Admission
(admit)

Moderately selective
Highly selective

Low < 20% and < 35%
High >20% and > 35%

26/126 =

21%

GPA
(gpa)

Admissions
examination
(pat_req)

Yes
No

Praxis I ® PSST
State designed
None

83/126 =

28%

16%
54/76 =

67%

58%
21/50 =

33%

42%

124/126 =

49/50 =

71%
22/76 =

29%
75/76 =

98%

98%

2/126 =

1/50 =

2%

2%

1%

22/50 =

41/76 =

63/126 =

50%
52/126 =

41%

Moderate
Some
High

84%
12/76 =

29/50 =

43/126 =

11/126 =

Inter
departmental
collaboration
(collab)

14/50 =

64/76 =

44%
24/50 =

99%
1/76 =

54%
28/76 =

48%

37%

4/50 =

7/76 =

9%

8%

9%

79/126 =

31/50 =

48/76 =

63%
44/126 =

35%
3/126= 2%

71%
17/50 =

26%
2/50 =

3%

63%
27/76 =

36%
1/76 =

1%
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Table 4.4c - Continued

Factor
Partnerships
(part)

Description
Collaborative
PK-6 field
Student teaching
placement only

Total

Exemplars

n = 126

n = 50

n = 76

77/126 =

36/50 =

41/76 =

61%

72%

54%

44/126 =

14/50 =

30/76 =

35%

28%

39%

5/126 =

5/76 =

4%
Community
relations
(comm.)

Some
Moderate
High

Others

95/126 =

75%
29/126 =

21%
2/126 =

7%
31/50= 73%
18/50= 25%
1/50= 2%

64/76 =

84%
1176= 14%
1/76 =

2%

4%

Table 4.4d depicts the breakdown of proxies of the regulatory environment in
which both ‘exemplars’ and randomly chosen programs operate. Only 2% of the
programs were housed in states that required national accreditation. All programs
were accredited either nationally by NCATE or TEAC, or locally by their state board.
Many (73%) of the programs were fully accredited with no conditions or provisions
outstanding. A provisional status is placed on institutions who are in the process of
attaining initial accreditation. One or more of the primary standards is not met, but the
institution has two years to remedy deficiencies - either through submission of a selfstudy report within six months of the status decision or agreeing to a focused site visit
by evaluators (NCATE, 2007). Only 2% of the institutions reviewed were in this
status. A conditional status is placed on previously accredited institutions who do not
meet one or more standard. They have the same options as those in provisional status
(NCATE, 2007). Seven (7%) percent of the institutions reviewed were in this status.
A probationary status is placed on previously accredited institutions whose failure to
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meet standards is so pervasive and problematic as to limit the capacity to offer quality
programs that adequately prepare pre-service candidates. They are allowed to attempt
to remedy the situation over a period of two years, with a focused on-site evaluation
performed during that period (NCATE, 2007). One institution reviewed was in this
status. The ‘exemplars’ were more likely (96%) than the others (87%) to have full
accreditation status. Eighty-four (84%) percent of the institutions reside in states that
require them to set a GPA requirement for program admission, many (42%) with the
stipulation being left to the discretion of the institution. Seventy-two (72%) percent of
the institutions have state requirements for pre-admissions testing. While 98% of the
programs operate within states that require coursework in diversity and/or
exceptionality, how the requirement is met is left to the discretion of the vast majority
(83%) of the institutions. Eighty-eight (88%) percent of the institutions reside in
states that require coursework in reading methods, with 44% subject to a set number
of hours. However, 40% of the institutions may demonstrate that they meet the
requirement at their discretion. All of the programs operate in states with set PK-6
curricular standards or frameworks.
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Table 4.4d Analysis of regulatory environment

Factor

Description

Accreditation
(gng_rega)

Full
State
Conditional
Provisional
Probation
Institutional
2.5+
None
3.0+
2.2+
Institutional
discretion
None set
Praxis IPPST
State defined
Institutional
discretion
Yes, courses
Yes, hours
None

Set GPA
(gng_gpal)

Admissions
Examination
(gng_spat)

Required
coursework
in diversity
and/or
exceptionality
(gnfcjscwkl)
Required
coursework
reading
methods
(gng_scwk2)

PK-6
Curricular
Standards
(gnft_pk6curr)

Yes, hours
Institutional
discretion
None set
Yes, course(s)

Incorporated
Not

Total
n = 126
92/126=
22/126=
9/126 =
2/126 =
1/126=
53/126 =
48/126=
20/126=
3/126 =
2/126=
63/126=

73%
17%
7%
2%
1%
42%
38%
16%
2%
2%
50%

35/126=
16/126=
12/126=
104/126 =
11/126=
9/126 =
2/126 =

7%
2%

55/126 =
44%
51/126 =
40%
15/126 =
12%
5/126 =
4%
126/126 =
100%

Exemplars
n = 50
36/50 = 72%
12/50= 24%
2/50 = 4%

26/50= 52%

Others
n = 76
56/76 = 74%
10/76= 13%
7/76 = 9%
2/76 = 3%
1/76 = 1%
32/76 = 42%
26/76= 34%
14/76= 18%
2/76 = 3%
2/76 = 3%
37/76= 49%

28%
12%
10%
83%

12/50=
5/50=
7/50=
43/50=

24%
10%
14%
84%

23/76= 30%
11/76= 14%
5/76= 7%
27/76= 80%

9%

2/50 =
5/50 =

7%
8%

9/76= 12%
4/76= 5%
2/76 = 3%

23/50= 46%
23/50= 46%

32/76= 42%
28/76= 37%

3/50 =
1/50 =

12/76= 16%
4/76= 5%

21/50 = 42%
22/50= 44%
6/50= 12%
1/50= 2%

50/50 =
100%

6%
2%

50/76 =
100%

Table 4.4e depicts a breakdown of proxies of the socio-political environment
in which the ‘exemplary’ and randomly chosen programs are operating. Many
institutions (72%) were partnered with schools that met the conditions of adequate
yearly progress and were not targeted for improvement in any of the key areas.
However, the ‘exemplars’ were more likely to be working with schools at some level
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of improvement (70%) than the others (0%). On average, the partner schools were in
their second year of targeted improvement. ‘Exemplars’ were more likely (57.3%, on
average) to have heavier concentrations of underrepresented students than others
(47.7%, on average). The average percentage of Black students (36.3%) in PK-6
partner schools was greater for ‘exemplars’ than for others (28.3%). The average
percentage of Hispanic students (20.2%) in PK-6 partner schools for ‘exemplars’ was
also greater than for others (10%). The special needs index is a measurement used to
indicate concentrations of students living in poverty, with disabilities, and for whom
English is not the primary language in the home. It was slightly higher (37.9) for
‘exemplars’ than others (33.1).

Table 4.4e Analysis of socio-political environment

Factor
NCLB
Adequate yearly
progress of PK-6
district

Description
Met, not targeted
Not met, targeted

Total
n = 126
91/126= 72%

Exemplars
n = 50

Others
n = 76

15/50 =

76/76 =

35/126 =

30%

100%

28%

35/50 =

0/76 =

70%

0%

(ayp)

NCLB
Yrs in improvement
for PK-6 district
(ayp2)
Underrepresented
PK-6 student
Composition
(comp32)
Concentration of
Underrepresented
PK-6 students
(comp33)
Concentration of
Black PK-6 students
(comp20)

Average

Year 2

Year 2

Year 2

Average

54.7%

57.3%

47.7%

67/126= 53%
5 9/126= 47%

27/50= 54%
23/50= 46%

4 0 /7 6 = 53%
3 6/76= 47%

32.3%

36.3%

28.3%

Low <54.7%
High > 54.7%

Average
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Table 4.4e - Continued

Factor
Concentration of
Hispanic PK-6
Students
(comp21)
Concentration of
Native American
PK-6 students
(comp23)
Special needs
Index for PK-6
partner
(sni)
Concentration of
Economically
Disadvantaged
PK-6 students
(ecndis)
Concentration of
Limited English
Proficient PK-6
students
(ell)
Concentration of
PK-6 students with
Disabilities
(swd)

Description

Total
n = 126

Exemplars
n = 50

Others
n = 76

Average

15.1%

20.2%

10.0%

Average

1.0%

0.8%

1.5%

Index

35.6

37.9

33.1

Average

42.8%

43.6%

42.0%

Average

7.0%

8.7%

5.3%

Average

14.4%

14.0%

14.5%

Developing the Evaluation Guide

Table 4.5 provides a comparative analysis of existing standards for teacher
preparation between the proposed model that appears in Table 4.3(a) and various
regulatory agencies and professional organizations. The standards reviewed, included
those of the national program accrediting bodies —National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education (NCATE), and Teacher Education Accrediting Council (TEAC)
- and the Professional Teachers Standards Board (PTSB). In addition, the standards
of the Interstate New Teachers Assessment and Support Consortium (INTASC), and
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the Michigan Department of Education (MDE) were reviewed. The standards set by
Teachers of English to Speakers of Other Languages (TESOL) specific to elementary
education were also identified and reviewed. Specific standards set by the Association
for Childhood Education International (ACEI) and the Center for Exceptional
Children CEC to identify exemplary practices in elementary certification preparation
programs were also reviewed.

Table 4.5 Comparative analysis of standards

Standards and Indicators

Model

N
C
A
T
E

T
E
A
C

p
T
S
B

I
N
T
A
S

M
D
E

Program performance evaluation - CQI
Standards that reflect ‘best practices’ for developing an
on-going, continuous improvement model o f evaluation
o f program performance.
X
X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X
X

X

Standards that recognize that programs operate within an
institutional culture that either supports or inhibits the
quality o f program outcomes.

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6

Mission and conceptual framework (diversity)
Leadership and personnel
Use of grant funding (gng_grant)
Fiscal responsibility
Facilities, equipment, and supplies
Candidate support systems and resources

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X
X
X

C
E
C

T
E
S

o
L

c

1.1 Program outcome mapping
1.2 Course outcome mapping
1.3 Valid assessment tools, embedded throughout
professional core sequence
1.4 Data collection, analysis, and evaluation
1.5 Collaborative feedback
1.6 Use of data and research for program changes
1.7 Quality control system
Institutional capacity

A
C
E
I

X
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Table 4.5 - Continued

Standards and Indicators

Model

N
C
A
T
E

T
E
A
C

p
T
S
B

I
N
T
A
S

M
D
E

A
C
E
I

C
E
C

T
E
S

o
L

c
Faculty recruitment and retention
Standards that recognize that the opportunity to work with
knowledgeable, seasoned professionals who bring a
variety of perspectives and experience is critical to pre
service candidate development.

3.1 Qualifications
3.2 Recruitment/appointment of diverse faculty,
administrators, and support staff (rnrl)
3.3 Performance and development
3.4 Mentoring and modeling
3.5 Collaboration and feedback

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Diversity
Standards that recognize the increasing diversity of the
population as a whole and the need to address the
educational needs o f all students (PK-12 and pre-service
candidates) equitably.

4.1 Recruitment and retention of diverse program
candidates (rnr2)
4.2 Design, implementation, and evaluation of
curriculum and experiences (subj_cont)
4.3 Working with diverse PK-12 students, families
and community agency representatives (part)
4.4 Working with diverse supervising faculty,
program candidates, cooperating teachers,
support staff
Field placements and partnerships

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Standards that reflect the need for purposive design and
implementation o f quality field placements and
partnerships.

5.1 Development of collaborative partnerships (part)
5.2 Design, implementation, and evaluation of field
experiences (cspa)
5.3 Qualifications of supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers
5.4 Debriefing

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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Table 4.5 - Continued

Standards and Indicators

Model

N
C

A
T
E

T
E
A

p
T

C

B

S

I

N
T
A

M
D
E

A

c

C

E

E

C

T
E
S

o
L

I

S

c

Candidate development
Standards that reflect what a pre-service candidate should
know and be able to do in the PK-12 classroom as a result
o f his/her training.

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

Content knowledge
Pedagogical knowledge
Content/pedagogy integration (cspa)
Assessment of PK-12 student learning
Critical reflection
Candidate performance assessment (autha)
Use of technology to support teaching and
learning
Family and community relations (comm)

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
X

X

X

X

X

Standards that reflect an understanding o f the impacts of
family and community involvement on the teaching and
learning processes.

7.1 Interaction and involvement with families to
support teaching and learning
7.2 Interaction and involvement with community
agency representatives to support teaching and
learning
Cognizance of legal and regulatory environment

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

Standards that reflect the need to develop a candidate’s
understanding o f his/her legal and ethical rights and
responsibilities in the current PK-12 educational
environment. They recognize that both program and PK12 education operate within a larger societal context that
may include contradictions.

8.1 Candidate access to information about program
goals and objectives
8.2 Knowledge of Michigan Curriculum Framework
8.3 Knowledge of state recommended/ developed
tools and resources
8.4 Knowledge of entry-level standards for Michigan
teachers
8.5 Knowledge of all other mandated eligibility
requirements for state certification (gng scwkl
and gng_scwk2)
8.6 Knowledge of Michigan teacher credentialing
system
8.7 Alignment of program curricula with state
standards/essential goals and objectives for PK-12
education (gng_pk6curr)
8.8 Knowledge of legal and ethical responsibilities

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X

X
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NCATE = National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education
TEAC = Teacher Education Accreditation Council
INTASC = Interstate New Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium
PTSB = Professional Teaching Standards Board
ACEI = Association for Childhood Education International
CEC = Council for Exceptional Children
TESOL = Teachers of English to Speakers o f Other Languages

Appropriate Standards for Diversity Preparation Design

The synthesis of statistical modeling, wisdom of practice, and the literature in
the ‘multiple meanings’ framework depicted in Table 4.1 along with a comparative
analysis of existing standards as depicted in Table 4.5 served as the basis for
developing the performance evaluation guide depicted in Table 4.6(b) and
correspondent rubric in Table 4.6(c).
Successful teacher preparation for diversity appears to be a function of several
key influences. Construction of diversity as a challenge in the PK-6 classroom,
ideology as reflected by design of candidate recruitment and selection, field
experiences, institutional capacity characterized by faculty recruitment, use of grant
funding and development of collaborative partnerships, as well as several elements of
the socio-political environment are all significant.
The construction of diversity as a challenge in the PK-6 classroom, to include
differences attributable to race/ethnicity, socio-economic status, physical and mental
ability, and language or linguistics has a strong bearing on the success of pre-service
training. Recruitment and selection criteria that includes focus on underrepresented
candidates and candidates that meet GPA and standardized testing requirements is
important. Opportunity for extended, quality field experiences in diverse settings that
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allow candidates to practice a variety of pedagogical approaches, particularly with
children living in poverty, with disabilities, or for whom English is not the primary
language is critical. The ability to reflect and debrief on field experiences, both
individually and collectively and to confront personal and institutional biases is
necessary. Development of collaborative partnerships with PK-6 institutions and
support agencies is key and can be facilitate through grant funding. Funding for
infusion of technology or of longitudinal research on the impact of teacher preparation
on PK-6 student outcomes is influential.

Program Evaluation

Brainard (1996) identified several common steps in program evaluation,
including: (1) determining purpose; (2) identifying data sources; (3) developing or
selecting the evaluation instrument; (4) establishing a schedule; (5) collecting and
analyzing data; (6) reporting and disseminating results; and (7) identifying areas for
follow-up.
The primary purpose of the evaluation performed for this study was to validate
the instmment. A secondary objective was to attempt to determine the “extent to
which [the Elementary certification] programs are meeting predetermined goals or
objectives (McNamara, 2006, p. 1).” in the area of teacher preparation for diversity.
The logic model, perform ance evaluation grid, and correspondent rubric

suggested by McNamara (2006) and presented in Tables 4.6a, 4.6b, and 4.6c were
used to facilitate this process.
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Table 4.6a Logic model

Inputs

Processes

Outputs

Short-term
Target
Outcomes

Prior background
and experience;
Attitudes and
beliefs;
Professional
development along
a continuum
Prior background
and experience;
Attitudes and
beliefs; Teacher
preparation
program;
Professional
development along
a continuum
Prior background
and experience;
Attitudes and
beliefs; Teacher
preparation
program; Induction
and mentoring;
Professional
development along
a continuum

Teacher
Preparation

Novice
teachers

Certification
or licensure
of graduates

Induction
and
Mentoring;
Professional
development

Professional
development

Master
teachers

Intermediate
Target
Outcomes

Continued
licensure

Retention of
qualified,
certified or
licensed inservice teachers

Continued
licensure

Retention of
qualified,
certified or
licensed inservice teachers

Long-term
Target
Outcomes

Improvements in
PK-12 student
academic
achievement and
attainment

Preparing the logic model required an analysis of inputs, processes, and
outputs relative to short-, interim- and long-term target outcomes. Table 4.6a depicts a
progression of inputs, processes, and outputs necessary to meet these target outcomes.
As suggested by the literature, the candidates’ prior background and experience
facilitate the formulation of attitudes and beliefs about teaching - these attitudes and
beliefs couple with, and are affected by academic and field experience along a
continuum from novice to masters. The teacher preparation process produces novice
teachers with a short-term target outcome of certification. As the candidate
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progresses, mentoring and induction processes, including appropriate professional
development and additional classroom exposure lead to an interim target outcome of
retaining certified, committed teachers. At the master teacher level, additional
professional development and classroom exposure allows for improvement.
The evaluation plan grid in Table 4.6b incorporates all significant standards
and indicator/criteria identified in the literature, through “wisdom of practice,” and
statistical modeling. In addition, it includes governmental and non-governmental
standards and regulations. The data sources were validated through the review of
existing programs for which information was readily available - a systemic program
Director’s narrative along with catalogs, departmental handbooks and program
advising guides, generic syllabi guides, and supporting resources for faculty.

Table 4.6b Performance evaluation plan grid

Outcome or
Goal

Indicator(s)

Source(s) of
Data
(Identified through validation)

Standard 1
Program
performance
evaluation CQI

1.1 Program
outcome
mapping
1.2 Course outcome
mapping
1.3 Valid assessment
tools, embedded
throughout
professional core
sequence
1.4 Valid assessment
tools, embedded
throughout the
professional core
sequence
1.5 Data collection,
analysis, and
evaluation

Departmental committee meeting
minutes, course syllabi and supporting
resources, learning objectives,
assessment plan, assessment instruments
and rubrics, evaluation guides and
reports, survey responses and narratives

Method of
Data
Collection
and Analysis
Quantitative
Survey
analysis

Qualitative
Content
analysis,
interview
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Table 4.6b - Continued

Outcome or
Goal

Indicator(s)

Source(s) of
Data
(Identified through validation)

1.6 Collaborative feedback
1.6 Use of data and research in
decision making on program
changes, including
discontinuance
1.7 Quality control system

Standard 2
Institutional
capacity

Standard 3
Faculty
recruitment
and retention

Standard 4
Diversity

2.1 Mission and conceptual
framework
2.2 Leadership and personnel
2.3 Use o f grant funding
2.4 Fiscal responsibility
2.5 Facilities, equipment, and
supplies
2.6 Candidate support system
and resources
3.1 Qualifications
3.2 Recruitment/appointment of
diverse faculty,
administrators, and support
staff
3.3 Performance evaluation and
professional development
3.4 Mentoring and modeling
3.5 Collaboration and feedback
4.1 Recruitment and retention of
diverse program candidates
4.2 Design, implementation, and
evaluation o f program
curriculum and experiences
4.3 W orking with diverse P K -12
students, families, and
community agency
representatives
4.4 W orking with diverse
faculty, program candidates,
cooperating teachers, staff

Departmental committee
meeting minutes, course syllabi
and supporting resources,
learning objectives, assessment
plan, assessment instruments
and rubrics, evaluation guides
and reports, survey responses
and narratives
Departmental handbook,
departmental meeting minutes,
evaluation guides and reports,
catalog descriptions or other
documentation of available
resources - learning support,
writing labs, library, internet
access, survey responses and
narratives
Job postings, vita and resumes,
IPEDS demographics, student
and Dean evaluations,
departmental meeting minutes,
course syllabi and supporting
resources, learning objectives,
survey responses and narratives

IPEDS demographics, catalog,
departmental handbooks,
program advising guides,
departmental meeting minutes,
reports o f cooperating teachers,
course syllabi and supporting
resources, learning objectives,
assessment plan, assessment
instruments and rubrics,
evaluation guide and reports,
survey responses and narratives

Method of
Data
Collection
and Analysis

Quantitative
Survey
analysis

Qualitative
Content
analysis,
interview,
observation

Quantitative
Survey
analysis

Qualitative
Content
analysis,
interview,
observation

Quantitative
Survey
analysis

Qualitative
Content
analysis,
interview,
observation
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Table 4.6b - Continued

Outcome or
Goal

Indicator(s)

Source(s) of
Data
(Identified through validation)

Standard 5
Field
experiences
and
partnerships

Standard 6
Candidate
development

Standard 7
Family and
community
relations

Standard 8
Cognizance of
legal and
regulatory
environment

5.1 Development of
collaborative
partnerships
5.2 Design,
implementation, and
evaluation of field
experiences
5.3 Qualifications and
responsibilities of
supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers
5.4 Debriefing
6.1 Content knowledge
6.2 Pedagogical knowledge
6.3 Content/pedagogy
integration
6.4 Assessment o f PK -12
student learning
6.5 Critical reflection
6.6 Candidate performance
assessment
6.7 Use o f technology to
support teaching and
learning
7.1 Interaction and
involvement with PK12 families to support
teaching and learning
7.2 Interaction and
involvement with
representatives of
community agencies to
support teaching and
learning
8.1 Candidate access to
information about
program goals and
objectives
8.2 Knowledge of state PK12 Curriculum
Framework(s)
8.3 Knowledge of state
recommended/
developed tools and
resources

W ritten partnership agreements,
catalog, program advising guides,
course syllabi and supporting
resources, learning objectives,
assessment plan, assessment
instruments and rubrics,
evaluation guides and reports,
candidate portfolios and reflective
journals, survey responses and
narratives

Method of
Data
Collection and
Analysis
Quantitative
Survey analysis

Qualitative
Content
analysis,
interview,
observation

Course syllabi, learning
objectives, assessment plan,
assessment instruments and
rubrics, evaluation guides and
reports, candidate portfolios and
reflective journals, survey
responses and narratives

Quantitative

Course syllabi and supporting
resources, learning objectives,
departmental handbook,
departmental meeting minutes,
assessment plan, assessment
instruments and rubrics,
evaluation guides and reports,
candidate portfolios and reflective
journals, survey responses and
narratives
Catalog, program advising guides,
departmental handbooks, course
syllabi and supporting resources,
learning objectives, assessment
plan, assessment instruments and
rubrics, evaluation guide and
reports, departmental committee
meeting minutes, candidate
portfolios and reflective journals,
survey responses and narratives

Quantitative

Survey analysis

Qualitative
Content
analysis,
interview,
observation

Survey analysis

Qualitative
Content
analysis,
interview,
observation

Quantitative
Survey analysis

Qualitative
Content
analysis,
interview
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Table 4.6b - Continued

Outcome
or Goal

Indicator(s)

Source(s) of
Data
(Identified through validation)

8.4 Knowledge of state
entry-level standards
for teachers
8.5 Knowledge of all other
state mandated
eligibility requirements
for certification
8.6 Knowledge of state
credentialing system
8.7 Alignment of education
program(s) curricula
with state
standards/essential
goals and objectives
for PK-12 learning
8.8 Knowledge of legal
and ethical
responsibilities in the
PK-12 environment
8.9 Knowledge of state
credentialing system

Catalog, program advising guides,
departmental handbooks, course syllabi
and supporting resources, learning
objectives, assessment plan, assessment
instruments and rubrics, evaluation guide
and reports, departmental committee
meeting minutes, candidate portfolios and
reflective journals, survey responses and
narratives

Method of
Data
Collection
and Analysis
Quantitative
Survey
analysis

Qualitative
Content
analysis,
interview

Development of diversity standards was guided by the comparative synthesis
in Table 2.1 of Zeichner’s (1993) sixteen key elements for teacher preparation for
diversity and existing standards of regulatory agencies, professional organizations,
and accrediting bodies. These bodies included national program accreditors NCATE
and TEAC, along with the Michigan Department of Education. In addition, INTASC,
and PTSB standards and propositions were considered. Finally, with specific regard to
elementary certification, the standards and criteria of ACEI, CEC, and TESOL were
also considered.
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The evaluative rubric in Table 4.6c uses McNamara’s (2006) three-level
evaluation model - identifying unsatisfactory, satisfactory, and target levels of
performance for each indicator/criteria and ultimately for each standard.
Unsatisfactory performance indicates that there is little or no evidence that the
department employs the indicator/criteria or meets the standard and that there may be
much room for improvement. Satisfactory performance indicates that there is some
evidence that the department employs the indicator/criteria or meets the standard, but
that there may be either room for improvement or additional data source(s) to review.
Target performance indicates that there is substantial, corroborative evidence among a
variety of data sources that the department employs the indicator/criteria or meets the
standard and that this is an area of strength with little room for improvement.
Reviewers should use this rubric to guide their on-going evaluation of
programs. In order for the process to function as intended, it is important that the
requisite philosophy of and commitment to improvement set forth by Ayers (1981)
are in place. Institutional culture is a critical determinant of the successful
implementation of any self-evaluation system or process. The 14 Principles of the
Toyota W ay (Liker, 2004), with roots in the work of W. Edwards Deming in quality
improvement provide a guide for developing a culture to facilitate the process. These
principles are classified in four broad categories that represent core values - long-term
philosophy and vision, the right process yields the right result, people add value, and

institutional learning is crucial. If an institutional culture shift is necessary to effect
appropriate implementation of a valid self-evaluation process, serious consideration
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might be given to employing the services of outside consultants or specialists to
assist.
There must be commitment to and support for self-evaluation at all levels. The
evaluation itself must be longitudinal in nature, provide a solid base of relevant data
for process improvements and programmatic decisions, and not be an incendiary
process or isolated project. It must be planned to reflect the goals and objectives of
each program. The planning process should be collaborative among the teacher
preparation department, other internal support departments, and partners. Effective
implementation is reliant on available resources for data processing, storage, retrieval
and analysis and the level of analytical and evaluative skill of participants. A
communication system and feedback loop should facilitate evaluation and use of data.
External assessment of the evaluation process provides validity. Again, if key
stakeholders and participants are not well-versed in implementing the process consideration might be given to employing outside consultants or specialists.
Certainly, at minimum, these individuals could provide requisite training in the form
of professional development.
Further, the rubric includes references to research, existing standards, and
substantive findings of this study to support inclusion of each standard and
indicator/criteria. The document can be modified for differences in state requirements
and/or program focus (i.e., early childhood education or secondary certification)

through appropriate review of individual state requirements or professional
organizations. Professional associations that have standards for national program
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recognition include the National Association for Education of Young Children
(NAEYC) and National Councils for Social Studies (NCSS), Teachers of English
(NCTE), the International Reading Association (IRA), Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM), the National Science Teacher Association (NSTA), the Association of
Educational Communications and Technology (AECT) and the International
Technology Education Council/Council of Technology Teacher Education
(ITEA/CTTE).

Table 4.6c Evaluative rubric

Indicator/Criteria
Standard 1
Program performance evaluation CQI
Rationale: Increasing pressure for
institutional accountability for the
outcomes of teacher preparation
programs Thomas and Loadman’s
(2001) contention that program
evaluation efforts are often perfunctory
only to satisfy minimum requirements
for program accreditation rather than
fostering significant program
improvements
Program changes should be based on
on-going, collaborative data- and
research-based decision making
processes.
Provides answers to Cochran-Smith’s
(2002) outcomes question - W hat are
the desired consequences o f teacher
preparation?

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

Little or no
evidence that the
standard is met and
significant room for
improvement

Some evidence
that the standard
is met, but room
for improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
standard is met
and little room for
improvement
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
1.1 Program outcome
mapping
Rationale: Answers
Cochran-Smith’s (2003)
practice question - “W hat
are the competencies and
pedagogical skills needed
to teach diverse
populations effectively (p.
13)?” Supports the
findings o f Dean and
Lauer (2003) in reviewing
the evaluation systems of
program award winners.
Part of the necessary
structure is clear
articulation o f program
goals and objectives and
development of
curriculum that is
coherent and aligned with
those goals.
1.1.1 Program goals and
objectives are derived
from professional
standards o f what
candidates should know
and be able to do upon
program completion.
Source(s): AQIP process
o f continued institutional
accreditation by the
Higher Learning
Commission

1.2 Course outcome
mapping
Rationale: Course
outcomes should directly
tie to desired program
outcomes. Expands on the
Cochran-Smith (2003)
practice question, adding
- How do we develop the
competencies and
pedagogical skills needed
to teach diverse
populations effectively?

Unsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Target
TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that program
goals and objectives are
derived from professional
standards of what
candidates should know
and be able to do upon
program completion.

There is evidence that
program goals and
objectives are derived
from professional
standards o f what
candidates know and
should be able to do
upon program
completion.

There is substantial
evidence that
program goals and
objectives are
derived from
professional
standards of what
candidates know
and should be able
to do upon program
completion.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
1.2.1 Core learning
outcomes derive
directly from program
goals and objectives.

Source(s): AQIP
process o f continued
institutional
accreditation
1.2.2 Courses
developed by other
departments have
learning outcomes that
align with education
program goals and
objectives.

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory
There is evidence that
core foundational
learning outcomes are
derived from program
goals and objectives.

There is substantial
evidence that core
foundational
learning outcomes
are derived from
program goals and
objectives.

There is little or no
evidence that courses
developed by other
departments have learning
outcomes that align with
education program goals
and objectives.

There is evidence that
courses developed by
other departments have
learning outcomes that
align with education
program goals and
objectives.

There is substantial
evidence that
courses developed
by other departments
have learning
outcomes that align
with education
program goals and
objectives.

Source(s): AQIP
process of continued
institutional
accreditation by the
Higher Learning
Commission

1.3 Valid assessment
tools, embedded
throughout
professional core
sequence
Rationale:
Performance
assessment is needed
pre- and post-program
and throughout.
1.3.1 The department
develops and uses o f a
comprehensive and
integrated set of
evaluation measures
that both monitor
candidate performance
and produce relevant
data for decision
making.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #2.1
Assessment System;
TEAC quality
principle #2.0 Valid
assessment of student
learning; state policy

Target

There is little or no
evidence that core
foundational learning
outcomes are derived from
program goals and
objectives.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that the
department develops and
uses a comprehensive set
o f evaluation measures that
both monitor candidate
performance and produce
relevant data for decision
making.

There is evidence that
the department
develops and uses a
comprehensive set of
evaluation measures
that both monitor
candidate performance
and produce relevant
data for decision
making.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department develops
and uses a
comprehensive set
o f evaluation
measures that both
monitor candidate
performance and
produce relevant
data for decision
making.

TARGET
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
1.3.2 The department
enhances the validity of
assessments and
minimizes risk o f bias
Source(s): NCATE
standard #2.1
Assessment System;
TEAC quality principle
#2.2 Evidence of valid
assessment
1.3.3 Teacher education
faculty members use a
variety o f assessment
strategies to support
continuous
improvement.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #3.3
Candidates’
development
1.3.4 State entry-level
standards for teachers
are used to design
assessments o f
candidates’ pedagogical
aptitude.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #1D

1.4 Data collection,
analysis, and
evaluation
Rationale: The
department should have
a system that collects
and analyzes data in
order to evaluate and
improve programs and
operations (NCATE,
2000, p. 9)
1.4.1 The department
ensures regular,
systematic compilation,
summarization, and
analysis o f data. .
Source(s): NCATE
standard 2.2 Data
collection, analysis, and
evaluation; TEAC
quality principle #3.0

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that the
department monitors the
validity o f assessments to
minimize risk of bias.

There is evidence that
the department
monitors the validity
o f assessments to
minimize risk of bias.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department monitors
the validity of
assessments to
minimize risk of
bias.

There is little or no
evidence that faculty
members use a variety of
assessment strategies to
support continuous
improvement.

There is evidence that
faculty members use a
variety of assessment
strategies to support
continuous
improvement.

There is substantial
evidence that faculty
members use a
variety of
assessment
strategies to support
continuous
improvement.

There is little or no
evidence that state entrylevel standards for
teachers are used to design
assessments of candidates’
pedagogical aptitude.

There is evidence that
state entry-level
standards for teachers
are used to design
assessments of
candidates’
pedagogical aptitude

There is substantial
evidence that state
entry-level standards
for teachers are used
to design
assessments of
candidates’
pedagogical aptitude

Unsatisfactory

TARGET

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that the
department ensures
regular, systematic
compilation,
summarization, and
analysis o f data.

There is evidence that
the department ensures
regular, systematic
compilation,
summarization, and
analysis o f data.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department ensures
regular, systematic
compilation,
summarization, and
analysis of data.
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
1.4.2 The department
ensures use o f multiple
assessments from both
internal and external
sources to collect data
on applicants,
candidates, graduates,
faculty, and members
o f collaborative
partners.
Source(s): NCATE
standard 2.2 Data
collection, analysis,
and evaluation; TEAC
quality principle #3.0
Institutional learning
1.4.3 The department
ensures that the
assessment system
provides
comprehensive and
timely information on
applicant
qualifications,
candidate
proficiencies, graduate
competence,
departmental
operations, and
program quality.

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

There is little or no
evidence that the
department ensures use of
multiple assessments from
both internal and external
sources to collect data on
applicants, candidates,
graduates, faculty, and
members o f collaborative
partners.

There is evidence that
the department ensures
use of multiple
assessments from both
internal and external
sources to collect data
on applicants,
candidates, graduates,
faculty, and members
of collaborative
partners.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department ensures
use of multiple
assessments from
both internal and
external sources to
collect data on
applicants,
candidates,
graduates, faculty,
and members of
collaborative
partners.

There is little or no
evidence that the
department ensures that the
assessment system
provides comprehensive
and timely information on
applicant qualifications,
candidate proficiencies,
graduate competence,
departmental operations, or
program quality.

There is evidence that
the department ensures
that the assessment
system provides
comprehensive and
timely information on
applicant
qualifications,
candidate proficiencies,
graduate competence,
departmental
operations, or program
quality.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department ensures
that the assessment
system provides
comprehensive and
timely information
on applicant
qualifications,
candidate
proficiencies,
graduate
competence,
departmental
operations, and
program quality.

Source(s): NCATE
standard 2.2 Data
collection, analysis,
and evaluation; TEAC
quality principle #3.0
Institutional learning

1.5 Collaborative
feedback
Rationale:
Collaboration was
found to be a
statistically significant
underlying indicator of
the quality of
partnerships that are
necessary in
determining successful
incorporation of
diversity standards

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Target

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
1.5.1 The department
engages all relevant
stakeholders in the
process of data
collection, analysis, and
evaluation.
Source(s): AQIP
principles, The 14
Principles of the Toyota
Way

1.6 Use of data and
research for decision
making on program
changes, including
discontinuance
Rationale: The
department should have
a system that collects
and analyzes data in
order to evaluate and
improve programs and
operations (NCATE,
2000, p. 9)
1.6.1 The department
uses data to evaluate
the efficacy of courses,
programs, and field
experiences.
Source(s): NCATE
standard 2.3 Use of
data for program
improvement; TEAC
quality principle #3.1
Program decisions and
planning based on
evidence
1.6.2 The department
uses program
evaluation and
performance
assessment data to
initiate changes.

Source(s): NCATE

Unsatisfactory
There is little or no
evidence that the
department engages all
relevant stakeholders in
the process o f data
collection, analysis, and
evaluation.

Satisfactory

Target

There is evidence that
the department
engages all relevant
stakeholders in the
process o f data
collection, analysis,
and evaluation.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department engages
all relevant
stakeholders in the
process of data
collection, analysis,
and evaluation.

TARGET

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that the
department uses data to
evaluate the efficacy of
courses, programs, and
field experiences.

There is evidence that
the department uses
data to evaluate the
efficacy of courses,
programs, and field
experiences.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department uses
data to evaluate the
efficacy o f courses,
programs, and field
experiences

There is little or no
evidence that the
department uses program
evaluation and
performance assessment
data to initiate changes.

There is evidence that
the department uses
program evaluation
and performance
assessment data to
initiate changes.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department uses
program evaluation
and performance
assessment data to
initiate changes.

standard 2.3 Use of
data for program
improvement; TEAC
quality principle #3.1
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
1.6.3 The department
shares assessment data
with candidates and
faculty in order to
allow them to improve
their personal
performance.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #2.3 Use of
data for program
improvement
1.6.4 The department
maintains a record of
formal complaints and
documentation of
resolutions.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #2.2 Data
collection, analysis,
and evaluation

1.7 Quality control
system
Rationale: Provides
independent
verification o f quality
and effectiveness
1.7.1 The department
employs a system of
quality control (i.e.,
independent ‘audits’)
for data collection,
analysis, and
evaluation
Source(s): TEAC
quality principle #3.2
Influential quality
control system

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that the
department shares
assessment data with
candidates and/or faculty in
order to allow them to
improve their personal
performance.

There is evidence that
the department shares
assessment data with
candidates and/or
faculty in order to
allow them to improve
their personal
performance.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department shares
assessment data with
candidates and
faculty in order to
allow them to
improve their
personal
performance.

There is little or no
evidence that the
department maintains a
record of formal
complaints and
documentation of
resolutions.

There is evidence that
the department
maintains a record of
formal complaints and
documentation of
resolutions.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department
maintains a record of
formal complaints
and documentation
o f resolutions.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

There is little or no
evidence that the
department employs a
system of quality control
for data collection,
analysis, and evaluation.

There is evidence that
the department
employs a system of
quality control for data
collection, analysis,
and evaluation.

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
There is substantial
evidence that the
department employs
a system o f quality
control for data
collection, analysis,
and evaluation.
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
Standard 2
Institutional capacity
Rationale: The
department should have
leadership, authority,
budget, personnel,
facilities, and resources
sufficient to prepare
candidates to meet
professional, state, and
institutional standards
(NCATE, 2000)
The institutional
structures and processes
supporting effective
training for diversity
(Cochran-Smith, 2003)

2.1 Mission and
conceptual framework
Rationale: Congruence
between institutional
mission and
departmental conceptual
framework was a
statistically significant
indicator o f program
developers’ construction
o f diversity in
determining successful
incorporation of
standards for diversity
preparation
2.1.1 The mission o f the
department supports the
mission o f the
college/university.
Source(s): Statistical
modeling - exemplary
vs. other practice case
study
2.1.2 The conceptual
framework o f the
department supports a
broad, inclusive
definition or
construction of diversity.
Source(s): Statistical
modeling

Unsatisfactory
Little or no evidence that
the standard is met and
significant room for
improvement

Satisfactory
Some evidence that
the standard is met,
but room for
improvement

Target
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
standard is met and
little room for
improvement

TARGET

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that the mission
of the department
supports the mission of
the college/university.

There is evidence that
the mission of the
department supports
the mission of the
college/university.

There is substantial
evidence that the
mission o f the
department supports
the mission o f the
college/university.

There is little or no
evidence that the
conceptual framework of
the department supports a
broad, inclusive
definition or construction
of diversity.

There is evidence that
the conceptual
framework o f the
department supports a
broad, inclusive
definition or
construction of
diversity.

There is substantial
evidence that the
conceptual
framework o f the
department supports
a broad, inclusive
definition or
construction of
diversity.
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
2.2 Leadership and
personnel
Rationale: The
department’s leadership
should have the
authority to plan,
deliver, and operate
coherent programs of
study (NCATE, 2000)
2.2.1 The leadership and
personnel of the
institution and
department support the
mission o f the
college/university and
the conceptual
framework o f the
department.
Source(s): Statistical
modeling
2.2.2 The department
provides a mechanism
and facilitates
collaboration between
departmental faculty and
faculty in other
departments involved in
teacher preparation
Source(s): NCATE
standard 6.1 Unit
leadership and authority

2.3 Use of grant
funding
Rationale: The use of
grant funding in
fostering collaborative
partnerships, integrating
technological
innovations, and
performing longitudinal
research was found to
be statistically
significant in
determining successful
incorporation of
standards for diversity
training into teacher
preparation.

Unsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Target
TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that the
leadership and personnel
o f the institution and/or
department support the
mission o f the
college/university or the
conceptual framework of
the department.

There is evidence that
the leadership and
personnel o f the
institution and/or
department support
the mission of the
college/university or
the conceptual
framework of the
department.

There is little or no
evidence that the
department facilitates
collaboration between
departmental faculty and
faculty in other
departments involved in
teacher preparation

There is evidence that
the department
facilitates
collaboration between
departmental faculty
and faculty in other
departments involved
in teacher preparation

There is substantial
evidence that the
leadership and
personnel o f the
institution and/or
department support
the mission of the
college/university or
the conceptual
framework of the
department.
There is substantial
evidence that the
department
facilitates
collaboration
between
departmental faculty
and faculty in other
departments
involved in teacher
preparation

UNSATISFACTORY
Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

SATISFACTORY
Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
2.3.1 The department
actively seeks
available government
or agency funding for
on-going projects and
innovations.

Source(s): U.S.

Unsatisfactory
There is little or no
evidence that the
department actively seeks
available government or
agency funding for on
going projects and
innovations.

Satisfactory
There is evidence that
the department
actively seeks
available government
or agency funding for
on-going projects and
innovations.

Department of
Education, Title II
Grant criteria and
purposes; Carnegie
Foundation; other
agencies supporting
teacher preparation
quality research and
endeavors

2.4 Fiscal
responsibility
Rationale: “W isdom
o f practice” as noted in
responses to surveys
employed in this study
noted that fiscal
responsibility was
critical to providing
adequate funding to
program and candidate
endeavors
2.4.1 Leadership and
personnel o f the
department are fully
cognizant of fiscal
responsibility - a
budget is
collaboratively
developed and
managed.
Partnership resources
are leveraged.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #6.2 Unit
budget; TEAC quality
principle #4.4
Standards o f capacity
for program quality fiscal and
administrative

Target
There is substantial
evidence that the
department actively
seeks available
government or
agency funding for
on-going projects
and innovations.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

TARGET

There is little or no
evidence that leadership
and/or personnel o f the
department are fully
cognizant o f fiscal
responsibility - either a
budget is not
collaboratively developed
and managed OR a budget
is not developed and
managed by the department.

There is evidence that
leadership and/or
personnel o f the
department are fully
cognizant o f fiscal
responsibility - a
budget is
collaboratively
developed and
managed.

There is substantial
evidence that
leadership and
personnel of the
department are fully
cognizant o f fiscal
responsibility either a budget is
collaboratively
developed and
managed AND
partnership
resources are
leveraged.
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CHAPTER V

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
If we are to achieve a richer culture, rich in contrasting values, we must
recognize the whole gamut of human potentialities, and so weave a less
arbitrary social fabric, one in which each diverse gift will find a fitting place
(Margaret Mead, anthropologist, 1901-1978).
The essence of multicultural philosophy and social equity are embodied in this
quote. At its core, this philosophy calls for recognizing and valuing the importance of
diversity in shaping lifestyles, social experiences, personal identities, and
opportunities afforded to individuals, groups, and the nation. Social equity recognizes
and values equality of opportunity among individuals and groups. Ms. Mead also
alludes to the negative effects of subordinating power structures and institutions that
limit the enjoyment of these key core democratic values by individuals or groups.
This chapter provides a summary of the results and limitations of the study,
the political, ethical, and administrative implications for public administration,
teacher preparation, and public education, and recommendations for further study.

Summary o f the Study

Results

This study employed both quantitative and qualitative measures in order to
develop a predictive, evaluative model for incorporating diversity preparation into
teacher education programs. This model and correspondent evaluation grid could
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

2.6.1 Candidate support
systems and resources are
available.
Source(s): TEAC quality
principle #4.5 Standards
of capacity for program
quality - student support
services; state quality
indicators #1, and #6

There is little or no
evidence o f any support
system or resource base.

There is evidence of
the availability of
tutoring, mentoring,
peer-coaching,
library resources,
computer and
internet access,
academic advising
and counseling, and
listings of
community agencies.

2.6.2 Assistance or
support is available to
candidates who fail to
meet the minimum
standard for computer
literacy or for using
technology as a resource
for teaching and learning.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #6
NOTE: May be adapted to
specific state requirements
2.6.3 Assistance or
support is available to
candidates whose
performance in field
experiences is
substandard.
Source(s): TEAC quality
principle #4.5 Standards
o f capacity for program
quality - student support
services; state quality
indicator #1
2.6.4 Assistance or
support is available to
candidates who fail
MTTC subtests.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #1
NOTE: May be adapted
to specific state
requirements

There is little or no
evidence that assistance
or support is available
to candidates who fail to
meet the minimum
standard for computer
literacy o f for using
technology as a resource
for teaching and
learning

There is evidence
that assistance or
support is available
to candidates who
fail to meet the
minimum standard
for computer literacy
of for using
technology as a
resource for teaching
and learning

There is substantial
evidence of the
availability of a
variety o f supports
and resources tutoring, mentoring,
peer-coaching, library
resources, computer
and internet access,
writing labs, academic
advising and
counseling, referral
systems.
There is substantial
evidence that
assistance or support
is available to
candidates who fail to
meet the minimum
standard for computer
literacy o f for using
technology as a
resource for teaching
and learning

There is little or no
evidence that any
remediation strategies
or services are in place.
There is no evidence
that career counseling is
available.

There is evidence
that mentoring
and/or peer-coaching
services are
available. There is
evidence that career
counseling is
available.

There is substantial
evidence that
deficiencies are
identified and
mentoring, peercoaching or other
remediation strategies
are available early in
the program. Career
counseling and testing
are available

There is little or no
evidence that any
remediation strategies
or services are in place.
There is no evidence
that career counseling is
available.

There is evidence
that tutoring or other
remediation
strategies or services
are available. There
is evidence that
career counseling is
available.

There is substantial
evidence that potential
deficiencies are
identified and tutoring
or other remediation
strategies are
available before a
candidate sits for the
tests

Indicator/Criteria
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
Standard 3
Faculty recruitment
and retention
Rationale: “The

Unsatisfactory
Little or no evidence that
the standard is met and
significant room for
improvement

Satisfactory
Some evidence that the
standard is met, but
room for improvement

program should
provide opportunities
for candidates to be
exposed to modeling
o f successful practice
(Zeichner, 1993)”

3.1 Qualifications
Rationale: Faculty are
qualified and model
best professional
practices in
scholarship, service,
and teaching and
collaborate with
colleagues.
Performance is
evaluated to facilitate
professional
development
(NCATE, 2000)
The institution
supports and promotes
the appointment of
faculty that possess the
knowledge, skills, and
dispositions for
teaching and learning
(MDE, 2001)
3.1.1 Both minimum
and desired criteria are
used to select teacher
education faculty.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5 Faculty
qualifications,
performance, and
development; TEAC
quality principle #4.2
Standards o f capacity
for program quality faculty; state quality
indicator #4

Target
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
standard is met and
little room for
improvement

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is met,
but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

Job postings are vague
and do not accurately
reflect requirements.
V ita or resumes of newly
hired faculty do not meet
the criteria specified in
postings. Candidates are
not required to
demonstrate classroom
practices in the course of
the interview process.

Job postings are specific
and reflect the minimum
and desired
requirements. Vita or
resumes o f newly hired
faculty meet the
minimum criteria
specified in the
postings. Candidates
may be required to
prepare and deliver a
mock class experience
in the course o f the
interview process.

Job postings are
specific and reflect
the minimum and
desired
requirements. Vita or
resumes of newly
hired faculty meet
the minimum or
desired criteria
specified in the
postings. Candidates
are required to
prepare and deliver a
mock class during an
interview process.

TARGET
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Indicator/Criteria
3.2 Recruitment/
appointment of diverse
faculty, administrators,
and support staff
Rationale: The program
should provide
candidates with
opportunities to learn
about, interact, and
practice with individuals
o f diverse racial, cultural,
socio-economic
backgrounds, and gender
(MDE, 2001)
3.2.1 Efforts are made to
recruit/appoint and retain
a representative
demographic balance of
faculty, administrators,
and support staff.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #3
NOTE: May be adapted
to specific state
requirements

3.3 Performance
evaluation and
professional
development
Source(s): The
department conducts
systematic and
comprehensive
evaluations o f teaching
performance and
evaluations are used to
improve teaching,
scholarship, and service.
The department provides
opportunities for faculty
to develop new
knowledge and skills

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Target
TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that efforts are
made to recruit/appoint
and retain a representative
demographic balance of
faculty, administrators, or
support staff

There is evidence that
efforts are made to
recruit/appoint and
retain a representative
demographic balance
o f faculty,
administrators, or
support staff

There is substantial
evidence that
efforts are made to
recruit/appoint and
retain a
representative
demographic
balance o f faculty,
administrators, and
support staff

Unsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

UNSATISFACTORY
Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

SATISFACTORY

TARGET

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

(N C A T E , 2 0 0 0 )

The institution supports
hiring of faculty that
possess the knowledge,
skills, and dispositions
for teaching and learning
(MDE, 2001)
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Indicator/Criteria
3.3.1 The performance of
teacher education,
specialty area, and
program support faculty
is evaluated by students
every semester (quarter)
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.6 Unit
evaluation of faculty
performance; state quality
indicator #4
3.3.2 The performance of
teacher education,
specialty area, and
program support faculty
are evaluated by their
respective supervisors at
prescribed intervals
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.6 Unit
evaluation o f faculty
performance; TEAC
quality principle #4.2
Standards of capacity for
program quality - faculty;
state quality indicator #4
3.3.3 Teacher education,
specialty area, and
program support faculty
who do not receive
positive evaluations are
given an opportunity to
improve and are
monitored/mentored in
that process
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.7 Unit
facilitation of
professional
development; TEAC
quality principle #4.2
Standards of capacity for
program quality - faculty

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that the
performance o f teacher
education, specialty
area, or program
support faculty is
evaluated by students
on a regular basis.

There is evidence that
the performance of
teacher education,
specialty area, or
program support
faculty is evaluated by
students on a regular
basis.

There is substantial
evidence that the
performance o f teacher
education, specialty
area, or program
support faculty is
evaluated by students
on a regular basis.

There is little or no
evidence that the
performance of teacher
education, specialty
area, or program
support faculty is
evaluated by
Deans/Associate
Deans

There is evidence that
the performance of
teacher education,
specialty area, or
program support
faculty is evaluated by
Deans/Associate
Deans at prescribed
intervals.

There is substantial
evidence that the
performance of teacher
education, specialty
area, and program
support faculty is
evaluated by
Deans/Associate
Deans at prescribed
intervals.

There is little or no
evidence that teacher
education, specialty
area, or program
support faculty who do
not receive positive
evaluations are given
an opportunity to
improve or are
monitored/ mentored
in that process.

There is evidence that
teacher education,
specialty area, or
program support
faculty who do not
receive positive
evaluations are given
an opportunity to
improve or are
monitored/ mentored
in that process.

There is substantial
evidence that teacher
education, specialty
area, or program
support faculty who do
not receive positive
evaluations are given
an opportunity to
improve and are
monitored/ mentored
in that process.
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Indicator/Criteria
3.3.4 New teacher
education, specialty
area, and program
support faculty receive
orientation and other
requisite supports
Source(s): TEAC
quality principle #4.2
Standards of capacity
for program quality faculty
3.3.5 Teacher
education, specialty
area, and program
support faculty receive
professional education
that is relevant to the
preparation o f pre
service candidates for
PK-12 education.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.7 Unit
facilitation of
professional
development; TEAC
quality principle #4.2
Standards o f capacity
for program quality faculty

3.4 Mentoring and
modeling
Rationale: “The
program should
facilitate opportunities
for candidates to be
exposed to modeling
o f successful practices
(Zeichner, 1993)”

Target

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

There is little or no
evidence that new teacher
education, specialty area,
or program support faculty
receive and orientation or
other requisite supports.

There is evidence that
new teacher education,
specialty area, or
program support
faculty receive and
orientation or other
requisite supports.

There is substantial
evidence that new
teacher education,
specialty area, or
program support
faculty receive and
orientation or other
requisite supports.

There is little or no
evidence that new teacher
education, specialty, or
program support faculty
receive professional
education that is relevant
to the preparation o f pre
service candidates for PK12 education.

There is evidence that
new teacher education,
specialty, or program
support faculty receive
professional education
that is relevant to the
preparation of pre
service candidates for
PK-12 education.

There is substantial
evidence that new
teacher education,
specialty, or
program support
faculty receive
professional
education that is
relevant to the
preparation o f pre
service candidates
for PK-12 education.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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Indicator/Criteria
3.4.1 Teacher education
faculty and cooperating
teachers use best teaching
practices.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.2 Modeling
best professional practices
in teaching; state quality
indicator 4
3.4.2 Teacher education
faculty and cooperating
teachers employ a variety
of instructional strategies.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.2 Modeling
best professional practices
in teaching; state quality
indicator #4
3.4.3 Teacher education
faculty and cooperating
teachers integrate issues
and themes o f diversity
into the curriculum.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.2 Modeling
best professional practices
in teaching
3.4.4 Teacher education
faculty and cooperating
teachers engage in and
facilitate candidates’
critical self-reflection and
confrontation of biases

Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.2 Modeling
best professional practices
in teaching

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that teacher
education faculty or
cooperating teachers
use best teaching
practices.

There is evidence
that teacher education
faculty or
cooperating teachers
use best teaching
practices.

There is substantial
evidence that teacher
education faculty and
cooperating teachers
use best teaching
practices.

There is little or no
evidence that teacher
education faculty or
cooperating teachers
employ a variety of
instructional strategies.

There is evidence
that teacher education
faculty or
cooperating teachers
employ a variety of
instructional
strategies.

There is substantial
evidence that teacher
education faculty and
cooperating teachers
employ a variety of
instructional
strategies.

There is little or no
evidence that teacher
education faculty or
cooperating teachers
integrate issues and
themes o f diversity into
the curriculum.

There is evidence
that teacher education
faculty or
cooperating teachers
integrate issues and
themes of diversity
into the curriculum.

There is substantial
evidence that teacher
education faculty and
cooperating teachers
integrate issues and
themes of diversity
into the curriculum.

There is little or no
evidence that education
faculty or cooperating
teachers engage in or
facilitate candidates’
critical self-reflection
and confrontation of
biases.

There is evidence
that education faculty
or cooperating
teachers engage in
and/or facilitate
candidates’ critical
self-reflection and
confrontation of
biases.

There is substantial
evidence that
education faculty and
cooperating teachers
engage in and
facilitate candidates’
critical self-reflection
and confrontation of
biases.

Unsatisfactory
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Indicator/Criteria
3.4.5 Teacher
education faculty and
cooperating teachers
integrate technology
into the curriculum
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.2, state
quality indicator #4

3.5 Collaboration
and feedback
Rationale:
Collaboration is
critical to forming and
maintaining strategic
partnerships
3.5.1 Teacher
education faculty
members are actively
involved in program
and curricular design
and development.
Source(s): state
quality standards
3.5.2 Teacher
education faculty
members collaborate
with PK-12 partners’
faculty and staff.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #5.5
3.5.3 Teacher
education faculty
members collaborate
with PK-12 students’
families, where
appropriate.
Source(s): state
quality indicator #5
3.5.4 Teacher
education faculty
members collaborate
with representatives of
community agencies,
where appropriate.
Source(s): state
quality indicator #5

Unsatisfactory
There is little or no
evidence that teacher
education faculty or
cooperating teachers
integrate technology into
the curriculum.

Satisfactory
There is evidence that
teacher education
faculty or cooperating
teachers integrate
technology into the
curriculum.

Target
There is substantial
evidence that teacher
education faculty
and cooperating
teachers integrate
technology into the
curriculum.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

There is little or no
evidence that teacher
education faculty members
are actively involved in
program and curricular
design and development.

There is evidence that
teacher education
faculty members are
actively involved in
program and curricular
design and
development.

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
There is substantial
evidence that teacher
education faculty
members are actively
involved in program
and curricular design
and development.

There is little or no
evidence that teacher
education faculty members
collaborate with PK-12
partners’ faculty and staff.

There is evidence that
teacher education
faculty members
collaborate with PK-12
partners’ faculty and
staff

There is substantial
evidence that teacher
education faculty
members collaborate
with PK-12 partners’
faculty and staff

There is little or no
evidence that teacher
education faculty members
collaborate with PK-12
students’ families.

There is evidence that
teacher education
faculty members
collaborate with PK-12
students’ families,
where appropriate.

There is substantial
evidence that teacher
education faculty
members collaborate
with PK-12 students’
families, where
appropriate.

There is little or no
evidence that teacher
education faculty members
collaborate with
community agency
representatives.

There is evidence that
teacher education
faculty members
collaborate with
community agency
representatives, where
appropriate.

There is substantial
evidence that teacher
education faculty
members collaborate
with community
agency
representatives,
where appropriate.
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Indicator/Criteria
Standard 4
Diversity
Rationale: Responds to
Cochran-Smith’s (2003)
diversity question.
Program developers’
construction of diversity
was found to be
statistically significant
in determining
successful incorporation
of standards for
diversity preparation

4.1 Recruitment and
retention of diverse,
qualified program
candidates
Rationale: “The
program should
facilitate admissions
screening based on
cultural sensitivity and
commitment to the
education o f all students
(Zeichner, 1993).”
4.1.1 Recruitment
efforts facilitate
retention o f a pool of
quality candidates,
committed to teaching
all children, including
those from traditionally
underrepresented
populations.
Source(s): Table 2.1
TEAC cross-cutting
theme of “multicultural
perspectives and
accuracy”; PTSB’s
proposition regarding
“commitment to student
learning”; state quality
indicator #3; and
ACEI’s standard for
“practices and
behaviors of developing
career teachers”

Unsatisfactory
Little or no evidence that
the standard is met and
significant room for
improvement

UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
Some evidence that
the standard is met,
but room for
improvement

SATISFACTORY

Target
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
standard is met and
little room for
improvement

TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that recruitment
efforts facilitate retention
of a pool o f quality
candidates, committed to
teaching all children,
including those from
traditionally
underrepresented
populations.

There is evidence that
recruitment efforts
facilitate retention o f a
pool o f quality
candidates, committed
to teaching all
children, including
those from
traditionally
underrepresented
populations.

There is substantial
evidence that
recruitment efforts
facilitate retention of
a pool o f quality
candidates,
committed to
teaching all children,
including those from
traditionally
underrepresented
populations.
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Indicator/Criteria
4.1.2 There is a minimum GPA
requirement for program
admission.
Source(s): state standards for
program admissions (Table 2.3)
NOTE: may be adapted to
specific state requirements
4.1.3 The department requires
candidates to pass an examination
prior to program admission.
Source(s): state standards for
program admissions (Table 2.3)
This requirement was found to be
inversely statistically significant
in determining successful
incorporation o f standards for
diversity training in teacher
preparation
N O TE: may be adapted to
specific state requirements in this
area
4.1.4 The department has other
requirements for program
admission - such as completion of
essays, community service or
service learning, interviews
Source(s): TEAC quality
principle # 4.6 Standards of
capacity for program quality recruiting and admissions
practices; PTSB’s proposition
regarding “commitment to student
learning”; ACEI’s standard for
“practices and behaviors of
developing career teachers”

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is no minimum
GPA requirement for
program admission.

There is a
minimum GPA
requirement for
program
admission.

There is a
minimum GPA
requirement for
program admission.

There is little or no
evidence that the
department requires
candidates to pass an
examination prior to
program admission.

There is evidence
that the
department
requires
candidates to pass
an examination
prior to program
admission.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department
requires candidates
to pass an
examination prior
to program
admission.

There is little or no
evidence that the
department has other
requirements for
program admissions.

There is evidence
that the
department has
other requirements
for program
admissions

There is substantial
evidence that the
department has
other requirements
for program
admissions
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Indicator/Criteria
4.2 Design,
implementation, and
evaluation of curriculum
and experiences
Rationale: The curricular

Unsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

design element governing
designation of subject
matter background was
found to be statistically
significant in determining
successful incorporation of
standards for diversity
training in teacher
preparation.

4.2 Design,
implementation, and
evaluation of curriculum
and experiences
“The program should
facilitate:
- development of a clear
sense of personal cultural
and ethnic identity;
examination of attitudes
toward other groups ethno-cultural,
[exceptional, language
minority]
- an understanding o f the
dynamics o f prejudice and
racism and how to deal
with these issues in the
classroom
- an understanding o f the
dynamics o f privilege and
oppression and the
institutionalized practices
that contribute to the
reproduction o f social
inequalities
- review and evaluation of
research on socio-cultural
knowledge of the
relationships among
culture, language, and
learning
- intellectual challenge and
emotional/social support
(Zeichner, 1993)”

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

Target
TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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Indicator/Criteria
4.2.1 Representatives of the
department, school partners,
and other key stakeholders
design, deliver, and evaluate
curriculum and experiences.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #3.1 Collaboration
between unit and school
partners
4.2.2 Curricula provide
candidates with requisite
foundational theories education, learning, child
development from a variety
o f perspectives
Source(s): NCATE
standard #1.3 Pedagogical
content knowledge; TEAC
quality principle #1.2
pedagogical knowledge and
cross-cutting theme - m/c
perspectives and accuracy;
INTASC content pedagogy
4.2.3 Curricula provide
candidates with requisite
knowledge o f pedagogical
approaches from a variety of
perspectives
Source(s): NCATE
standard #1.3; TEAC
quality principle #1.2
pedagogical knowledge,
cross-cutting theme - m/c
perspectives and accuracy;
INTASC content pedagogy
4.2.4 Curricula provide
candidates with requisite
subject matter knowledge
from a variety of
perspectives
Source(s): NCATE
standard #1.1 Content
knowledge; T E A C quality
principle 1.1 Subject matter
knowledge and cross-cutting
themes o f learning how to
learn, m/c perspectives and
accuracy; INTASC content
pedagogy

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that
representatives of the
department, school
partners, and other
key stakeholders
design, deliver, and
evaluate curriculum
and experiences.
There is little or no
evidence that curricula
provide candidates
with requisite
foundational theories.

There is evidence
that representatives
o f the department,
school partners, and
other key
stakeholders design,
deliver, and evaluate
curriculum and
experiences.
There is evidence
that curricula provide
candidates with
requisite
foundational theories
from a variety of
perspectives.

There is substantial
evidence that
representatives of the
department, school
partners, and other
key stakeholders
design, deliver, and
evaluate curriculum
and experiences.
There is substantial
evidence that
curricula provide
candidates with
requisite foundational
theories from a
variety of
perspectives.

There is little or no
evidence that curricula
provide candidates
with requisite
knowledge of
pedagogical
approaches from a
variety of
perspectives.

There is evidence
that curricula provide
candidates with
requisite knowledge
of pedagogical
approaches from a
variety of
perspectives.

There is substantial
evidence that
curricula provide
candidates with
requisite knowledge
o f pedagogical
approaches from a
variety of
perspectives.

There is little or no
evidence that curricula
provide candidates
with requisite subject
matter knowledge
from a variety of
perspectives.

There is evidence
that curricula provide
candidates with
requisite subject
matter knowledge
from a variety of
perspectives.

There is substantial
evidence that
curricula provide
candidates with
requisite subject
matter knowledge
from a variety of
perspectives.
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Indicator/Criteria
4.2.5 Curricula infuse
themes and issues of
diversity and exceptionality
throughout the professional
sequence
Source(s): NCATE
standard #4 Diversity;
TEAC quality principle
#1.3 Caring and teaching
skills and cross-cutting
themes o f learning how to
learn and multicultural
perspectives and accuracy

4.3 Working with diverse
PK-12 students, families,
and community agency
representatives
Rationale: The factors of
partner schools status under
NCLB’s adequate yearly
progress provisions and
higher concentrations of
PK-8 students who were
living in poverty, with
disabilities, and for whom
English was not the primary
language in the home were
found to be statistically
significant in determining
successful incorporation of
standards for diversity
training in teacher
preparation
“The program should
facilitate
- adoption of various
procedures through which
candidates can gain
information about the
communities represented in
their classrooms (Zeichner,
1993)”

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that curricula
infuse themes and issues
of diversity and
exceptionality throughout
the professional
sequence.

There is evidence that
curricula infuse
themes and issues of
diversity and
exceptionality
throughout the
professional
sequence.

There is substantial
evidence that
curricula infuse
themes and issues
of diversity and
exceptionality
throughout the
professional
sequence.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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Indicator/Criteria,
4.3.1 Candidates are
provided with extensive
opportunities to work with
diverse PK-12 students,
families, and community
agency representatives.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #3.3 Candidates
demonstration of
knowledge, skills, and
dispositions to help all
students learn, and #4.4
Experiences working with
diverse PK-12 schools;
TEAC quality principles
#1.3 Caring and teaching
skill and 4.1 Standards of
capacity for program
quality, curriculum with
cross-cutting themes of
learning how to learn and
multicultural perspectives
and accuracy; INTASC
standard for diverse
learners; state standard for
cultural competence;
PTSB proposition that
teachers are committed to
students and learning;
ACEI’s standards for
collaboration; CEC’s
standard for collaboration;
and TESOL’s standard for
cultural groups and
identity
NOTE: can be adapted to
reflect specific state
requirements

4.4 Working with
diverse supervising
faculty, program
candidates, cooperating
teachers, and support
staff
Rationale: “The program

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
are provided with
extensive opportunities to
work with diverse PK-12
students, families, or
community agency
representatives.

There is evidence that
candidates are
provided with
extensive
opportunities to work
with diverse PK-12
students, families, or
community agency
representatives.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates are
provided with
extensive
opportunities to
work with diverse
PK-12 students,
families, and
community agency
representatives.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

should facilitate exposure
to modeling o f successful
practices (Zeichner,
1993)”
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Indicator/Criteria
4.4.1 Candidates are provided
with opportunities to work with
diverse supervising faculty,
program candidates, cooperating
teachers, and support staff.
Source(s): NCATE standards 4.2
Experiences working with diverse
faculty and 4.3 Experiences
working with diverse candidates;
TEAC quality principle #4.2
Standards o f capacity for program
quality - faculty

Standard 5
Field experiences and
partnerships
Rationale; Responds to CochranSmith’s (2003) teacher learning
and practice questions.
As noted in review o f the
“wisdom o f practice,” field
placements should provide
extended opportunities to work
with a variety of PK-12 students
and allow candidates to blend
theory with practice.
In particular, opportunities for
candidates to work in diverse
settings and blend content
knowledge with a variety of
pedagogical approaches as well
and to work with children living
in poverty, with disabilities, and
for whom English was not the
primary language in the home
were found to be statistically
significant in determining
successful incorporation of
standards for diversity training in
teacher preparation
“The program should provide
- field experiences with children
and adults of various ethno
cultural, [exceptional, and
language minority] groups and
guided reflection on those
experiences (Zeichner, 1993)”

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates are
provided with
opportunities to work
with diverse
supervising faculty,
program candidates,
cooperating teachers,
or support staff.

There is evidence
that candidates are
provided with
opportunities to
work with diverse
supervising
faculty, program
candidates,
cooperating
teachers, or
support staff.

Little or no evidence
that the standard is
met and significant
room for
improvement

Some evidence
that the standard is
met, but room for
improvement

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates are
provided with
opportunities to
work with diverse
supervising faculty,
program
candidates,
cooperating
teachers, or support
staff.
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
standard is met and
little room for
improvement
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Indicator/Criteria
5.1 Development of
collaborative partnerships
Rationale: This was found
to be statistically significant
in determining the
successful incorporation of
standards o f diversity
training in teacher
preparation programs
5.1.1 There is a clearly
articulated plan for
developing partnerships that
offer mutually beneficial
professional development
opportunities for
college/university and PK12 faculty and staff, pre
service candidates, and
PK12 students.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #3.1 Collaboration
between unit and school
partners
5.1.2 Partnerships are
evaluated on a regular basis
Source(s): TEAC quality
principle for continuous
improvement; AQIP
process o f improvement

5.2 Design,
implementation, and
evaluation of field
experiences
Rationale: “The program
should facilitate field
experiences with children
and adults o f various ethno
cultural, [exceptional, and
language minority] groups
and guided reflection on
those experiences; student
teaching experiences in

Unsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Target
TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is no articulated
plan for developing
partnerships.

There is a plan for
developing
partnerships.

There is a clearly
articulated plan for
developing
partnerships that
offer mutually
beneficial
professional
development
opportunities

There is no plan for
evaluation o f the
viability or value of
partnerships.

There is a plan for
evaluating
partnerships.

There is a clearly
articulated plan for
evaluating the
viability and value
o f partnerships.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

sch o o ls se rv in g e th n ic- and

language-minority students
(Zeichner, 1993)”
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Indicator/Criteria
5.2.1 Representatives of the
department, school partners,
and other key stakeholders
design, deliver, and evaluate
field experiences.
Source(s): NCATE standard
#3.2 Design,
implementation, and
evaluation o f field
experiences and clinical
practice; TEAC quality
principle #3.1 Institutional
learning - program decisions
and planning based on
evidence
5.2.2 There is a high level of
coherence between
coursework and field
experiences.
Source(s): NCATE standard
#4.1 Design,
implementation, and
evaluation o f curriculum and
experiences; TEAC quality
principle #3.1 Institutional
learning - program decisions
and planning based on
evidence
5.2.3 Field experiences
provide candidates with
exposure to diverse PK-12
student populations.
Source(s): NCATE standard
#4.4 Experiences working
with diverse PK-12 students;
TEAC quality principle #1.3
Caring and teaching skill
5.2.4 Field experiences
provide candidates with
ample opportunity to blend
theory and practice.
Source(s): NCATE standard
4.1 Design, implementation,
and evaluation of curriculum
and experiences; TEAC
quality principle #1.3 Caring
and teaching skill

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that
representatives of the
department, school
partners, or other key
stakeholders design,
deliver, or evaluate
field experiences.

There is evidence
that representatives
o f the department,
school partners, and
other key
stakeholders design,
deliver, or evaluate
field experiences.

There is substantial
evidence that
representatives o f the
department, school
partners, and other
key stakeholders
design, deliver, and
evaluate field
experiences.

There is little or no
evidence that field
experiences and
coursework are
coherently designed.

There is evidence
that field experiences
and coursework are
coherently designed.

There is substantial
evidence that field
experiences and
coursework are
coherently designed.

There is little or no
evidence that field
experiences are
substantive enough to
provide adequate
exposure to diverse
PK-12 student
populations.

There is evidence
that field experiences
are substantive
enough to provide
adequate exposure to
diverse PK-12
student populations.

There is substantial
evidence that field
experiences are
substantive enough to
provide adequate
exposure to diverse
PK-12 student
populations.

There is little or no
evidence that field
experiences are
substantive enough to
provide candidates
with ample
opportunity to blend
theory and practice.

There is evidence
that field experiences
are substantive
enough to provide
candidates with
ample opportunity to
blend theory and
practice.

There is substantial
evidence that field
experiences are
substantive enough to
provide candidates
with ample
opportunity to blend
theory and practice.
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Indicator/Criteria
5.3 Qualifications
and responsibilities
of supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers
Rationale: Key
determinants of the
quality o f field
experiences
5.3.1 The department
ensures that the
responsibilities of
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers are clear and
communicated to all
affected parties.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #3.2 Design,
implementation, and
evaluation of
curriculum and
experiences
5.3.2 The department
has clearly designated
the required
qualifications for
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers.

Unsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that the
department ensures that the
responsibilities of
supervising faculty or
cooperating teachers are
clear and communicated to
all affected parties.

There is evidence that
the department ensures
that the responsibilities
o f supervising faculty
or cooperating teachers
are clear and
communicated to all
affected parties.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department ensures
that the
responsibilities of
supervising faculty
or cooperating
teachers are clear
and communicated
to all affected
parties.

There is little or no
evidence that the
department has clearly
designated the required
qualifications for
supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers.

There is evidence that
the department has
clearly designated the
required qualifications
for supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department has
clearly designated
the required
qualifications for
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers.

There is little or no
evidence that the
department has an
evaluation plan that allows
review of the qualifications
and effectiveness of
supervising faculty or
cooperating teachers.

There is evidence that
the department has an
evaluation plan that
allows review of the
qualifications and
effectiveness of
supervising faculty or
cooperating teachers.

There is substantial
evidence that the
department has an
evaluation plan that
allows review of the
qualifications and
effectiveness of
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers.

Source(s): NCATE
standard #3.2 Design,
implementation, and
evaluation of
curriculum and
experiences
5.3.3 The department
has an evaluation plan
that allows review of
qualifications and
effectiveness of
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers
Source(s): State
quality standards
NOTE: May be
adapted to specific
state requirements

Target
TARGET
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Indicator/Criteria
5.3.4 The department
has a professional
development plan that
allows
monitoring/mentoring
o f supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers
Source(s): State
quality standards
NOTE: M ay be
adapted to specific
state requirements

5.4 Debriefing
Rationale: Critical
reflection and
opportunities to
confront biases cited as
key determinants of
candidates’ retention
5.4.1 Candidates have
opportunities to
confront implicit
assumptions and biases
that influence
knowledge
construction and
perpetuate inequality
of PK-12 student
outcomes.
Source(s): Zeichner
(1993) key element #4
5.4.2 Candidates have
opportunities to
analyze the impacts of
power and privilege on
the teaching and
learning processes.
Source(s): Zeichner
(1993) key element #5
5.4.3 Candidates have
opportunities to reflect
on the connections
between teacher
expectations and
student esteem and
academic achievement
and attainment.

Unsatisfactory
There is little or no
evidence that the
department has a
professional
development plan that
allows
monitoring/mentoring of
supervising faculty or
cooperating teachers.

Satisfactory
There is evidence that
the department has a
professional
development plan that
allows
monitoring/mentoring
o f supervising faculty
or cooperating
teachers.

Target
There is substantial
evidence that the
department has a
professional
development plan that
allows
monitoring/mentoring
of supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

TARGET

Little or no evidence
that the indicator/criteria
is met and significant
room for improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
have opportunities to
confront implicit
assumptions and biases
that influence
knowledge construction
and perpetuate
inequality of PK -12
student outcomes.

There is evidence that
candidates have
opportunities to
confront implicit
assumptions and biases
that influence
knowledge
construction and
perpetuate inequality
o f PK-12 student
outcomes.

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
have opportunities to
analyze the impacts of
power and privilege on
the teaching and
learning processes.

There is evidence that
candidates have
opportunities to
analyze the impacts of
power and privilege on
the teaching and
learning processes.

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
have opportunities to
reflect on the
connections between
teacher expectations and
student esteem and
academic achievement
and attainment.

There is evidence that
candidates have
opportunities to reflect
on the connections
between teacher
expectations and
student esteem and
academic achievement

Substantial,
corroborative evidence
that the
indicator/criteria is met
and little room for
improvement
There is substantial
evidence that
candidates have
opportunities to
confront implicit
assumptions and biases
that influence
knowledge
construction and
perpetuate inequality of
PK-12 student
outcomes.
There is substantial
evidence that
candidates have
opportunities to
analyze the impacts of
power and privilege on
the teaching and
learning processes.
There is substantial
evidence that
candidates have
opportunities to reflect
on the connections
between teacher
expectations, student
esteem and
achievement
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Indicator/Criteria
Standard 6
Candidate development
Rationale: Responds to
Cochran-Smith’s (2003)
outcomes question —
W hat should candidates
know and be able to do?

6.1 Content knowledge
Rationale: “The program
should facilitate
- a review o f history of
various ethno-cultural
groups and contributions
of knowledge of multiple
voices (Zeichner, 1993)”
6.1.1 Candidates know
the subject matter that
they plan to teach and can
explain important
principles and concepts
from a variety of
perspectives.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #1.1 Content
knowledge; TEAC
quality principle #1.1
Subject matter
knowledge; INTASC
standard for content
pedagogy; PTSB
proposition that teachers
know the subjects they
teach and how to teach
those subjects to all
students; ACEI’s
standards for Curriculum
2.1-2.8; CEC content
standards #1
Foundations, #2
Development and
characteristics o f learners,
and #3 Individual
learning differences;
TESOL domain #1
Language; and domain #2
Culture

Unsatisfactory
Little or no evidence that
the standard is met and
significant room for
improvement

Satisfactory
Some evidence that
the standard is met,
but room for
improvement

Target
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
standard is met and
little room for
improvement

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

TARGET

There is evidence that
candidates lack the
necessary knowledge of
subject matter that would
allow them to explain
important principles and
concepts from a variety
of perspectives.

There is evidence
that candidates can
explain important
principles and
concepts of their
subject matter from
several different
perspectives.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates can
explain important
principles and
concepts o f their
subject matter from a
variety of
perspectives. There
is substantial
evidence that
candidates have an
understanding of the
history, structure,
and real world
application of
subject matter
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6.1.2 Candidates link
explanations and
representations to prior
learning.
Source(s): TEAC
quality principle #1.3
Caring and teaching
skill; INTASC standards
for diverse learners,
multiple instructional
strategies, and
motivation and
management; PTSB
proposition that teachers
know the subjects they
teach and how to teach
those subjects to all
students; ACEI
standards for Curriculum
- particularly, 2.8
connections across the
curriculum; CEC content
standard #4 Instructional
strategies; TESOL
domain #3 Planning,
implementing, and
managing instruction

6.2 Pedagogical
knowledge
Source(s): “The
program should facilitate
- dissemination of
information about
characteristics and
learning styles o f various
groups and individuals
and the limitations of
this information
- review and evaluation
o f research on socio
cultural knowledge and
relationships among
culture, language, and
learning (Zeichner,
1993)”

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
link explanations and
representations with PK12 students’ prior learning
or experience. There is
evidence that they lack
familiarity with skills gaps
and preconceptions o f the
PK-12 students.

There is evidence that
candidates can link
explanations or
representations to PK12 students’ prior
learning or
experience. There is
evidence that they are
familiar with skills
gaps and
preconceptions of the
PK-12 students.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates can link
explanations and
representations with
PK-12 students’
prior learning and
experience. There is
evidence that they
are acutely aware of
and can compensate
for skills gaps and
preconceptions that
PK-12 students may
have.

UNSATISFACTORY
Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

SATISFACTORY
Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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6.2.1 Candidates have a broad
knowledge o f subject matter
and can demonstrate a variety
o f instructional strategies.
Source(s): NCATE standard
#1.3 Pedagogical content
knowledge; TEAC quality
principle #1.2 Pedagogical
knowledge; INTASC standards
for content pedagogy and
multiple instructional
strategies; PTSB proposition
that teachers know the subjects
they teach and how to teach
those subjects to all students;
ACEI standards #3.1
Integrating and applying
knowledge for instruction and
#3.2 Adaptation to diverse
learners; CEC content
standards #4 Instructional
strategies, and #5 Learning
environments and social
interactions; TESOL domain
#3 Planning, implementing,
and managing instruction
6.2.2 Candidates design
instruction appropriate to
students’ stages of
development, learning styles,
strengths, and needs.
Source(s): TEAC quality
principle #1.3 Caring and
teaching skill; INTASC
standard for student
development; PTSB
proposition that teachers are
responsible for managing and
monitoring student learning;
ACEI standards #3.3
Development o f critical
thinking, problem solving, and
performance skills and #3.4
Active engagement in learning;
CEC content standard #7
Instructional planning; TESOL
domain #3 Planning,
implementing, and managing
instruction

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates are able
to demonstrate a
variety of
instructional
strategies.

There is evidence
that candidates are
able to demonstrate a
variety of
instructional
strategies.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates are able to
demonstrate a variety
of instructional
strategies.

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates are able
to design instruction
that is appropriate to
PK-12 students’
stages of
development,
learning styles,
strengths, or needs.

There is evidence
that candidates
complete
coursework and
engage in field
experiences that
allow them to begin
to design
developmentally
appropriate
instruction.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates complete
coursework and
engage in field
experiences that
allow them to begin
to design
developmentally
appropriate
instruction.

Unsatisfactory
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In d ic a to r/C rite ria
6.3 C ontent/pedagogy
in teg ratio n
R ationale: The opportunity
to integrate content/subject
matter knowledge with
appropriate pedagogical
approaches was found to be
statistically significant in
determining successful
incorporation o f standards
for diversity training.
“The program should
facilitate the appropriate
interface o f pedagogy with
students’ prior experiences,
learning styles, and social
influences (Zeichner, 1993)”
6.3.1 Candidates are able to
present content in a clear
and meaningful way to all
students.
Source(s): NCATE standard
#1.3 Pedagogical
knowledge; TEAC quality
principle #1.3 Caring and
teaching skill; INTASC
standards for content
pedagogy, diverse learners,
multiple instructional
strategies, and motivation
and management; PTSB
proposition that teachers are
responsible for managing
and monitoring student
learning; ACEI standards
#3.3 Development of critical
thinking, problem solving,
and performance skills and
#3.4 Active engagement in
learning; CEC content
standards #3 Individual
learning differences, #4

U nsatisfactory
U N SA TISFA CTO RY
Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Satisfactory
SA TISFA C TO R Y
Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

T arg e t
TA R G E T
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
are able to present
content in a clear and
meaningful way to all
students.

There is evidence
that candidates are
able to present
content in a clear and
meaningful way to all
students.

There is
substantial
evidence that
candidates are able
to present content
in a clear and
meaningful way to
all students.

In stru c tio n a l stra te g ie s, # 5

Learning environments and
social interactions, and #7
Instructional planning;
TESOL domain #3
Planning, implementing, and
managing instruction
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Indicator/Criteria
6.3.2 Candidates
understand how implicit
assumptions and biases
influence knowledge
construction and
contribute to systemic
inequality.
Source(s): Zeichner
(1993) key element #5,
“wisdom of practice”
substantiation

6.4 Assessment of PK12 student learning
Source(s): “The
program should facilitate
adaptation of
instructional strategies
and assessments to
accommodate the
cultural capital of
individual students
(Zeichner, 1993)”
6.4.1 Candidates have
knowledge of, and
experience in using both
traditional and authentic
assessments o f PK-12
student performance.
Sourcefs): NCATE
standard #1.7 Student
learning; TEAC quality
principle #1.3 Caring
and teaching skill;
INTASC standard for
assessment; PTSB
proposition that teachers
are responsible for
managing and
monitoring student
learning; ACEI standard
#4 Assessment for
instruction; CEC content
standard #8 Assessment;
TESOL domain #4
Assessment

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
understand how implicit
assumptions and biases
influence knowledge
construction and
contribute to systemic
inequality.

There is evidence that
candidates understand
how implicit
assumptions and biases
influence knowledge
construction and
contribute to systemic
inequality.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates
understand how
implicit
assumptions and
biases influence
knowledge
construction and
contribute to
systemic inequality.

TARGET

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is met,
but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
are provided exposure to
theory or practice o f both
traditional and authentic
assessments o f P K -12
student performance.
There is little or no
evidence that faculty
model the use of
differentiated assessment
strategies in evaluating
candidate performance.

There is evidence that
candidates are provided
exposure to theory and
practice of both
traditional and
authentic assessments
of PK-12 student
performance. There is
evidence that some
faculty model the use of
differentiated
assessment strategies in
evaluating candidates’
performance.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates are
provided exposure
to theory and
multiple
opportunities to
practice both
traditional and
authentic
assessment o f PK12 student
performance. There
is substantial
evidence that
faculty model the
use of differentiated
assessment
strategies in
evaluating
c a n d id a te s ’

performance.
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6.4.2 Candidates have
knowledge of, and experience
in using assessment data to
guide instruction and
professional development.
Source(s): TEAC quality
principle #1.3 Caring and
teaching skill; INTASC
standard for assessment;
PTSB proposition that
teachers are responsible for
managing and monitoring
student learning; ACEI
standard #5.1 Practices and
behaviors o f developing
career teachers; CEC content
standard #8 Assessment
6.4.3 Supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers have
knowledge of, and experience
in using both traditional and
authentic assessments of
student performance.
Source(s): State quality
standards
NOTE: May be adapted to
specific state requirements

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates have
knowledge of, or
experience in using
assessment data to
guide instruction or
professional
development.

There is evidence
that candidates have
knowledge of, and
exposure to the use
of assessment data to
guide instruction or
professional
development.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates have
knowledge of, and
extensive experience
in using assessment
data to guide
instruction and
professional
development.

There is little or no
evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers have
knowledge of, or
experience in using
both traditional and
authentic assessments
o f student
performance.
There is little or no
evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’
knowledge,
understanding or
practice of both
traditional and
authentic assessments
o f student
performance.

There is evidence
that supervising
faculty and/or
cooperating teachers
have knowledge of,
and experience in
using both
traditional and
authentic
assessments of
student performance.
There is evidence
that supervising
faculty and/or
cooperating teachers
reinforce candidates’
knowledge,
understanding or
practice o f both
traditional and
authentic
assessments of
student performance.

There is substantial
evidence that
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers have
knowledge of, and
experience in using
both traditional and
authentic
assessments of
student performance.
There is substantial
evidence that
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’
knowledge,
understanding or
practice of both
traditional and
authentic
assessments of
student performance.

Unsatisfactory
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6.4.2 Candidates have
knowledge of, and
experience in using
assessment data to guide
instruction and
professional development.
Source(s): TEAC quality
principle #1.3 Caring and
teaching skill; INTASC
standard for assessment;
PTSB proposition that
teachers are responsible
for managing and
monitoring student
learning; ACEI standard
#5.1 Practices and
behaviors of developing
career teachers; CEC
standard #8 Assessment
6.4.3 Supervising faculty
and cooperating teachers
have knowledge of, and
experience in using
assessment data to guide
instruction and
professional development.
Source(s): State quality
standards
NOTE: May be adapted to
specific state requirements

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates have
knowledge of, or
experience in using
assessment data to
guide instruction or
professional
development.

There is evidence that
candidates have
knowledge of, and
exposure to the use of
assessment data to
guide instruction or
professional
development.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates have
knowledge of, and
extensive experience
in using assessment
data to guide
instruction and
professional
development.

There is little or no
evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers have
knowledge of, or
experience in using
assessment data to
guide instruction or
professional
development.
There is little or no
evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’ knowledge,
understanding or use of
assessment data to
guide instruction or
professional
development. There is
little or no evidence
that professional
development in this
area is required prior to
assignment.

There is evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers have
knowledge of, or
experience in using
assessment data to
guide instruction
and/or professional
development.
There is evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’
knowledge,
understanding and/or
use of assessment to
guide instruction
and/or professional
development. There
is evidence that
professional
development in this
area is required prior
to assignment.

There is substantial
evidence that
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers have
knowledge of, and
experience in using
assessment data to
guide instruction and
professional
development.
There is substantial
evidence that
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’
knowledge,
understanding and use
o f assessment data to
guide instruction and
professional
development. There is
evidence that
professional
development in this
area is required prior
to assignment.
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6.5 Critical reflection
Rationale: “The
program should
facilitate
- [guided, critical]
examination of attitudes
toward other ethno
centric, [exceptional,
and language minority]
groups (Zeichner,
1993)”
6.5.1 Candidates
critically examine their
practice on a regular
basis in order to deepen
knowledge, expand their
repertoire of skills, and
incorporate new findings
and understandings into
their practice.
Source(s): NCATE
standard #3.3
Candidates’
demonstration of
knowledge, skills, and
dispositions to help all
students learn; INTASC
standard for reflective
practice: professional
growth; PTSB
proposition that teachers
think systematically
about their practice and
learn from experience;
ACEI standard #5.2
Reflection and
evaluation

6.6 Candidate
performance
assessment
Rationale: Just as for
PK-12 students,
assessments should
evaluate actual ability to
apply theory to practice

Unsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Target
TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
critically examine their
practice on a regular basis
in order to deepen
knowledge, expand their
repertoire o f skills, and
incorporate new findings
and understandings into
their practice.

There is evidence that
candidates critically
examine their practice
on a regular basis in
order to deepen
knowledge, expand
their repertoire of
skills, and incorporate
new findings and
understandings into
their practice.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates critically
examine their
practice on a regular
basis in order to
deepen knowledge,
expand their
repertoire o f skills,
and incorporate new
findings and
understandings into
their practice.

UNSATISFACTORY
Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

SATISFACTORY
Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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6.6.1 Candidate
performance is
assessed using a
variety of methods
Source(s): State
quality standards
NOTE: May be
adapted to specific
state requirements
6.6.2 Candidate
performance is
assessed progressively
throughout the
professional core
sequences
Source(s): State
quality standards
NOTE: May be
adapted to specific
state requirements
6.6.3 Candidate
performance is
assessed by
supervising faculty,
cooperating teachers,
and PK-12 students

Satisfactory
There is evidence that
candidate performance
is assessed using a
variety of methods.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidate
performance is
assessed using a
variety of methods.

There is little or no
evidence that candidate
performance is assessed
progressively throughout
the professional core
sequence.

There is evidence that
candidate performance
is assessed
progressively
throughout the
professional core
sequence.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidate
performance is
assessed
progressively
throughout the
professional core
sequence.

There is little or no
evidence that candidate
performance is assessed by
supervising faculty,
cooperating teachers, and
PK-12 students.

There is evidence that
candidate performance
is assessed by
supervising faculty,
cooperating teachers,
and PK-12 students.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidate
performance is
assessed by
supervising faculty,
cooperating teachers,
and PK-12 students.

Source(s):
6.7 Use of
technology to
support teaching and
learning
Rationale: The
program should
prepare candidates to
use technology to
support teaching and
learning (MDE, 2001)
6.7.1 Candidates
receive basic computer
literacy in accordance
with entry-level
standards for teachers.
Source(s): TEAC
cross-cutting theme of
technology; state
quality indicator #6

Target

Unsatisfactory
There is little or no
evidence that candidate
performance is assessed
using a variety of methods.

TARGET

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
receive basic computer
literacy in accordance with
entry-level standard for
teachers.

There is evidence that
candidates receive
basic computer literacy
in accordance with
entry-level standard for
teachers.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates receive
basic computer
literacy in
accordance with
entry-level standard
for teachers.
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Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

6.7.2 Candidates learn
how to use technology as a
resource for teaching and
learning.
Source(s): TEAC cross
cutting theme of
technology; state quality
indicator #6
6.7.3 Candidates’ ability
to use technology as a
resource for teaching and
learning is assessed prior
to recommendation for
certification.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #6
NO TE: May be adapted to
specific state requirements
6.7.4 Candidates learn to
use technology as a
productivity tool.
Source(s): TEAC cross
cutting theme of
technology; state quality
indicator #6
6.7.5 Candidates’ ability
to use technology as a
productivity tool is
assessed prior to
recommendation for
certification.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #6
NOTE: May be adapted to
specific state requirements

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates learn how
to use technology as a
resource for teaching
and learning.

There is evidence that
candidates learn how
to use technology as a
resource for teaching
and learning.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates learn how
to use technology as a
resource for teaching
and learning.

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates’ ability to
use technology as a
resource for teaching
and learning is
assessed prior to
recommendation for
certification.

There is evidence that
candidates’ ability to
use technology as a
resource for teaching
and learning is
assessed prior to
recommendation for
certification.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates’ ability to
use technology as a
resource for teaching
and learning is
assessed prior to
recommendation for
certification.

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates learn to use
technology as a
productivity tool.

There is evidence that
candidates learn to
use technology as a
productivity tool.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates learn to use
technology as a
productivity tool.

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates’ ability to
use technology as a
productivity tool is
assessed prior to
recommendation for
certification.

There is evidence that
candidates’ ability to
use technology as a
productivity tool is
assessed prior to
recommendation for
certification.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates’ ability to
use technology as a
productivity tool is
assessed prior to
recommendation for
certification.

Standard 7
Family and community
relations
Rationale: “The program

Little or no evidence
that the standard is
met and significant
room for improvement

Some evidence that
the standard is met,
but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative evidence
that the standard is
met and little room for
improvement

Indicator/Criteria

should facilitate the
adoption of various
procedures through which
candidates can gain
information about the
communities represented
in their classrooms
(Zeichner, 1993)”
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Indicator/Criteria
7.1 Interaction and
involvement with PK-12
families to support
teaching and learning
Rationale: “The program
should facilitate the
adoption o f various
procedures through which
candidates can gain
information about the
communities represented
in their classrooms
(Zeichner, 1993)”
7.1.1 There is a clearly
articulated plan for
teaching pre-service
candidates how to
effectively interact with
and involve families in
support of PK-12 student
learning.
Source(s): INTASC’s
standard for school and
community involvement;
PTSB proposition that
teachers are members of
learning communities;
state quality indicator #5;
ACEI standard #5.5
Collaboration with
families; CEC content
standard #10
Collaboration; TESOL
domain #5
Professionalism partnerships and advocacy
7.1.2 There is a clearly
articulated plan for how
and when candidates
interact with PK-12
students’ families in a
clinical/school setting.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #5
NOTE: May be adapted
to specific state
requirements

Unsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Target
TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence o f a plan for
teaching pre-service
candidates to effectively
interact with and involve
families in support of PK12 learning.

There is evidence of a
plan for teaching pre
service candidates to
effectively interact
with and involve
families in support of
PK-12 learning.

There is substantial
evidence of a
clearly articulated
plan for teaching
pre-service
candidates to
effectively interact
with and involve
families in support
of PK-12 learning.

There is little or no
evidence o f a plan for
how and when candidates
interact with families in a
clinical/school setting.

There is evidence o f a
plan for how and
when candidates
interact with families
in a clinical/school
setting.

There is substantive
evidence o f a plan
for how and when
candidates interact
with families in a
clinical/school
setting.
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Indicator/Criteria
7.1.3 Candidates’
learning though
interaction and
involvement with PK-12
students’ families is
assessed.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #5

7.2 Interaction and
involvement with
representatives of
community agencies to
support teaching and
learning
Rationale: “The program
should facilitate the
adoption o f various
procedures though which
candidates gain
information about the
communities represented
in their classrooms
(Zeichner, 1993)”
7.2.1 There a clearly
articulated plan for
teaching candidates to
effectively interact with
and involve
representatives of
community agencies in
support of PK-12 student
learning.
Source(s): INTASC
standard for school and
community involvement;
PTSB proposition that
teachers are members of
learning communities;
state quality indicator #5;
ACEI standard #5.4
Collaboration; CEC
content standard #10
Collaboration; TESOL
domain #5
Professionalism partnerships and
advocacy

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence of assessment of
candidates’ learning
through interaction and
involvement with PK-12
students families.

There is evidence of
assessment of
candidates’ learning
through interaction
and involvement with
PK-12 students
families.

There is substantial
evidence of
assessment of
candidates’ learning
through interaction
and involvement
with PK-12
students families.

SATISFACTORY

TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence o f a plan for
teaching candidates to
effectively interact with
and involve
representatives of
community agencies in
support o f PK-12 student
learning.

There is evidence of a
plan for teaching
candidates to
effectively interact
with and involve
representatives of
community agencies
in support of PK-12
student learning.

There is substantial
evidence of a plan
for teaching
candidates to
effectively interact
with and involve
representatives of
community
agencies in support
o f PK-12 student
learning.

UNSATISFACTORY
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Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

7.2.2 Candidates’
learning through
interaction and
involvement with
representatives of
community agencies in
support o f PK-12
student learning is
assessed
Source(s): state
quality indicator #5
NOTE: May be
adapted to specific
state requirements

There is little or no
evidence of assessment of
candidates’ learning
through interaction and
involvement with
representatives of
community agencies in
support of PK-12 student
learning.

There is evidence of
assessment of
candidates’ learning
through interaction and
involvement with
representatives of
community agencies in
support o f PK-12
student learning.

There is substantial
evidence of
assessment of
candidates’ learning
through interaction
and involvement
with representatives
o f community
agencies in support
of PK-12 student
learning.

Standard 8
Cognizance of legal
and regulatory
environment
Rationale: Candidates

Little or no evidence that
the standard is met and
significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
standard is met, but
room for improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
standard is met and
little room for
improvement

Indicator/Criteria

should have exposure
to the legal, regulatory,
and ethical rights and
responsibilities o f the
profession.

8.1 Candidate access
to information about
program goals and
objectives
Rationale: The
program prepares
candidates who
possess, the content
knowledge,
pedagogical skills, and
dispositions for
teaching and learning
(NCATE, 2000; MDE,
2001)

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

8.1.1 Candidates are
fully informed of state
certification
requirements.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #7
NOTE: May be adapted
to specific state
requirements

The catalog and
departmental information
booklets do not contain a
complete description of
certification requirements.
Advising guides do not
match the catalog
descriptions. Course
syllabi do not incorporate
required competencies and
objectives (learning
outcomes)

Documentation has
minor deficiencies or
discrepancies that do
not affect the overall
objective of access

8.1.2 Candidates are
fully informed of state
certification
requirements.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #7

The catalog and
departmental information
booklets do not contain a
complete description of
certification requirements.
Advising guides do not
match the catalog
descriptions.
Course syllabi do not
incorporate required
competencies and
objectives (learning
outcomes)

Documentation has
minor deficiencies or
discrepancies that do
not affect the overall
objective of access

The catalog and
departmental
information booklets
contain a complete
description of
certification
requirements.
Advising guides
match the catalog
descriptions.
Course syllabi
incorporate required
competencies and
objectives (learning
outcomes)
The catalog and
departmental
information booklets
contain a complete
description of
certification
requirements.
Advising guides
match the catalog
descriptions.
Course syllabi
incorporate required
competencies and
objectives (learning
outcomes)

Indicator/Criteria

8.2 Knowledge of state
PK-12 Curriculum
Framework(s)
Rationale: The program
prepares candidates who
possess the content
knowledge, pedagogical
skills, and dispositions
for teaching and
learning
The program provides
opportunities for
practice in settings that
support the development
of knowledge, skills,
and dispositions
appropriate to the grade
level of preparation
(MDE, 2001)

UNSATISFACTORY
Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

SATISFACTORY
Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

8.2.1 Candidates have
knowledge of the
Michigan Curriculum
Framework (MCF) for
PK-12 education.
Source(s): state quality
indicators #1, and #2
NOTE: May be
adapted to specific
state requirements

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
obtain copies of the
Michigan Curriculum
Framework (MCF), or
information about how
to access it on the web,
or information on
ordering copies through
the Michigan Center for
Career and Technical
Education,
There is no evidence
that any of the five
sections are addressed in
coursework or field
experiences.

There is evidence that
candidates obtain
information about
how to access the
MCF on the web, or
information on
ordering copies
through the Michigan
Center for Career and
Technical Education.
There is evidence that
all sections are
addressed in
coursework and/or
field experiences.

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates obtain
copies of the MCF,
information about how
to access it on the web,
and/or information on
ordering copies through
the Michigan Center for
Career and Technical
Education. There is
substantial evidence
that all five o f the
sections are addressed
in coursework and field
experiences.

8.2.2 Supervising
faculty and cooperating
teachers are proficient
in knowledge o f the
Michigan Curriculum
Framework (MCF) for
PK-12 education.
Source(s): state quality
indicators #1, and #2
NOTE: May be
adapted to specific
state requirements

There is little or no
evidence that
supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers are
proficient in knowledge
o f the MCF, and little or
no evidence that
professional
development in this area
is required for all new
supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers
prior to assignment.
There is little or no
evidence that
supervising faculty or
cooperating teachers
reinforce candidates’
knowledge o f the MCF.

There is evidence that
not all supervising
faculty and/or
cooperating teachers
are proficient in
knowledge o f the
MCF, but professional
development sessions
in this area are
required o f all new
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers prior to
assignment.
There is evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’
knowledge o f the
MCF.

There is substantial
evidence that all
supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers
are proficient in
knowledge of the MCF,
and professional
development sessions in
this area are required of
all new supervising
faculty and cooperating
teachers prior to
assignment.
There is substantial
evidence that
supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers
reinforce candidates’
knowledge o f the MCF
throughout coursework
and field experiences.

Indicator/Criteria
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Indicator/Criteria
8.3 Knowledge of state
recommended/developed
tools and resources
Rationale: The program
provides teacher candidates
opportunities for clinical
practice in settings that
support the development of
knowledge, skills, and
dispositions appropriate for
the grade level and subject
area o f preparation (MDE,
2001)
8.3.1 Candidates have
knowledge of state
recommended/developed
tools and resources.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #2
N O T E : May be adapted to
specific state requirements

8.3.2 Supervising faculty
and cooperating teachers are
proficient in the knowledge
and use o f state
recommended/developed
tools and resources. They
can facilitate and reinforce
candidates’ knowledge and
understanding of the
appropriate use o f these
tools and resources.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #2
N O TE: May be adapted to
specific state requirements

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

U N SA TISFA CTO RY
Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

SA TISFA C TO R Y
Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria
is met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that candidates
obtain information about
how to access these tools
and resources on the
web.
There is little or no
evidence that candidates
use any of these tools or
resources in coursework
or field experiences.

There is evidence that
candidates obtain
information about
how to access these
tools and resources
on the web, and there
is evidence that they
are used strategically
in coursework or
field experiences

There is little or no
evidence that all
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers are proficient in
the use of these tools and
resources, and no
evidence that
professional
development in this area
is required for all new
supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers
prior to assignment.

There is evidence that
not all supervising
faculty and/or
cooperating teachers
are proficient in
knowledge or use of
these tools and
resources, but
professional
development sessions
in this area are
required o f all new
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers prior to
assignment.

There is
substantial
evidence that
candidates obtain
information about
how to access
these tools as
resources on the
web, and
suggestions for
appropriate use.
There is
substantial
evidence that these
tools and
resources are used
appropriately
throughout
coursework and
field experiences.
There is
substantial
evidence that all
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers are
proficient in
knowledge and use
o f these tools and
resources.,
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Indicator/Criteria

8.4 Knowledge of
state entry-level
standards for teachers
Rationale: The
program should prepare
candidates who possess
the content knowledge,
pedagogical skills, and
dispositions for
teaching and learning
The program provides
candidates
opportunities for
clinical practice in
settings that support the
development of
knowledge, skills, and
dispositions appropriate
for the grade level and
subject area o f
preparation
The program prepares
candidates to use
technology to support
teaching and learning

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that supervising
faculty and/or cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’ knowledge or
proficiency in the use of
these tools and resources.

There is evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’ knowledge
and proficiency in the
use o f these tools and
resources.

There is substantial
evidence that
professional
development
sessions in this area
are required o f all
new cooperating
teachers and
supervising faculty
prior to assignment.
There is substantial
evidence that
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’
knowledge and
proficiency in the use
o f these tools and
resources throughout
coursework and field
experiences.

UNSATISFACTORY
Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met and significant room
for improvement

SATISFACTORY
Some evidence that
the indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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Indicator/Criteria
The program meets all
statutory, regulatory, and
policy requirements for
teacher certification
(MDE, 2001)
8.4.1 Candidates have
knowledge o f state entrylevel standards for
teachers.
Source(s): state quality
indicators #1, #2, #6, and
#7
NOTE: May be adapted
to specific state
requirements
8.4.2 Supervising faculty
and cooperating teachers
have knowledge o f state
entry-level standards for
teachers. They can
facilitate and reinforce
candidates’ knowledge
and understanding of
these standards.
Source(s): state quality
indicators #1, #2, #6, and
#7
N O TE: May be adapted
to specific state
requirements

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

Target

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates are provided
copies o f the state
entry-level standards
for teachers or that
these standards are
addressed in
coursework or field
experiences

There is evidence that
candidates receive
copies of the state
entry-level standards
for teachers, but these
standards are
addressed only in
certain courses or field
experiences

There is substantial
evidence that
candidates receive
copies o f the state
entry-level standards
for teachers and that
they are reinforced
throughout
coursework and field
experiences

There is little or no
evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers have
knowledge of state
entry-level standards
for teachers or that they
reinforce candidates’
knowledge or
understanding o f these
standards in
coursework or field
experiences

There is evidence that
not all supervising
faculty and/or
cooperating teachers
have knowledge of
state entry-level
standards for teachers,
but professional
development in this
area is required for all
new supervising
faculty and
cooperating teachers
prior to assignment.
There is evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers reinforce
candidates’ knowledge
and understanding of
these standards in
coursework and field
experiences.

There is substantial
evidence that all
supervising faculty
and cooperating
teachers have
knowledge of state
entry-level standards
for teachers and that
they reinforce
candidates’ knowledge
and understanding of
these standards
throughout
coursework and field
experiences
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Indicator/Criteria
8.5 State mandated
eligibility
requirements for
certification
Rationale: The
program must meet all
statutory, regulatory,
and policy
requirements for
teacher certification
(MDE, 2001)
8.5.1 Candidates meet
the state preparation
requirements in
reading instruction for
elementary or
secondary
certification.
Source(s): state
quality indicator #7
NOTE: M ay be
adapted to specific
state requirements
8.5.2 Candidates meet
other mandated
eligibility
requirements for
certification.
Source(s): state
quality indicator #7
NOTE: M ay be
adapted to specific
state requirements

8.6 Knowledge of
state credentialing
system
Rationale: The
program must meet all
statutory, regulatory,
and policy
requirements for
teacher certification
(MDE, 2001)

U nsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement

There is little or no
evidence that the unit
ensures that candidates
meet the preparation
requirements in reading
instruction for elementary
or secondary certification.

There is some
evidence that
candidates meet the
preparation
requirements in
reading instruction for
elementary or
secondary
certification.
(Specify)

There is little or no
evidence that the unit
ensures that candidates
meet other mandated
eligibility requirements for
certification.

There is evidence that
other mandated
eligibility requirements
for certification are
met.

There is substantial
evidence - i.e., a
matrix with
supporting
documents - that
candidates meet the
preparation
requirements in
reading instruction
for elementary or
secondary
certification.
There is evidence that
other mandated
eligibility
requirements are met.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Target
TARGET

TARGET
Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room
for improvement
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In d ic a to r/C rite ria
8.6.1 Candidates have
knowledge of the state
credentialing system.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #7
NOTE: May be
adapted to specific state
requirements

U nsatisfactory
There is little or no
evidence that candidates
are provided with
information about the
state credentialing
system or that this
system is addressed in
coursework or field
experiences.

8.6.2 Supervising
faculty and cooperating
teachers are proficient
in the workings o f the
state credentialing
system. They can
facilitate and reinforce
candidates’ knowledge
and understanding of
systemic requirements.
Source(s): state quality
indicator #7
N O TE: M ay be
adapted to specific state
requirements

There is little or no
evidence that
supervising faculty or
cooperating teachers are
proficient in the
workings o f the state
credentialing system.
There is little or no
evidence that they either
facilitate or reinforce
candidates’
understanding of
systemic requirements.
There is little or no
requirement that
supervising faculty or
cooperating teachers are
required to demonstrate
knowledge or seek
professional
development in this
area.

S atisfactory
There is evidence that
candidates are
provided with
information about the
state credentialing
system and that the
understanding of the
system is reinforced
throughout coursework
and/or field
experiences.
There is evidence that
supervising faculty
and/or cooperating
teachers have
knowledge of the
workings o f the state
credentialing system
and can facilitate
candidates’ knowledge
and understanding of
systemic requirements.
Demonstration of
knowledge or
professional
development in this
area is required of all
new supervising
faculty and
cooperating teachers.

T arg e t
There is substantial
evidence that
candidates are
provided with
information about the
state credentialing
system and that
understanding o f the
system is reinforced
throughout coursework
and field experiences.
There is substantial
evidence that
supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers
are proficient in the
workings o f the state
credentialing system.
There is substantial
evidence that they
facilitate and reinforce
candidates’ knowledge
and understanding of
systemic requirements.
New supervising
faculty and
cooperating teachers
are required to
demonstrate
knowledge of the
system or are required
to attend professional
development in this
area.
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Indicator/C riteria
8.7 Alignment of
education
program(s)
curricula with state
standards/essential
goals and objectives
for PK-12
education
Rationale: The
program must meet
all statutory,
regulatory, and
policy requirements
for teacher
certification (MDE,
2001)
8.7.1 Program
curricula for majors
and minors are
aligned with state
standards/ essential
goals for PK-12
education.
Source(s): state
quality indicator #7
NOTE: May be
adapted to specific
state requirements

8.8 Knowledge of
legal and ethical
responsibilities in
the PK-12
environment
Rationale:
Candidates should be
cognizant o f the legal
and ethical
responsibilities o f the
PK-12 environment
(MDE, 2001)

Unsatisfactory
UNSATISFACTORY

Satisfactory
SATISFACTORY

Target
TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room for
improvement

There is little or no
evidence o f alignment o f
program curricula for
majors and minors with
state standard/essential
goals for PK-12 education.
There is little or no
evidence that specialty area
faculty have knowledge of
state standards for student
performance OR there is
little or no evidence that
specialty area faculty apply
their knowledge to
reinforce candidates’
knowledge and
understanding.

There is evidence that
program curricula for
majors and minors are
aligned with state
standards/essential
goals for PK-12
education. There is
evidence that specialty
area faculty have
knowledge of state
standards for student
performance AND
apply that knowledge
to reinforce
candidates’ knowledge
and understanding.

There is substantial
evidence that program
curricula for majors
and minors are aligned
with state
standards/essential
goals for PK-12
education. There is
substantial evidence
that specialty area
faculty have
knowledge o f state
standards for student
performance AND
apply that knowledge
to reinforce
candidates’
knowledge and
understanding.

UNSATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY

TARGET

Little or no evidence that
the indicator/criteria is met
and significant room for
improvement

Some evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met, but room for
improvement

Substantial,
corroborative
evidence that the
indicator/criteria is
met and little room for
improvement
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Table 4.6c - Continued
Indicator/Criteria
8.8.1 Candidates
understand the legal and
ethical responsibilities of
teaching in the PK-12
environment.
Source(s): state
standards; CEC content
standard #9 Professional
and ethical practice

Unsatisfactory

Satisfactory

There is little or no
evidence that
candidates understand
the legal and ethical
responsibilities of
teaching in the PK-12
environment.
There is little or no
evidence that legal and
ethical responsibilities
are covered in
coursework or field
experiences

There is evidence that
candidates understand
the legal and ethical
responsibilities of
teaching in the PK-12
environment

Target
There is substantial
evidence that
candidates understand
the legal and ethical
responsibilities of
teaching in the PK-12
environment.

It should be noted that the difference between “evidence” and “substantial
evidence” is that “evidence” is constituted by review of one or more primary source
of data, while “substantial evidence” is constituted by corroborative findings among
review of multiple sources.

Validation of the Evaluation Plan Grid

The evaluation plan grid was primarily validated through review of available
documents and narrative provided by the System Director of Education and Human
Services of the Baker College System. Some data sources were identified based upon
personal knowledge of the systemic departmental assessment and evaluation
processes and are recognized as proprietary to the institution. Catalogs and
Department Handbooks, however, are readily available to prospective students.
Course syllabus guides and supporting resources for core program courses are not
proprietary in that they were collaboratively developed with Madonna University and
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available for review on their website. These non-proprietary sources, along with the
narrative of the System Director were used to perform an evaluation of the elementary
certification programs capacity to incorporate appropriate program design and
requisite standards for diversity preparation. Alternative data sources to be considered
by evaluators were also identified that would make the findings more substantial. The
completed evaluation grid appears in Table A.2 of Appendix H.

Evaluation of the Elementary Certification Programs
the Baker College System

The Baker College system is, “the largest independent college in Michigan,
with more than 31,000 students in more than 100 programs on 12 campuses and four
branch locations” (Catalog, 2007-2008, p. 5).
Admission to the College is non-selective, requiring only a high school
diploma, GED or passing score on an ability-to-benefit test. Enrollment is open on a
quarter-by-quarter basis. Initial course placement in English and mathematics is based
on Compass testing. The Compass test is a modification of the ACT and measures
competency levels in reading comprehension, writing, and mathematics and analytical
problem-solving. A high percentage of incoming students place into at least one
developmental level course in reading, writing or mathematics.
Although the composition is beginning to shift, the student population is nontraditional, and comprised primarily of working professionals with an average age of
27. The faculty composition is heavily concentrated toward adjunct professors with
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appropriate academic credentials and significant professional experience in their
respective fields as opposed to fulltime, tenured faculty.
The mission of the Baker College system is “to provide quality higher
education and training that enable graduates to be successful throughout challenging
and rewarding careers” (Catalog, 2007-2008, p. 4).
Underlying this mission are specific goals and objectives, including,
•

preparing students for competency in business, health, human services,
and technical careers in a global economy;

•

providing general education that expands students’ horizons and
develops strong communication skills, and encourages critical
thinking;

•

encouraging social and classroom related activities that promote
personal and professional growth;

•

enhancing students’ success through continuous assessment and
improvement of teaching, learning and institutional effectiveness; (5)

•

assisting graduates throughout their careers in securing employment
and improving career opportunities;

•

encouraging graduates to continue their education and to lead
effectively through service; and

•

offering graduate programs that provide students with advanced study,
research, scholarly activity, and opportunities for professional
development, (p. 4).
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The Teacher Preparation Programs at Baker College

The Baker College system offers several teacher preparation programs on
eight of its ten campuses throughout the state of Michigan. Under the guidance of
Madonna University, the programs are designed to provide students with “the
knowledge and skills necessary to receive a Michigan provisional teaching certificate”
(Catalog, 2006, pp. 96-106). A graduate of Elementary Teacher Preparation programs
who attains provisional certification is thus prepared to “teach all subjects in
kindergarten through fifth grade, and to teach in his/her major and minor subjects in
grades six through eight” (Catalog, 2006-2007, pp. 96-98). A graduate of Secondary
Teacher Preparation programs who attains provisional certification is prepared to
“teach in his/her major and minor subjects in grades seven through twelve” (Catalog,
2006-2007, pp. 103-106).
While Baker College offers a variety of teacher preparation programs, the
focus of this study will be on those of elementary certifications with majors in
English, Language Arts, Mathematics, Computer Science and Social Studies.
Students also choose a minor in Elementary Studies, chemistry, English, history,
mathematics or computer science.
The eight campuses offering teacher preparation programs are geographically,
culturally and economically diverse, located in Auburn Hills, Cadillac, Clinton
Township, Flint, Jackson, Muskegon, Owosso, and Port Huron. However, not all
campuses offer all programs or all minor options. The Elementary Teacher
Preparation program, all concentrations and minors is available in Auburn Hills,
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Clinton Township, Flint, Jackson, Muskegon, and Owosso. The Cadillac and Port
Huron campuses offer the Elementary Teacher Preparation with concentrations in
English, Languages Arts and Social Studies. The Secondary Teacher Preparation
program, all concentrations and minors is available in Auburn Hills, Clinton
Township, Flint, Jackson, and Muskegon. The Cadillac, Owosso, and Port Huron
campuses offer the Secondary Teacher Preparation program with concentrations in
Computer Science, English and Social Studies.
The Higher Learning Commission has offered institutions an alternative to the
traditional after-the-fact self-study and periodic site visit method of documenting
compliance with requirements for continued institutional accreditation. This
alternative allows the institution as a whole to engage in and document the results of a
collaborative process of continuous quality improvement.
The Baker College System applied to the Higher Learning Commission to
implement this alternative and was accepted beginning with the 2007-2008 academic
year. The System is required to identify targeted processes that will be subject to this
process on an annual basis. In addition, because the System is comprised of several
campuses governed by different Boards of Regents and operating as separate
corporations, each campus must also identify campus-based initiatives. All employees
have engaged in a series of strategic discussions to assist in the determination of both
systemic and cam pus-based projects. They are also being required to attend a series of

training sessions on CQI to facilitate understanding about the individual’s role in the
process.
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A trickle-down effect is anticipated for individual systemic program
departments and the Education and Human Service Department is no exception.
The evaluation of the Baker College System’s Elementary certification
programs using the evaluation guide and rubric noted both areas of strength and for
improvement. These findings may be of particular interest to the institution as it
begins to engage in the AQIP process for institutional accreditation and pursue
independent program accreditation. They provide a baseline, which is critical in a
continuous quality improvement (CQI), and may give insight to developers of other
fledgling programs.

Overview

The review of the areas of institutional capacity, candidate development, and
cognizance of legal and regulatory environment showed some substantial strengths
and some items for potential improvement. The review of the critical areas of
program evaluation, faculty recruitment and retention, diversity, field experiences and
partnerships, and family and community relations highlighted areas most in need of
improvement.

Key model components

With particular regard to key components of successful incorporation of
diversity preparation, several key findings are noted. Diversity systemically, appears
to be constructed as inclusive of multiculturalism and exceptionality. This is reflected
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in the departmentally developed syllabus guides and suggested supporting resources
for faculty. Candidates are only required to take one course in cultural diversity and
one in exceptionality. However, the syllabus guides and departmental mission
statement indicate that themes and issues are integrated throughout the professional
core course sequence and field experiences. However, based on geographic location
of the campus and its partner school(s), and the individual experience of supervising
faculty and cooperating teachers, the level of integration varies greatly. Candidates are
afforded five early field experiences in addition to the student teaching experience.
These field experiences entail both observation and practicum with opportunities to
engage in guided reflection on these experiences both individually and collectively
with colleagues in a cohort. Again, however, this varies subject to the level of
experience of supervising faculty and cooperating teachers in partner schools.
Because the System is still under the mentorship of Madonna University, no grant
funding opportunities have been independently pursued to date. Partnerships with PK12 schools appear to be opportunistic rather than purposeful and strategic. The ability
of candidates to work with schools in variant levels of improvement under NCLB’s
adequate yearly progress requirements is restricted by state regulations. The
institution is focused on ‘career preparation’ rather than liberal arts. Thus, candidates
are required to complete a general education core along with a professional education
core sequence and a m ajor and minor. Candidates m ust pass the Praxis I PPST prior

to admission to the professional program.
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Other process, legal, and regulatory considerations

With regard to other components and practices, several findings are of
particular interest.

Program evaluation - CQI

In the area of proactive program evaluation - while data on student, faculty,
and operational performance is routinely gathered, variant levels of expertise in data
analysis and evaluation currently limit the use of this data in program improvement.
Inter-departmental collaboration to foster program improvement is almost non
existent which is a significant cultural failure of the institution. This often manifests
in course development by other departments that do not align learning outcomes with
the objectives of the Education programs.
Additional exposure to the principles of CQI may prove beneficial in
facilitating inter-departmental collaboration and enhancing self-evaluation practices.
However, professional development in the area of data analysis and evaluation should
be considered.
Collaboration and communication between the institutions and partners is
weak in its impact on fostering program improvement. Each campus has external
advisory boards comprised of representatives of external partners, community
agencies, and other practitioners that periodically offer input on program
improvement. However, implementation of changes must be systemic rather than
campus-based. Thus, if the findings of the board in one geographic area contradict
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those in another, it is unlikely that necessary changes will occur where and when they
are needed.
As part of their data collection, the department has program graduates
complete copies of surveys designed by the Michigan Department of Education.
These surveys are designed to gauge the respondents’ feelings of ‘preparedness’ to
teach based on the program they completed. In the course of performing the validation
of the evaluation guide, information was collected from exit surveys completed by the
inaugural graduating class. The Director noted that no program changes have been
proposed as a result of department review of these survey responses.
Primarily this is due to the fact that the sample size was relatively small and
there is no comparative data available. There are plans however, to consistently
perform a comparative analysis as more data becomes available and to use that data
for planning program improvements. In addition, the response rate to follow-up
surveys with subsequent employers was nominal - 4, and generally provided an
overall effective rating.
There were 29 graduate/respondents, with 21 of them specializing in
elementary education. The summary appears in Appendix J. Recognizing the logic of
waiting for comparative data, there were items of particular note which included the
responses in Tables 10 and 11, paired responses to questions 18-33 and the responses
in Table 37.
W hile high percentages of respondents reported that they felt “well prepared”
to teach reading (90.5%) and mathematics (85.7%), and to use instructional strategies
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to facilitate students reading comprehension across content areas (95.2%) - their
attribution of the preparation program’s contribution to this feeling was considerably
less (76.1%). The same type of relationship held true in the paired questions 18-33.
The first question asks how “well prepared” the respondents felt and the second
attempts to attribute the level of preparedness with the preparation program. Many felt
well prepared to organize and assess student learning (75.9% - 93.1%), teach subject
matter (100%), organize the learning environment (96.4% - 100%), use technology to
facilitate the teaching and learning process (93.1% - 100%), work in a school and
district environment (96.6% - 100%). However, fewer of the respondents felt that the
preparation program was contributory to their feelings (71.4% - 82.8%).
Question 37 asked the respondents to identify three areas in which they felt
most confident. Areas where respondents cited a higher level of confidence, albeit
somewhat weak in certain areas, included classroom organization (65.5%),
knowledge of subject matter (58.6%), and instructional practices (41.4%). Areas of
significant weakness or concern included the critical areas of making connections and
building relationships with students in order to make real-world connections in order
to engage students in the learning process (10.3%). This is particularly interesting in
light of the responses to the open-ended Question 34 - What does it mean to be an
effective teacher. Most respondents noted that the ability to connect with students and
understand their prior experience and life circum stance were critical to effective

teaching. In addition, respondents were less confident about their abilities to assess
student learning (27.6%) which directly contradicts the responses in Tables 10 and 11
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in this regard. They were also uncertain of their ability to employ professional
practices (27.6%), and to use technology to teach (24.1%) - again this contradicts the
responses in Tables 10 and 11.

Institutional capacity

This area shows significant strengths to be tapped in responding to identified
challenges. The conceptual framework of the Education and Human Service
department aligns with the mission of the System as a whole. Deans and
administrators have extensive experience in the PK-12 legal and regulatory
environment and appropriate credentials for appointment. There is an annual
collaborative budget process employed on each campus - ‘rainy-day’ funds are set
aside by each campus to finance improvements to property and equipment. A
systemic philosophy requires that facilities, equipment, and supplies be maintained in
“like new” condition. The use of facilities and equipment of partner institutions is
leveraged when appropriate. Each campus provides academic advising, counseling,
and tutoring services and libraries connected to PalNet. However, links with external
support agencies are weak and should be reviewed.

Faculty recruitment and retention

This area identifies significant weaknesses that should be addressed. Job

postings for both full- and part-time faculty identify both desired and minimum
qualifications in accordance with the standards for continued institutional
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accreditation. However, the predominant adjunct-based model does not allow for
specific recruitment or appointment of diverse faculty, such appointments are often
coincidental to the geographic region in which the institution operates. The faculty
evaluation system is currently in the process of review and revision. Quarterly
evaluation of faculty by students is routinely performed. However, because of the
predominance of adjuncts, supervisory evaluation is required only when a potential
and persistent problem is noted or biennially if not. This may or may not result in
mentoring and monitoring performance improvements. Professional development
opportunities are often limited to internal offerings that are not relevant to pre-service
teacher education. Professional development opportunities are rarely offered to
cooperating teachers or staff members of partner schools. Opportunities for faculty to
interact collaboratively with internal departments and external partners or agencies are
limited.
Diversity
This area poses opportunity for significant improvement. Program candidates
tend to represent the area surrounding the campus to which they apply. Because of the
‘open-enrollment’ environment, there is no specific recruitment policy. The
sequencing of course and fieldwork appears to be coherent. There is no substantial
evidence that opportunities to work with diverse faculty, candidates, cooperating
teachers, PK-12 students, fam ilies, and com m unity agency representatives is other

than coincidental, dependent upon the geographic location of the campus and the
demographic composition of partner schools.
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Field experiences and partnerships

This area has strengths to be expanded and opportunities for improvement.
There is evidence that partnerships are based on convenience rather than strategy and
that collaborative involvement in program design and delivery is nominal for those
external to the department. Students are afforded five early field experiences prior to
the student teaching experience. In addition, during these experiences, they are also
given the opportunity to reflect and debrief. However, where partnerships are weaker,
or where the experience of supervising faculty or cooperating teachers is lacking,
these experiences are not as meaningful as they might be. The department lacks
documentation to substantiation the necessary qualifications and responsibilities of
supervising faculty and cooperating teachers.

Candidate development

Based on content analysis of available documents, this area generally appears
to be satisfactory, however the value of the experiences is a function of the quality of
partnerships and faculty. Candidates are provided with a general education base, a
professional core sequence, and a choice of majors and minors. In addition, they are
required to complete a sequence of courses that meet state requirements for using
technology to support teaching and learning. They are provided with opportunities to
observe, develop, and practice pedagogical approaches and assessment of PK-12
student learning in the early field experiences and student teaching. They are guided
in critical reflection on their coursework and field experiences and are required to
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develop a reflective portfolio throughout their program. They have opportunities for
group reflection in programmatic cohorts. A variety of assessments is used to evaluate
performance, and direct measures are embedded in each component of the
professional core sequence to provide data to the department for decision-making.

Cognizance of legal and regulatory environment

Candidates are provided with information about program goals and objectives
and have advisors available at all stages. The relevant state standards for certification
and the requirements of the Michigan Curriculum Framework are woven throughout
the professional core sequence. Candidates are required to design lessons and
technology activities based on the Michigan Curriculum Framework and state
developed tools and resources in all methods courses and field experiences. Given an
increasingly litigious society, there is insufficient exposure to pertinent laws that
govern conduct in the PK-12 environment.

Family and community relations

There is little documentation to substantiate opportunities for candidates to
interact with PK-12 students’ families or representatives of community agencies.
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CHAPTER V

IMPLICATIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
If we are to achieve a richer culture, rich in contrasting values, we must
recognize the whole gamut of human potentialities, and so weave a less
arbitrary social fabric, one in which each diverse gift will find a fitting place
(Margaret Mead, anthropologist, 1901-1978).
The essence of multicultural philosophy and social equity are embodied in this
quote. At its core, this philosophy calls for recognizing and valuing the importance of
diversity in shaping lifestyles, social experiences, personal identities, and
opportunities afforded to individuals, groups, and the nation. Social equity recognizes
and values equality of opportunity among individuals and groups. Ms. Mead also
alludes to the negative effects of subordinating power structures and institutions that
limit the enjoyment of these key core democratic values by individuals or groups.
This chapter provides a summary of the results and limitations of the study,
the political, ethical, and administrative implications for public administration,
teacher preparation, and public education, and recommendations for further study.

Summary of the Study

Results

This study employed both quantitative and qualitative measures in order to
develop a predictive, evaluative model for incorporating diversity preparation into
teacher education programs. This model and correspondent evaluation grid could
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serve as a proactive means of internal evaluation of processes and practices to respond
to increasing pressures for outcomes-based accountability.
Systematic evaluation of the impact of diversity preparation for PK-12
classrooms on pre-service teacher candidates can assist in the design and development
of more effective programs. (Murray, 2000) In order to facilitate this evaluation
process, a flexible guide with correspondent rubrics was developed in the course of
this study. Because the process of continuous quality improvement (CQI) relies on
identification of problems and their root causes, this guide can be used at any juncture
of program development to identify and prioritize areas for improvement. It also
identifies strengths that may be leveraged to facilitate improvements.
A series of analytical procedures was employed in order to derive both a
predictive model and a correspondent evaluation guide. The procedures employed
included a review of pertinent literature, a survey of the “wisdom of practice,” case
study analysis, statistical modeling, and baseline evaluation of an existing program.
The review of the literature provided a framework for determining the key factors of
influence on teacher preparation program structure and design and to perform the case
study analysis. A purposive sample of individuals involved with both the
development of programs employing exemplary practices in teacher preparation and
scholarship in the field was selected to provide the “wisdom of practice.”
The case study analysis was perform ed on sample o f teacher preparation

programs in the United States, determined both purposively and randomly. Those
programs identified in the literature as employing exemplary practices in teacher
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preparation were purposively selected. These fifty institutions were noted for a variety
of practices, including: (1) teacher preparation; (2) specific preparation for diversity;
(3) contextual teaching and learning; (4) candidate selection and recruitment; and (5)
new teacher induction and support. The remainder of the sample (76 institutions), was
selected at random from a database of programs accredited either by the National
Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE) or the Teacher Education
Accreditation Council (TEAC). Once the factors or indicators of interest were
gathered from content analysis of program documentation for each institution in the
sample, a database of this information was loaded to STATA9® software to facilitate
statistical analysis. A subinterval analog to structural equation modeling called loglinear modeling with latent class analysis was performed to build the most
parsimonious, descriptive model for successful incorporation of diversity training in
teacher preparation.
The model became the base for development of the evaluation guide. The
guide also incorporated existing standards for program evaluation set by accrediting,
regulatory, and professional bodies that dovetailed with identified “key elements” for
successful diversity preparation (Zeichner, 1993).
The guide includes references to existing standards as established by
accrediting bodies, regulatory agencies and professional organizations along with
identification of statistically significant com ponents and practices. It also contains

citations and references to the literature and suggestions for modification to
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accommodate differences in state requirements or level o f certification (i.e., early
childhood or secondary). It appears in Table 4.7(b) o f Appendix H.
In the course o f validating elements o f the evaluation guide, a program evaluation
was performed on the Elementary certification programs offered by the Baker College
System in Michigan. This evaluation identified key strengths as well as areas for
improvement to serve as a baseline for this fledgling program as it moves toward
independent program accreditation.

Limitations o f the Study

Because the study was not longitudinal in nature, connections between teacher
preparation and PK-12 student achievement and attainment could not be made. In
addition, the focus o f the study was on teacher preparation programs for elementary
certification. Therefore, factors o f influence in effective incorporation o f diversity
training associated with programs for early childhood, secondary certification, or specific
to preparation for special education were not reviewed in detail. Considerations o f
professional organization standards at the early childhood and secondary levels were also
not extensively considered. However, the evaluation guide does include reference to
alternative sources for standards in the areas o f state, early childhood, and secondary
education preparation that may be used by evaluators to determine necessary
modifications.
The sample o f programs reviewed did not include any alternative certification
programs, thus it does not identify components or practices employed by those
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programs that may be determinants of successful incorporation of standard for
diversity training for them.
The program evaluation identified several alternative substantiating data
sources, but used only the narrative of the Systemic Director and content analysis of
readily available documents. In addition, it was limited to the programs for
elementary certification.

Contextual Implications

The findings of this study have implications for public administration, teacher
preparation, and public education. The individual interests of these fields are bonded
by four common themes - equity, ethics, leadership and accountability.

Politics, equity, and ethics

Politics, simply put, with regard to public goods and services, is the process of
determining “who gets what, when, and how.” The process plays out in an
increasingly complex environment. The environment is comprised of key players,
organizations, and institutions, with competing agendas that influence the policy
making process. The process is also influenced by and reflective of the existing
political and socio-economic climates. Ideologies may compete within this
environment, but one will ordinarily dominate. Thus, without mobilization, voice, and
“a transformative political agenda, reform efforts can be just another form of
accommodation to the larger social order (McLaren, 1994, p. 53).”
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The No Child Left Behind reaffirmation of the Elementary and Secondary
Education Act of 1965 is the latest federal response to staving the achievement and
attainment gaps. It calls for standardized assessment of academic outcomes in grades
3-8 and 11 and development of strategic plans for annual improvements over a 12year period by each school and district.
Federal funding of PK-12 institutions is tied to the academic performance of
schools and districts as a whole. If the school or district does not meet performance
targets on an annual basis, funding can be re-directed to those that do, including
private and charter schools. There are provisions for funding privatized tutoring to
children in schools that do not meet target performance. A portion of funding may be
allocated to provide transportation of children to higher-performing schools for those
whose parents choose to do so.

The Context of Public Administration

In examining the issues surrounding the current state of teacher preparation
and PK-12 education, several key implications arose in the areas of politics, political
theory, ethics, and administration. The first relates to the New Public
Administration’s call for reaffirmation of the ethical standard of social equity as the
‘third pillar’ of program administration. The second relates to the sustenance of core
dem ocratic regim e values. The third relates to the im plications of recognizing

teachers as street-level bureaucrats who implement educational policy on a daily
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basis. Finally, the last relates to the implications of meeting the Jeffersonian
normative of accountability to the constituency.

Meeting the New Public Administration standard of social equity

In the course of the Minnowbrook I conference at Syracuse University in
1968, the New Public Administration movement began. Its proponents intended to
redirect attention from traditional concerns for efficiency, economy, effectiveness,
budgeting, and administrative ‘best practices’ in program delivery toward an
overarching concern for social equity.
The normative standard of social equity makes equity in delivery of public
goods and services the criterion forjudging the value of administrative policy. It
requires fair and equitable distribution of services to eliminate any injury done to
people by previous programs or lack of programs. It attempts to ensure that if
inequities do exist, they benefit previously disadvantaged groups (Frederickson,
1977).
When dealing with the public education system, a review of the sustenance or
erosion of core democratic regime values, and an analysis of how the ‘state’ currently
responds to individuals are key indicators of how this standard is being met.
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Sustaining core democratic values

The relative balance among maintaining individual rights, meeting social
goals, and government capacity for support, characterizes the sustenance or erosion of
key regime values of democracy in the United States.
Rohr (1978) noted that the rights most valued stem from “beliefs, passions,
and principles that have been held for several generations by the overwhelming
majority of the American people (p. 65).” These rights, he stated, include equality,
freedom, and opportunity to accumulate wealth and property. Public administrators,
he contends must consider these values as normative and derive ethical norms to
uphold them.
In the context of public education, the right to a free and appropriate public
education is granted to all citizens to the age of sixteen. True sustenance of core
regime values would imply that this right carries a correspondent expectation of
equity of opportunity with limited, but responsive governmental support or
intervention to ensure that the expectation is met. For the public administrator it
implies an obligation to facilitate equity of access and opportunity.

‘State’ responses

Many components of this study suggest that at present, these key values are
not being sustained for segments of the population and that governmental support or
intervention is insufficient to redress disparities.
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Students in pre-kindergarten through 12th grade (PK-12) classrooms
“experience very different educational realities. Policies continue to be based on the
presumption that it is students, not their schools or classroom circumstances that are
the sources of unequal educational attainment (Darling-Hammond, 2004, p. 607).”
Children living in urban and rural areas do not have the same advantages as
children living in more affluent suburban areas. They are more likely to be sitting in
classrooms that have fewer resources, in various levels of disrepair and decay, and
taught by ‘emergency credentialed’ teachers who are teaching out of their field of
expertise. They are more likely to be subject to the practices of tracking, being placed
in special needs categories, and being held back.
Frederickson (2005) acknowledges that widening socio-economic gaps call for
public administrators to “walk the social equity walk (p. 4.)” However, he also
contends that “in our time, it is not only difficult but may be dangerous to one’s career
(p. 4)” to do so. It is little wonder then that inequity is institutionalized.
Inequity is deeply embedded in the public education system (DarlingHammond, 2000). The system is repeatedly misjudging and working ineffectively
with certain children (Haberman, 2003). Deficit-based remediation models such as
tracking, and placement in special needs categories, to deal with disparity in outcomes
on standardized assessments provide clear evidence that this is so (Haberman, 2003).
Achievement and attainment gaps between underrepresented children and their White
peers, as well as between children living in poverty, with disabilities, and for whom
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English is not the primary language in the home, and those who do not live under
those conditions persist.

Leadership issues - street-level bureaucracy

Lipsky (1980) would argue that the preparation of teachers is preparation of
‘street-level’ bureaucrats who carry out public policy on a daily basis. As such,
Frederickson (2005) would argue that preparation must entail instilling the increasing
urgency for application of the standard of social equity in the classroom. Vinzant and
Crothers (1998) might argue that the preparation of teachers is preparation of either
situational or transformational leaders who can foster improvement in academic
achievement and attainment that sustain core democratic values. Jefferson would
argue that teacher preparation program administrators have a responsibility to ensure
the public that program goals are being met. Radin (2002) might argue that meeting
the demands of accountability is complex, but necessary at all levels - in the PK-12
classroom, and in teacher preparation.

The Context of Teacher Preparation

The key implications for teacher preparation arose in the areas of diversity
(multiculturalism, exceptionality, etc.), leadership, and accountability. W ith regard to
diversity, there is a direct tie to the ethical concept o f social equity. Leadership

implications include both the responsibility for adequate preparation of street-level
bureaucrats and determining the leadership that assists in building appropriate
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institutional capacity for developing and implementing successful teacher preparation
programs. The issue of accountability is both an internal and external concern.

Philosophical differences

Multiple meanings attached to diversity have led to multiple approaches to
teacher preparation. Levine (2006) contends that currently,
Teacher education is the Dodge City of the education world. Like the fabled
W ild W est town, it is unruly and chaotic. Anything goes and the chaos is
increasing as traditional programs vie with non-traditional programs,
undergraduate programs compete with graduate programs, increased
regulation juxtaposes against deregulation, universities struggle with new
teacher education providers, teachers are alternatively educated for a
profession or a craft (p. 110).
While different structures may be allowed, the goals of teacher preparation
should be the same. Under a shared ideology of the purpose of education - to
empower rather than assimilate - the primary purpose is to produce teachers that have
the core knowledge and requisite skills to help all students learn, regardless of the
differences they may bring to the classroom.
The need to train pre-service teachers for increasing diversity in PK-12
classrooms throughout the United States is becoming increasingly urgent based on
demographic trends - students will increasingly become more diverse as they
represent different races, ethnicities, cultures, socio-economic backgrounds, and bring
differences in language, linguistics, and abilities to the fore of the classroom. A t the
same time, the population of and pipeline for teacher candidates will remain
predominantly, White, middle-class and female (deMarrais and LeCompte, 1999;
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Gay, 1997; Sleeter, 1993). As a result, without intervention, there may continue to be
a mismatch or ‘demographic divide between students and teachers that fosters
perpetuation of policies and practice that exacerbate gaps in academic achievement
and attainment.
While there are exceptional efforts being made to facilitate diversification of
the pool of candidates, there are a number of factors that circumvent their
effectiveness - backlashes against affirmative action and race-based admissions and
scholarships in higher education, and the effects of on-going attainment gaps for
underrepresented students on the pipeline of candidates. (Villegas and Davis, 2007)
In order to improve the academic achievement and attainment of all children,
those educating our future teachers must be able to assist pre-service candidates in
analyzing issues of race, ethnicity, gender, socio-economic status, culture, religion,
sexual preference, physical and mental ability and language acquisition as they affect
the learning process. As Sleeter (2007) suggests for White candidates it is not simply
a matter of finding unbiased individuals and giving them skills and strategies to use
with diverse populations. Alternatively, as Villegas and Davis (2007) note, teacher of
color do not come with the built in ability to become culturally or contextually
responsive teachers on their own.

The Context of Public Education

Implications for public education are derived from those for public
administration and teacher preparation. They include means and methods of
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validating the value of diversity in the classroom in order to narrow the achievement
and attainment gaps of subordinated children. In addition, response to the ethical
implications for public administration and teacher preparation should foster
improvements in social equity. Increased accountability is a double-edged sword that
will either foster improvement or perpetuate inequity.
While not directly related to this study, in the course of gathering data on the
socio-political environment surrounding the various programs used in statistical
modeling, a disparity between test scores on state and national assessments was noted.
Scores on state measurements were often significantly higher than those on national
measurements. As an example, the mean state assessment performance of elementary
students in reading comprehension attending schools associated with or proximal to
670 accredited teacher preparation institutions at a level identified as at or above
proficiency in 2005 was 68.0. The national mean in this area was 29.5. Further, the
mean state assessment of performance of elementary students in mathematics at a
level identified as at or above proficiency was 64.7, whereas the national mean was
31.5.

The Context of the Baker College System of Michigan

As is likely the case with any fledgling program, the baseline evaluation
performed in the course of this study revealed areas o f strength for leverage and areas
in significant need of improvement. This, of course is a primary goal of selfevaluation under CQI.
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The review of the areas of institutional capacity, candidate development, and
cognizance of legal and regulatory environment showed some substantial strengths
and some items for potential improvement. The review of the areas of program
evaluation, faculty recruitment and retention, diversity, field experiences and
partnerships, and family and community relations highlighted areas most in need of
improvement.
With particular regard to components identified as key to the successful design
of programs that incorporate preparation for diversity, weaknesses were noted
primarily as differences between theory and practice in the areas of integrating
diversity issues throughout the curriculum and field experiences, partnership
development, and affording candidates ample opportunities to practice content and
context specific pedagogical approaches.
W ith regard to other necessary considerations, weaknesses were noted in
several areas. In the area of self-evaluation of performance, a weakness lies in the
process of data analysis, evaluation, and use for programmatic and operational
decision-making. This results either from the circumstance that individuals involved
are not sufficiently trained in analysis and evaluation, or other considerations are
factoring into decision-making. In addition, lack o f collaboration between
departments and among partners compounds this weakness. Collection of key data
may be neglected and data may be m isinterpreted because of these failures.

The area of faculty recruitment and retention also notes weaknesses particularly in the areas of mentoring and monitoring for professional improvement,
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professional development opportunities, and opportunities for internal and external
collaboration.
The diversity area poses opportunity for significant improvement. The
sequencing of course and fieldwork appears to be coherent. However, there is no
substantial evidence that opportunities to work with diverse faculty, candidates,
cooperating teachers, PK-12 students, families, and community agency
representatives is other than coincidental, dependent upon the geographic location of
the campus.
The field experiences and partnership area has strengths to be expanded and
opportunities for improvement. There is evidence that partnerships are based on
convenience rather than strategy and that collaborative involvement in program
design and delivery is nominal for those external to the department. Students are
afforded five early field experiences prior to the student teaching experience. In
addition, during these experiences, they are also given the opportunity to reflect and
debrief. However, where partnerships are weaker, these experiences are not as
meaningful as they might be. The department lacks documentation to substantiation
the necessary qualifications and responsibilities of supervising faculty and
cooperating teachers.
With regard to cognizance of the legal and regulatory environment, in a
particularly volatile and litigious environment, there is insufficient exposure to
pertinent laws that govern conduct in the PK-12 environment.
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Finally, in the area of family and community relations, there is little
documentation to substantiate opportunities for candidates to interact with PK-12
students’ families or representatives of community agencies.

Contextual Recommendations

Significant reforms are needed in order to stave the inequity of educational
access and outcomes for underrepresented populations of students and for children
living in poverty, with disabilities, and for whom English is not the primary language.
However, in an era of high-stakes testing and accountability, and backlashes against
affirmative action and bilingual education, the current political climate does not
indicate that conditions are imminently favorable to the changes in ideology or
paradigm shifts that would be necessary on a large scale.
In order to address the implications and limitations of this study, even on a
nominal basis, recommendations for further study are made in the areas of public
administration, teacher preparation, and public education. While the realm of
possibilities is seemingly endless, the suggestions are not exhaustive and are limited
to exploration of the common themes explored in this study - equity, ethics,
leadership, and accountability.

Recommendations for Public Administration

In light of widening socio-economic gaps, Frederickson (2005) called for a
reaffirmation of commitment to the standard of social equity. He noted several ways
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in which public administrators could begin to walk the social equity walk, rather than
simply talk the social equity talk. He suggested that those of similar interest engage
collectively rather than individually to address the inequities in their respective
spheres of influence. This would entail collaboration with “organizations most likely
to use policy levers to effect fairness and justice (p. 9).” He contended that it is time
to ask the “so called second question (p. 8).” The first question deals with whether or
not a program is effective. The second, more important question, he purports, asks for
whom the program is effective. He suggests that administrators could take lessons
from street-level bureaucrats who are engaged on a daily basis and make moral
judgments about applying rules and procedures and implementing policies. W hile he
recognizes that “sometimes they get it wrong, ... most o f the time small acts of
normative improvisation by forgotten streetwise workers sustain the state (p. 9).” A
standard of social equity, he realized, is “democratic rhetoric based on aristocratic
assumptions (p. 10)” and means little if it does not recognize versions that come
bottom-up from those who live with the inequity.
This call suggests a variety of studies related to teacher preparation and public
education - those centering on collective action processes that directly influence the
policy process in public education, how existing street-level bureaucrats view and
implement the standard of social equity, and incorporating the views of those living
with inequity. The call for increasing accountability for outcomes suggests studies of

institutional responses given state-by-state variation in standards and regulations.
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Studies of the collective action process in the area of educational
policymaking may yield additional insight on why policies continue to be enacted and
implemented as to perpetuate marginalization of segments of the PK-12 student
population. Studies may establish the connection between teacher preparation and
street-level leadership - conducted to determine how street-level bureaucrats
(teachers) use teacher preparation experiences to shape “identity-based normative
judgments” in meting out policy. Studies may be conducted to determine parents’ and
community leaders’ views of the correlation between the standard of social equity and
the policies and practices in their local public school. Studies might also include the
views of school board members or processes employed by school boards that support
or impede implementation of the standard of social equity.

Recommendations for Teacher Preparation

It is imperative that programs embody the spirit of education suggested by
George Washington Carver. On a nominal basis, changes in teacher preparation can
be made correspondent with a full understanding of the prevailing socio-political
climate. Developers, administrators, and faculty can use a process of on-going
evaluation under the principles of continuous quality improvement to make program
improvements and changes and enhance the efficacy of pre-service training for
diversity. Thus, the proposed model and evaluation tool are minor m easures intended
to jointly answer the call for accountability and incorporate the standard for social
equity.
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Possibilities for future study are suggested in the areas of social equity and
justice, leadership and institutional capacity, accountability, and for other types of
programs. In all areas, it is contended that joint or collaborative, multi-institutional
action research projects are viable options for enhancing collective insight.

Studies of social equity and justice

Certainly, further study is needed to establish the links between teacher
preparation and improvements in PK-12 student achievement and attainment. This
could entail, as Sleeter (1999) and Cochran-Smith et al (2004) suggest, either
“mapping forward” from teacher preparation to longitudinal changes in achievement
and attainment or “mapping backward” from successful practice in impacting
achievement and attainment to teacher preparation.
Additional studies might be conducted in the area of teacher education faculty
mentoring and modeling capabilities. These studies could be designed to explore how
faculty use critical self-reflection to guide their own practice in terms of teaching for
social equity and justice in higher education. The level of faculty infusion of
alternative perspectives and voices into the curriculum may be studied in detail to
determine both capacity to model ‘best practice’ to pre-service candidates and to
impact candidates’ learning and performance.
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Studies of leadership and institutional capacity

Studies in this area would entail attempts to establish connections between
reform efforts and program design and delivery, those related to professional
development of faculty and cooperating teachers in partner schools, and studies to
address Cochran-Smith’s (2003) “ideology question” in greater detail.
Comparative analyses might be conducted of program design and delivery
under the philosophical frameworks that guide the advocates of professionalization
and advocates of market-based reform. Studies might be designed to explore the
connection between collective efforts in professional development of pre-service
candidates, teacher education faculty, and cooperating teachers in partner schools and
the capacity to sustain viable collaborative partnerships to effect joint reform. Studies
that explore Cochran-Smith’s (2003) “ideology question” in greater detail might
include those designed to connect institutional leadership with systemic “buy-in” that
fosters successful coherent program design and delivery. These studies may also
explore the impact of institutional capacity as a whole on program design and
delivery.

Studies of implementing accountability standards

These studies would focus in detail on the necessary processes and structures
for implementing systems of accountability and self-evaluation processes to improve
departmental and institutional performance. They could include comparative analyses
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between institutions that operate traditional programs and those that offer alternative
routes to certification.
Studies in this category could also be designed to analyze the congruence
between and impact of national, state, and local standards for accountability. In
particular, study of efforts to implement the new NCATE stipulation that the
institution must demonstrate a connection between preparation programs and
improvements in PK-12 student achievement. As discussed earlier, studies may be
conducted that explore institutional responses to state-by-state variations in
accountability requirements.

Studies of other types of programs and structures

Certainly, similar studies could be conducted focusing on programs for early
childhood , special education and/or secondary certification or including alternative
certification programs as points of comparison in order to identify the components
and practices that facilitate incorporation of diversity training for those specialties.

Recommendations for Public Education

Future studies are suggested in the areas of social equity particularly with
regard to narrowing achievement and attainment gaps, policy and ethics, and
accountability.
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Studies of social equity - achievement and attainment gaps

Longitudinal studies are needed linking PK-12 academic outcomes to teacher
preparation as mentioned earlier. Studies in this area might also be designed
specifically to determine the impacts of standardized assessment on classroom
practice. These studies might entail efforts to determine whether or not candidates and
teachers have ample opportunity to practice alternative pedagogical approaches and to
infuse alternate perspectives and voices into the curriculum. They might also entail
attempts to determine whether or not PK-12 institutions are capable of supporting
reform efforts.

Studies of policy and ethics

Studies in this area might include studies of the impacts of policies to re-direct
funding from low-performing schools to higher-performing schools and private
enterprises. They might also explore the impacts of the efforts to link funding to
outcomes.
These studies might be designed to explore how pre-determined political
interventions such as redirecting funding to higher-performing schools or private
service providers impact both students and schools or districts to foster intended
improvements or corrective actions. Because there are efforts underway to propose
linking funding to outcomes, studies in this area might be designed to link
improvements in PK-12 academic achievement with targeted funding that provides
resources to meet state curriculum standards.
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Studies in accountability

These studies might be designed to explore the ways in which institutions use
strategic planning goals to improve performance. Particularly, studies might be
conducted to examine how institutions that consistently fail to meet adequate yearly
progress use their data to make decisions for improvement both before and after
corrective action or restructuring is required. They might also include detailed
analyses of processes employed in restructuring and the respective roles of public
administrators, institutions of higher education and the restructured PK-12 schools.
Given the noted gaps between student performance on national and state
assessments - studies are suggested in the areas of state assessment design and
district-level strategic planning to achieve adequate yearly progress.

Recommendations for the Baker College System of Michigan

The evaluation performed in the course of this study may be used as a baseline
for further internal study. It may also highlight some common issues that are faced by
other programs in their early stages of development. It may be particularly relevant as
the institution as a whole moves toward implementation of the AQIP process for
continued accreditation and the department begins to pursue independent program
accreditation. The fact that the state of Michigan is and will continue to be a net
exporter of teachers must also be given due consideration. The department as a
whole exhibits considerable strength in leadership, alignment of ideology with
institutional mission, financial capacity, and student support services. These strengths
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are necessary to support programmatic and operational improvement and can be
tapped to address areas for improvement accordingly.
Areas of particular concern include those most indicative of development of
programs that have proven successful in incorporating preparation for diversity. These
include coherent and consistent program delivery to allow intended integration of
diversity issues throughout, development of mutually beneficial partnerships, and
ensuring ample opportunities for candidates to blend theory with practice. As
additional cohorts begin to graduate, comparative data will become available both
from graduates themselves and their employers.
The department might consider periodic collaborative evaluation of the mutual
cost and/or benefits of partnerships. They should also consider periodic review of the
congruity and consistency of program delivery among campuses and identify
alternative means of exposing candidates to diverse populations and opportunities for
practice of content or context specific pedagogical application where geographic
differences does not provide similar experience. They might wish to consider service
learning as a means of exposing candidates and faculty alike to larger, more diverse
populations.
Because this department will be engaging in the AQIP process, administrators
and faculty will likely be required to attend professional development or training in
continuous quality im provem ent. This m ight assist in developing requisite skills to

effectively analyze, evaluate and use data in programmatic and operational decision
making. It also should highlight the need for cooperation and collaboration between
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internal departments and among external partners in the improvement process. In
addition, due consideration might be given to review and use o f current research in
the areas of teacher preparation, continuous improvement, and systematic
performance evaluation to foster greater understanding and enhance decision-making.
In the area of faculty development, once the new performance evaluation tools
have been developed and tested, data should be used as a guide for both monitoring
and mentoring. Results should be shared with faculty on a more frequent basis and
should not be viewed as either punitive or palliative, but rather as a base for
improvement.
Finally, due consideration should be given to reviewing the benefits of
including a course in the curriculum that deals specifically with the PK-12 legal
environment. Such courses are usually reserved for study at the graduate level, yet
novice teachers are immediately exposed to the potential consequences once they step
foot into the classroom in their initial assignment.

Conclusion

It is interesting to note, as Haberman (2003) does, that no other government
agency would be allowed to survive and expand if they operated as public education
does. His analogy contends that a public school near her boasts a graduation rate of
36%. However, if only 36% of the trash were being collected or only 36% of the mail
were being delivered there would be significant clamor and improvements would be
demanded. He further purports that there are a number of victims of ‘miseducation’
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(Haberman, 2003) and its consequences are costly. The primary victims are those
children deemed diverse and/or living in poverty. They lack access to quality
education and resources that would allow them to achieve equity in opportunity. Yet,
taxpayers whose funds are misappropriated in the process, and society as a whole who
will be required to support these individuals throughout their lifetimes are also
victims.
Deep-rooted, complex problems such as institutionalized inequities that
promote differential treatment for entire groups of students are not solved by
simplistic, piecemeal approaches. There is no question that it is particularly difficult
to effect systemic change in a policy making environment such as Chomsky (2002)
describes, where few can argue with the rhetoric that ‘no child be left behind’ and that
calls for a “highly-qualified” teacher in every PK-12 classroom.
It is not prudent however, to continue to attempt to prepare teacher candidates
for classrooms that do not and will not exist. As the definition of diversity continues
to expand to include more and more individuals, it suggests that ‘diversity’ is and will
be the new “norm.” Long-held universal truths about the teaching and learning
process must be challenged. Just as one size does not fit all for educating children in
pre-kindergarten through 12th grade, it also does not fit for teacher preparation. If pre
service candidates do not have the opportunity to develop the requisite skills to meet
the challenges of the increasingly diverse classroom, they will continue to exacerbate

the disparities (Darling-Hammond, 2000).
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The question of whether or not individuals can be sufficiently prepared to
confront and challenge institutionalized biases and beliefs that compromise the rights
of classes of individuals, viewing public education as the sorter of human talent and
allowing meritocratic notions of education to override the standard of social equity
provides a plethora of possibilities for future research. However, the findings of this
study suggest that it is possible to make incremental differences. There are institutions
and agencies that currently employ exemplary practices in critical areas of program
design and delivery. Longitudinal research efforts that begin to make the requisite
connections between preparation programs and PK-12 student outcomes are finally in
process.
The findings of this study are not necessarily surprising. A collective ideology
toward the function of education and a recognition of the impact and value of all
emergent forms of “difference” on the teaching and learning process is likely to
manifest in a different program design and delivery than one driven by meritocracy
and forcing conformity with established ‘norms.’ Collaborative efforts are usually
better than individual efforts in attempting to address collective problems. Extended
exposure to individuals and groups that are divergent in culture, socio-economic
status, language, ability, gender, etc. is likely to yield greater insight into their needs
than a lack of exposure. Teacher education programs and efforts in reform must
generally be supported both by institutional culture and leadership and adequate
funding.
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There was strong recognition of the need for data-driven decision making
within an environment of continuous improvement (87%) noted by survey
respondents. However, very few institutions represented in the survey currently use an
outcomes-based CQI model of program review (42%). As the clamor for outcomesbased accountability systems increases, self-evaluation, if properly implemented can
provide a means of adapting teacher preparation to its environment. However, this
will often require dramatic changes in institutional culture.
While several recommendations for further study are noted, there are areas
where they are imperative in order to maximize their impact. This study could
certainly be adapted to a variety of public and private settings and processes as well as
to other types of teacher education programs and delivery methods.
As Frederickson (2005) suggests, studies of the connections between pre
service preparation and the development of ‘street-level bureaucrats’ ability to form
valid “identity-based normative judgments,” would yield valuable insight on the
origin of the beliefs, attitudes, and diagnostic abilities that foster a more even-handed
application of the standard of social equity. The studies would likely be of a
qualitative design and use both the forward and backward mapping suggested by
Cochran-Smith et al (2004). They would either longitudinally follow a ‘street-level
bureaucrat’/teacher candidate from completion of coursework through several years of
practice or identify those who are successful in applying the standard of social equity
and trace the roots.
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It is also imperative to study impediments - or as Haberman (2003) defines
them - dysfunctional bureaucratic practices that inhibit both application of the
standard of social equity and gains in staving the academic achievement and
attainment gaps. This would entail studies of the institutional culture of both the
teacher preparation institution and their PK-12 partners. It could include studies of the
collective action process of implementing a fully collaborative, self-evaluation
process under the principles of CQI in sustaining viable partnerships.
As George W ashington Carver (1864-1963) purports, “Education in the
broadest and truest sense will make an individual seek to help all people, regardless of
race, regardless of color, regardless of condition.” Thus, whether teacher preparation
occurs within the “academy” or within a privatized setting - the overriding goal
should be the same. As DuBois (1949) suggests, the true meaning of the standard of
social equity requires that we do what is necessary in order to
Give our children the fairness of a start [that] will equip them with such an
array of facts and such an attitude toward truth that they can have a real chance
to judge what the world is, and what its greater minds have thought it might be
(Foner, 1970, pp. 230-231).
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H um an Subjects Institutional Review Board

Date:

January 26, 2007

To:

Barbara Liggett, Principal Investigator
Amy DeSonia, Student Investigator for Dissertation

From: Amy Naugle, Ph.D., Chair
Re:

HSIRB Project Number: 07-01-09

This letter will serve as confirmation that your research project entitled “An Evaluative
Model for Incorporating Diversity Training into Teacher Preparation” has been approved
under the exem pt category of review by the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board.
The conditions and duration o f this approval are specified in the Policies o f Western
Michigan University. You may now begin to implement the research as described in the
application.
Please note that you may only conduct this research exactly in the form it was approved.
You must seek specific board approval for any changes in this project. You must also
seek reapproval if the project extends beyond the termination date noted below. In
addition if there are any unanticipated adverse reactions or unanticipated events
associated with the conduct o f this research, you should immediately suspend the project
and contact the Chair o f the HSIRB for consultation.
The Board wishes you success in the pursuit of your research goals.

Approval Termination:

January 26, 2008

Walwood Hall, Kalamazoo, Ml 4 9 0 0 8 -5 4 5 6
PHONE: (269) 3 8 7 -8 29 3 FAX: (269) 3 8 7 -8 2 7 6
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Baker College
1050 West Bristol Road
Flint, Michigan 48507
Telephone (810) 766-4000

D ate’

February 9 2007

To:

Presidents’ Council of the Baker College System

RE:

Western Michigan University HSIRB Project Number 07-01-09

* eDruary

zuu ‘

^ax @10) 766-4049
Internet: www.baker. edu

To Whom It May Concern:
In conducting research to complete her dissertation, Amy Sue DeSonia, a doctoral student at
Western Michigan University and Associate Dean for Business Administration at Baker College of
Flint, Michigan has sought approval to collect and analyze institutional information as noted in the
following paragraph.
Amy and her advisor requested access to Information about program and course learning outcomes,
objectives and assessments related to the Teacher Preparation Programs in Elementary Certification
such as that contained in syllabus and assessment guides, supporting resources and rubrics. De
identified, aggregated student and faculty demographic and academic performance data related to
the Teacher Preparation Programs in Elementary Education.
In addition, she noted that the System Director of Education and Human Services and System
Directin' of Institutional Research may be contacted to assist in interpretive analysis of the
information collected.
Access to data and information will not violate the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) criteria for its use under Section 99.31, which “permits disclosure of student information to
organizations conducting studies to improve instruction if: (ii)(A) The study is conducted in a
manner that does not permit personal identification of parents and student by individuals other than
representatives of the organization; and (iz)(B) The information is destroyed when no longer needed
for the purposes for which the study was conducted.”
Based upon review of members of the Presidents’ Council of the Baker College System on this day
and members of the Baker College System Institutional Review Board on Friday, February 2,2007,
this request qualifies for EXEMPT status and is approved. The approval extends to the publication
of die study in whole or in part or presentations involving the study or its findings in appropriate
forums as additionally requested.
Sincerely,

James Cummins
President and CEO, Baker College System

B aker College / Allen Park . Auburn Hills . Cadillac . Cass City . Clinton Township . F lin t . Frem ont . Jackson . Muskegon • Owosso . Port Huron
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AMY

SUE

DE
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January 29, 2007

The President’s Council o f the Baker College System o f Michigan
Re: Access to Information for the Purposes of Conducting Research for a Doctoral Dissertation
W e are in the process o f conducting a research project entitled, “An Evaluative Model for Incorporating
Diversity Training intoTeacher Preparation.” This study will analytically review existing successful
approaches to teacher preparation for addressing the increasing diversity in K-12 classrooms in order to
identify requisite structure, curricular and pedagogical design, assessments, institutional capacity and
environmental supports that facilitate the development and implementation of programs that foster
academic achievement gains and to build a new performance evaluation model. In addition, the efficacy of
the Elementary and Secondary Teacher Certification programs of the Baker College System in providing
adequate incorporation of diversity training will be tested under the resultant model.
This study is being conducted by Dr. Barbara Liggett from Western Michigan University, School of Public
Affairs and Administration and me as part of my dissertation requirements.
We are requesting authorization for collecting and analyzing institutional information about program and
course learning outcomes, objectives and assessments related to the Teacher Preparation Programs in
Elementary and Secondary Education Certification such as that contained in syllabus and assessment
guides, supporting resources and rubrics.
In addition, we are requesting access to de-identified, aggregated student and faculty demographic and
academic performance data related to the Teacher Preparation Programs in Elementary and Secondary
Education for the same purpose.
In the course of the study, it might become necessary to clarify information under review with either the
System Director of Education or the System Director of Institutional Research.
Access to data and information requested will not violate the Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act
(FERPA) criteria for its use under Section 99.31, which “permits disclosure of student information to
organizations conducting studies to improve instruction if: (ii)(A) The study is conducted in a manner that
does not permit personal identification of parents and student by individuals other than representatives of
the organization; and (ii)(B) The information is destroyed when no longer needed for the purposes for
which the study was conducted.”
While there will be no direct benefit to individual members of the Presidents’ Council, it is anticipated that
the review of programs offered by the Baker College System in Michigan may have both operational and
structural implications for the Education and Human Service Department, including administrators, faculty,
counselors, and future students. Specifically, it will determine the levels of integration of identified
components of exemplary teacher preparation programs for diversity into the elementary and secondary
teacher preparation programs they offer. Thus, it will identify strengths as well as areas for improvement
and m ay certain ly have im p licatio n s fo r the prep aratio n o f fu tu re p ro g ram graduates. T hus, th e fin d in g s o f

this study will be open to your review at any time.
In accordance with retention policies established by Western Michigan University, this data will be retained
for a period of 3 years after the conclusion of the study.
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Finally, the analysis of the data and resultant findings may be made public through publication in whole or
in part or through presentations involving the study or its findings in appropriate forums. Thus I ask that
your approval be extended to the publication of the study in whole or in part or presentations involving the
study or its findings in appropriate forums.

Thank you in advance for your due consideration of this request,

ny^Sue DeSonia
Ssociate Dean for Business Administration
Baker College of Flint

Barbara Liggett, EdD
Associate Professor
Western Michigan University
School of Public Affairs and Administration
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Appendix D
Request for Completion of Open-ended Survey via e-mail
You are invited to participate in a research project entitled, “An Evaluative Model for Incorporating
Diversity Training into Teacher Preparation” through response to the questions in the attached WORD
document. This study will analytically review existing successful approaches to teacher preparation for
addressing the increasing diversity in K-12 classrooms in order to identify requisite structure, curricular and
pedagogical design, assessments, institutional capacity and environmental supports that facilitate the
development and implementation o f programs that foster academic achievement gains. A new performance
evaluation model will be developed. In addition, the efficacy o f an existing program in the state of
Michigan will be tested under the resultant model.
This study is being conducted by Dr. Barbara Liggett and Amy Sue DeSonia from W estern Michigan
University, School of Public Affairs and Administration as part of the dissertation requirements for Ms.
DeSonia.
You were selected to receive this invitation because o f your expertise or research in the area of
M ulticultural Education, Teacher Preparation, or Teacher Quality, and your affiliation with a teacher
education program employing exemplary practices in recruiting, training and retaining pre-service teachers
for increasing diversity in K-12 classrooms.
The open-ended interview guide (a t A ppendix E), comprised of 7 questions, is attached to this e-mail in
W ord 2003 format. It is anticipated that completion o f this interview should take no longer than 30 minutes
o f your time. Participation in this study is voluntary and you may choose to answer any, all, or none of the
questions posed.
If you choose to participate in this study, any information will be kept confidential. You will be assigned a
code number, and your name, e-mail address, and any other identifying information will not be linked to
your responses.
However, you should be aware that e-mail communication is not secure and that e-mail programs
maintained by employers often are not private. Personal computers and the information contained in them
might be available to other users, including institutional auditors and external authorities.
W hile there is no direct benefit to you for participating in the study, you will assist in contributing valuable
information that may help in development of more effective teacher preparation programs.
You may either respond directly by attaching a completed form to a reply addressed to
amv.desonia@ baker.edu or by faxing the completed form to Amy DeSonia at (810) 766-2055.
If you have any questions, you may contact Amy Sue DeSonia at (810) 766-2054; Dr. Barbara Liggett at
(269) 387-8943; the Human Subjects Institutional Review Board at W estern Michigan University at (269)
387-8293; or the Vice President for Research at W estern Michigan University at (269) 387-8298.
This consent document has been approved for use for one year by the Human Subjects Institutional Review
Board. You should not participate in this project if the stamped date is more than one year old.
T h a n k y o u in a d v a n c e fo r y o u r d u e c o n sid e ra tio n ,

Amy Sue DeSonia
Project Researcher

Barbara Liggett, EdD
Associate Professor
W estern Michigan University
School of Public Affairs and Administration
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Appendix E
Open-Ended Survey Instrument - Experts
1.

W hat are the most important factors to consider in designing a teacher
preparation program?

2.

W hat is your definition/construction of diversity in the context of the current
K-12 classroom?

3.

Given your definition of diversity in the context of the K-12 classroom, what
are the most effective practices and program components currently employed
in training teacher candidates?

4.

Given your definition of diversity in the context of the K-12 classroom, what
are the most prevalent constraints on training teacher candidates?

5.

What are the necessary institutional and environmental supports that allow
teacher candidates to apply what they have learned in a teacher preparation
program in the classroom setting?

6.

Presuming a definition of diversity that encompasses differences in culture,
race/ethnicity, gender and ability, what are the most important factors to
consider in incorporating appropriate training of teacher candidates for the
increasing diversity in K-12 classrooms?

7.

Based on your experience, is there anything else you would note about
preparing teacher candidates for the classroom?
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Appendix F
Open-Ended Survey Face Sheet - Experts

CODE:

DATE:

D e m o g r a p h ic

in f o r m a t i o n :

Gender
[ ] Male

[ ] Female

Race/Ethnicity
[ ] White

[ ] Black

[ ] Hispanic [ ] Native American

[ ] Asian/Pacific Islander

[ ] Bi-racial

Professional Background
Current professional title

_________________________

Years of teaching experience
K-12

_________

Post-secondary

_________
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Table A .la Analytical matrix - internal components and influences - exemplary
institutions

Institution
Awards

No (0)
Yes (1)
Exemplary
practices

Induction and
mentoring (1)
Recruitment
and retention
(2)
Contextual
teaching and
learning (3)
Teacher
preparation (4)
Teacher
preparation for
PK-12 diversity
(5)

Program
Model
Delivery

Program
Admissions
Selectivity

(trad_non)
Categorical
Nontraditional (1)
Traditional
(2)
PDS (3)

(admit),
Categorical
None (0)
Moderately (1)
Highly (2)

Degree
requirement

None (0)
Yes (1)

(degree),
Categorical
Bachelor (1)
5th year (2)
Master (3)

Standardized
testing,

GPA
requirement,

None (0)
Yes,
institutionally
or state
defined (1)
Yes, Praxis I
PPST (2)
Recruitment
and retention
policies

Accreditation
status

Probationary
(1)
State only (2)
Conditional (3)
Provisional (4)
Full (5)

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

Candidate pass
rates for
certification
examinations

< 80% (0)
> 80% (1)

Wisconsin
Award
Winner (1)
Teacher
preparation

Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention
and
recruitment

(4 )

(1)

A lverno
C ollege in

Delivery (2)
Degree (2)

Coursework
Subject/content area

(subj_cont), Categorical
Subject matter OR
liberal arts base (1)
Extensive subject
matter (2)
Extensive liberal arts
(3)
Subject matter AND
liberal arts (4)
Foundational content

(edu_cont) educational,
developmental
Categorical
Basic exposure (1)
Intermediate exposure
(2)
Advanced exposure (3)
Exposure to
foundations of
multiculturalism,
diversity and/or
exceptionality

Categorical
None (0)
Single course, seminar
(1)
Required courses in all
(2)
Extended coursework
or
coursework/practicum
(3)

Subject/content (4)
Foundations (2)
M D E (l)

Field
Experience
Level of
integration of
fieldwork,

Other Significant
Items
Conceptual
framework diversity

Categorical
None (0)
Standard
semester
student
teaching
experience (1)
Extended,
observation,
practicum,
student
teaching in
multicultural
settings with
diverse learners
throughout (2)
Immersion (3)

No focus (0)
Cultural OR
exceptional (1)
Comprehensive (2)

Exposure to
contentspecific
pedagogical
approaches
and
applications

Ideology -

combination of
focus on diversity,
program structure
and design,
recruitment and
selection, and
performance
assessment
Assessment

None (0)
Traditional (1)
Portfolio
development (2)

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

Integration
(2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application
(1)

Accreditation
(5)

Pass rate,
Wisconsin
does not
require (0)
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Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (28)
Assessment (2)
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Table A. la - Continued

Armstrong Atlantic
University in
Georgia
Innovations in
American
Government Award

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (2)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(3)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (0)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(4)
Foundations (2)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (34)
Assessment (2)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (3)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (29)
Assessment (1)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (30)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (1)

Integration (1)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (26)
Assessment (2)

(1)
Recruitment and
retention (2)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Bank Street
College in New
York
Learner-centric
preparation (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Boston College in
Massachusetts
TNE
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 94% (1)

California State
University at
North ridge
TNE
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 99% (1)

California State
University at
Sacramento
Preparation for
diversity (5)
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Colorado State
University
Contextual teaching
and learning (3)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

East Carolina
University in North
Carolina
Award W inner (1)
Teacher preparation
(4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 92% (1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(3)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(3)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(3)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)
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Table A .la - Continued

Florida A&M
University
TNE
Accreditation (3)
Pass rate 88% (1)

Fordham University
in New York
Award W inner (1)
Teacher preparation
(4)
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 100% (1)

George Mason
University in Virginia
TNE
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

George Washington
University in DC
Focus on literacy and
technology across the
curriculum (4)
Contextual teaching
and learning (3)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 89% (1)

Georgia State
University
TNE
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 92% (1)

Indiana University
Northwest
Preparation for
diversity/ immersion
in a community other
than one’s own (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

Kent State University
in Ohio
Recruitment and
retention - community
college articulation (2)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 90% (1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(3)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(3)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (28)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (35)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (33)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (36)
Assessment (1)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (30)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (3)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (35)
Assessment (2)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
MDE (1)

Integration (2)

Conceptual

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (0)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content

(3)

Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

C o n ten t-

fra m e w o rk —

specific
pedagogy
application (2)

diversity (1)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (2)
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Maryville University in
Missouri
Restructuring and
assessment (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 97% (1)

Delivery

(3)
Degree

(3)

Miami Dade University
in Florida

Delivery

Recruitment and retention
- community college
articulation (2)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Degree
(1)

Michigan State
University

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(2)

TNE
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

(3)

Montclair State
University in New Jersey

Delivery

(Center for Pedagogy) (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Degree
(2)

Norfolk State University

Delivery

in Virginia
Recruitment and retention
- paraprofessionals,
teacher aides, and
substitute teachers (2)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

(3)

North Carolina State
University

Delivery

M odel clinical teaching
program (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

Degree
(1)

(3)

Degree
(1)

(3)

Selectivity
(2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity
(2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity
(2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention
and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention
and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
T e s t (2)

Retention
and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (32)
Assessment
(2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (32)
Assessment
(2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (30)
Assessment
(2)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (33)
Assessment
(1)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (1)
MDE (1)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (24)
Assessment
(1)

Subject/content
Foundations (1)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)

M D E (3)

pedagogy

Id e o lo g y (3 0 )

application (2)

Assessment
(1)

(3)
Foundations (2)
M DE (2)

Subject/content

(3)
Foundations (2)
MDE (2)

Subject/content

(4)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

(3)
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Ohio State University
Contextual teaching and
learning (3)
Mentoring and induction
(PAR - peer assistance
and review) (1)
Accreditation (3)
Pass rate 95% (1)

Old Dominion
University in Virginia
Recruitment and retention
- paraprofessionals,
teacher aides, and
substitute teachers (2)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

Pacific Oaks College
and Children’s School
in California
Preparation for diversity

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(3)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(3)

(5)

Accreditation (2)
Pass rate95% (1)

Samford University in
Alabama
Award W inner (1)
Teacher preparation (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
0)

Stanford University in

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(3)

California
TNE
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Texas A&M University
Preparation for diversity
(5)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 96% (1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity
(2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity
(2)
GPA (1)
Test (0)
Retention
and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity
(2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(1)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (33)
Assessment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
M DE (1)

Integration (1)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (24)
Assessment
(1)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (33)
Assessment
(2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (25)
Assessment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (33)
Assessment
(2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (27)
Assessment
(1)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
M DE (3)
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University of
California at Santa
Cruz
New Teachers
(mentoring and
induction) Program
(1)
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of
Cincinnati in Ohio
Professional school
partnerships (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 99% (1)

University of
Colorado at
Denver
School/
university
collaboration (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of
Connecticut
TNE
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

University of
Georgia
Contextual teaching
and learning (3)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 94% (1)

University of
Illinois at Chicago
M INT - mentoring
and induction of
new teachers (1)
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 98% (1)

University of
Louisville in
Kentucky
Contextual teaching
and learning (3)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 94$ (1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(3)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (28)
Assessment (1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (30)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
MDE (1)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (29)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (34)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)

Conceptual

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(3)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(2)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

C o n ten t-

fra m e w o rk —

specific
pedagogy
application (2)

diversity (2)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (2)
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University of Miami in

Delivery

Selectivity

Florida
TNE
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

(3)
Degree
0)

(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity
(2)
GPA (1)
Test (0)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

University of
Minnesota

Delivery

Mentoring and
induction o f new
teachers - Teacher
Residency Program (1)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Degree

University of Nevada
at Las Vegas

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Mentoring and
induction - Urban
Teachers Partnership
(1) Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 90% (1)

University of New
Mexico
Contextual teaching and
learning (3)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 97% (1)

University of Northern
Iowa
Using technology (4)
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate, no
certification
examination required in
Iowa

(3)
(3)

Delivery
(2)
Degree

(3)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

University of Southern
California

Delivery

Recruitment and
retention - Latino and
language minority
candidates (1)
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 96% (1)

Degree
(3)

University of Southern
Maine

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(2)

Extended preparation
and professional
development schools
(4) Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 97% (1)

(3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (29)
Assessment (1)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (33)
Assessment (1)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (26)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (24)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (26)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content

(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Subject/content

(3)
Foundations (2)
MDE (3)

Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content

Selectivity
(2)
G P A (l)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(2)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (32)
Assessment (1)

Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (30)
Assessment (2)

(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (2)

(3)

Foundations (1)
M DE (2)
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University of Texas
at El Paso
Collaborative
partnerships internal and external
(4)
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 82% (1)

University of
Tennessee at
Chattanooga
Synergistic
partnerships (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of
Virginia
TNE
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 99% (1)

University of
Washington at
Seattle
Contextual teaching
and learning (3)
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate, no
certification
examination
required

University of
Wisconsin at
Milwaukee
School/ university
collaboration (4)
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate, no
certification
examination
required

University of
Wyoming
Integration of
technology across
the curriculum (4)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate, no
certification
examination
required

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (29)
Assessment (1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(3)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
M DE (2)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (33)
Assessment (1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(3)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (33)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (2)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (3)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (33)
Assessment (2)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (0)
Retention and
recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (3)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (27)
Assessment (1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(3)
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Wayne State University
in Michigan
Preparation for urban
settings (5)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Western Oregon
University
Contextual teaching and
learning (3)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Wichita State
University in Kansas
Preparation for diversity
(5)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

Winthrop University in
South Carolina (Center
for Education,
recruitment, retention,
and advancement)
Recruitment and
retention - Teacher
Cadets, starting with
middle-school (2)
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 88% (1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(2)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(2)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(2)

Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(2)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention
and
recruitment
(1)
Selectivity
0)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention
and
recruitment
0)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
recruitment
(2)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (26)
Assessment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (28)
Assessment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (31)
Assessment
(2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (29)
Assessment
(1)
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Program

Institutional Capacity

Relationships with
Local Communities

Governmental and
Non-Governmental
Regulations

Socio-political climate

The organization of
institutions, supports and
constraints for teacher
education that is in line
with institutional mission
and goals as well as
cognizant of appropriate
training for diversity

The interactions and
relationships between
a teacher preparation
program and local
families,
neighborhoods,
schools, communities,
community agencies,
including perspectives
about the value of
contributions to
community

Requirements for
teacher preparation as
stipulated by
governing and
evaluating bodies

The conditions of the
schools, and the social,
historical, economic, and
political context in which
all of the above are
embedded, including
agendas for educational
reform

Control

Collaborative
partnerships with
PK-12 institutions

Program
accreditation

Partner/placement
school characteristics Status under NCLB
adequate yearly
progress

Public (1)
Private (2)
Mission/conceptual
framework congruence

No (0)
Yes (1)
Recruitment and
retention of qualified,
diverse faculty

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)
Collaboration among
departments

None (0)
Limited (1)
Moderate (2)
Extensive (3)
Use of grant funding to
enhance partnerships,
technological
innovation, and
longitudinal study

None (0)
One or more (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates

< 20% minority faculty
and < 35% minority
students
> 20% minority faculty
and > 35% minority
students

None (0)
Some, primarily for
placement of student
teachers (1)
Collaborative,
allowing placements
for observation,
practicum, and student
teaching (2)
Professional
development school
collaborations (3)
Faculty and
candidate interaction
with communities,
families, and support
agencies

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

State only (1)
National only (2)
Both state and national
(3)
Program admission
requirements GPA

None (0)
Institutional discretion
(2)
Specified 2.2 or above
(3)
Specified 2.5 or above
Specified 3.0 or above
Standardized test

None (0)
Institutional discretion
(2)
Specified, state (3)
Specified Praxis I
PS ST (4)
Coursework
specifications elementary
certification,
requirements for
coursework in
multiculturalism,
diversity, and/or
exceptionality

Met, not targeted for
improvements (0)
Not met, not targeted for
improvements (1)
Not met, targeted for
improvements (2)
Year in targeted
improvement status
1 - 3 (1 -3 )
Corrective action (4)
Restructuring (5)
Demographics,
concentrations of
underrepresented
populations

Percentages
Demographics,
concentrations of
children living in
poverty, with
disabilities, and for
whom English is not
the primary language
in the home

Percentages

None (0)
Yes, no prescription

(i)
Yes, prescribed
courses (2)
Yes, prescribed hours
(3)
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Program

Institutional
Capacity

Relationships
with Local
Communities

Governmental and
Non-Governmental
Regulations
Coursework
specifications elementary
certification,
requirements for
coursework in reading
methods

Socio-political climate

None (0)
Yes, no prescription (1)
Yes, prescribed courses
(2)
Yes, prescribed hours
Set curricular
standards for PK-6

Alverno
College in
Wisconsin

Armstrong
Atlantic
University in
Georgia

Bank Street
College in
New York

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding
(0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)
Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding
(0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)
Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding
(1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies
(2)

None (0)
Yes (1)
Program accreditation
(1)
Program admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized test (3)
MDE coursework (1)
Reading methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies
(2)

Program accreditation
(1)
Program admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized test (3)
MDE coursework (1)
Reading methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies
(2)

Program accreditation
(1)
Program admission
requirements GPA (0)
Standardized test (0)

MDE coursework (1)
Reading methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (86.0)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages,
disabled, limited
English proficient
(47.6)
Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (72.4)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages,
disabled, limited
English proficient
(33.8)
Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (86.0)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages,
disabled, limited
English proficient
(56.0)
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Boston College in
Massachusetts

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies
(1)

California State
University at
Northridge

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies
(1)

California State
University at
Sacramento

Control (1)
Mi ssion/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies
(1)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (0)
Standardized
test (0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (2)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (2)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (52.7)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(34.4)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (91.0)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(65.0)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (51.2)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(39.7)
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Colorado State
University

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

East Carolina
University in
North
Carolina

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

Florida A&M
University

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (2)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
course work (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (21.2_
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(19.4)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (57.6)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(34.6)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (47.3)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(28.5)
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Fordham
University in
New York

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies (1)

George Mason
University in
Virginia

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies (1)

George
Washington
University in
DC

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies (1)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
course work (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (85.2)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(18.7)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (48.5)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(24.8)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (5 Restructuring)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (95.6)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(37.9)
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Georgia
State
University

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence(1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Indiana
University
Northwest

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (3)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (3)

Kent State
University in
Ohio

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Program
accreditation (1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (2)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation (1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation (1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test (0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (92.5)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(41.4)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress (2)
(3)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (99.4)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(37.7)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (19.1)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(19.6)
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Maryville
University in
Missouri

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Miami Dade
University in
Florida

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

Michigan
State
University

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test (2)
MDE
coursework (2)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (2)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (84.5)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(53.5)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (2)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (89.8)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(46.2)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (50.2)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(55.6)
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Montclair
State
University in
New Jersey

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (3)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Norfolk State
University in
Virginia

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

North
Carolina State
University

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence(1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test (0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(2)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (2)
Standardized
test (0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (3)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (51.7)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(17.7)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (2)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (74.3)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(33.0)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (41.7)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(24.5)
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Ohio State
University

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies (1)

Old Dominion
University in
Virginia

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies (1)

Pacific Oaks
College and
Children’s
School in
California

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies (2)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test (0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (2)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (2) (4 Corrective
action)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (70.8)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(39.2)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (2) (2)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (74.3)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(33.0)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (84.6)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(51.6)
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Samford
University in
Alabama

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Stanford
University in
California

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Texas A&M
University

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test(0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (2)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (98.6)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(44.3)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (44.9)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(12.0)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (35.3)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(15.8)
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University of
California at
Santa Cruz

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

University of
Cincinnati in
Ohio

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

University of
Colorado at
Denver

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (2)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test (0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (51.2)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(39.7)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (4 Corrective action)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (76.7)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(42.1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (3)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (80.2)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(51.9)
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University of
Connecticut

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

University of
Georgia

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

University of
Illinois at
Chicago

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (4)
Standardized
test (3)
MDE
coursework (2)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (2)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (0)
Standardized
test(0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (3)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (15.8)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(17.2)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (77.1)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(43.7)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (2)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (91.2)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(61.0)
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University of
Louisville in
Kentucky

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

University of
Miami in
Florida

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

University of
Minnesota

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (0)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (1)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (41.8)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(32.1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (2)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (89.8)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(46.2)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (72.6)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(52.4)
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University of
Nevada at
Las Vegas

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

University of
New Mexico

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

University of
Northern
Iowa

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (1)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (0)
Standardized
test(0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (0)
Standardized
test (0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (3)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (2)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (53.6)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(33.3)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (65.0)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(39.7)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (10.0)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(15.3)
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University of
Southern
California

Control (2)
Mission/framework
congruence(1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

University of
Southern
Maine

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

University of
Texas at El
Paso

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (1)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test(2)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (3)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (91.0)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(65.0)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (4.4)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(34.5)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (87.1)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(53.6)
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University of
Tennessee at
Chattanooga

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (0)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies (1)

University of
Virginia

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies (1)

University of
Washington at
Seattle

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies (2)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test (3)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (0)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test(1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (2)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (0)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (40.3)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(34.4)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (2) (2)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (57.3)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(34.9)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (2) (1)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (59.0)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(25.5)
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University of
Wisconsin at
Milwaukee

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

University of
Wyoming

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

Wayne State
University in
Michigan

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies (2)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test (3)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (0)
Standardized
test (0)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (1)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(3)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework (1)
Reading
methods
coursework (2)
PK-6 curricular
standards (1)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2)(1)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (86.0)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(47.6)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(2) (2)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (14.0)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(25.0)

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
(0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (97.2)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
(57.5)
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Western Oregon
University

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence(1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding
(2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (2)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies
(1)

Wichita State
University in Kansas

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (1)
Collaboration among
departments (1)
Use of grant funding
(1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies
(2)

Winthrop University
in South Carolina
(Center for Education,
recruitment, retention,
and advancement)

Control (1)
Mission/framework
congruence (1)
Recruitment and
retention of faculty (2)
Collaboration among
departments (2)
Use of grant funding
(2)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates (0)

Collaborative
partnerships (3)
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies
(1)

Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (0)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework
(1)
Reading
methods
coursework
(1)
PK-6
curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(1)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (1)
Standardized
test (1)
MDE
coursework
(1)
Reading
methods
coursework
(1)
PK-6
curricular
standards (1)
Program
accreditation
(2)
Program
admission
requirements GPA (3)
Standardized
test(3)
MDE

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (46.6)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages,
disabled, limited
English proficient
(42.2)

coursework

English proficient

(1)
Reading
methods
coursework
(1)
PK-6
curricular
standards (1)

(27.1)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (52.5)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages,
disabled, limited
English proficient
(44.4)

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress (0)
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations (42.3)
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages,
disabled, limited
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Table A .lc Analytical matrix - internal components and influences - other institutions

Institution
Awards

No (0)
Yes (1)
Exemplary
practices

Induction and
mentoring (1)
Recruitment
and retention
(2)
Contextual
teaching and
learning (3)
Teacher
preparation (4)
Teacher
preparation for
PK-12 diversity
(5)

Program
Model
Delivery

Program
Admissions
Selectivity

Coursework

(trad_non)
Categorical
Nontraditional (1)
Traditional
(2)
PDS (3)

(admit),
Categorical
None (0)
Moderately (1)
Highly (2)

Degree
requirement

None (0)
Yes (1)

(subj_cont), Categorical
Subject matter OR
liberal arts base (1)
Extensive subject
matter (2)
Extensive liberal arts
(3)
Subject matter AND
liberal arts (4)

(degree),
Categorical
Bachelor (1)
5th year (2)
Master (3)

Standardized
testing,

Accreditation
status

GPA
requirement,

None (0)
Yes,
institutionally
or state
defined (1)
Yes, Praxis I
PS ST (2)
Recruitment
and retention
policies

Probationary
(1)
State only (2)
Conditional (3)
Provisional (4)
Full (5)

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

Candidate pass
rates for
certification
examinations

< 80% (0)
> 80% (1)

A labam a
A&M
U niversity

Delivery (2)
Degree (1)

Accreditation
(5)
Pass rate
100% (1)
A rizona State
U niversity

Accreditation
(2)
Pass rate 92%
(1)

Delivery (2)
Degree (1)

Selectivity
(1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention
and
Recruitment
(2)
Selectivity
(1)
GPA (0)
Test (0)
Retention
and
Recruitment
(1)

Subject/content area

Foundational content

(edu_cont) educational,
developmental
Categorical
Basic exposure (1)
Intermediate exposure
(2)
Advanced exposure (3)
Exposure to
foundations of
multiculturalism,
diversity and/or
exceptionality

Categorical
None (0)
Single course, seminar
(1)
Required courses in all
(2)
Extended coursework
or
coursework/practicu m
(3)

Field
Experience
Level of
integration of
fieldwork,

Other Significant
Items
Conceptual
framework diversity

Categorical
None (0)
Standard
semester
student
teaching
experience (1)
Extended,
observation,
practicum,
student
teaching in
multicultural
settings with
diverse learners
throughout (2)
Immersion (3)

No focus (0)
Cultural OR
exceptional (1)
Comprehensive (2)

Exposure to
contentspecific
pedagogical
approaches
and
applications

Ideology -

combination of
focus on diversity,
program structure
and design,
recruitment and
selection, and
performance
assessment
Assessment

None (0)
Traditional (1)
Portfolio
development (2)

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

Subject/content (3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration
(1)
Content
specific
pedagogy
application
(1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (26)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content (3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (2)

Integration
(2)
Content
specific
pedagogy
application
(2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (23)
Assessment (1)
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Auburn
University in
Alabama
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Bowling Green
University in Ohio
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 88%

Bluefield State
University in W est
Virginia
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Ball State
University in
Indiana
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

Baylor University
in Texas
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

Coastal Carolina
University in
South Carolina
Accreditation (3)
Pass rate 100% (1)

The College of
New Jersey
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Coppin State
University in
Maryland
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(3)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(3)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment
(2)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (0)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment
(2)

Subject/content
(2)
Foundations (2)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (32)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (2)
MDE (1)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (3)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (28)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (1)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (25)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (29)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (25)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (29)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)

Conceptual

C o n te n t sp ecific

fra m e w o rk —

pedagogy
application (2)

diversity (2)
Ideology (32)
Assessment (1)
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Cleveland State
University in Ohio
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 89% (1)

California State
University at
Sacramento
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

California State
University at
Stanislaus
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

Delaware State
University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 94% (1)

Eastern New
Mexico State
University
Accreditation (3)
Pass rate 100% (1)

East Tennessee
State University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

Florida State
University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 97% (1)

Fontbonne
University in
Missouri
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(2)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
0)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (0)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment
0)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment
(1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (29)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
M DE (3)

Integration (3)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (34)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (25)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (29)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (24)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (27)
Assessment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (30)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework —
diversity (2)
Ideology (29)
Assessment (2)
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George Fox
University in
Oregon
Accreditation (4)
Pass rate 100%
(1)

Georgia
Southern
University
Accreditation (3)
Pass rate 96% (1)

Hofstra
University in
New York
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 97% (1)

Illinois State
University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

Indiana State
University
Accreditation (3)
Pass rate 96% (1)

Louisiana State
A&M University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100%
0)

Montana State
University at
Billings
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100%
(1)

Mississippi State
University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 85% (1)

Mount Union
College in Ohio
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 86% (1)

North Carolina
Central
University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 75% (0)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework
diversity (2)
Ideology (27)
Assessment (1)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
0)

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment (1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment (1)
Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment (2)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment (1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment (1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (0)
Retention and
Recruitment (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (3)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (3)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (2)
M DE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (1)

Integration (1)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (28)
Assessment (1)
Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (28)
Assessment (2)
Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (2)
Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (31)
Assessment (1)
Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (26)
Assessment (1)
Conceptual
framework diversity (2)
Ideology (23)
Assessment (2)

Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment (1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment (1)
Selectivity (1)
GPA (1)
Test (2)
Retention and
Recruitment (2)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (1)

Integration (1)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Subject/content
(3)
Foundations (1)
M DE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)
Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)
Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)
Delivery
(2)
Degree
0)
Delivery
(2)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
(2)
Degree
0)
Delivery
(2)
Degree
0)
Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)
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Assessment (1)
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Assessment (2)
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Northern Illinois
University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 86% (1)

Newberry College
in South Carolina
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 86% (1)

Northern Illinois
University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

Northwestern
University in
Illinois
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Our Lady of the
Holy Cross in
Louisiana
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Oklahoma State
University
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Plymouth State
University in New
Hampshire
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Pennsylvania State
University
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 95% (1)

Purdue University
in Indiana
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

Prairie View
University in Texas
Accreditation (3)
Pass rate 80% (0)

Delivery
(3)
Degree
(1)

Delivery
2
Degree 1

Delivery
3
Degree 1

Delivery
2
Degree 3

Delivery
2
Degree 1

Delivery
3
Degree 1

Delivery
2
Degree 1

Delivery
3
Degree 1

Delivery
3
Degree 1

Delivery
3
Degree 1

Selectivity (2)
GPA (1)
Test (1)
Retention and
Recruitment
(2)
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 2
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 2

Subject/content
(1)
Foundations (1)
MDE (2)

Integration (2)
Content specific
pedagogy
application (2)

Conceptual
framework diversity (1)
Ideology (26)
Assessment (1)

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2

Integration 2
Content specific
pedagogy
application 1

Subject/content
1
Foundations 1
MDE 2

Integration 2
Content specific
pedagogy
application 2

Subject/content
1
Foundations 2
M DE 3

Integration 1
Content specific
pedagogy
application 2

Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 2

Integration 2
Content specific
pedagogy
application 1

Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 2

Integration 2
Content specific
pedagogy
application 1

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2

Integration 2
Content specific
pedagogy
application 1

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 3

Integration 2
Content specific
pedagogy
application 2

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 3

Integration 2
Content specific
pedagogy
application 2

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 2

Integration 2
Content specific
pedagogy
application 2

Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 26
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 26
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 31
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 27
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 27
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 28
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 32
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 29
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 28
Assessment 1
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Rowan University in
New Jersey
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

St Augustine’s
College in North
Carolina
Accreditation (1)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Southern Illinois
University at
Carbondale
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 96% (1)

San Jose State
University in
California
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 99% (1)

Salem State College
in Massachusetts
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 94% (1)

Sterling College in
Kansas
Accreditation (4)
Pass rate 85% (1)

Saginaw Valley
State University in
Michigan
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

Teacher’s College at
Columbia
University in New
York
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

Towson University
in Maryland
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 84% (1)

Temple University
in Pennsylvania
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 86% (1)

Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
3
Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
2

Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
1

Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 0
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 2

Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 3
Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 3
Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
M DE 3

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2

Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 1
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 1
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 3
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2

Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 27
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 28
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 29
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 31
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 32
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 26
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 25
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 37
Assessment 2

Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2

Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 30
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 29
Assessment 1
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Trinity
(Washington)
University in DC
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 89% (1)

University of Alaska
at Anchorage
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of
Alabama at
Birmingham
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of
Alabama at
Tuscaloosa
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of
Arkansas
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of
Central Florida
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

University of
Florida
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 96% (1)

University of
Hawaii at Manoa
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 88% (1)

University of Idaho
Accreditation (1)
Pass rate, Idaho does
not require test for
certification (0)

University of
Kentucky
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 98% (1)

Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
2
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
1

Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
TestO
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity2
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1

Subject/content
1
Foundations 1
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 1
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 3
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 2
Subject/content
1
Foundations 1
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 1
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2

Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 1
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
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Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 26
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 27
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 26
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 28
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 26
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 28
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 30
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 24
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 21
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 27
Assessment 2
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University of
Michigan at Ann
Arbor
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of
Maryland at College
Park
Accreditation (3)
Pass rate 99% (1)

University of
Missouri at St Louis
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of North
Dakota
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of
Nebraska at Lincoln
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate, Nebraska
does not require a test
for certification (0)

University of
Northern Texas
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

University of
Oklahoma
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

University of Rhode
Island
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 85% (1)

University of South
Dakota
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate, South
Dakota does not
require a test for
certification (0)

Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1

Delivery
3
Degree
3
Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1

Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 2
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2

Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 0
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1

Subject/content
1
Foundations 2
MDE 2

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2
Subject/content
1
Foundations 2
MDE 2

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 3
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2

Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 1
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1

Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 27
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 26
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 30
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 25
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 25
Assessment 1

Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 1
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1

Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 29
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 29
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 27
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 25
Assessment 2
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University of Texas at
Arlington
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 98% (1)

University of Utah
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate, Utah does
not require a test for
certification (0)

University of
Vermont
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 95% (1)

University of
Wisconsin at Madison
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate, Wisconsin
does not require a test
for certification (0)

Virginia
Commonwealth
University
Accreditation (3)
Pass rate 94% (1)

Wagner College in
New York
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 91% (1)

West Liberty State
College in West
Virginia
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate 100% (1)

University of Iowa
Accreditation (2)
Pass rate, state does not
require test for
certification

University of
Tennessee at
Knoxville
Accreditation (5)
Pass rate, 99% (1)

Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
1

Delivery
3
Degree
2
Delivery
2
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
1
Delivery
3
Degree
3
Delivery
3
Degree
2

Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2

Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 2
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
Recruitment 1
Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 2
Retention and
recruitment 1

Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 2

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 2

Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
M DE 2
Subject/content
3
Foundations 1
MDE 3
Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 0
Subject/content
3
Foundations 2
MDE 2

Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 3
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2

Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 29
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 28
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 23
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 25
Assessment 1

Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Content
specific
pedagogy
application 2
Integration 1
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application 1
Integration 2
Contentspecific
pedagogy
application 2

Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 31
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 27
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 31
Assessment 2
Conceptual
framework Diversity 1
Ideology 30
Assessment 1
Conceptual
framework diversity 1
Ideology 30
Assessment 1
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Program

Institutional Capacity

Relationships with
Local Communities

Governmental and
Non-Governmental
Regulations

Socio-political climate

The organization of
institutions, supports and
constraints for teacher
education that is in line
with institutional mission
and goals as well as
cognizant of appropriate
training for diversity

The interactions and
relationships between
a teacher preparation
program and local
families,
neighborhoods,
schools, communities,
community agencies,
including perspectives
about the value of
contributions to
community

Requirements for
teacher preparation as
stipulated by
governing and
evaluating bodies

The conditions of the
schools, and the social,
historical, economic, and
political context in which
all of the above are
embedded, including
agendas for educational
reform

Control

Collaborative
partnerships with
PK-12 institutions

Program
accreditation

Partner/placement
school characteristics —
Status under NCLB
adequate yearly
progress

Public (1)
Private (2)
Mission/conceptual
framework congruence

No (0)
Yes (1)
Recruitment and
retention of qualified,
diverse faculty

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)
Collaboration among
departments

None (0)
Limited (1)
Moderate (2)
Extensive (3)
Use of grant funding to
enhance partnerships,
technological
innovation, and
longitudinal study

None (0)
One or more (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates

< 20% minority faculty
and < 35% minority
students
> 20% minority faculty

None (0)
Some, primarily for
placement of student
teachers (1)
Collaborative,
allowing placements
for observation,
practicum, and student
teaching (2)
Professional
development school
collaborations (3)
Faculty and
candidate interaction
with communities,
families, and support
agencies

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

State only (1)
National only (2)
Both state and national
(3)
Program admission
requirements GPA

None (0)
Institutional discretion
(2)
Specified 2.2 or above
(3)
Specified 2.5 or above
Specified 3.0 or above
Standardized test

None (0)
Institutional discretion
(2)
Specified, state (3)
Specified Praxis I
PS ST (4)
Coursework
specifications elementary
certification,
requirements for
coursework in
multiculturalism,
diversity, and/or
exceptionality

Met, not targeted for
improvements (0)
Not met, not targeted for
improvements (1)
Not met, targeted for
improvements (2)
Year in targeted
improvement status
1 - 3 ( 1 -3)
Corrective action (4)
Restructuring (5)
Demographics,
concentrations of
underrepresented
populations

Percentages
Demographics,
concentrations of
children living in
poverty, with
disabilities, and for
whom English is not
the primary language
in the home

Percentages

None (0)

and > 35% minority

Yes, no prescription

students

(1)
Yes, prescribed
courses (2)
Yes, prescribed hours
(3)
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Program

Institutional
Capacity

Relationships
with Local
Communities

Governmental and
Non-Governmental
Regulations
Coursework
specifications elementary
certification,
requirements for
coursework in reading
methods

Socio-political climate

None (0)
Yes, no prescription (1)
Yes, prescribed courses
(2)
Yes, prescribed hours
Set curricular
standards for PK-6

A labam a
A&M
U niversity

A rizona
State
U niversity

A uburn
U niversity

in Alabama

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1
Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0
Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

None (0)
Yes (1)
Program accreditation 1
Program admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized test 0
MDE coursework 3
Reading methods
coursework 1
PK-6 curricular
standards 1

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Program accreditation 1
Program admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized test 1
MDE coursework 0
Reading methods
coursework 2
PK-6 curricular
standards 1

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Program accreditation 1
Program admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized test 0
MDE coursework 3
Reading methods
coursework 1
PK-6 curricular
standards 1

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 35.1
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English
proficient 34.4
Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 68.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English
proficient 54.1
Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 80.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English
proficient 40.5
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Bowling Green
University in
Ohio

Bluefield State
University in
W est Virginia

Ball State
University in
Indiana

Baylor
University in
Texas

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 2

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
testO
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 2,
1
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 13.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
14.7

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 9.8
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
37.1

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 2,
2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 21.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
42.5

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 83.8
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
52.9
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Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

The College of
New Jersey

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Coppin State
University in

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 2

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Coastal
Carolina
University in
South Carolina

Maryland

Cleveland
State
University in
Ohio

Program
accreditation 2
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
testO
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 0
MDE

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 31.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
33.9

coursework 1

limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 2

51.1

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 54.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
21.9

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 47.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
33.1

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 2,
4
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 83.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
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California State
University at
Sacramento

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 3

California State
University at
Stanislaus

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Delaware State
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Eastern New
Mexico State
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 2
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 2
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 0
Standardized
test 0
MDE

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 78.0
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
54.2

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,3
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 63.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
40.7

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 57.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
31.5

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 52.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,

coursework 1

limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 2

41.9
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East
Tennessee
State
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Florida State
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Fontbonne
University in

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 2

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Missouri

George Fox
University in
Oregon

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 0
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 2
MDE
coursework 2
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 0
Standardized
test 1
MDE

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 96.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
34.4

coursework 1

limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 1

27.4

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 47.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
28.5

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 2,
2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 84.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
53.5

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 2,
3
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 14.4
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
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Georgia
Southern
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Hofstra
University in

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Illinois State
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Indiana State
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 2

New York

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 2
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 0
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 3
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 43.0
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
36.1

coursework 1

32.1

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 99.6
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
34.4

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 23.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
21.6

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 1.4
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 1
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Louisiana
State A&M
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Montana State
University at
Billings

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 1
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Mississippi
State
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 3
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 2

Mount Union
College in

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 1
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Ohio

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 2
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 3
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 0
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 0
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 0
MDE

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 96.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
43.9

coursework 1

limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 2

38.7

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 17.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
25.2

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,3
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 51.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
17.7

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,4
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 24.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
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North
Carolina
Central
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Northern
Illinois
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Newberry
College in
South
Carolina

Control 1
Mi ssion/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Northern
Illinois
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Program
accreditation 2
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
testO
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 0
Standardized
test 0
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 3
Program
accreditation 2
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 0
Standardized
test 0
MDE

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 72.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
32.2

coursework 1

limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 3

25.3

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 29.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
25.3

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,3
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 53.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
41.4

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 29.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
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Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Oklahoma State
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Plymouth State
University in New

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 2

Northwestern
University in
Illinois

Our Lady of the
Holy Cross in
Louisiana

Hampshire

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPAO
Standardized
testO
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 3
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 2
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 3
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 4
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 0
MDE

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 58.6
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
35.5

coursework 0

limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 0

28.0

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 96.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
43.9

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 24.1
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
25.5

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 7.8
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
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Pennsylvania
State University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 2

Purdue
University in

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Indiana

Prairie View
University in
Texas

Rowan
University in
New Jersey

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 0
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 0
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 12.6
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
28.0

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 16.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
20.6

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 48.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
36.9

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 45.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
lim ited English proficient

26.2
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Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 2

Southern Illinois
University at
Carbondale

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

San Jose State
University in

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 2

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 2

St Augustine’s
College in North
Carolina

California

Salem State
College in
Massachusetts

Program
accreditation 2
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
testO
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPAO
Standardized
testO
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 3
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 2
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPAO
Standardized
test 0
MDE

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 50.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
24.5

coursework 1

limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 1

32.2

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 67.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
36.6

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 71.4
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
42.8

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 38.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
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Sterling College
in Kansas

Saginaw Valley
State University
in Michigan

Teacher’s
College at
Columbia
University in
New York

Towson
University in
Maryland

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 1
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 3
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 2

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 2

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 4.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
26.4

coursework 1

limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 2

33.1

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 77.6
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
63.7

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 85.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
18.7

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 47.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
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Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Trinity
(Washington)
University in DC

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

University of
Alaska at
Anchorage

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

University of
Alabama at
Birmingham

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Temple
University in
Pennsylvania

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPAO
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPAO
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 2
Reading
methods
coursework 0
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
testO
MDE
coursework 3
Reading
methods
coursework 1

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 2,4
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 85.4
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
55.7

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 2,5
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 95.6
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
37.9

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 2,4
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 45.0
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
23.6

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 98.6
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
44.3
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University of
Alabama at
Tuscaloosa

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Arkansas

Control 1
Mi ssion/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Central
Florida

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Florida

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 0
MDE
coursework 3
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPAO
Standardized
test 0
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 0
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 1
MDE

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 79.1
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
41.9

coursework 1

limited English proficient

Reading
methods
coursework 2

35.0

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 20.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
33.6

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 60.4
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
32.2

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 48.6
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
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University of
Hawaii at
Manoa

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Idaho

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Kentucky

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Michigan at
Ann Arbor

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use. of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPAO
Standardized
test 0
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 0
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements Gf>A0
Standardized
test 0
MDE
coursework 0
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 0
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 79.8
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
30.9

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 9.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
15.8

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,1
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 34.1
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
32.1

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 37.6
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
20.6

Reading
methods
coursework 2
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University of
Maryland at
College Park

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 1

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Missouri at St
Louis

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
North Dakota

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 1
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Nebraska at
Lincoln

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 1
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 2
MDE
coursework 2
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPAO
Standardized
test 0
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 0
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 3
Reading
methods
coursework 1

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 47.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
33.1

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 84.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
53.5

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 12.6
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
20.7

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 18.0
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
27.1
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University of
Northern
Texas

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Oklahoma

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Rhode Island

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
South
Dakota

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 2
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 4
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 0
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 0
MDE
coursework 3

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 94.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
58.9

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 22.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
27.0

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 4.9
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
14.8

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 15.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
17.1

Reading
methods
coursework 2
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Utah State
University

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Tennessee at
Knoxville

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Texas at
Arlington

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University of
Utah

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 0
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 2
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 29.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
34.4

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 20.3
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
34.4

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 62.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
36.1

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress
2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 53.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient

34.4
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University of
Wisconsin at
Madison

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Virginia
Commonwealth
University

Control 1
Mi ssion/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 2
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Wagner College in

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 1

New York

West Liberty State
College in West
Virginia

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 3
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 3
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1

Reading
methods
coursework 0

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 40.7
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
33.1

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 2,2
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 92.9
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
45.0

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 85.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
18.7

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 8.8
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
29.5
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University
of Iowa

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 2
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 3
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

University
of Vermont

Control 1
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 1
Use of grant funding 1
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 2
Interaction with
communities,
families, and support
agencies 1

Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 3
Reading
methods
coursework 1
Program
accreditation 1
Program
admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized
test 1
MDE
coursework 1
Reading
methods
coursework 2

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 25.9
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
38.3

Partner status under NCLB
adequate yearly progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 4.5
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English proficient
22.2
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Institution
Awards

No (0)
Yes (1)
Exemplary
practices

Induction and
mentoring (1)
Recruitment
and retention
(2)
Contextual
teaching and
learning (3)
Teacher
preparation (4)
Teacher
preparation for
PK-12 diversity
(5)

Program
Model
Delivery

Program
Admissions
Selectivity

(trad_non)
Categorical
Nontraditional (1)
Traditional
(2)
PDS (3)

(admit),
Categorical
None (0)
Moderately (1)
Highly (2)

Degree
requirement

None (0)
Yes (1)

(degree),
Categorical
Bachelor (1)
5th year (2)
Master (3)

Standardized
testing,

Accreditation
status

GPA
requirement,

None (0)
Yes,
institutionally
or state
defined (1)
Yes, Praxis I
PSST (2)
Recruitment
and retention
policies

Probationary
(1)
State only (2)
Conditional (3)
Provisional (4)
Full (5)

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

Candidate
pass rates for
certification
examinations

< 80% (0)
> 80% (1)

Baker College
System

Delivery 2
Degree 1

Selectivity 1
GPA 1
Test 1
Recruitment
and retention
0

Coursework
Subject/content area

(subj_cont), Categorical
Subject matter OR
liberal arts base (1)
Extensive subject
matter (2)
Extensive liberal arts
(3)
Subject matter AND
liberal arts (4)
Foundational content

(edu_cont) educational,
developmental
Categorical
Basic exposure (1)
Intermediate exposure
(2)
Advanced exposure (3)
Exposure to
foundations of
multiculturalism,
diversity and/or
exceptionality

Categorical
None (0)
Single course, seminar
(1)
Required courses in all
(2)
Extended coursework
or
coursework/practicum
(3)

Subject/content 1
Foundational content
1
MDE 2

Field
Experience
Level of
integration of
fieldwork,

Other Significant
Items
Conceptual
framework diversity

Categorical
None (0)
Standard
semester
student
teaching
experience (1)
Extended,
observation,
practicum,
student
teaching in
multicultural
settings with
diverse learners
throughout (2)
Immersion (3)

No focus (0)
Cultural OR
exceptional (1)
Comprehensive (2)

Exposure to
contentspecific
pedagogical
approaches
and applications

Ideology -

combination of
focus on diversity,
program structure
and design,
recruitment and
selection, and
performance
assessment
Assessment

None (0)
Traditional (1)
Portfolio
development (2)

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

Integration 2
Contentspecific
pedagogical
application 1
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Conceptual
framework diversity 2
Ideology 27
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Table A .le Analytical matrix - Baker College System in Michigan

Program

Institutional Capacity

Relationships with
Local Communities

Governmental and
Non-Governmental
Regulations

Socio-political climate

The organization of
institutions, supports and
constraints for teacher
education that is in line
with institutional mission
and goals as well as
cognizant of appropriate
training for diversity

The interactions and
relationships between
a teacher preparation
program and local
families,
neighborhoods,
schools, communities,
community agencies,
including perspectives
about the value of
contributions to
community

Requirements for
teacher preparation as
stipulated by
governing and
evaluating bodies

The conditions of the
schools, and the social,
historical, economic, and
political context in which
all of the above are
embedded, including
agendas for educational
reform

Control

Collaborative
partnerships with
PK-12 institutions

Program
accreditation

Partner/placement
school characteristics —
Status under NCLB
adequate yearly
progress

Public (1)
Private (2)
Mission/conceptual
framework congruence

No (0)
Yes (1)
Recruitment and
retention of qualified,
diverse faculty

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)
Collaboration among
departments

None (0)
Limited (1)
Moderate (2)
Extensive (3)
Use of grant funding to
enhance partnerships,
technological
innovation, and
longitudinal study

None (0)
One or more (1)
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates

< 20% minority faculty
and < 35% minority
students
> 20% minority faculty
and > 35% minority
students

None (0)
Some, primarily for
placement of student
teachers (1)
Collaborative,
allowing placements
for observation,
practicum, and student
teaching (2)
Professional
development school
collaborations (3)
Faculty and
candidate interaction
with communities,
families, and support
agencies

None (0)
Some (1)
Extensive (2)

State only (1)
National only (2)
Both state and national
(3)
Program admission
requirements GPA

None (0)
Institutional discretion
(2)
Specified 2.2 or above
(3)
Specified 2.5 or above
Specified 3.0 or above
Standardized test

None (0)
Institutional discretion
(2)
Specified, state (3)
Specified Praxis I
PSST (4)
Coursework
specifications elementary
certification,
requirements for
coursework in
multiculturalism,
diversity, and/or
exceptionality

Met, not targeted for
improvements (0)
Not met, not targeted for
improvements (1)
Not met, targeted for
improvements (2)
Year in targeted
improvement status
1 - 3 (1 - 3)
Corrective action (4)
Restructuring (5)
Demographics,
concentrations of
underrepresented
populations

Percentages
Demographics,
concentrations of
children living in
poverty, with
disabilities, and for
whom English is not
the primary language
in the home

Percentages

None (0)
Yes, no prescription
(1)
Yes, prescribed
courses (2)
Yes, prescribed hours
(3)
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Table A. le - Continued

Program

Institutional Capacity

Relationships
with Local
Communities

Governmental and
Non-Governmental
Regulations
Coursework
specifications elementary
certification,
requirements for
coursework in reading
methods

Socio-political climate

None (0)
Yes, no prescription (1)
Yes, prescribed courses
(2)
Yes, prescribed hours
Set curricular
standards for PK-6

B ak er
C ollege
System in
M ichigan

Control 2
Mission/framework
congruence 1
Recruitment and
retention of faculty 1
Collaboration among
departments 0
Use of grant funding 0
Demographic
composition of faculty
and candidates 0

Collaborative
partnerships 1
Interaction with
communities,
families, and
support agencies 0

None (0)
Yes (1)
Program accreditation 1
Program admission
requirements GPA 1
Standardized test 1
MDE coursework 1
Reading methods
coursework 2

Partner status under
NCLB adequate yearly
progress 0
Concentration of
underrepresented
populations 27.2
Concentration of
economically
disadvantages, disabled,
limited English
proficient 25.5
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Appendix I Completed Evaluation Plan Grid - Baker College System of Michigan
Table A.2 Evaluation document

Standard/
Criteria
Program/process
reviewed: Teacher
Preparation for
Elementary
Certification (PK8)

Evaluation
Overall:
Refer to evaluation
report. (Chapter 4)

SATISFACTORY

1.1 Program
outcome mapping

SATISFACTORY

1.3 Valid
assessment tools,
embedded
throughout
professional core
sequence
1.4 Data collection,
analysis, and
evaluation

Documentation
Reviewed
Primary:

Refer to evaluation
report. (Chapter 4)

Secondary:

Narrative
Catalogs,
handbooks,
syllabus guides
and supporting
resources

1. Program
evaluation - CQI

1.2 Course outcome
mapping

Areas for
Improvement
Noted:

SATISFACTORY

SATISFACTORY
Rationale: a series of
direct measures of
assessment are
embedded throughout
the professional core
sequence
UNSATISFACTORY

Rationale: W hile data
is collected
throughout, the
analysis and evaluation
are not systematic and
do not lead to
substantive program
improvement

Content
analysis

None at this time

Director
narrative
Alternative
sources:
departmental
handbooks,
meeting minutes

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

There is some
evidence that
courses developed
by other
departments (i.e.,
General Education)
do not align course
outcomes with
learning objectives
o f the Education
programs
Documentation of
validity o f the
direct measures
needed

Director
narrative
Course syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

Consider training in
data collection,
analysis and
evaluation for all
stakeholders,
Include all
stakeholders in
decision making
process

Director
narrative

Rationale: Programs
are competency based
and designed to meet
professional standards
set by accrediting
bodies and
professional
organizations.
Rationale: Course
outcomes for core
courses tie directly to
program outcomes.

Method(s)
Employed
Quantitative:
Qualitative:

Course syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources
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1.5
Collaborative
feedback

1.6 Use of
data and
research in
decision
making on
program
changes,
including
discontinuance

SA TISFA C TO R Y
Rationale: There are quarterly
systemic departmental meetings
held each quarter that allow
faculty and administration from
all campuses to come together
and review assessment and
evaluation data that has been
collected.
UNSATISFACTORY
Rationale: Data analysis and
evaluation is weak
Current research is reviewed
and discussed in systemic and
campus departmental meetings

2.
Institutional
capacity

SA T ISFA C T O R Y

2.1 Mission
and
conceptual
framework

SA T ISFA C T O R Y
Rationale: the departmental
mission statement and
conceptual framework
substantiate the mission o f the
College
S A T ISFA C T O R Y
Rationale: Deans and
administrators have extensive
experience in the PK-12 legal
and regulatory environment and
appropriate credentials for
appointment
UNSATISFACTORY
Rationale: None applied for still being mentored by
M adonna University
SA T ISFA C T O R Y
Rationale: there is an annual
budget process employed on
each campus
SA T ISFA C T O R Y
Rationale: there is a systemic
philosophy that requires that
facilities, equipment, and
supplies be maintained in “like
new” condition

2.2 Leadership
and personnel

2.3 Use of
grant funding

2.4 Fiscal
responsibility

2.5 Facilities,
equipment,
and supplies

Collaboration among
departments is weak and
inhibits the ability to
align course outcomes
and learning objectives
for requisite General
Education courses with
desired program
outcomes
Consider training in data
collection, analysis, and
evaluation to strengthen
the decision making
process
Find a means of
communication o f latest
research findings to all
stakeholders

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

None

Catalog and
departmental
Handbook

Qualitative:
Content
analysis

None at this time

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

None at this time,
pending independence
from Madonna

Director
narrative

None at this time

Director
narrative

None at this time

Knowledge
of
institutional
culture

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative
Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative
Qualitative
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2.6 Candidate support
system and resources

SATISFACTORY
Rationale: there are a
variety o f advisory,
counseling, and
support resources
available on each
campus.

3. Faculty recruitment
and retention

UNSATISFACTORY

3.1 Qualifications

SATISFACTORY

Documentation
on academic
counseling and
advising
services,
learning support
centers, writing
labs, libraries

Qualitative:
Content
analysis o f
pertinent
documentation

Job postings
identify both
desired and
minimum
acceptable
qualifications

Qualitative:
Content
analysis

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

Need to review
policies about
professional
development,
including
release time
and pay for PD
hours in a
primarily
adjunct-based
system
Review

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis o f
narrative

Review

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis o f
narrative

There is
sometimes a
lack o f direct
linkage with
outside support
agencies

Rationale: Job
postings and interview
processes for full-time
faculty identify
desired and minimum
acceptable
qualifications,
including current
licensing in PK-12
3.2
Recruitment/appointment
o f diverse, qualified
faculty, administrators,
and support staff
3.3 Performance
evaluation and
professional development

UNSATISFACTORY

3.4 Mentoring and
modeling

UNSATISFACTORY

3.5 Collaborative
feedback

Rationale: Adjunct
based model does not
allow for specific
recruitment
UNSATISFACTORY

Rationale: the
evaluation system is in
the process of revision
Professional
development
opportunities are often
limited to internal
offerings that are not
relevant to pre-service
teacher education
Rationale: No
substantive
documentation
available
UNSATISFACTORY

Rationale:
Opportunities to
interact
collaboratively with
internal departments
and external schools
and agencies is limited
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4. Diversity
4.1 Recruitment
and retention of
diverse, qualified
program candidates

4.2 Design,
implementation,
and evaluation o f
program curricula
and experiences

UNSATISFACTORY
SA T ISFA C T O R Y
Rationale: candidates tend to
represent the area surrounding
the campus to which they
apply so there is no specific
recruitment policy or effort
SA TISFA C TO R Y
Rationale: sequencing appears
to be coherent between
coursework and field
experiences

4.3 W orking with
diverse PK-12
students, families,
and community
agency
representatives
4.4 W orking with
diverse faculty,
program
candidates,
cooperating
teachers, and
support staff

UNSATISFACTORY
Rationale: there is no
substantial evidence that
opportunities are other than
accidental, dependent upon
geographic location of campus
UNSATISFACTORY
Rationale: there is no
substantial evidence that
opportunities are other than
accidental, dependent upon
geographic location o f campus

5. Field
experiences and
partnerships

UNSATISFACTORY

5.1 Development
of collaborative
partnerships

UNSATISFACTORY
Rationale: there is evidence
that partnerships are
coincidental and that
collaborative involvement in
program design or planning is
nominal - i.e., formed with
districts that will allow
candidates to observe or do
student teaching

None at this time

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

None at this time

Catalog and
departmental
Handbook
Course
syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources
Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis o f
narrative

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

All partnerships
should be
reviewed for
mutual benefit
and opportunities
for cooperative
collaboration
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5.3 Qualifications
and responsibilities
o f supervising
faculty and
cooperating teachers

UNSATISFACTORY
Rationale: Lacking
documentation

5.4 Debriefing

SA TISFA C TO RY
Rationale: Students are
provided opportunities for
directed debriefing on field
experiences during EDU200
Introduction to the
Professional Experience; and
all observations, practicum,
and student teaching
SA TISFA C TO R Y

6. C an d id ate
developm ent
6.1 Content
knowledge

6.2 Pedagogical
knowledge

6.3
Content/pedagogy
integration

6.4 Assessment of
PK-12 student
learning

SA TISFA C TO RY
Rationale: Course work
appears sequenced with
appropriate interface o f field
experiences
SA TISFA C TO R Y
Rationale: There are required
methods courses (EDU450EDU461) specific to the
content areas for certification
in both majors and minors
SA TISFA C TO RY
Rationale: Candidates are
provided with opportunities
to observe, develop and
practice pedagogical
approaches in five early field
experiences and student
teaching
SA TISFA C TO R Y
Rationale: candidates are
given 5 early field
experiences with
correspondent opportunities
for discussion and evaluation
o f performance and areas for
improvement

Review
qualifications and
responsibilities,
develop, and
provide
appropriate
documentation
None at this time

None at this time

None at this time

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

Course
syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources

Qualitative:
Content
analysis

Course
syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources
Course
syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources

Course
syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources

Course
syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources
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6.5 Critical
reflection

6.6
Candidate
performance
assessment

SATISFACTORY
Rationale: candidates begin reflective journaling in
EDU200 and are required to add to it throughout the
professional core sequence. The methods courses and
courses with field components yield opportunities for
group reflection and problem-solving

SATISFACTORY
Rationale: Candidates are assessed throughout the
professional core sequence. However, more
information is needed to determine how the
information is used in the decision-making process

6.7 Use of
technology
to support
teaching and
learning

SATISFACTORY

7.
Cognizance
of legal and
regulatory
environment

SATISFACTORY

7.1
Candidate
access to
information
about
program
goals and
objectives
7.2
Knowledge
of state PK12
Curriculum
Framework

None
at this
time

None

Rationale: Students are required to complete a
sequence o f courses in the M icrosoft applications word processing, database management,
spreadsheets, and PowerPoint presentations.
Students are required to successfully complete
EDU346 Instructional Media. This course is
organized around the state’s 7th entry-level standard
for teachers and addresses both classroom instruction
and productivity.

SATISFACTORY

Qualitative:
Content
analysis

Content
analysis

Course
syllabus
guides
and
supporting
resources

SATISFACTORY
Rationale: The catalog and departmental handbook
are thorough in coverage and the information is
reiterated in courses throughout the professional core
sequence

Rationale: Students are required to design lessons
and technology activities based on the M CF in
EDU346 Instructional Technology. In addition,
students are required to use the M CF to guide lesson
development and instruction in all methods courses
(EDU450-EDU461) and student teaching (EDU481
and EDU491)

Course
syllabus
guides
and
supporting
resources
Course
syllabus
guides
and
supporting
resources
Syllabus
guide and
supporting
resources
for
EDU346

None

Syllabus
guides
and
supporting
resources
for
EDU346,
EDU450461, and
EDU481
and
EDU491
(Student
Teaching
Seminars)
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7.3 Knowledge o f state
recommended/developed
tools and resources

SA T ISFA C TO R Y
Rationale:
students are required to use the MCF
and all state developed tools and
resources to guide lesson development
and instruction in all methods courses
(EDU450-EDU461) and student
teaching

7.4 Knowledge of state
entry-level standards for
teachers

SA TISFA C TO R Y
Rationale: Students are introduced to the
state’s entry-level standards for teachers
in their first foundational course EDU
200 Introduction to the Professional
Education Experience. These standards
are subsequently referenced in all
professional education courses. During
ED U 481/491 - the student teaching
experience, students are required to
develop a professional teaching
portfolio based on these standards
SA T ISFA C TO R Y
All o f the administrative rules governing
certification of teachers in Michigan is
included in the Teacher Education
handbook. This handbook is a required
text for EDU200 Introduction to the
Professional Education Experience and
all rules are reviewed in class.
SA T ISFA C TO R Y
All o f the administrative rules governing
certification o f teachers in Michigan is
included in the Teacher Education
handbook. This handbook is a required
text for EDU200 Introduction to the
Professional Education Experience and
all rules are reviewed in class.
S A TISFA C TO R Y
Rationale: MCF, and state standards/
essential goals and objectives for PK-12
learning are specified in all methods
courses (EDU450 - 461) as well as the
student teaching experience (EDU481
and EDU491)

7.5 Knowledge of all
other state mandated
eligibility requirements
for certification

7.6 Knowledge of state
credentialing system

7.7 Alignment of
education program(s)
curricula with state
standards/essential goals
and objectives for PK-12
learning

None
at this
time

None
at this
time

None
at this
time

Course
syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources for
EDU450461, and
EDU481 and
EDU491
Syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources for
EDU200 and
EDU481/491

Qualitative:
Content
analysis

Teacher
Education
Handbook
Syllabus
guide and
supporting
resources for
EDU200
Teacher
Education
Handbook
Syllabus
guide and
supporting
resources for
EDU200
Course
syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources

Qualitative:
Content
analysis
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7.8 Knowledge of
legal and ethical
responsibilities in the
PK-12 environment

UNSATISFACTORY
Rationale: there is insufficient
exposure to pertinent school
laws

Review for
opportunities
for exposure to
pertinent school
laws

Course
syllabus
guides and
supporting
resources

Qualitative:
Content
analysis

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

Director
narrative

Qualitative:
Content
analysis of
narrative

8. Family and
community
relations
8.1 Interaction and
involvement with
PK-12 families to
support teaching and
learning

8.2 Interaction and
involvement with
representatives of
community agencies
to support teaching
and learning

UNSATISFACTORY
Rationale: there is little
documentation to substantiate
opportunities for candidates to
interact with PK-12 students’
families or representatives o f
community agencies.
UNSATISFACTORY
Rationale: there is little
documentation to substantiate
opportunities for candidates to
interact with PK-12 students’
families or representatives of
community agencies.
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Appendix J Graduate Survey (Inaugural Graduating Class)
Baker College System of Michigan

Michigan Department of Education (MDE) Survey Results 2005-6
This data is generally based on the 29 responses received from MDE. However, all
percentages and ratings below are based on the number of students responding to the
question. While not a frequent occurrence, occasionally a student skipped a
question. The scale for all questions using ratings was 1 to 4, with 1= Not at all
agree, 2= Somewhat agree, 3= Mostly agree, 4= Strongly agree.
1. Gender: 86.2% Female 13.8% Male
2. Age:

Under 25: 17.2%
25-29: 27.6%
30-34: 20.7%
35-39: 13.8%
40-44: 17.2%
45-49: 3.4%

3. Race/Ethnicity:

White: 86.2%
Black: 6.9%
Hispanic: 3.4%
Unknown: 3.4%

4. Type of Institution attended:
Attended Community College: 55.2%
Attended Public University: 31.0%
Attended Independent College or University: 79.3%
5. Any college work at an institution outside of Michigan: Yes: 13.8%

6. Type of Program:
Undergraduate: 65.5%
Post Bachelor: 31.0%
Blank: 3.4%
7. Primary Content Area:
English: 31.0%
Language Arts: 20.7%
Mathematics: 24.1%
Social Studies: 24.1%
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8. Additional Content Areas:
Chemistry: 3.4%
Computer Science: 10.3%
Early Childhood: 6.9%
English: 3.4%
History: 10.3%
Social Studies: 3.4%
Other: Elementary Studies: 20.7%
9. Teaching level:
Elementary: 72.4%
Secondary: 27.6%

10. The tables for questions 10 and 11 are based on the responses from
ELEMENTARY EDUCATION STUDENTS. The data is based on 21
responses.
I am well prepared to:
- teach mathematics
- teach social studies
- teach science
- teach language arts
- teach reading (including oral
reading)
- teach writing in a variety of
genres
- use instructional strategies that
help children with reading
comprehension across content
areas.

Mean
rating
3.38
3.38
3.19
3.76
3.52

Standard
Deviation
0.74
0.86
0.87
0.70
0.68

Percent rating mostly
agree or strongly agree
85.7%
85.7%
81.0%
95.2%
90.5%

3.62

0.67

90.5%

3.62

0.59

95.2%

11. How much did your teacher preparation institution contribute to your ability to:
Mean Standard Percent rating mostly agree
rating Deviation or strongly agree
0.84
76.1%
3.00
- teach reading (including oral
reading)
2.90
76.1%
0.77
- teach mathematics
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12. The tables for questions 10 and 11 are based on the responses from SECONDARY
ED U CA TIO N STUDENTS. The data is based on 7 responses (one student did not
respond).
I am well prepared to:
- teach my major content area(s)
- teach my minor content area(s)
- use instructional strategies that
help students with reading
comprehension in my content
area(s)
- use instructional strategies that
help students to write in my
content area(s)

Mean
rating
3.43
3.14
3.29

Standard
Deviation
0.79
0.69
0.95

Percent rating mostly
agree or strongly agree
85.7%
85.7%
71.4%

3.14

0.90

71.4%

13. How much did your teacher preparation (secondary level) institution contribute to

- teach your major content area(s)
- use instructional strategies that
help students with their reading
comprehension in your content
area(s)

Mean
rating
2.57
3.00

Standard
Deviation
0.98
0.58

Percent rating mostly
agree or strongly agree
57.1%
85.7%

Note: Many of the elementary students also answered questions 12 and 13. Their
answers were excluded from the data above.
Questions 14-17 were designed for students whose primary focus is special education,
fine arts, music, physical education, etc. Many of our students answered these questions;
however, they are not summarized here because we do not offer those programs.
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Questions 18-33 are actually related pairs. The first question asks if the student believes
they are well prepared to do various things, and the second asks how much Baker College
contributed to the preparation.
Question 18 Organize Student Learning
I am well prepared to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- organize a rich environment for literacy
learning
- use literacy instructional strategies with a
variety of texts
- help students improve their reading skills
- help students improve their writing skills
- organize students from different cultures
to interact positively with each other
- plan for students with developmental
disabilities or developmental delays
- challenge gifted and talented students
- motivate discouraged students for
improved academic performance
- adapt instruction for students learning
English as a second language

3.45

0.63

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
93.1%

3.48

0.63

93.1%

3.39
3.38
3.41

0.79
0.82
0.63

89.3%
86.2%
93.1%

3.24

0.74

82.8%

3.38
3.45

0.68
0.69

89.7%
89.7%

2.86

0.58

75.9%

How much did your teacher preparation
institution contribute to your ability to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- adapt instruction for success of students
with different needs
- support student literacy across content
areas

3.03

0.78

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
72.4%

3.07

0.70

79.3%

I am well prepared to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- teach the core concepts of my content
major
- to relate classroom learning in my content
area(s) to the real world
- to integrate my subject matter with other
content areas
- to help students think critically

3.83

0.38

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
100.0%

3.79

0.41

100.0%

3.83

0.38

100.0%

3.79

0.41

100.0%

Question 19 Organize Student Learning

Question 20 Knowledge of Subject Matter
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Question 21 Knowledge of Subject Matter
How much did your teacher preparation
institution contribute to your ability to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- teach the core concepts of your main
content area
- relate classroom learning in your content
area(s) to the real world

3.10

0.90

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
72.4%

3.21

0.90

82.8%

I am well prepared to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- use a variety of authentic assessments
- use a variety of standardized assessments
- communicate information about students’
progress to parents and others
- modify assessments for students with
special needs
- analyze student work in order to modify
my own teaching strategies

3.55
3.55
3.70

0.63
0.57
0.54

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
93.1%
96.6%
96.3%

3.38

0.68

89.7%

3.71

0.53

96.4%

How much did your teacher preparation
institution contribute to your ability to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- analyze student work in order to modify
your own teaching strategies
- use a variety of standardized assessments
to guide your decisions about what to teach

3.17

0.89

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
82.8%

3.17

0.85

79.3%

Question 22 Management of Learning

Question 23 Management of Learning
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Question 24 Organizing the Classroom Environment
I am well prepared to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- engage students in cooperative group
work
- lead rich discussions of content
- provide alternative explanations or
examples when students are confused
- use direct instruction to convey
information
- use all levels of questions in teaching
- use teaching strategies that relate content
to real-world situations
- choose methods that help students to
value learning tasks
- help students believe they can do well in
school tasks
- identify students’ experiences, interests
and knowledge in order to establish
classroom routines that promote learning

3.76

0.44

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
100.0%

3.83
3.69

0.47
0.47

96.6%
100.0%

3.76

0.44

100.0%

3.72
3.81

0.45
0.40

100.0%
100.0%

3.69

0.47

100.0%

3.75

0.44

100.0%

3.75

0.52

96.4%

Question 25 Organizing the Classroom Environment
How much did your teacher preparation
institution contribute to your ability to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- use a variety of research-based
instructional methods to meet the needs of
all students
- use classroom management techniques
that sustain a productive learning
community

3.11

0.69

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
82.1%

3.28

0.84

82.8%
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Question 26 Working in the School and District Environment
I am well prepared to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- use state and local student learning
standards to assess and improve my
teaching
- communicate with parents, guardians and
families
- behave ethically in the variety of
situations I will face as a teacher
- teach effectively in schools with limited
resources
- use professional development
opportunities to improve my teaching
- collaborate with colleagues on
professional issues
- access school and district resources that
my students need
- take on service roles in the teaching
profession (such as curriculum committees
and school improvement teams)

3.62

0.49

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
100.0%

3.79

0.42

100.0%

3.86

0.35

100.0%

3.59

0.63

93.1%

3.76

0.44

100.0%

3.75

0.44

100.0%

3.76

0.44

100.0%

3.57

0.57

96.4%

Question 27 Working in the School and District Environment
How much did your teacher preparation
institution contribute to your ability to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- use state and local student learning
standards to assess and improve your
teaching
- assume the range of responsibilities of a
professional educator in a school

3.34

0.86

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
82.8%

3.28

0.84

82.8%
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Question 28 Participate in Extended Learning Communities
I am well prepared to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- work on a committee of teachers to
improve curriculum
- arrange for my students to serve and learn
in the community
- participate in teachers’ professional
organizations and activities
- use school and district resources to teach
my students

3.45

0.51

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
100.0%

3.59

0.57

96.6%

3.69

0.47

100.0%

3.66

0.48

100.0%

Question 29 Participate in Extended Learning Communities
How much did your teacher preparation
institution contribute to your ability to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- work on a committee of teachers to
improve curriculum
- use school and district resources to teach
your students

2.97

0.91

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
72.4%

3.14

0.79

82.8%

Question 30 Use Technology to Maximize Student Learning
I am well prepared to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- integrate educational technology into my
classroom instruction
- practice high ethical standards
surrounding the use of technology
- use educational software to bring new
learning opportunities into my classroom
- use technology to organize and manage
my student records
- support the use of a variety of technology
in student work
- support my students’ use of technology to
demonstrate conceptual understanding

3.79

0.41

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
100.0%

3.79

0.41

100.0%

3.59

0.57

96.6%

3.62

0.56

96.6%

3.72

0.45

100.0%

3.69

0.47

100.0%
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Question 31 Use Technology to Maximize Student Learning
How much did your teacher preparation
institution contribute to your ability to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- integrate educational technology into your
classroom instruction
- support your students’ use of technology
to demonstrate conceptual understanding

3.29

0.90

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
78.6%

3.14

0.99

79.3%

I am well prepared to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- use knowledge from the liberal arts (such
as humanities and science) to enrich my
teaching practice
- communicate effectively in several forms
of writing
- use mathematics as a tool in learning
- make interdisciplinary connections with
my content areas
- model the role of an individual in a free
society
- demonstrate understanding of multiple
perspectives and individual differences
- demonstrate an understanding of
responsible citizenship

3.25

0.75

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
82.1%

3.56

0.58

96.3%

3.18
3.71

0.72
0.46

82.1%
100.0%

3.64

0.56

96.3%

3.82

0.39

100.0%

3.86

0.36

100.0%

How much did your teacher preparation
institution contribute to your ability to:

Mean
rating

Standard
Deviation

- use knowledge from the liberal arts to
enrich your teaching practice
- communicate effectively in several forms
of writing

2.79

0.79

Percent rating
mostly agree or
strongly agree
71.4%

3.00

0.90

75.0%

Question 32 Liberal Arts Background

Question 33 Liberal Arts Background
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Question 34
W hat does it mean to be an effective teacher? This was open ended. All responses
appear below.
An effective teacher is someone who teaches the students, but also learns from them. An
effective teacher also has relationships with their students and understands each students
individual needs and does what they can to help each student.
To be an effective teacher means you need to be able to relate to students and their problems.
You also have to be able to communication with administrators, parents, students, and the
community. Lastly, to be an effective teacher you need to develop a rapport with your students
and staff. All of these things begin to shape an effective teacher.
I think that in order to be effective, one must first build a strong relationship with each individual
student. It is only after you have reached the students' hearts that you are able to reach their
minds. Aside from caring about your students, I also think that an effective teacher must set forth
clear expectations and rules for the students to follow. If students aren't aware of what is
expected of them, then the teacher will never be able to teach effectively.
An effective teacher is able to train and develop the knowledge, skill, mind, and character of all
children they instruct. Each area must be addressed or else effective education is void. Children
are whole beings and must be instructed and approached as such. 'Knowledge' of the content
areas is pertinent to the student's academic progress. Developed 'skills' promote a self-reliant
confidence within children and a mean for success in their endeavors throughout life. Trained
'minds' produce reflective, intuitive, and imaginative individuals. Furthermore, genuine 'character'
must be cultivated at an early age in order to bring forth truehearted members of society.
To be an effective teacher, you must be able to adapt to your student's needs and incorporate
different learning strategies that will benefit all students.
To be an effective teacher means actually teaching the students what they are to be taught.
That's what you are hired to do as a teacher. To teach effectively, you must first reach the
students. They are not going to want to learn from a teacher who doesn't care about them.
An effective teacher is someone who teaches students how to apply knowledge to others areas.
This is done by providing real life situations. The teacher must also make learning fun and truly
care about the students.
It means to help students learn in the best possible way for the student for each individual
student.
For me, it means to teach to the benchmarks as established by the state. It means to teach to
meet the individual learning needs of each of my students based on a multitude of internal and
external factors. It means to establish a safe and a respectful classroom environment. It means to
be able to work with a team of educators at a particular school to strive for constant improvement.
It means to conform, but also be able to express new ideas to a team of educators at a particular
s c h o o l. It m e a n s to h a v e a n o p e n a n d r e s p o n s i b l e lin e o f c o m m u n ic a tio n w ith all o f m y s t u d e n t s

parents or guardians. It means to be creative, let my students express creativity, and give every
student a voice in the classroom. It means to be not afraid to fail, because I will always be able to
learn from my mistakes to improve myself as a teacher. It means always giving students the
opportunity to draw upon prior knowledge.
A teacher is passionate, motivated, and dedicated to provided students with an exceptional
education.
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An effective teacher is flexible, compassionate, and aware of his or her student's capabilities. I
feel that the most effective teachers are teachers that seamlessly work across the curriculum to
bring ideas and concepts learned in school to the real lives of their students.
An effective teacher -has good classroom management -teaches for understanding -has positive
expectation for student success
To demonstrate an effect understanding of the curriculum you are teaching while being able to
guide students through learning and advancement with a caring disposition
To reach out and assist students in learning how to solve problems and analyze situations to
come to logical outcomes
To promote a learning environment that engages and encourages all learning styles. To make
sure everyone succeeds
To be an effective teacher you need to identify all learning modalities and teach with enthusiasm
with meaning
To be an effective teacher means to have students learn the appropriate standards and
benchmarks for their level and to have fun doing it.
To be an effective teacher is to have students who want to be there with you everyday and who
take something from you even if it is something small.
To have a well organized classroom, with good classroom management skills. To be able to ask
myself "what are my students going to learn today?"
An outstanding teacher requires the ability to capture the attention of approximately thirty
somewhat unwilling students. Some may say this is not possible. I disagree. The teacher
possessing enthusiasm, classroom management, and diligence can not only capture attention but
also motivate students. To actively engage students a teacher must be enthusiastic. Children
today are surrounded by computer games, television shows and multimedia that offer constant
stimulation. This is the activity level children are accustomed to; therefore, teachers must meet
this desire. Classroom management is one of the most important aspects of teaching. It is
imperative that students know what to expect from their teacher and what their teacher expects of
them. Structure in a classroom builds mutual respect between students and their teacher. A
teacher must be diligent to be outstanding. She must be aware of her students working habits,
their strengths and their weaknesses. An outstanding teacher will also keep up
To be an effective teacher, one must be able to convey information in a simplistic way in which
students can understand
To be an effective teacher means to have your students happily learning what is needed for their
set curriculum.
To be an effective teacher is to be able to successfully teach all students no matter the ability of a
student.
An effective teacher makes connections with all students and helps them grow academically and
socially. I believe an effective teacher must provide a safe and comfortable classroom setting for
all students. Knowing and understanding the content is important, but without the heart and
passion for helping all students a teacher will not reach and effect all students.
A teacher must be with it in the areas of content and classroom management, in order for the
students to maximize their learning capabilities.
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Question 35
How would you rate yourself overall in effectiveness, based on your description of an
effective teacher?
Greatly effective: 55.2%
Mostly effective: 44.8%
Somewhat effective: 0.0%
Not at all effective: 0.0%
Question 36
How much has your recent student teaching experience added to your readiness to be an
effective teacher?
Very much: 86.2%
Quite a bit: 6.9%
Slightly: 6.9%
Not at all: 0.0%
Question 37
Identify three areas of teaching practice in which you feel most confident of your ability.
Number choosing
Percent choosing
Area
58.6%
17
Knowledge of subject matter
27.6%
8
Assessment of student learning
65.5%
Classroom organization
19
41.4%
12
Instructional practices
27.6%
8
Professional practices
4
13.8%
Developing community partnerships
5
17.2%
Participating with colleagues in learning
24.1%
7
Using technology to teach
4
13.8%
Working with other adults to support
students
10.3%
3
Other
Other included: making valuable connections with students, making real-world
connections to engage students, and building strong relationships with students
Question 38
Do you intend to get your teaching certification within the next 12 months? 100%
responded yes.
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Question 39
Additional comments regarding the teacher preparation program
Overall, I think that the teaching program at Baker is effective. I do, however, believe that there
have been and continue to be a lot of kinks in the program. I am happy to report though that the
Dean is trying to work some of the issues out, and seems to be genuinely concerned about
creating an effective program, as well as helping individual students as she is able to.
I would STRONGLY recommend that the course EDU 445 be a requirement after the Student
teaching experience, as opposed to before it. It is extremely difficult after being in the field for
seven months to come back to a college environment to take such an involved class. After
Student Teaching, in my opinion, Baker students should be set to graduate, instead of having to
go through this grueling ten week course at this point in time. For myself, there are strong family
obligations that I have to fulfill as a stay-at-home dad to two young children, which makes
attending the course difficult, and tackling it's requirements a rather dubious challenge. To
compound this situation, I have had to turn down various subbing opportunities because of
commitments I have to making my experience in EDU 445 a success. Leaving the college
environment for that long of a period of time and having to come back to such strict requirements
has been a very difficult, and seemingly unnecessary transition, if only this particular course
I think that overall the program was decent. I do think there are a lot of glitches that need to be
worked out. I do not agree with having a mandatory semester after student teaching~it forced me
to turn down a permanent subbing position. What would have happened if I had been offered a
job that required me to finish out the year? Also because I am actively interviewing I am being
forced to miss those classes and at those interviews the employers act like I've done something
wrong to have to have another semester. There has been a severe lack of communication-every
person in the Education office gives a different answer to the same question. The class schedule
was horrible. We would be expected to do a field placement with x amount of hours per week, but
then I would be in class Mon-Fri from 10-4! So I would have to go in from 9-9:45! Since I'm in
elementary I would get there for attendance and calendar and have to leave to get to class. Not
very effective. Also classes that would be on my rotation schedule were not offered when
anticipated due to low enrollment
I think that the organization of our program was very subpar. I should hope that in the future
students will not feel as lost as myself and many of our classmates did. It was not a healthy
environment.
The only issue with the teaching program that I have was the math methods classes. I know they
are different now, but when I took the classes they were not helpful at all.
I would not suggest a quarter system. Most of my subjects needed more time to digest, and
discuss in class. There is no way you can learn all about "Ancient History" in 9 weeks. I say nine
because week one is getting the assignments, and the final week is testing.

Note answers above that were cut off, were cut off in the data file received in the system
office. Also note that most students did not bother to respond to the question.
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